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The Social Forum.
Vol. IL JANUARY, 1900. No.

SALUTATORY.
With this number the Social Forum becomes the organ

of the Social Reform Union. This means no change in its gen-
eral character and position. It simply means a larger field, a
broader constituency, a stronger basis, a more united effort.

The Social Reform Union stands for all that the Social Forum
has stood for in the past, and also means the actual coming
together to a very considerable degree of forces hitherto work-
ing largely for the same aims, but without conscious, concerted
action. There is need of a change in this.

Capital is uniting. Capitalists, even without much need
for organized union, virtually act, vote, think, feel, move, as

one man. Against that growing union there is need that the
forces of reform draw together. The logic of ideas demands
the same. Humanity is one. The universe is one. You cannot
divide God from man, or man from God. The attempt to do
this has been the failure of much religious effort and the vice

of materialistic philosophy. God in man and man in God, such
is the thought to-day.

Nor can man himself be dissected into soul and mind and
body. The three are one, and the one is three. A body without
a soul, a soul without a body ; intellect without soul and action

;

such is not man. Therefore, all that concerns man must be
tripartite. Hence, the appeal to man must be such and reform
must be such. The Social Forum will stand for this. Its appeal

will be to soul and mind and body. This means a threefoldness,

yet a unity. The Social Forum will appeal to the soul. Con-
science, morals, religious considerations, Christianity and an
ethic that does not speak in the name of Christ—all these will

find voicing upon our pages. This magazine will be a Christian

publication. It believes in the living Christ. It will stand for

a Christianity that is real, vital, practical, present, individual,

social, eternal. Christ in man and man in Christ—such is the

Christian ideal. This we shall carry out. "In Jesus' Name/'
"\V tiat Would Jesus Do ?"—there is power, there is dynamic,

in these thoughts. There is to-day, nineteen centuries after He
lived, more power in the name of Christ than in any name that

can be named. "And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto

Me." We propose to exalt the Son of Man. But we do not

propose that this shall be a matter of names alone. One of the

saddest utterances of Jesus Christ was that experience-

wrenched cry, "Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the

things which I say?" We propose to stand for doing the things
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which Christ said. Therefore, we shall insist more on the deed
than the name, on a Christianity which does rather than a Chris-

tianity which is "an empty ritual and the unapplied rhetoric of

pious hours." We shall appeal to the churches. We shall speak,

above all, to the enlightened Christian conscience, carrying on
in this phase the work that has been so well done by the Na-
tional Christian Citizenship League. But there are those in

this land, and among them some of the noblest and the best,

who may be called unnamed Christians. To them the appeal td

Christ is not final. They believe in Him and in others. Into

the reason tor this, into the right and wrong of this, we do not
and cannot here enter. Misunderstandings and misconceptions
have doubtless arisen upon both sides. We can but recognize
the fact. Hence the Social Forum, as organ of the Social Re-
form Union, will not limit its work to the Christian thought.

In our Union, Jew and Gentile, Christian and non-Christian,

have equal rights. We would draw both together, and they
"who do His will shall know of the doctrine." Says Coleridge

:

"If a man begin by loving Christ more than the truth he will

proceed by loving his church more than Christ and end by lov-

ing himself most of all." We shall put first the Truth. Chris-

tians appeal to Christ because they believe He is the Truth.
But, secondly, we shall make The Social Forum economic

and educational. The Social Reform Union has already invited

the gentlemen connected with the College of Social Science, pro-
posed at Buffalo, to prepare its economic literature, and to this

they have agreed. It is possible even that that college, as an
institution, will be merged in the educational work of the
Union. In any case, the work of these college men will appear
in our columns. We need strong educational, economic work,
and these men will make this possible. Besides, however, ap-

pearing in these columns, these educational articles will be re-

printed in pamphlet form for special study or circulation. A
non-partisan educational pamphlet literature, on the lines of

the English Fabian Society, is a need of this country, and the
Union is already meeting this need.

Thirdly, The Social Forum will give increasing attention
to the practical carrying out of ideas. To talk and not to act is

the weakness of a false religiosity; to be ever studying and
never coming to conclusions is the danger of academic life.

We need to believe and know and act.

We shall, therefore, give large space to the consideration
of what to do. We shall surrender considerable space to notices

and discussion of ways of carrying on the work. Machinery,
organization, movements, should be simple and vital; yet they
have their place. By themselves they can accomplish naught.
If filled with spirit and intelligence they can do much.

We shall give a growing amount of space to political move-
ments. The Social Reform Union is and must be, as it also

should be, absolutely non-partisan. The moment the Union
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t
should declare for any party, or become practically an attach-

^ ment to any party, that moment it would lose its educational op-

portunity and power. Hence, The Social Forum, the organ of
' the Union, will be strictly non-partisan. Nevertheless, the re-

forms for which the Union stands can only come through polit-

ical action, and to be effective reformers must learn to act polit-

ically together. Hence, we shall allow a fair and an unbiased
discussion of how most wisely reformers may act. We believe

that out of a growing union in thought will come a union in act.

The Social Forum will thus appeal to soul and mind and hand,
leading the way as speedily as possible to the realization of that

Kingdom of Brotherhood toward which reforms all tend.

W. D. P. BLISS,
President of the Social Reform Union.

E. D. WHEELOCK,
President of the National Christian Citizenship League.

JOHN W. LEONARD,
Editor of the Social Forum.

ORGANIZATION DEPARTMENT OF THE SOCIAL
REFORM UNION.

THE CHICAGO CONFERENCE.
The Chicago conference was a success. There were present

of the national officers and executive committee : Rev. W. D. P.
Bliss, N. O. Nelson, Mayor Jones, Prof. G. D. Herron, E. D.
Wheelock, Rev. F. G. Strickland and J. W. Leonard. The
executive committee met Friday. It organized by electing E. D.
Wheelock, chairman and F. G. Strickland secretary. The propo-
sition to accept the Social Forum as the organ of the movement
was heartily adopted. It was determined to make the national

officers (excepting vice-presidents), with the heads of depart-
ments, the acting national executive committee, until an execu-
tive committee could be elected by the members, and to make
the Chicago members of that body, with the president, empow-
ered to conduct the work between the meetings of the com-
mittee. This will concentrate the executive work at Chicago
and enable a large work to be done.

It was decided to publish the Social Forum monthly, m a
somewhat enlarged form, and also to continue the weekly pub-
lications. The Bible Lessons it was decided to print separately
from the Bulletin, the better to get it into churches, Sunday-
schools, etc. There will thus be published by the Union

:

The Social Forum, monthly, at 50 cents.

A Weekly Publication at 50 cents.

Once a month this will be Social Bible Lessons.
Once a month this will be An Economic Study.
Once a month this will be An Economic Leaflet.

Once a month this will be A Bulletin of the Work.
Occasionally other articles will be printed.
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The price for the Social Forum and Weekly Publications
will be $i.

Sunday-schools can get the Social Bible Lessons for 25
cents per year.

It was decided, so far as possible, to consolidate the move-
ment, and steps are being taken to bring the Christian Citizen-

ship League, the Library Association, with its new plans, and the
work of the proposed College of Social Science, into much
closer connection with the Union. For Illinois it was voted to
make Brotherhood the local organ of the Union, to give local

notices of the campaign here. It is the belief of the committee
that eventually there will be need of similar local organs
wherever the work grows.

THE CONFERENCE.
The conference proper met on Saturday, and though no

effort had been made to make it a large one, it was well at-

tended by representative men and women. After an opening
address by the president, remarks were made by Dr. Herron,

J. Stitt Wilson, J. W. Leonard, Mayor Jones and others. The
discussion took mainly a political turn, as to whether or no it

was wise to favor the formation at present of a new Union
Political Party. After considerable debate, a motion to this

effect, introduced by Joseph Parker of Texas, was voted down.
This proposition was opposed, firstly, by those of whom there

are many in our Union, who believe that the Social Democratic
Party already affords the nucleus of such a party, and, secondly,

by those of whom there are perhaps more, wh<j> believe that the

time is not yet ripe for a new political alignment, waiting to see,

for example, what the Democratic party will clo.

The only votes that passed the conference were to indorse

the action of the Buffalo conference and favoring education

toward political action.

This was the consensus of the conference, that the Social

Reform Union should keep in

THE CENTER OF THE EDUCATIONAL ROAD,
welcoming to its membership, alike, those who believe in new
parties, old parties or no party, but meanwhile educating, edu-
cating, educating. Mayor Jones spoke against all party action

and believed that the Social Reform Union could become a

great Chautauqua movement. This last seems to be the opinion

of all, and already the Union is becoming such and getting the

work into church and college and home. Spread the light

!

THE WATCH-NIGHT MEETING.
Two general meetings were held, Saturday night and Sun-

day night. Addresses were made by Dr. Herron, who was at

his best ; by Mayor Jones, who captured every audience he met

;

by President Bliss, by Rev. Gustavus Tuckerman of St. Louis,

by.Mrs. Widrington (Enid Stacy) of the English Fabians, who
gave a verv beautiful talk ; by Rev. F. G. Strickland and J. W.S
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Leonard. The watch-night meeting was in the First Christian

Church and was well attended, many of the audience remaining
to hear the midnight bells "ring out the old, ring in the new"
and to close the year with the Lord's Prayer and to begin the

new by listening to the singing of 'The Socialist's Vow."
W. D. P. BLISS.

DEPARTMENT OF CHRISTIAN SOCIALOGY,
CONDUCTED BY

The National Christian Citizenship League

THE FUNCTION OF A CHURCH TO-DAY.
By Rev. W. T. Brown.

[From a Sermon Preached in Plymouth Church, Rochester,

N. Y., Sunday, November 19, 1899.]

What is the condition of things with which the

church finds itself face to face to-day? .It is the fact

of the conspicuous absence of one large element of

our population, namely, the working class. Do not

misunderstand me. I do not mean to say that the working class

has no representatives in the church. It has a comparatively

large representation in the Catholic church, though the ratio

of that class in the Catholic church is not increasing. In the

Protestant churches the ratio is still smaller. It is so small as

to constitute a phenomenon worthy of most serious considera-

tion. Franklin Smith, in his paper before the Men's Club not
long ago, declared that while 60 per cent of the employing class

are in the churches, only 4 per cent of the working or employed
class is to be found there. It is possible that those figures ap-

plied oply to New York City, where I have little doubt of their

accuracy. They would not be altogether true of Rochester.
But whatever be the exact figures, the fact remains that while a
fair proportion of the well-to-do find some reason for sustain-

ing the churches, the majority of the working class find nothing
in the churches to attract or compel their presence or loyalty.

If it be said that this may be due to the ignorance of the work-
ing class, it should be answered that the proportion of the think-
ing members of that class or any class which attends the
church is insignificant compared to the number of the unthink-
ing that go. If our churches were dependent upon the thought-
ful portion of society for their congregations, more than half

the churches would be utterly empty the year round.
You know as well as I do that ministers' clubs, religious

journals, books, magazines, and all sorts of societies are discuss-
ing this question. That discussion means something. We cannot
evade its meaning. The thing which goes by the name of Chris-
tianity to-day is being felt far and wide to be unreal and inade-
quate to the demands of life.

Now, if this tendency had to do simply with church attend-
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ance, it would hardly be worth while for us to talk about it. But
it goes far deeper. The real object of the world's skepticism is

that for which the church claims to stand. Great quantities of

men are feeling to-day that the church is not fulfilling a function

at all commensurate with the claims it has made for itself. Its

purposes are either ludicrously insignificant, or else they are

contradictory of all that science has disclosed of reality to our
minds. We have any quantity of talk in our pulpits on petty and
meaningless and worthless things. We have very little from
them that strikes a high note. We have almost nothing from
them that draws blood. Their message is not a searching one.

It does not go home. It does not carry any impression of power.
It lacks conviction. It lacks the inspiration of a splendid ideal.

It is trivial, paltry, flippant, inane. I dare to say that there is

not in the souls of the great mass of our so-called Christian min-
isters a suspicion of the tremendous realities which made the

prophets of old. men of might with whom kingdoms and em-
pires had to make terms. That is all gone. And why is it all

gone? Why have we no one to-day to take the place of those
men of the older time, who cast whole nations into a higher
mold? Do you say the newspaper and the magazine and all

the literature of the day have taken his place ? There is no truth

whatever in this. For you will find in all this literature the same
lack of virility and power that you will find in the pulpit. That
is not the secret of it. It lies in the fact that the average church
to-day represents nothing whatever that calls to the deeps in

the human soul. There is nothing in either our ecclesiastical or
our clerical ideals which is great, which is large and puissant and
vast and appealing. They do not deal with reality. They are
attempting the tasks of an age that is, in every sense of the
word, new, with the tools and ideas of three centuries since.

That is a useless task. Until they shall have eyes to see the facts

of the world we are living in to-day, their whole life is a harm-
less pantomime.

The truth of the matter is, the church of to-day is a class

institution. You cannot blink that fact. It is written large over
the whole face and in all the actions of the church and its minis-

try. It is a class institution. It represents not all the people,

but a class. If that were not true, our statisticians would tell a
far different story. It has been so from almost the beginning.
Whenever any movement hardens into a fixed institution, it

must always embody the dominant spirit of the age. It always
does. There are no exceptions to the rule. Our civilization

to-day is a class civilization, as really so as is that of India or
China. I do not say it is not far higher than that of India or
China, higher than that of any past century. But it is still a

class affair. It is saturated with caste. And the church reflects

it absolutely.

You know how it was in France before the Revolution.
Where was the church then, and what did it represent? There



is but one answer to that question. It represented the class that

was dominant. It in no sense whatever represented the peasants.

It was as really their enemy as an institution, as was the nobil-

ity. The clergy and the nobility were on exactly the same level.

What message had the church of France for her peasants ? None
whatever. France was as religious as any nation of Europe, but
her religion was entirely the religion of the nobility. And so

the revolution became necessarily an irreligious affair.

But we are not so much concerned, I hope, with France
before the Revolution as we are with the conditions in our own
country and our own time. And these conditions are quite

similar to those which prevailed in France. Let it be freely ad-

mitted that the peasants of France were reduced to a much
lower material condition than are their corresponding class in

this country to-day. That is entirely beside the question. .

Men's needs are far greater to-day than then. Their enlighten-

ment is higher. But society was not divided into classes any
more distinctly then than it is now. That man whose labor is

a commodity with a price in the market determined exactly as

the price of coal or wheat or any other product belongs to a
class which is separated by the widest kind of gulf from that

class which controls the market. Our churches to-day are just

as much saturated by class feeling, they as really represent but

one of the two great economic classes into which society is

divided, as was true in France. It is bound to be so in the very

nature of things. Who are the men from whom the church is to

get its support? The question answers itself. It must depend
for its support upon the men who have the money. With the

present trend toward concentration, it must be evident that soon
the churches must be dependent upon a very few men for their

support. And who are these? They are always and every-

where the men whose material interests are bound up in the ex-

isting system. Human nature being what it is, the ideals which
those men represent who have the money, without which the

church cannot be maintained, will dominate and do dominate in

the whole life of the church. It follows, therefore, that the

church must be the last institution of society to advocate a
change in economic bases, however needful that change may be.

But someone will ask what economic questions have to

do with the church, or what business the church or the pulpit has
with such questions. Why do not the ministers confine them-
selves to the problems of the individual? I sometimes doubt
whether I ought to take a man seriously when he asks such a

question as that. I suppose there are men and women who do
not see why a minister should ever deal with such questions.

But no man or woman who has read the story of the Hebrew
prophets, or the story of the men who have exercised the great-

est influence in the ministry of the church these past nineteen
hundred years, will raise any such question. The claims of the

propnets* of every age and race to the reverence and love of
Digitized by VjOOQLC
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humanity lies in the fact that without an exception they have
seen that the life of the individual rests upon the economic basis,

and that therefore there can be no true life for the individual,

except as the economic system is just.

What is the real function of a true church to-day? What
service ought it to render to humanity ? The real function of a
true church is to get the ethics of Jesus established in this

world, the ethics of love. The church must embody those ethical

ideals and weave them into the warp of society. It is the busi-

ness of a true church to promote the brotherhood of man. A
true church can fulfil its function only as it works for the aboli-

tion of caste in the interests of justice and brotherhood.
Economic caste can be abolished in but one way, and that is by
the triumph of the movement for the socialization of those
things which, in private hands, produce classes.

I can easily understand how many people should fail to see

why this course is necessary. Let me try to explain. I think

I can make it perfectly clear. Suppose the problem of a church
under the regime of slavery. Suppose a church then were to

attempt the solution of the question we are considering. A
church then would be saturated with the class feeling. It would
represent but one class, the masters. Now, two views would
be held. One, that there was no use trying to have a church
in which master and slave tried to unite in one service of wor-
ship. That view would of course prevail. And that idea is advo-
cated now. Dr. Greer, rector of St. Bartholomew's Church in

New York City, told the students of the Yale Divinity School
that he had missions in his parish, and when working girls ap-
plied for admission to his church they were advised to join one
of the missions. They would not feel comfortable in the church
proper, he affirmed. The same is true of quantities of churches
to-day. But suppose in the condition I have suggested an at-

tempt were made to have a church in which members of both
classes, master and slave, were to be associated? Or think,

what a church would be obliged to do if it proposed to deal

radically and according to eternal principles with that situation ?

What message would it bear to those slaves? What would its

true function be? Would it fulfil its duty by simply recogniz-

ing the situation and making no attempt to change it ? Would
it not find itself under the necessity of abolishing that class in-

justice before it could do any permanent good? Would not the

slaves be justified in saying: "We do not care to hear what
you have to say concerning our sins. We have no use for your
exhortations. We will not listen to your fruitless words. We
want our freedom. Until we have that we are not men at all.

We are something less than men and women. There is no use

talking morals or religion to us. Give us our freedom." Of
course, the slaves would not be intelligent enough as a rule to

say that. But those who did have intelligence would say that,

and it would be unanswerable.
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The members of the working class to-day, or at

least some of them, are more intelligent than those

slaves. And this is exactly what they have thought,

whether it be what they have said or not. And this is

the reason why they have found so little use for our churches.

Our message to them has ignored the one problem which comes
first. We have assumed very often that the road to their emanci-

pation lies in the direction of personal regeneration. But we
ought to know that as in the case of the negro slaves it was well

nigh idle talk of regeneration so long as they were kept in slav-

ery, so it is idle now to talk of such a thing in the case of the

corresponding economic class of society to-day. If the slave

had been intelligent, he would have known that he was but forg-

ing the chains of his slavery all the stronger the more faithfully

he served the interests of his master. For his master could say

to all the world : "See how contented my slaves are. See how
faithfully they serve me. They do not want to be free."

There is no way in which the church can take such a long
step toward the fulfilment of its real function as by putting itself

in the place of the working class. That is the "Golden rule"

for the church to-day. It must see things from the point of

view of those whose condition is not just. To say the least, it

must put itself in the place of the vast majority of the people.

It is no part of the business of the church to assume that condi-

tions as they exist are all right. It is rather its business to know
• that the probabilities are all on the other side. It must know
that this is a world of change, and it must see the real need of

the chances that are to be made, and give its aid in their accom-
plishment.

In conclusion, I have just this word to say. We are facing

a situation to-day which men of both classes are aware of. The
problems of our time do not require a microscope in order to

be discovered. The supreme one now as ever is that of justice.

No personal question, no side issue, can hide that question. It

is not solved by any or all our little individual attempts. Charity
is nothing but a recognition of the problem. It is not a step to-

ward its solution. Our evangelism ignores or evades it. Our
churches for the most part, like the priest and Levite of long
ago, pass it by on the other side. I do not say that it can be
settled in 48 hours. But it can be solved in much less time than
those people think whose material interests do not make them
in any particular hurry about it. To the church may the words
of Mordecai be most fittingly applied : "Who knoweth whether
thou art not come to the kingdom for such a time as this ?" To
the church, too, are those other words of Mordecai applicable

:

"If thou altogether holdest thy peace at this time, then shall

relief and deliverance arise from another place, but thou and
thy Father's house shall perish." The failure of the church to
deal with the greatest and most vital question that ever rested

upon the souls of men can have but one result. It cannot defeat,
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though it may delay, the ends of justice. But it will prove the

utter destruction of the church that refuses. It will take away
from it all that makes it worth while to maintain its existence.

Perhaps the church that dares to approach and deal frankly and
fearlessly with the industrial question will perish. Perhaps the

golden scepter will not be held out to that institution. I am
quite confident it will not be. But the man or the institution

which sees nothing in behalf of which it is willing to say : "I will

go, and if I perish, I perish," has it not in its power to lift this

world a hair's breadth nearer to the ends of righteousness.

There are some things worse than death. There are a great
many things that are far more fatal to all that men have a
right to hold dear than failure in a righteous cause. Triumph
in a cause which is trivial and worthless is one of them. It was
not the financially successful church in the first century which
the writer of the book of Revelation considered the most suc-

cessful. It was the church which was blessed with vision for

the demands of its own time and place. It is only the existence

and the consciousness of some cause that is noble and beneficent

that has power to make human life rich and sweet and strong.

MUNICIPAL MONOPOLIES.
) By Edward W. Bemis.

By this term is meant waterworks, gas and electric light-

ing, street railways, telephones, and conduits through the streets

for the transportation or the conveyance of steam or of mes-
sages through pneumatic tubes. These industries and others,

if there be such, of a similar nature, have been called natural

monopolies by Professor Ely and others, because the nature
of the streets, which these industries most use, prevents there

being more than two or three competing companies and ren-

ders even this competition either impossible or so costly as to

make consolidation and monopoly inevitable. In fact, there
are five reasons for the monopoly character of these under-
takings :

(i) There is the fact that the streets are too narrow to
furnish room for competing companies.

(2) The tearing up of the streets to permit the entrance
of a rival company is accompanied with such annoyance and
sometimes with such outbreaks of malarial fevers as to render
such action indefensible, unless very clear advantages there-
from can be shown.

(3) Even if two companies do succeed in securing rights
in the same streets and attempt competition, it soon results in

such a fierce war of rates as in a few months to carry one or
both companies into bankruptcy. Consolidation then becomes
the only means of earning any return on the capital, and is easily

effected by reason of the fact that there are only two or three

competitors to be united.

10
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(4) There are great economies in consolidation of such

industries. Not only is there a saving in the amount of street

mains and real estate, but in salaries and distributing expenses.

One company in any city can put gas in the burner at 10 to 50
cents per thousand feet cheaper than can two companies.

(5) Finally, there are legal difficulties in competition. In

lighting and water companies the city gives its own valuable

patronage to one company, thereby handicapping its rival, and
in all cases a permit or franchise from the city government is

necessary for a new company, and these franchises are more
and more charily given.

Unfortunately, the monopoly character of these undertak-

ings is not yet sufficiently appreciated. Even in Massachusetts,

where state law has deliberately recognized the monopoly char-

acter of all these industries since 1884, and outside of Boston
has entirely prevented attempts at competition, there has not
been a single town or city in all that time that has ever refused
to grant a permit for a competing company. Only the provisions

of state law, and especially the discretion lodged in lighting

and railroad commissions, have prevented efforts at competi-
tion, and where there has been no such law, as in the case of
the telephone, scores of places in that state are at this very
moment granting competing telephone franchises. Yet there
is not an economist in the country, or anyone who has given
time to the investigation of these questions, who does not
recognize that the people are wrong in placing faith in compe-
tition in these industries. There is not an instance that the

writer has come across in ten years' investigation where efforts

at competition have not ended in consolidation or in agree-

ments to divide the territory of a city between the rival com-
panies and so end the competition. It should indeed be ad-

mitted that often after the close of the competitive period in a
community prices have permanently sunk to a lower level than

at the beginning of the warfare, although higher than during
the midst of it. It is easy to show, however, that even where
the public has gained, for the time being from competition, a

greater reduction in price in the long run could have been
gained either by direct public ownership or by rigid regulation

and the use of all the legal power in the possession of any
community. The people have probably turned to competition

because ignorant or incapable of applying these better remedies.

These monopolies, like that of the steam railroad and the

telegraph, can better be called monopolies of situation, instead

of natural monopolies, for other monopolies, such as the refin-

ing of oil and sugar, and the business of hundreds of our other

trusts, are" as truly natural in the tendencies toward monoply
as those here under consideration, but these city industries

are pre-eminently, as has been indicated, dependent upon situ-

ation. They are sometimes known, together with the railroad

^nd telegraph, as quasi-public corporations, since they have a
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partially public character. Even wnen in private hands they

either use the public thoroughfare through special permission

from the local authorities, or they have the right of eminent

domain—a governmental function. Perhaps a better term for

these undertakings, however, is public service industries, since

the special powers granted them by law are solely on the theory

of the public service they render.

The Value of Monopolies.
These services to the public are becoming a greater and

greater importance yearly for two reasons. First, from the

rapid growth of cities, and again from the fact that from the

increasing size of a city its population is more than proportion-
ately dependent upon these industries. We are all familiar with

the extraordinary growth of population of cities both here and
in Europe. In our 149 cities of over 30,000 population there

now live, according to a recent estimate of the United States

Bureau of Labor, about 20,000,000 inhabitants, or over one-
fourth of our total population. At the last official census the

percentage of population living in places of over 10,000 popula-
tion was: Massachusetts, 65.9 per cent; England and Wales,
61.7 per cent; Rhode Island, 57.9 per cent; New York, 57.7
per cent; New Jersey, 50.9 per cent; Scotland, 49.9 per cent;

Maryland, 43.9 per cent; Connecticut, 41.9 per cent; Australia,

41.4 per cent, etc. Prussia had 30 per cent, the United States

as a whole 27.6 per cent and France 25.9 per cent.

The growing importance of these monopolies with the

growth of the cities is easily seen. The larger the city the less

dependence is possible upon wells and springs, and the more is

the call for water for fire protection and street sprinkling. Not
only do gas and electricity seem indispensable for lighting, but
the former is more and more in demand for fuel when crowded
city life makes the use of coal a matter of tedious carting up
stairs and down. Dr. C. H. Cooley, in a publication of the
American Economic Association, "The Theory of Transporta-
tion," has well put the matter in the case of street railways

:

"Humanity demands that men should have sunlight, fresh

air, the sight of grass and trees. It demands these things for

the man himself, and it demands them still more urgently for

his wife and children. No child has a fair chance in the world
who is condemned to grow up in the dirt and confinement, the

dreariness, ugliness and vice of the poorer quarters of a great

city. It is impossible to think with patience of any future con-

dition of things in which such a childhood shall fall to the lot

of any large part of the human race. Whatever struggles man-
hood must endure, childhood should have room and opportunity
for healthy moral and physical growth. Fair play and the wel-

fare of the human race alike demand it. There is, then, a per-

manent conflict between the needs of industry and the needs of

humanity. Industry says men must aggregate. Humanity
say* they must not, or if they must, let it be only during work-
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ing hours, and let the necessity not extend to their wives apd
children. It is the office of the city railway to reconcile these

conflicting requirements/' ;

In a somewhat extended study of municipal monopolies by
the writer in the December, 1899, number of Progress (pub-

lished by the University Association, Association building, Chi-

cago, 111.), occurs the following statement: "According to the

investigation in a prominent gas light journal, The Progressive
Age, for February 15, 1899, eighteen cities, taken at random in

this country, with an average population of 10,000, consumed
on the average of 816 cubic feet of gas yearly per capita, eleven

cities of an average population of 30,000 consumed an average
of 1,690 cubic feet, and eight cities of an average population of

634,000, consumed an average of 2,900 cubic feet.

"In the Street Railway Journal for April 1899, appears a

tabulation of the estimated population of our forty largest cities,

with the gross receipts per capita by the street railways therein.

From this it appears that while the geographical relation of

residence sections to business sections of cities has much to

do with the use of street railways, as, indeed, has the adaptabil-

ity of the city streets to the bicycle, yet in a general way the

per capita use of the surface and elevated roads is greater the

greater the population. While San Francisco, with 350,000 in-

habitants, heads the list with per capita yearly receipts of $13.83,
Greater New York is second with a population of 3,546,000 and
receipts of $10.44, an<i then Eastern Massachusetts with a popu-
lation of 1,250,000 and receipts of $9.86. The next cities in the

order of per capita receipts, from $6 to $9.72 -per capita, be-

ginning with the largest, are, Kansas City, Philadelphia, St.

Louis, Pittsburg and Allegheny, Jersey City, New Orleans,

Cleveland, Toronto, Baltimore and Toledo. In the list of cities

paying to their street car companies from $4 to $6 per capita

occur nearly all the other large cities of over 100,000 popula-

tion, while the smaller cities of the country show still smaller

per capita receipts.

"We may realize the importance of these municipal monop-
olies in another way. The number of cities and villages pro-
vided with waterworks was 598 in 1880, 1,878 in 1890 and 3,196
in 1896. Despite the competition of electricity and the serious
depression of 1893-97, the use of gas increased in England 22.4
per cent from 1892 to 1897, and still faster in Massachusetts,
where alone reliable data in this country are at hand.

"All are familiar with the rapid development of electric

light, which was hardly known twenty years ago. To-day there
are enough street arc lights alone in this country to light a
street stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific, with lights only
300 feet apart. The number of incandescent lights is not
known, but a single electrical directory in 1898 secured returns
from companies having nearly 8,000,000 such lights, or one for

every two families in the United States. Returns at hand seem
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to indicate at least one telephone for every thirty families in

our country, and one for every seventeen families in Switzer-

land, where the rates are very much lower.

"Not only considerations of public convenience, but of

health and morals, require that these vital services of the mod-
ern city should be rendered as efficient and cheap as possible.

Everyone is supposed—tbo often a false assumption—to recog-
nize this in the case of water, and we are beginning to do so in

some other services. A resident of Hull House, Chicago, in-

forms the writer that for years that famous social settlement

had been striving to secure better tenement conditions for the

very poor about them, when in a single season a large exten-

sion of trolley lines and of elevated roads to the suburbs had
been the means of moving 5,000 of that very population to com-
paratively healthful new homes in the outskirts.

"The interest in cheap light has been confined of late chiefly

to the electric light, since that has been the form of illumination

almost entirely used upon our streets, but now, since natural gas
has taught the people the great advantage of that form of fuel,

the world is beginning to see the advantage of securing artificial

gas cheaply enough to take the place of natural gas for domestic
use as nature's storehouse becomes exhausted."

In the light of the vital importance which these monopolies
are now assuming, it is curious to note how little attention has
hitherto been paid to them by our standard economists. The
leading American writer of political economy previous to Dr.
Ely, Francis A. Walker, dismisses the whole subject with a
single sentence : "The supply of towns in the matter of water,
and in a small number of instances of gas, has been attempted,

not unsuccessfully, by municipal governments." The standard
French economist, Gide, did not refer to the subject at all in

his "Principles of Political Economy," published in England in

1891, and only a little before that in France. John Stuart Mill,

in Book V., Chapter II, paragraph 11, of his "Principles of

Political Economy," refers to the subject in the following liberal

spirit, although with a brevity which would surprise us in a book
of this size if written to-day

:

"I have already more than once adverted to the case of

the gas and water companies, among which, though perfect

freedom is allowed to competition, none really takes place, and
practically they are found to be even more irresponsible, and
unapproachable by individual complaints, than the government.
There are the expenses without the advantages of plurality of
agency and the charge made for services, which cannot be dis-

pensed with, is, in substance, quite as much compulsory taxation
as if imposed by law; there are few householders who make
any distinction between their 'water rate* and their other local

taxes. In the case of these particular services, the reasons pre-
ponderate in favor of their being performed, like the paving
and cleansing of streets, not certainly by the general govern-
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ment of the state, but by the municipal authorities of the town,
and the expense defrayed, as even now in fact it is, by a local

rate."

The writer of the latest Scientific American treatise on
economics, Professor Hadley, while giving slightly more atten-

tion to the subject, has almost as much suspicion of public own-
ership as did the economists who lived half a century before
Mill.*

Competition, as a permanent factor in these vitally neces-
sary undertakings, being out of the question, and a monopoly
having everywhere an irresistible tendency to extortion or poor
service, if not controlled in the interests of the people, there
remain but two possible ways of giving the people their proper
dues—public regulation through state commissions, city coun-
cils, etc., on the one hand, and public ownership by local com-
munities on the other.

Public Regulation.

The right of public regulation of a monopoly is unques-
tioned. The only question is whether it is possible to control

unless we own. In applying control three things are indis-

pensable: (i) Restriction of capitalization to the money
actually contributed by the stock and bond holders, and even
a scaling down of that capitalization by liberal depreciation
charges when the structural value of the plant becomes less

than the original cash investment. (2) Such reduction of charges
from year to year as will leave to the company only reasonable
dividends on this capital, the regulating body meantime com-
pelling the monopoly to keep its plant up to date and keep its

operating expenses down to a fair level for such enterprises.

(3) There must be the fullest publicity and auditing of accounts,

prescribing of the form of bookkeeping and of the yearly sworn
returns by items, so that the public may at any time know of all

the expenses and receipts of these companies down to the most
minute details. Only in this way can public opinion bring a
proper pressure to bear through legislation and the courts to

secure proper charges.

Judged by these tests, any form of franchise now in vogue,
outside of Massachusetts, falls to the ground as utterly inade-

quate. The most that can be expected in a franchise for 10 to

30 years, and more, indeed, than in any American franchise at

present, would be as follows: (1) No extensions of the fran-

*Although Henry George, writing in 1879 his famous "Progress
and Poverty," made only a passing reference to city monopolies, he gave
his general view of the whole subject in Book VIII, Chapter III, where
he said: "It may be said, generally, that businesses which are in their
nature monopolies are properly part of the functions of the state, and
should be assumed by the state. There is the same reason why the
government should carry telegraphic messages that it should carry
letters; that railroads should belong to the public, as that common roads
should."
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chise till within one year of its expiration, and then only

after full opportunity for the people, through a referendum, to

approve of a new franchise or of public ownership. (2) The ex-

piration of a franchise on all parts of a system, including exten-

sions, at the same time with its expiration on the main portion

of the plant, so that a clear field may be open to the city when it

does act. (3) A clear statement in the franchise of the right of

the community to purchase at the end of a period on mere pay-
ment of the structural value of the plant or of the money con-

tributed by the security holders. (4) Restriction of capitaliza-

tion to the money actually invested. (5) Municipal audit and
full publicity of accounts. (6) The sale of the franchise at auc-
tion under these conditions to the company offering the highest
payment or the lowest charges, as the people may prefer. Even
if all these conditions could be included in a franchise, however,
it is impossible to foresee the progress of the arts of street

transportation, gas, telephony, etc., for a period of 10 to 30
years.

A better form of regulation is that in operation in Massa-
chusetts, defective as that also is in practical operation. In that

state, since 1894, it has been the policy of legislation to prevent
all further increase of capitalization in its city monopolies, aside
from the telephone, unless the structural value of the plant be
equal to the outstanding securities or is rapidly becoming equal
thereto. This feature of proper regulation has on the whole
been better secured in this state than elsewhere in America, and
may well furnish a lesson to all other states as long as any
private ownership of these monopolies continues. Yet the skill

of highly-paid attorneys is constantly finding new devices for

evading the law, wherever the magnitude of a business and its

profits render such evasion exceedingly profitable.

The second great requirement of successful regulation of

private ownership, reduction of charges, has not been met in

Massachusetts. Save in 1893, when eight companies were
forced by the commission to reduce the charges for gas, there
have been only six orders for reduction issued by the board
since its creation in 1884, and none since March, 1896, up to the

date of writing, December, 1899. In the case of electric light

there have been only two orders for reduction of price, and in

both instances they were small companies. There have been
only two or three cases in street railway fares, and never has

there been a case of reduction urged by the railroad commis-
sion below 5 cents. The average reduction in the price of gas

in all Massachusetts during the last four years for which re-

turns are at hand July 1, 1894-98. has been only 8.7 per cent, or

2.2 per cent a year.

Again, regulation also breaks down in Massachusetts in

the matter of publicity. The commission publishes a great

many minor matters about the lighting companies of Massa-
chusetts, and gives the total reported operating expenses and
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the total sales of gas and electricity, but refuses to report the

items of cost which the commission gathers, such as salaries,

repairs, extensions, wages, etc. In November, 1899, the com-
mission went so far as to refuse to allow these data to be ex-
amined, even by the mayor of the city, when bringing formal
complaint before the board of exorbitant charges.

Public Ownership.
In the absence of any satisfactory treatment through regu-

lation the demand for public ownership has been growing of
late with wonderful rapidity, as shown by Professor Parsons in

the previous study in this series. Statistics and illustrations of
this have been given so fully by the writer and his colleagues in

Municipal Monopolies [T. Y. Crowell, publisher, Boston, Mass.,

1899], and in The Outlook for August, 1899, and in Progress
for December, 1899, that attention need here be called only to
two dangers confronting the municipal ownership movement.
These are not sufficient to overcome the advantages, but are
sufficiently serious to demand the careful attention of all believ-

ers in public operation, for the more fully the two dangers are
removed the more satisfactory and more rapid will be the
growth of public ownership. These are, of course, those grow-
ing out of the spoils system, which is too well known to need
description, and those arising from a hesitation on the part of

public bodies in introducing the latest improvements in machin-
ery and methods, because either of natural conservatism or in-

ferior mental capacity and breadth of view in those supervising
such public undertakings, or because of the fear that certain

•classes of improvement might throw workmen out of employ-
ment by substituting machinery for hand labor. These dangers
have been entirely overcome in England, where the operating
expenses in electric light, gas and street railways are found to

average lower in public than in private undertakings under sim-

ilar conditions. In America similar success has been attained in

many cities, particularly in those of like size. In others it is

probable that private ownership to-day could show, if all the

facts were known, somewhat greater progressiveness and lower
operating expenses, but even here two things are to be noticed.

First, the taxpayer and consumer are usually much better off

even where the operating expenses are too high, because

monopoly profits are saved, and, in the second place, there is a

rapidly growing tendency to place technical undertakings, such

as we have been considering, under the control of boards or

commissions, appointed by the mayor from among the most
honorable and able business men of a community.

This study may be concluded by quoting from an address
of the writer at the convention of the League of American
Municipalities at Syracuse, in September, 1899:

In the matter of regulation there is always this difficulty,

that you have on the one hand, as your most respectable citi-

zens, those who support your charities, your churches, your
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universities and colleges, the investors in these enterprises, be-

cause the enterprises are so profitable. These people practically

control the public sentiment of their respective towns, and be-

cause of their ownership in these enterprises, and without any
thought of bribery, however much they may wink at it in the

case of their attorneys and agents, they are, perhaps uncon-
sciously, controlling the public sentiment of the newspaper and
the people generally in favor of securing weak regulation. Un-
der these circumstances, a commission or regulating body faces

this fact, no matter how honest it may be, that if it puts on the

screws very vigorously, there will be no public sentiment to

sustain it and the heads of the commission will go off. I be-

lieve that is peculiarly the situation in most regulating bodies

to-day. Therefore, to my mind, reforming the city government,
in its broadest sense, will make far more rapid progress in case

we give up so much effort at regulation and proceed directly to

public ownership and operation of these necessary local

monopolies.
It is said that you have in that case to face the spoils system,

and I admit that, but I believe to-day, under public ownership,
any man can attack the spoils system with less danger to his

work as a lawyer, or as a newspaper editor or as a business
man, than under private ownership he can attack the respectable

citizens of a community for their weakening of regulation of

private ownership. Reform against the rich owners of our
franchises in private hands finds very hard sledding, while I be-
lieve reform of the spoils system will prove and is proving a
much easier task, and that nothing will so increase the interest in

the removal of the spoils system as this increase in public own-
ership. I know many that hold that reform in the civic service
must come first. I was much struck, however, with a remark to
me recently by a physician who has been making a great study
of biological science. He finds this to be the general conclusion
of all his study of evolution—that the function comes before the
organ ; that the arm does not grow strong before it is exercised

;

that it is the exercise of the arm that makes it grow strong.

He believes that the whole development of the human body

—

and of all animal and plant life—has been first ihe development
of the function and then the development of the organ. I be-

lieve the same thing is profoundly true in these social condi-

tions, that it is only as the people feel that it is important to
have civil service reform that they will take much interest in it.

The trouble with the civil service reform movement in this

country is that it is applied to a lot of subordinate matters. Its

vital importance is not so fully appreciated as it is when you
have to have an expert engineer to run an electric lighting

plant. You cannot change such people every time a political

party changes. I have found in this country, generally speak-
ing, as far as I have been able to investigate among the four
hundred lighting plants, a large number of waterworks, and



some gasworks, that there is greater tendency to keep in office

continuously through all changes of politics, the engineer of the
water plant or of the electric light plant, than the man who
has charge of the street digging. This is an unconscious evi-

dence of the common sense of the American people. The far-

ther you increase! these municipal offices which do require

special service the more you will increase the popularity of civil

service reform. * * *

Mr. Foote makes a statement which I must challenge. He
says if a city cannot regulate it cannot own. On the contrary, I

believe with Dr. Albert Shaw, and I have partly indicated my
reasons for it, that it is much easier to regulate, and it is be-

cause cities in this country cannot regulate that they must own.
Owing to the position of the wealthy owners of franchises, I

believe it is much harder to regulate private ownership than

it is to operate under public ownership. It is really more im-
portant to have public ownership in this country than in Eng-
land, because there the traditions of regulation are so great.

They have a landed aristocracy and an army and a navy not
controlled by the commercial spirit. The government is not in

the hands of an aristocracy of wealth, as in this country, so that

regulation is less difficult there than here. Finally, public owner-
ship avoids the danger of a bad city council some year tying

up the city indefinitely to a bad contract. If a city council this

year is bad, the next city council may come in with a reform
movement, and can improve matters under public ownership,
but under private ownership a bad city council might enter into

an outrageous 30-year contract, and what can you do about it?

Public ownership, as has been indicated, relieves communities
from the corrupt relations with men of wealth, which Mr.
Foote's scheme does not. In the next place, it develops the

civic interest of the mass of the voters, who feel that this is their

possession, as they do not do under private ownership—so that

I believe that if there were no financial advantages in public over
private ownership, these very advantages would justify us in

going ahead, not too rapidly, not with a jump into the dark, into

everything at once, but gradually feeling our way, step by step,

and in the meantime watching carefully what experiments are
already under way. * * *

Then I am prepared to say that there is another vital ad-
vantage in public ownership which I am coming more and
more to appreciate, but which I did not think much about a few
years ago. Notice how rapidly the land of a suburban district

of a city is raised in value by a new street railway or a gas
main, or a water main, or electric lights through that district,

and, I argue to myself, without being a single-taxer, that such
increase in land values is not earned by the owner, and it would
be entirely legitimate that he should pay the expenses of these
improvements, so far, and no farther, as his land is benefited by
them, but such a system of constructing extensions through



special assessments is not possible under the ownership of the

taxpapers. I consider that this is going to be one of the great

advantages of public ownership, and to that extent I believe

that land made more valuable by public improvements should
pay for them, as now in some states in the case of street paving,

sidewalks, and often of water mains.

Public ownership will increase respect for government, and
under it there will rise up a class of public officials, trained

under civil service conditions, and better fitted for the work
than now. Our wealthy citizens, instead of feeling interest as

owners in these investments, will feel interest as taxpayers in

having an economical government, and they will be more ready

to take part in that government, so that we shall be thus pre-

pared for settling those larger and broader questions that will

require a tremendous amount of public activity in their regula-

tion, growing out of the problems of the railroad and the trust,

which are now exciting the whole country. We must, as the

municipality grows, increase the power of society to meet and
regulate or own these monopolies. We shall find that the line

of least resistance will lie in the direction of ownership rather

than regulation ; but I recognize that ownership is not going to

come all at once, and that we must build up among our citizens

a new ethical idea of society along with it. We will have to con-
tinue with private ownership in the great majority of cases for

many years yet, and when we take over private plants we must
undertake to do that as justly and fairly to all concerned as pos-
sible. I desire to study private ownership as well as public, to

see how both can best be adapted to our needs. I believe, how-
ever, that a monopoly in private hands is essentially undemo-
cratic. I believe we may look forward with hope to a gradual
development of public ownership of city monopolies as sure to

promote the ultimate rule of the people, for which we all, as

loyal Americans, are, or should be, ever hoping, ever pray-

ing, ever working, in order that government of the people, for

the people, and bv the people may not perish from the earth.

EDWARD W. BEMIS, Bureau of Economic Research, 52
Lafayette Place, New York City.
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MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.

By Frank Parsons.

I. The Heart of the Matter.

Private monopoly means
i. Privilege, unequal rights, breach of democracy.

2. Congestion of wealth and opportunity.

3. Antagonism of interest between owners and the public,

producing extortion, inflation, fraud, defiance of law, corruption

of government, etc. (See Study III for the facts.)

4. The sovereign power of taxation in private hands, and
the ultra-sovereign or despotic power of taxation without rep-

resentation and for private purposes.

Regulation, though capable of affording some relief, cannot
attain a complete solution, because it cannot eliminate privilege,

congestion of benefit or antagonism of interest, and the motives
to corruption, fraud and evasion of law are intensified and evil

is driven deeper into the dark.

Public ownership, in the true sense (see Leaflet 3), will

abolish privilege and remove the antagonism of interest between
monopolists and the public which is the tap root of monopoly
evils. Public ownership alone can attain the maximum diffusion

of benefit, and realize the ideals of democracy. Only the people
have a right to sovereign power, wherefore only the people
have a right to own a monopoly which involves the power of

taxation. Only public ownership can transform the monopo-
listic power of taxation without representation and for private

purposes, into a just and proper power of taxation with repre-
sentation and for public purposes. Justice and manhood require
public ownership of monopolies. The change of monopoly from
private to public ownership and control means a change of

purpose from dividends for a few to service for all. It is a
fundamental maxim of business that property is to be managed
in the interest of its owners. Public utilities ought to be man-
aged in the public interest and not in any private interest, and
therefore ought to be owned by the public. The same mana-
gers who serve the interests of a small body of stockholders
now would serve the interests of a large body if the ownership
were transferred to the public. Monopoly is not bad, but private
monopoly is; make the monopoly public and you keep the
good and get rid of the evil. Monopoly we are bound to have

;

it is an economic necessity; the only question is: Shall the
monopolies own the people or shall the people own the
monopolies ?

II. Practical Steps Toward Public Ownership.
Secure the following:

1. Publicity of the accounts and transactions of corpora-
tions, monopolies and combines, in order that we may know
exactly what the real investment, operating cost, salaries, wages,
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depreciation and profits are. The law should provide for direct

inspection and audit by public officers and for full publicity of

the results. The public, which supplies the franchises and the

patronage, is of right a partner in the business and entitled to a
knowledge of the inside facts. This knowledge is needed to fully

prepare the way for the following.

2. Effective prohibitions and penalties against stock water-

ing and inflation of capital, and taxation of the maximum, free

or market value of corporate securities, instead of allowing the

companies to tax the people in rates on the basis of face and
market values, while paying back to the public a small tax on
the actual value, or, in most cases, a small fraction of the actual

value of the plant. This will help to squeeze the existing infla-

tion out of monopolistic capital, especially if the tax rate be
made progressively higher in proportion to the width of separa-

tion between the maximum face or market capitalization and the
structural value of the plant. This measure will have the ad-
ditional advantage of enlarging the public revenues during the
process of cutting down overgrown capitalization.

3. Reduction of rates by legislatures, councils, commis-
sions, etc., to the point where (after paying operating cost, de-
preciation and taxes) they will yield simply a reasonable profit

on the actual present value of the capital the owners have put
into the business. This will check extortion, diminish the funds
available for corruption and wealth congestion, squeeze the re-

maining water out of corporate capital and prepare the way for

public purchase at reasonable prices. (The amount the owners
have put into the business less depreciation.)

4. Progressive taxation of large incomes and inheritances,

land values and other properties exceeding a moderate individual
holding. This will help to check the concentration of wealth,

diminish the corruption fund, return to the people a part of the
money unfairly taken from them in monopoly taxes, etc., and
provide ample funds for the public purchase or construction of

gas and electric plants, street railways, telephone systems, etc.

By perfectly just and lawful methods we can meet the cost of
buying the monopolies by making the monopolists pay that cost

out of the moneys they have captured from the people through
unearned rents, excessive rates and unjust legislative grants

—

we can do it by means of progressive taxes levied in accordance
with the principles laid down by Judge Cooley, John Stuart Mill,

Francis*A. Walker and other eminent authorities, culminating in

the equitable maxim, "Equality in taxation means equality of

sacrifice.
,, The eminent scientist, Alfred Wallace, advocates a

strong progressive tax on incomes and inheritances (see Ap-
pendix to The Wonderful Century). He believes that 10, 20,

30 and 40 per cent of the surplus above the same number of

thousands in the incomes of rich men should go to the public

treasury. It is largely through the progressive taxation of in-

comes, etc., that New Zealand has practically stopped the dan-
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gerous concentration of wealth into few hands. It is one of the

most vital measures before the American people to-day.

5. Direct legislation and the merit system of civil service

to secure public ownership of the government, and provide the

best foundations for real public ownership of industrial monop-
olies.

1

6. The extension of public ownership and cooperative in-

dustry, by purchase of existing monopolies or construction of

public utilities, and by favoring profit-sharing, labor copartner-

ship, cooperative companies and federations, consumers'
leagues, and everything that looks toward union of effort for

the good of all.

III. Opinions of Eminent Men.
1. Rev. Dr. Edward E. Hale, Boston's most eminent citi-

zen, writes

:

"I am an old New Englander, one of those who believe that the
fathers 'builded better than they knew/ (1) The fathers established com-
mon schools for everybody. They would never have dreamed of having
anybody but the town own the schoolhouse. (2) The fathers established
bridges and roads for everybody. They imposed no taxes when a man
crossed the bridge or the canal at the North End. When they did estab-
lish toll bridges and turnpikes, the whole thing was exceptional ; it broke
down entirely, and the public has been obliged to accept those turnpikes
and bridges and make them a part of the public property. (3) When it

came to water, which everybody needs, it very soon proved that private
corporations, for the distribution of water, were a mistake and that the
publiq must own the water supply and administer it. (4) The same rule
applies in the matter of the post, which is of service to everybody. (5)
The same rule applies to the matter of lighthouses, which are of service
to everybody. (6) There is no reason whatever known to me why the
stone pavement of a street should belong to the public, and that part
of a pavement which is made up of iron should belong to some favored
corporation. I have never seen any pretense at any justification of it

on principle..

"(7) This means, in general, that whatever is intended for the good
of everybody, is better in the hands of the public."

Dr. Lyman Abbott, successor to Henry Ward Beecher, and
editor-in-chief of The Outlook, the leading religious magazine
in America, writes :

"I am heartily in favor of municipal ownership of street railways.
The experience of Manchester and Glasgow abroad has shown what
may be done under right conditions; but we have another illustration

nearer home, and, in some respects, more convincing. The Brooklyn
Bridge is both owned and operated by a joint commission, representing
the two cities of New York and Brooklyn. The government of these
two cities has been, in the past, thoroughly corrupt, yet I think there
are very few persons who doubt that the conveniences for the traveler
furnished by the Brooklyn Bridge are very much better than those fur-

nished by the elevated system of railways or by the trolley cars on either
side the river. Moreover, the fares on the railroad have been diminished,

1While the full public ownership of the government logically precedes the
public ownership of Industrial monopolies, It must not be forgotten that
each tends to bring the other, so that In practice we should work for both
and neglect no opportunity of obtaining the latter under reasonable condi-
tions, even though direct legislation and the merit system are not imme-
diately attainable. In an Anglo-Saxon community generally, a public title
to Important business Interests is one of the surest means of rousing the
people to demand direct legislation and the merit system to make the public
title a real public ownership.
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and the fares for foot passengers abolished. No money-making corpora-
tion could be expected to do the latter; probably no money-making cor-

poration would have done the former. In my judgment, our cities are

quite competent to own and operate their own municipal systems, and
municipal ownership and operation, instead of increasing, would dimin-
ish corruption, which is now largely due to the partnership between
corporations and the city."

3. Wm. Dean Howells, our leading novelist and litterateur,

says :

"I am heartily in favor of municipal ownership of street railways,

because it will cheapen the fares to those who most need cheap fares, and
will best serve all the interests of the public. I think there is every reason

for it, and I have never heard of one against it, though I have heard

of some arguments, and I know there are some prejudices."

4. Henry D. Lloyd, the great publicist, whose "Wealth
Against Commonwealth" has done more than any other book
written in the United States to open the eyes of our peo-

ple to the encroachments of monopolistic power, writes as fol-

lows :

"Cities should own monopolies for the supply of the necessaries

of life, like transportation, water, etc., because it is as true of com-
munities as of individuals, that if they want their business well done, they
must do it themselves; and this is certainly their business. The public,

as experience proves, cannot resist the intense, powerful, and concen-
trated maneuvers of private ownership. The diffused interest of the
public is an unequal antagonist in such a struggle."

"The great secret of social wealth is co-operation, and it must
now be acknowledged to have been proved abundantly by experience
that citizens can co-operate as successfully as stockholders. Private
administration of such supply of the necessaries of life is the moet
expensive. The public will work for itself without the cost of the enor-
mous profits which are now paid. There is an irrepressible conflict

between private self-interest and public self-interest. Private self-interest

must economize on speed, seats, extensions, and in every other possible
way, while it is to the profit of the public to pursue the opposite course.
It is impossible for private self-interest to take into account in its exten-
sions and fares such a public consideration, for instance, as the distribu-

tion of the population in healthful instead of unhealthful districts; whereas
it would be to the direct interest of the public to put this first. In
illustration: It was recently pointed out, in a debate in the London
County Council that a large working-class population had been settled

in the environs of London on a low and very unhealthful flat, though
just beyond was a range of high and salubrious hills, which were inac-
cessible on account of the greater cost of reaching them. It would be
money in the pocket of the community to carry these people past the
miasmatic lands and settle them on the hills. But only the public
could let such a source of profit enter into its calculations. It is not
to the interest of the public that working men and women or working
children, or any of the rest of the population, should be huddled in tene-
ments instead of being scattered amid healthful surroundings; nor that
they should be overtaxed two cents twice a day, for an extortionate
profit to the stockholders of the street-car company. This four cents
a day amounts to a tax of twelve dollars a year; and yet the per
capita share of each inhabitant of this country in the cost of the Federal
Government is only $4.50 a year."

5. Dr. W. S. Rainsford, one of New York's most famous
clergymen, says

:

"To my mind, the question of municipal ownership of city fran-
chises is quite one of the more important issues before our people.

"The objection immediately raised to any and every scheme of
Digitized by VjOOQIC
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municipalization of the franchises is, you cannot do those things until
you have got an honest and competent civil service. To such an objec-
tion I reply boldly: There is one way, and one way only, to get
honesty and competence in civil service, and that is by making the service
of such vital importance to the public, that the public itself will insist

en an honest service. Nor is this an idle dream. It has been and is

being carried into splendid effect in scores of the principal municipal
centers in the Old World."

This article will be reprinted as a leaflet of the Social Re-
form Union and sold at 5 cents per copy, $1.00 per hundred, or
$8 per thousand.

EDITORIAL.
The great dailies have all closed the year with annual re-

views, which show large figures for trade and commerce. Each
has made appropriate comments of a jubilating sort. One Chi-

cago newspaper went so far as to intimate that if 1900 would
only be as good as 1899 ** would do all that could be asked of it.

Yet during the same week thousands of men without gloves or
overcoats stood in lines for hours, with the thermometer at zero,

waiting for a Christmas dinner provided by the Salvation Army,
by means of pennies, nickels and dimes begged for the purpose
on the street corners of Chicago. The same scene was re-

enacted a week later at the Volunteers' New Year's dinner.
* * *

The prosperity about which the journals jubilate is largely

a sham prosperity. There has been an increase of business, but
the results of this increase are in the hands of the few. There is

a somewhat larger number of workmen employed, but there is

still a great army of workless and disinherited. The free em-
ployment bureau established by the State of Illinois has not been
able to find work for half its applicants.

* * *

The argument of prosperity from the figures is like the per
capita argument as to the sufficiency of the volume of the cur-

rency. Three men met about lunch time one dav in 1896. They
were acquainted, and, of course, the then inevitable money
question came up, with the per capita theory to the fore. "Let
us test it in this crowd," said A. "I have $150 in my pocket."

"And I," said B, "have twenty cents." "And I have just one
cent," said C. "Good!" commented A; "the crowd has a per
capita circulation of fifty dollars and seven cents." "True
enough," responded C, "but how do I get any lunch under this

arrangement ?"

* * *

For similar reasons, in these piping times of prosperity, we
find Poverty, avid and eager, waiting for hours in an arctic tem-
perature for a Christmas dole.

* * *

The cohorts of Capitalism are armed for aggressive war-
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fare for the maintenance of their special privileges, and recent

events afford food for reflection to those who would bring about
a better order. Milwaukee has furnished an object lesson which
may be studied with special benefit. David S. Rose, Democrat,
was elected mayor of Milwaukee in April, 1898, making his cam-
paign on the issue of municipal ownership of public utilities, and
particularly of the street railways. Henry C. Payne, president
of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company, has also

been the Wisconsin member of the National Republican Com-
mittee since 1880, and was its vice-chairman in 1896. Payne's
franchise being about to expire, he asked an extension of the
council, whose members had nearly all been elected, like the
mayor, on pledges to support municipal ownership. Arguments
of some sort seem to have converted the mayor and aldermen
from their ardor for public ownership. Whether the arguments
were round, hard and yellow, or long and green, or what their

color or texture, has not been disclosed—at any rate, they were
potent. The goods were delivered at a meeting to which only
partisans of the beneficiary corporation were admitted as spec-

tators. Such are the beauties of so-called "representative" gov-
ernment. A mayor may be Judas Iscariot and Benedict Arnold
rolled into one, and the council may be full-fledged banditti, but
what they say about franchises goes. And the rotund monopo-
list then leans back in his easy chair of "vested rights." The chair

comes high, but he must have it. Nothing but the Referendum
can give the people the power to prevent deals of this sort.

* * *

In Seattle even the Referendum does not seem able to
operate. The city charter provides that when 20 per cent of the
voters propose an amendment to the charter it "shall be the

duty of the city council to submit the same" to a vote of the
people. Over 20 per cent of the voters asked for the submis-
sion of an amendment providing for the municipal ownership of

the street railways. The railways in Seattle, and eight of the
city's aldermen (constituting a majority) are owned by a trust.

The trust played its aldermen like men on a chessboard—kept
them out and prevented a quorum for a time, and at last lined

them up and had them go through the motion of laying the

charter amendment on the table, which they had no more legal

authority to do than they had to repeal the charter itself.

* * *

But the question of legality has now seldom much to do
with anything that affects the trusts and other beneficiaries of

special privilege. Councils and legislators are their henchmen
and judges are their most obedient servants. A recent proof

of the latter is furnished by the action of the Supreme Court of

Ohio in the matter of the charges of ex-Attorney-General

Monett against the Standard Oil Company. Mr. Monett, when
attorney-general, began proceedings against that company for

violation of the State anti-trust laws. An agent of the trust
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"The Oneida Community; a Record of an Attempt to Carry Out the

Principles of Christian Unselfishness and Scientific Race Improvement."
By Allan Eastlake, member of the Oneida Community. London: George
Redway. 1900.

UNCLE SAM'S BIBLE

It would be unquestionably better for "Uncle Sam" if he
consulted the Bible more in regard to political affairs and social

justice. The book called "Uncle Sam's Bible" is an attempt, car-

ried out with considerable success, to show that the applica-

tion of Bible precepts to present-day problems would aid in their

solution.

The author, who puts his arguments in the guise of a story,

applies Bible texts to many questions, to taxation, to the money
question, to the referendum, railroads, trusts, department
stores, etc. He discusses socialism also, condemning it; but
here he is weak, and carefully omits the hundreds of texts which
Christian socialists are fond of quoting.

There are other instances of arguments for which even
stronger scripture could be found than is here presented ; but
in the main the book is an able presentation of Bible teachings
about political issues.

"Uncle Sam's Bible, or Bible Teachings About Politics.'" By Rev.
James B. Converse. The Schulte Publishing Company, Chicago.

"Teapot Philosophy" is really philosophic, dealing with cur-
rent social problems, from the standpoint of brotherhood. It

rightly characterizes the present social system in two rhymed
letters, and contains utterances of prominent thinkers on social

subjects. It also gives valuable lists of books. along various
lines of progressive thought. It is published by the author,
Walter L. Sinton, Room 79 McVicker's Theater Building,
Chicago.

THE SOCIAL FORUM WITH BOOKS.
"BETWEEN CESAR AND JESUS," Prof. Herron's latest

and greatest book, with the Social Forum, one year. $1.00
"WEALTH AGAINST COMMONWEALTH," by Henry D.

Lloyd, with the Social Forum, one year $1.25
"THE PURE CAUSEWAY," by Evelyn Harvey Roberts. A

beautiful story based on college life, presenting an ideal

community. Prof. Herron says: "Mrs. Roberts was
formerly a student with me and possesses a high order of

literary and sympathetic ability. I was greatly impressed
and delighted with the manuscript of 'The Pure Cause-
way/ " This book, with the Social Forum, one year. 70c

"THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOCIAL REFORM," by
W. D. P. Bliss, with the Social Forum, one year. . .$7-5°

Address THE SOCIAL REFORM UNION, 822 Associa-

tion Building, Chicago.
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WHAT SHALL WE DO?
The question now before reformers is with reference to the

kind of action that should be taken. The following pamphlets
are devoted to this problem

:

i. The Evolution of the Class Struggle. By Wm. H. Noyes.
One of the best on the subject.

2. Imprudent Marriages. By Robert Blatchford. A masterly
answer to the argument that prudence would help the
laborer.

3. Wage Labor and Capital. By Karl Marx. The essence of

the great philosopher's theory in his own .words.

4. The Man Under the Machine. By A. M. Simons.

5. The Mission of the Working Class; By Rev. Chas. H. Vail.

We will send the five with the Social Forum, one year, in-

side of Chicago, 70c. ; outside of Chicago, 60c. We can supply
the pamphlets at 5c. each, postpaid.

Address THE SOCIAL REFORM UNION, 822 Associa-
tion Building, Chicago.

EACH NUMBER OF THE SOCIAL FORUM IS OF PER-
MANENT VALUE.

The first seven numbers complete the first volume and are
uniform in size. We can still furnish complete sets, but some
of the numbers will soon be exhausted.
No. 1. American Imperialism, by Prof. Herron.
No. 2. Fifth Annual Independence Day Messages of the Na-'

tional Christian Citizenship League—City and Citizens,

by Prof. Herron.
No. 3. Report of Buffalo Conference.
No. 4. Henryk Sienkiewicz (Author of Quo Vadis), by Prof.

Herron.
Government and Political Economy, by Louis F.

Post.

Plutocracy's Training Schools, by Willis J. Abbot.
Chattel Slavery Re-established Under Stars and

Stripes, by John W. Leonard.
No. 5. The King and The Kingdom, Prof. Herron.

Christ vs. Pilate, W. T. Brown.
No. 6. The Problem of the Individual Life, by Franklin H.

Wentworth.
The King—The Kingdom—The Citizen, by Edwin

D. Wheelock.
No. 7. Professor Herron's Letter of Resignation and Sym-

posium Thereon.
We will send the complete volume of seven numbers, while

they last, for 25c.

We will send assorted numbers at the rate of 10 for 25c.
Address THE SOCIAL REFORM UNION, 822 Associa-

tion Building, Chicago.
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Novel Co-operative Colony Plan.

The plans of the Orchard Home Club present some novel features of

co-operative enterprise.

Instead of waiting for a large number of people to come together,

A SMALL UNIT OF OPERATION has been adopted, so complete in itself

that a single unit may be successfully developed, and which provides for the

expansion of the enterprise as rapidly as sufficient additional people become

interested to form other units of operation.

By a careful investigation of the results already accomplished by settlers

in the chosen locality, it is found that a good worker, backed by a monthly

income of $50, can comfortably maintain his family, and perform the labor

and pay the expenses of clearing, fencing, plowing, setting out fruit and nut

trees of the best quality, fertilizing and cultivating, in fact doing everything

necessary for developing a forty-acre fruit farm in the best conditions, and

can depend upon making it self-supporting in twenty months.

Without counting upon any crop returns the first year, he can depend

upon considerable money coming in from a second year's crop, twenty months

from commencing work. The third year's crop should yield sufficient returns

to cover all expenses and make a very substantial distribution among the

members.

During the period of development, working members will receive a por-

tion of their allowance for work in money and part will be applied to paying

for their interest in the property.

This plan enables worthy workers to start family-supporting homes

without suffering the many hardships so common to pioneer life, and it en-

ables those now employed to invest their savings in developing a profitable

property, where they may later make their home, if desired, and will bring

them a large and permanent income whether they move to it or not.

It is now thought that when members are ready to make their permanent

home on the property a resident tract will be improved and resident lots deeded

10 each member who desires, so that each will own his own home while the

family-supporting industries will be owned in common by the members.

Several parties are becoming interested in the enterprise and the first

unit of operation is already assured.

Of the prospective contributing members, Mr. G. A. Cornell of 932 West

Fifty-fourth Place, Chicago, visited the proposed location during December,

and has returned greatly delighted over the opportunities presented.

Mr. C. A. Ellis, living at 22 Park Avenue, Chicago, an enterprising

man in the prime of life, with much experience in horticultural work, is ready

to become our pioneer worker.

An excursion party is forming to go South on February 6th, and the low

rate of $24 is made for the round trip from Chicago, including through

sleeper.

- Mr. Humphrey expects to be with the party, and to definitely locate the

place of operation at that time. Interested parties can secure further informa-

tion by addressing L. C. HUMPHREY, 23 River Street, Chicago. _^ Advt.
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"Plutocracy is combining, let the People unite."

The Social Reform Union
EDUCATIONAL, NON-PARTISAN. ORGANIZED AT BUFFALO, N. Y. f JULY 4, 1SSS.

OBJECTS.—(a) To unite the reform forces of the United States in a federated
body, in which individuals and organizations, while retaining separate existence and
freedom in pursuing separate lines of work, may yet unite for those practical imme-
diate measures upon which they agree.

(b) To educate the people at large upon the measures upon which the reform
forces are agreed.

PLATFORM.—Not to be considered as a formulation either of principles or of
ultimate* but as a practical program on which men and women of various reform
views have agreed to unite at present. This platform was adopted by the Buffalo
Conference without a dissenting vote, but is to be voted upon and readopted or
modified each year by a referendum vote of the members.

1. Direct Legislation and Proportional Representation.
Public Ownership of Public Utilities.
Taxation of Land Values and (for the time at least) of Franchises, Inherit-
ances and Incomes.

Money (gold, silver or paper) issued by Government only, a full legal tender,
and in quantity sufficient to maintain the normal average of prices.

6. Anti-Milltarlsm.
MEMBERSHIP.—Open to any one who accepts the platform. Those not accept-

ing it may Join its educational classes, or clubs, and receive its literature, but may
not vote in the organization.

SUBSCRIPTIONS. - MEMBERSHIP FREE.
Bulletins of the Movement, monthly 25 cents per year
Social Reform Bible Lessons, (62 Sundays) 25 cents per year."
The Social Forum, monthly 50 cents per year.
Economic Studies and Leaflets, fortnightly 60 cents per year.
All Publications «l per year.

Voluntary gifts and monthly pledges for the work.
OF"F"IGERS: CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

Frederick G. Strickland Chicago, III.

822 Association Bldg.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
The President. Treasurer, Secretaries, and

the Heads of Departments.

DEPARTMENTS OF WORK.
Organization Department.—Object: To

enroll members and organize the work In
each state. CtmirmjUL W D. P. Bliss.

alDer — r_* „

PRESIDENT.
W.D.P. Bliss Chicago, 111.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
Henry D. Lloyd Chicago, 111.

George D. Herron Grlnnell. Iowa
Hon. S. M. Jones Toledo, Ohio
Hon. J . C. Chase Haverhill, Mass.
Rt. Rev. F. D. Huntington..Syracuse. N.Y.
Edwin D. Mead Boston, Mass.
William D. Howells New York City
E. D. Wheelock Chicago
Edwin Markham New York City
Governor J. R. Rogers...Olympla, Wash./
Governor C. S. Thomas Denver, Col/
Governor H. 8. Plngree Detroit, MichA
Ex-Governor J..P. St. John. Olathe, Kas.
Hon. George Fred Williams, Boston, Mass.
Hon. C. C. Post Sea Breeze, Fla.
Hon. W. S. Hartman Bozeman, Mont.
Hon. A. M. Todd Kalamazoo, Mich.
John S. Crosby New York City
Bolton Hall New York City
H. W Reed Brunswick, Ga.
Joseph R. Buchanan New York City
J. R. Sovereign Boise, Idaho
Mrs. Florence Kelly Chicago, 111.

Rev. B. Fay Mills Boston, Mass.
Rev. R. Heber Newton.... New York City
Rev. F. M. Sprague Tampa. Fla.
Rev. W. L. Bull Whitford, Pa.
Mrs. C. M. S. Severance. . Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. MllaT. Maynard Denver, Col.
Mrs. Annas. Dlggs Topeka.Kas.
Mrs. Charlotte P. Stetson.... Chicago, 111.

Alberts. Dulin Philadelphia, Pa.
George E. McNeill Boston. Mass.
Hon. R. F. Pettlgrew.... Sioux Falls, S. D.
Hon. B. R. Tillman Trenton. S C.
Hon. S. S. Harvey Pensacola, Fla.
Pres. G. Droppers Vermillion, S. D.
Pres. George A. Gates Grlnnell, Iowa
B. O. Flower Boston, Mass.
Hon J. J. Lentz Columbus. Ohio
Mrs. Helen Campbell Denver, Col.
Willis J. Abbott New York City

N. O. Nelson .St. Louis, Mo.
Eighth and St. Charles Sts.

RECORDING SECRETARIES.
Eltweed Pomeroy Newark, N. J.

Prof. Frank Parsons Boston, Mass.
Prof. E. W. Bemls New York City

educational tepartment.^Pbjeot^To
prepare and publish educational eco=^--
nomlc studies and other matter; to
organize classes to conduct correspond-
ence courses, summer schools, normal
.classes, etc., etc. Chairman. Prof. T. E.
JWiU.

LectureDepariment.—Object: To pre-
pare and send out lists of lectures and
speakers on Social Reform. Chairman,
Prof. Frank Parsons.
Publication Department.—Object: To

conduct the publications of the union.
Editor, J. W. Leonard; Manager, F. G.
Strickland.
Summer School Department.—Object:

To arrange for and hold an annual Sum-
mer School and Conference at Gull Lake,
Michigan. Chairman, A. C. Wlsner.
Affiliated Lines of Work.-Christlan

Sociology.—Conducted by the National
Christian Citizenship League. Object:
To appeal to and educate a Christian
social conscience : to work in and through
churches; to publish Bible lessons and
all forms of literature bearing on the
Living Christ. E. D. Wheelock, Presi-
dent of the League.
Circulating Libraries.—Conducted by

the NatlonalCo-operatlve Library Asso-
ciation. Object: To establish and main-
tain popular local sociological libraries
In cities, towns and villages. Chairman,
Hon. A. M. Todd, President of the Asso-
ciation.

Address all Communications, and make
all Checks Payable to

SOCIAL REFORM UNION,
8aa Association Building, Chicago, III.
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.Varicocele.
CURED IN ONE TREATMENT.

No Pain or Detention from Business,

DR. I H. GREER,
52 Dearborn Street . . . CHICAGO.

PHILIP HENRICI,
Fancy Bakery, i'

DELICACIES AND RESTAURANT,
108 and U0 Randolph Street, * * CHICAGO*

j. j. j,

KJTR. HENRICI extends a cordial invitation to all Social
""* Reformers to make his place a rendezvous. It is centrally

located; elegantly fitted up; and The Friends can always be

certain of a welcome. J*J*J*J*J*J*J*J*J*J*
( PHILIP HENRICI.

Z//\# 1 J# J\JlO 1 LLl\, Champlain Building*

..DENTIST..
STATE AND MADISON STREETS



7/Jestern

University

Gives instruction by correspond-

ence in Art, Science, Letters,

Law, Pedagogy, etc. , ietc.

Full credit given for knowl-

edge already attained. Send for

catalog and full particulars,

stating in what course you are

interested.

WESTERN UNIVERSITY,
866 Van Buren St., Chicago.

Intelligent

Salesmen

Wanted

With good references, to sell

jewelry from sample line. Men

with good ability can earn

big money and permanent po-

sition with us. Write for full

particulars.

THE RELIABLE JEWELRY CO.,

± S4-86 LA SALLE STREET,

J CHICAGO, ILL.

Beeeme a Vegetarian
And beoome stronger, healthier, happier, dearer-
headed—and save money. Learn about Vegetarian-
ism throughTHEVEGETARIAN MAGAZINE, (re*
dnced fac-aimlle of cover shown here).

THE VEGETARIAN,
78 Madison St., Chicago.
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..Varicocele...

CURED IN ONE TREATMENT.
No Pain or Detention from Business.

J* J* J*

DR. I H. GREER,
52 Dearborn Street . . .CHICAGO.

ORCHARD HOME CLUB.

A CO-OPERATIVE COLONY ENTERPRISE

Organized for the purpose of developing

ORCHARD AND GARDEN LAND IN THE MOST FAVORED FRUIT
SECTION OP THE SOUTH, ON A STRICTLY PRACTICAL

CO-OPERATIVE BASIS.

We want at once a few good practical workers experienced in

raising nursery stock, fruit, garden truck, poultry and live stock.

As an investment for non-residents our development shares
are unquestionably safe and will bring

LARGE RETURNS TO THE INVESTOR.

If you want to move south, or to safely Invest your
savings for large returns, or to get Into practical relations of

brotherly helpfulness, write for information to

Orchard Home Club, 21 River Street, Chicago.
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an interest in the

ROCKWELL-

WABASH-

EXPANSION

BOSINESS

SYSTEMS.

They combine

all features of

Standard Filing
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cluding Card In-

dex Cabinets,
Letter Files,

Document Files,

Cataogue Files,

Pigeon Hole
Cases, Legal
Blank Files,

Commercial Re-

port Files, etc.

Concentration, compactness and convenience are combined in

sectional cabinets.

If you are interested in up-to-date office necessities send for our
superb new catalogue.

ROCKWELL & RUPEL CO.,

Nos. 49 and SI La Salle St , CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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LOVE AND THE DRAGON.
By Mrs. Evelyn H. Roberts, author of "The Pure Causeway."

* Ages long had Love been seeking a sphere of influence

among men, and though much progress had been made in

men's hearts, slavery still reigned, because in public affairs men
sold, denied and crucified Love, while boldly espousing the

cause of self—the Dragon.
Therefore, Love said:

"Behold, I will send my Spirit of Brotherhood on earth, and
when men see it revealed in human form they will serve it faith-

fully, because they will learn to love it truly."

In the fulness of time Justice was joined unto Gentleness
and Sympathy. The fruit of this union was a babe of rare sensi-

bilities and wonderful spirituality—a child of God.
Even before his birth the Spirit of Brotherhood had brooded

over the child, and early in life his heart opened to welcome
the Spirit into a fellowship which grew ever more close and
beautiful.

Justice and Gentleness, with the aid of Brotherhood, de-

voted themselves completely to the child's true culture, so that

amidst simple living and high thinking the boy passed ten happy
years. History was his playground, and to trace Love's foot-

steps through the ages was his delight.

In imagination, he saw all men yielding to Brotherhood's
sway, even as he had done, and gratefully would he have thrown
himself at Love's footstool to worship and adore forever.

But Brotherhood was wiser than the child. Suddenly the

happy home vanished, friends dropped by his side and disap-

peared, and one more child had joined the ever-growing army
of waifs.

To suffer from sickness, want of all things, temptations,
utter weariness and despair—to descend into hell was mete for

this child of Love.
Deeper and deeper into the world's woe and sin did Broth-

erhood thrust this sensitive and delicate boy, that it might be
said of him who was to be a social savior, "Surely he hath borne
our griefs and carried our sorrows ;" for by such costly knowl-
edge would he yet make many just.

At length the Spirit of Wisdom showed the sufferer that

even the gay, proud world above him, seemingly so powerful
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and brave, were even as these sufferers below, enslaved to the

Dragon.
A cry burst from the youth's sore heart. "My early faith was

but a dream. Sin reigns, not Love!" Yet patiently did Love
abide in his soul, and Brotherhood deserted him not," so that

his suffering was not in vain, and in time his eyes were opened
to understand the mystery. The mark of the Beast was seen
to be on all the outward forms of life, even though in their

heart of hearts men longed to serve Love truly. But fear and
doubt possessed them, and they made hasje to honor the Dragon
in all their institutions.

Many men served Love in such secret ways as would not
bring them into conflict with the one whom they feared and
honored more than God, but no man durst openly declare war
on him.

Even in their abject slavery the multitudes cried continu-

ally: "Behold this great Babylon, and the glory of it! The
Beast, who is like unto the Beast, and who can make war with
him?"

At length the hour was come when one man should dare
to answer the craven slaves of Might. Not in vain had Brother-
hood brooded over the child of Tenderness and Justice, and at

last Love had his way with him.
In the sight of the scoffing multitudes a gentle knight

stepped boldly into the arena to grapple with the trained gladi-

ators of the Dragon.
Even at this movement he bleeds because of a thrust in-

flicted by the last antagonist, and yet the people for whom he
battles cry lustily as ever, "Who is like unto the Beast ?"

Should his life be taken from him by his foes, some say
it will have been in vain that he championed the enslaved ones.

Others, wiser in things concerning the Love-life say, "It is

enough, if he be but true to Brotherhood."
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION FOR THE SERV-
ICES OF PAIR ORGANIZERS AND LECTURERS.

The Social Reform Union is carrying out its plans for

putting paid organizers and lecturers into the field. The fol-

lowing arc now in the field, and go to any place and lecture for

their expenses merely, from their center of work

:

Rev. W. D. P. Bliss, address at present General Delivery,

New York City.

Prof. Thomas E. Will, 822 Association Building, Chicago,
111.

Rev. George E. Bigelow, The Commons, St. Paul, Minn.
Other organizers will be appointed soon for Denver and

St. Louis.
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IS IT ANTI-JEFFERSONIAN?
By Eugene V. Brewster.

"Jefferson's writings should enlighten the fireside of every citizen,

and form the textbook of the American statesman. His pure fame should
be religiously cherished by his countrymen as a most precious inheritance

to them, and as meriting from man universally an everlasting remem-
brance."—Rayner's Life of Jefferson.

"If Jefferson was wrong, America is wrong. If America is right,

Jefferson was right."—Parton's Life of Jefferson.

To attach socialism to Jeffersonism seems to some people
ridiculous. "He is the very opposite to collectivism, to co-

operation, to Socialism—he is the great individualist," I am
told. Yes, Jefferson was an individualist, and if cooperation
means paternalism and the destruction of the individual, Jeffer-

son would to-day be opposed to cooperation. But one thing

must not be forgotten, and that is this: Jefferson lived in a
time when conditions were far different than they are at pres-

ent. I would not give much for Jefferson's opinion on trusts,

because if there were any trusts in his time, they were such
as could not possibly give him a conception of their possibili-

ties and of what they are to-day. We search in vain for Jeffer-

son's views on the monetary ratio, when one metal has a bullion

price many times in excess of its coinage price, for in Jeffer-

son's time the mint price of each metal was nearly the same
as the bullion price.

There are many subjects about which the writings of Jeffer-

son give us no specific information, because his time did not
call for research and study in certain lines. We cannot tell

for a certainty what Jefferson would do were he President of

the Great Republic to-day, but we know so much of his char-

acter and of his general fundamental principles that we may
perhaps form some idea of his attitude on the trust question,

and if we know his attitude on the trust question, we will have
no difficulty in ascertaining whether he would be in favor of or
opposed to cooperation generally.

In his first message to Congress Jefferson said : "Agricul-
ture, manufactures, commerce and navigation, the four pillars

of our prosperity, are most thriving when left most free to

individual enterprise." In his fifth message he hesitatingly

favored a national university, and said that education could bet-

ter be left to private enterprise. In his last message he doubted
the wisdom of the Government spending surplus revenue * in

improving the roads, canals and rivers, yet thought it might be
well to leave it to the States to vote an amendment to the
Federal Constitution, so that it would be constitutional. In
Parton's "Life of Andrew Jackson," vol. Ill, page 84, I find

a sentence which is decidedly apropos at this time, after the
recent canal scandals in New York State. It is this : "Paternal
government pours the people's money in a ceaseless stream into
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the Erie Canal. Jeffersonian government would sell the canal to

the highest bidder, and thus turn a nuisance into a blessing,

a source of corruption into a means of civilization." Mr. Parton
goes on at great length in this strain, and ends by saying:
'This theory of government, incompletely set forth in the writ-

ings of Mr. Jefferson, has been recently elaborated with singular

lucidness and power by an English author, Mr. Herbert Spencer,
whose work on 'Social Statics' Mr. Jefferson ought to have
lived long enough to have read, such keen delight would he
have had in seeing his cherished opinions stated with the clear-

ness of light, and demonstrated as Euclid demonstrates propo-
sitions in geometry. This work, not yet republished in the

United States, will be a schoolbook among us some day." In
this the great author clearly shows his preference for the anti-

paternal form of government, so-called, and I think his judg-
ment is somewhat biased, for, on page 81, he says: "In the

very essence of the matter, there is no difference that I can
see between the opinions of the Emperor of Russia, Louis Na-
poleon, Thomas Carlyle, the old Federalists and the New York
Tribune."

Now, the keynote to all of Jefferson's writings was, "Free
individual enterprise." But, would Jefferson claim to-day that

his system has given us free individual enterprise? Would he
permit great trusts and monopolies to exist which crush out.

free individual enterprise ? Yet could he consistently crush out
trusts

(

and thus destroy the free individual enterprise

of those in control of the trusts? Here is the ques-
tion—What would Jefferson do with the trust? It

would be anti-Jeffersonian to destroy it, and it would be
equally anti-Jeffersonian to permit it to continue in existence

in private hands. Would Jefferson to-day give the canal fran-

chise to the capitalists? Would he give them our street railroad

franchises? Would he to-day dare give them our postal serv-

ice, our bridges, our schools ? Would he give the money-issu-
ing function to the National banks ? Was Jefferson in favor of

monopoly in any form ? No ! Jefferson did not favor any kind
of monopoly, but if it came to a question of monopoly by a few
as against a monopoly by the many, by all, does anybody doubt
which kind of monopoly Jefferson would favor? "That gov-
ernment is best which governs least," he said, and he would un-
doubtedly have favored anarchism, if such were possible or

practicable, just as he would have favored a country free from
cyclones, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, draughts, etc., which
is equally impossible. He said : "I place economy among the

first and most important of republican virtues." Could he say

this and still favor crushing the trust? And if he would crush

the trust, for the purpose of free individual enterprise, why
would he also not crush all labor-saving machinery and inven-
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tion to give still more opportunity for free individual enterprise ?

Was he in favor of absolute freedom and liberty jn everything?
No, because he said : "Wealth acquired in speculation and plun-

der is fugacious in its nature, and fills society with the spirit of

gambling." Did he favor free individual enterprise when it meant
concentration of wealth in the hands of the few? No, for he said,

"An aristocracy of wealth is of more danger than benefit to so-

ciety." Did he think that his system of government would lead us
to follow in the footsteps of monarchial Europe ? No, for he said,

"Nothing is so important as that America shall separate her-

self from the systems of Europe, and establish one of her own."
Yet, in what respect does our system to-day differ with those
of Europe? "It is not by the consolidation or concentration of

powers, but by their distribution, that good government is

effected," he said, but to-day he would find the worst kind of

consolidation and concentration of power, and but little of dis-

tribution. If public ownership would distribute power, dis-

tribute enterprise, distribute wealth, distribute liberty, would
Jefferson favor it? Certainly, and the reader must judge
whether it would. "No other depositories of power than the

people have ever yet been found which did not end in convert-

ing to their profit the earnings of those committed to their

charge," says Jefferson, yet to-day* we find the money power
and the great private monopolies in possession of nearly every-

thing, together with the earnings of the toiler. If the people
should be the depositories of power, it would be cooperation,

yet that is what Jefferson says. It is not my purpose to go into

this question deeply here, but there are many well-remembered
principles laid down by Jefferson, which should guide us in

determining what Jefferson would do under present conditions,

among them being "equal and exact justice to all," "equal rights

and equal obligations," "equal rights to all, special privileges

to none," "government of, by and for the people," etc., etc.

Jefferson aimed at liberty. That is what we all desire, and the

question is, What is the best and quickest way to get it? "Lib-
erty is to be gained by inches, and we must be content to secure
what we can get from time to time, and eternally press forward
for what is yet to come," says Jefferson. But the trouble is,

under the present system of "free individual enterprise," we
have been pressing forward very fast, and find ourselves still

deeper in the mire. Too much government? Yes, too much
of the wrong kind of government. Our system is worn out.

We need a new set of machinery. Competition is the wrong
motive power. We cannot destroy the whole old machine at

once, but we can put in a new wheel to-day, a new axle to-mor-
row, a new piston next day, and so on, and before we know
it we' find a new machine in use and a new motive power—co-

operation. Then, gradually, will come liberty to all. A strange
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paradox, perhaps, that by creating more government, more
authority, we get more liberty and more freedom from author-
ity, yet such is absolutely true. Finally, let me quote one more
passage from Thomas Jefferson, which explains itself: "Laws
and institutions must go hand in hand with the progress of the

human mind. As that becomes more developed, more enlight-

ened, as new discoveries are made, new truths disclosed, and
manners and opinions change with the change of circumstances,

institutions must advance also, and keep pace with the times."

A NEW PROFESSORSHIP. •

It is well to protest against and denounce the failing liberty

of expression for the faculties of our colleges and universities,

but the question is what are we going to do about it? Is aca-

demic free thought to perish in America? Is plutocracy to dic-

tate all the economic teaching of our college students? The
Social Reform Union believes it has found one way out of the

difficulty. It is starting clubs and classes for the study of re-

form and the spread of our literature among the students. We
have already branches in three great universities and pne
theological seminary, and the work is now spreading to others.

The students are ripe for it. They are in revolt against pluto-

cratic economics. This is well. If the Social Reform Union gets

the students, plutocracy can have the faculties.

Now this work needs organizing. We want a traveling pro-
fessorship, to be occupied by men like Parsons, or Bemis, or
Will, or Commons, who can spend all their time in going from
university to university, giving seven or eight lectures at each
before the eight university branches we are forming. Seven
or eight strong, clear lectures, followed up by our literature, can
make all the difference in the world in students' ideas, and then
the professor can go to another university and sow new seed,

for this academic soil is ripe. Can we not have such a profess-

orship for the Union? The executive committee will appoint
a strong man if we can raise the money. Who will help support
it? Are there not twenty who will give $5 a month, or 100 who
will give $1 a month for this especial purpose ? Is there a better

opportunity or a wiser way to use money? Send in your
names with a pledge for this special purpose. It can be done.

W. D. P. BLISS,
President of the Social Reform Union.

A GREAT APRIL NUI1BER.

The suppressed part of the report of George A. Schilling. Secre-
tary of the Illinois Labor Commission, will appear in the April Social
Forum. It will be a notable publication. You will want several

copies. Order now.
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The following article, by Mr. Post, will be reprinted as a Study of
the Union and sold at 5 cents per copy, or $2 per hundred.

STUDY NO, VL

THE TAXATION OF LAND VALUES.
By Louis F. Post,

Editor of The Public, Chicago.

I. DEFINITION.
The taxation of land values is identical with "the single

tax," as advocated by Henry George. It is a proposal to sub-
stitute land value taxation for all other methods of raising
public revenues.

1

II. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES.
1. The Common Right to Land.

The basic principle of this reform is the ethical theory that

human rights to land are equal. No one can possess any better

moral right to land than everyone else. He may, indeed, justly

claim superior moral rights to landed improvements, such as

buildings, clearings, fences, drainage, cultivation, or anything
else that costs human labor. This he may do by virtue of his

having made the improvements himself, or honestly acquired
them from whoever did make them. But the land—that is, the

natural site of those improvements, and the natural source
whence their materials are drawn forth—to that he can have
no exclusive moral right. It is the standing place and store-

room supplied by Nature for all living people ; and each person
must in justice be regarded as having an equal moral right

with every other to its use.

Escape from this conclusion is attempted sometimes by a

resort to prescriptive right, and sometimes by appeal to the

doctrine of superior force. But neither can be of any avail.
2

Prescription is only a device for peace; it is not a principle of

justice. By no possibility can it turn a wrong into a right.

It can only suppress the assertion of rights. And though it

may thus serve a useful purpose in preventing quarrels over
rights that are ephemeral and obsolete, it becomes an engine
of oppression when it obstructs the assertion of rights that

continually renew their vitality. Prescription cannot justly

operate to deny to any newcomer into the world his equal

right with all his contemporaries to be in the world.* The doc-

L Read "Progress and Poverty," Book VIII, Chapter IV. See "The Single
Tax," p. 7, and Note 2. Read "The Solence of Political Economy," Book II.

Chapter IV.
2. Read "The Land Question," Chapter VII.
8. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book VIII, Chapter II.
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trine of superior force is self-destructive. If landowners may
exclude the landless by superior force, then the landless may, by
the same right, exclude landowners. Evidently, the right to

land must have a firmer foundation than force—whether force

of arms or force of laws. It must rest upon elementary princi-

ples of justice.

Principles of justice require that the right to land shall be
a common right. Though the use need not be common, the

right must be. And it is because the right to land is in justice

a common right, that values which attach to land may be justly

taxed. The values of common rights are obviously common
values.

4

2. The Individual Right to Labor Products.

Correlative to the ethical principle that the right to land is a

common right, is the other ethical principle that labor-products
are the absolute private property of the producer. To deny the

former principle is by implication to deny the latter.
5

This principle of the absolute property right of producers
in their products is antithetical to the principle of slavery. It

is deduced from the axiom that every man has, as against the

claims of every other man and of all other men combined, a
moral right to himself; and its establishment as a principle of

ethics is necessary to the ethical repudiation, not only of slavery

but of all other forms of coercive paternalism. The principle

is essential even to the idea of sacrifice, as in charity ; and of

giving, as in communism. No one can sacrifice or give what
is not first absolutely his own.

There could not be any plausible objection to the principle

of individual property in labor-products if every producer
brought forth his own products altogether by his own indi-

vidual labor. But in civilized production no producer brings
forth any product in its entirety. So intense is the specializa-

tion of industry, that each contributor to any specific result

contributes only an infinitesimal part of the total labor required.
In doing that, he is indebted to preceding producers for his

implements and materials, and to producers of even the dim past
for the know-how. This complexity gives color to the theory
that the results of production belong primarily and of moral
right, not to individual producers, but to society as a whole.
Society in the past, it is plausibly argued, has developed the
existing methods and mechanism of production ; and societv in

the present makes their current use and their further develop-
ment possible. Inasmuch, then, as no individual can say of

any complete product that he, or any one from whom he de-

4. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book VII, Chapter I. Read "Protection or
Free Trade," Chapter XXVI, from the paragraph beginning: "Here are two
simple principles, to and Including paragraph ending "Is not the produce of
labor."

5. Read "The Single Tax," p. 61, Note 81.
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rives title, has produced it, the conclusion is urged that indi-

vidual titles are not traceable to individual production. They
are attributed rather to the activities of society as a whole. To
society as a whole, therefore, it is insisted, the primary title

belongs. So, on one hand, pleaders for the status quo defend

private titles to land and labor-products alike, on the ground
that these titles emanate from society; while on the other

hand, socialists propose that society, in virtue of its primary
ownership of land and labor-products, establish a system of

perennial distribution of consumable products, retaining unim-
paired the primary title to all the instruments of production.

Having made the products possible, society is looked to by
both as the proper authority to distribute them and to confirm

possessors in their enjoyment.*
But that objection to the principle that individual property

in labor products rests upon individual production is extremely
superficial. In moral and economic effect each individual

does bring forth his own product in their entirety by his own
individual labor. This would be obviously true in primitive

conditions. It is equally true in those social conditions so
familiar to this generation, in which industry is highly special-

ized. The proposition may be easily demonstrated. If, in ex-

tremely primitive conditions, one man, aided perhaps by such
rude implements as sticks and stones fashioned wholly by him-
self, were to build a hut, that hut would clearly be his individual

product. It would, therefore, as against the demands of all

other men, be his individual property. And being his indi-

vidual property he would have the moral right to transfer it

to another upon mutually satisfactory terms. In demanding
terms he might be selfish. He might demand such onerous
terms as to be contemptibly selfish. But if he did not resort to

fraud or coercion, he would not be unjust. For his selfishness

in this respect, though it deprived his brethren of comforts,
would not deprive them of a right. If, then, exercising his

right to trade the product of his labor for the product of an-
other's labor, he should trade the hut lie had produced for an-
other, similarly produced by another man, the hut he received
in the trade would be his property in place of the one he had
made. The one he had made would likewise be the property
of his neighbor. Physically, indeed, neither man would have
produced the particular hut now in his possession; but inas-

much as each would have produced the one he traded for it, the
net result would be the same as if he had physically produced
his own. For all the purposes, then, of determining property
rights ethically, the title of each to the hut he possesses but did
not make is as good as his title was before the trade to the

6. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book I, Chapter I, from the paragraph
beginning: "But the fundamental truth," to the end of the chapter. Study
"The Science of Political Economy," Book III, Chapters IX, X and XI.
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one he has parted with but did make. The second is the ex-
pression of his labor as truly as was the first. In that sense,

each man may be said to have produced the hut he possesses.
Carrying the same' principle further, we find that in

conditions of diversified industry, the relation of individual pro-
ducers to completed products is quite as unmistakable. One
man might produce a house by himself digging the cellar, lay-

ing the foundation, erecting the superstructure, and inclosing
and finishing it, while personally making all the tools. Though
the result would doubtless be a poor apology for a house, one
man could doubtless produce it without assistance of any kind,

except as to the know-how. But he could much more easily

produce a better house, if, cooperating with 100,000,000 men
of like desires, he mingled his labor with theirs in the con-
struction of 100,000,000 houses—one for each of them and one
for him. None of these cooperators would physically produce
any of the houses entire. But each would contribute to the

general productive processes. Some would help make ma-
chinery and others tools; some would help make designs;

some would assist in procuring material, while some helped to

transport and others to shape it ; some would dig cellars ; some
would erect one part of the superstructure and others other

parts; and so on, through a labyrinth of specialized functions.

And at the end, if each man in exchange for his contribution of

specialized labor to the production of 99,999,999 of those houses,

received from the others their contributions of labor to the

production of the remaining house, each would, for all the

purposes of determining questions of individual title by the

test of individual production, have been the producer in its

entirety of the. house he accepted in exchange. Highly special-

ized industry does not alter, it only obscures, the principle so

obvious in more primitive conditions," that every laborer ac-

tually produces, to all moral and economic intents and purposes,

the particular product which he in free exchange accepts in lieu

of his contribution of labor to the general processes of produc-

tion.' Nor does he owe society any part of this share on ac-

count of his ability to produce in the modern way. Though
society has indeed developed the methods which make highly

specialized industry not only possible but necessary, yet society

does not endow him either with knowledge of these methods
or with skill in using them. All that society can be said to do
is to accumulate the knowledge, generation by generation.

Each producer must do the rest. By his own individual labor

he must make that knowledge a part of himself before it can
be serviceable through him in production. By study, his own

7. Read "The Science of Political Economy," Book I, Chapters II, III, IV, V.
Study "Science of Political Econcmy," Book I, Chapter VI. Bead "Progress and
Poverty," Book X, Chapter II.
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study, he must individualize the knowledge; and by practice,

his own practice, he must individualize the skill.*

Society, therefore, has no claim to any share in an indi-

vidual producer's product (except as it secures him in the pos-
session of superior locations), upon any plea that production
is a social matter. So far as each man's contribution to pro-
duction goes, its direct result, or what he receives in free ex-

change for that direct result, is, economically and morally,

his own individual production, even to the know-how. Indi-

viduals are essentially the producers of such products as they
demand and receive in free exchange for their individual contri-

butions of labor to general production ; and the products so re-

ceived are as absolutely their private property as if they had
actually made them.*

III. CORRELATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PRIN-

CIPLES.

The fundamental principles of the subject are thus seen to

be twofold: .(i) common rights to land; and (2) individual

rights to products. These twofold rights are, as already stated,

correlative—individual rights to labor products being dependent
upon common rights to land.

That this is true may be observed by considering the effect

of private property in land upon the right of private property

in labor products. The right of producers to their products is,

in greater or less degree, nullified by private property in land.

For private property in land carries with it legal power to en-

force the payment of a premium for the use of land. It thereby

enables landowners to exact labor-products from producers

without themselves contributing any advantage to the produc-

ers. To that extent it is a practical denial of the right of produc-

ers to their products.

It follows that individual rights of property in land

must be abolished in order to secure to producers individual

rights of property in their labor-products." For the mainten-

ance, then, not only of the ethical principle of common rights

to land, but also of the ethical principle of individual rights to

labor-products, common rights to land must in some way be

secured. These correlative moral principles, in other words,

must be adjusted by law.

8. Study "The Science of Political Economy," Book III, Chapter XI.

9. Study "Progress and Poverty," Book VII, Chapter I, from paragraph
beginning: "Second. This right of ownership," to paragraph ending, "natural

reward of those who do."

10. Read "The Single Tax," from p. 64 to p. 79, both Inclusive, and Notes
85. 87. 88, 98. Study "Progress and Poverty," Book III, Chapter II. Read "Eighth
Biennial Labor Report of Illinois," first edition, pp. 363-872; second edition, pp.
276-27&~"Bconomic History of a Quarter Acre In Chicago."
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IV. IDEAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLES.

The ideal adjustment of the principle of common rights

to land and individual rights to labor-products is sug-
gested by what to political economists is known as

the law 01 rent. When, through individual appropria-

tion, any kind of land becomes scarce relatively to the

demand for it, the law of rent causes value to attach to that

kind of land. In other words, scarce land commands a
premium; whereas, plentiful land, if not arbitrarily inclosed,

commands none. As different kinds of land become scarce,

they command different premiums—some kinds more and some
less, in proportion to the advantages they offer over the most
desirable

1

free land." The most desirable free land is
#
technically

said to be at the "margin of cultivation," or, more accurately

—

for the law of rent applies not only to agricultural lands but
also to every other kind—at the "margin of production."" If

producers used poorer land than that at the margin, they could
not produce so much with the same effort. If they used better

land, they would have to yield up the advantage in rent to its

owner. This would be so, even if the producer himself were the

owner. The value of the advantage would then come to him
as owner in rent, and not as producer in earnings. The "mar-
gin of production," therefore, determines on one hand the rate

of compensation to producers everywhere,, and regulates, on
the other hand, the varying rent of scarce lands. Since rent, or
periodical land premiums, must always leave to producers as

much of their product as they could produce upon the best

free land, the "margin of production" determines their com-
pensation ; but as they can retain of their products no more
than they could produce upon free land, the remainder going
as rent to the owner of the land they use, the "margin of pro-
duction" regulates rent.

1
* By taking advantage of this natural

law, common property rights to land and individual property
rights to labor-products may be secured.

It is only necessary, without abrogating the individual pos-
session of land which now obtains, to make a common fund of

land values. Under that system, individuals would hold particular

parcels of land as now ; they would use it individually as now

;

they would own the products they drew forth from it, as they
do now. But at regular and frequent intervals each occupier

11. See "The Single Tax," p. 67, Note 89.

12. Study "Progress and Poverty/' Book III. Chapter I, and Book III, Chap-
ter VI. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book III, Chapter VIII, and the whole of
Book IV.

13. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book VII. Chapters I and II. On the ques-
tion of compensating land owners for their loss involved in abolishing the sys-
tem (an Important theoretical point In this connection), read "Progress and
Poverty," Book VII, Chapter III, and "Perplexed Philosopher," Part III, Chap-
ters X and XI.
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would pay into a common fund the rent of the particular parcel

of land in his possession.

Some occupiers would pay more and some less; but each
would pay according' to the advantage offered by his parcel.

Those who occupied land at or below the "margin of produc-
tion" would contribute nothing to the common fund, because
they would enjoy no advantage. Since the supply of land like

what they held would constantly and notoriously be in excess

of the demand, nobody would pay a premium for theirs. Con-
sequently, the community could not, in justice, exact a premium
from them. All that they produced would be the result of

their own unaided labor. But those who occupied land of

greater desirability than that at the "margin of production"
would contribute the value of their advantage—that is, the

premium which, under private ownership of land, they as

owners might appropriate to themselves, or as tenants pay to a
landlord—to the common fund. If their holdings were only a
little better than holdings at the "margin of production," as is

the case with village building lots and ordinary farming land,

the premium would be small and their contribution light; but
if their holdings were vastly better, as with rich mines and city

building lots, the premium would be high and their contribution

heavy. None, therefore, would be deprived of anything due to his

own contributions to production. For by securing anyone in the

exclusive possession of especiallyadvantageous locations, society

to that degree becomes in a sense his partner and acquires a

right to share in his products to the extent of the value of that

advantage. It is in this way, and only in this way, that society

so assists individual producers as to be able to apply a just

pecuniary measurement to its assistance. Society may claim

this share upon still another theory. By securing to some the

exclusive possession of superior and scarce locations it de-

prives others of their equal right to land. In order, then, to

maintain the equality of that right it is necessary that the value

of the advantage—the value of the superior land—be taken by
society for common use."

Products would thus fall into two categories. Into one
would go enough products to represent the value of advan-
tageous locations on the land. This fund would be the common
property of all, out of which common expenses would be paid.

Into the other category would go all the products of individual
producers, after advantages of location had been equalized by
the withdrawal of products justly belonging to the common
fund; and out of this second category, each producer would
be paid in proportion to his individual contribution, as de-

14. Head "Progress and Poverty," Book V, Chapter II. Study "The Singl«
Tax," pp. 72 to 79, both inclusive. Read "Social .Problems," Chapters XVIII and
XIX. Read "Protection or Free Trade," Chapter XXV.
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termined by free competition. In other words, the former cate-

gory would be made up of common "rent" and the latter of

individual "wages." If this system were in ideally perfect opera-

tion, products to the exact value of each individual's labor, i. e.,

what he could produce without the advantage over his fellows

of superior location, would be reserved by him for his own use,

and products to the exact value of land would be applied to

the equal benefit of all.

V. THE PRACTICAL ADJUSTMENT.
But ideal perfection is not possible in anything. While it

should always be our aim, we can expect to realize it only ap-

proximately. And a satisfactory approximation to the distribu-

tion of labor-products into a common "rent" fund and an individ-

ual "wages" fund could, doubtless, be realized in general by
carrying the single tax on land values to the practical ultimate.

There are instances, however, which may require different

treatment. It is possible that the adjustment of common and
individual rights in connection with precious-metal mining
could not be secured, even approximately, by the taxation

method. Should experience demonstrate this, another method
would be required. It might be necessary in these cases to re-

sort, for example, to renting, or even to governmental opera-
tion. But the ultimate decision of that question may safely be
postponed until the inadequacy, in this respect, of land value

taxation shall have been demonstrated. So, also, it is possible

that the taxation method may not be adequate in connection
with such public utilities as railroads, street cars, and similar

systems of public service. These systems use very valuable
land. Indeed, the value of their franchises is altogether a land
value. Whether land value taxation—or what is essentially

the same thing, franchise value taxation—could be made to
distinguish these land values with approximate certainty, only
experience will tell. If it could not, then other means would
have to be adopted. For land value taxation, aside from its

revenue function, is only a fiscal means to a social end. The end
is the abolition of land monopoly and the securing to producers
of individual property in their own products. Government
ownership of public utilities, even their operation by govern-
ment, is, therefore, not inconsistent with the fundamental prin-

ciples of land value taxation, provided it be necessary on one
hand to the establishment of common rights to land, and on
the other to the security of the laborer in the possession of what
he earns.

But in general, land value taxation' would approximately
realize its object.. By far the most land, not only as to area
but as to the much more important consideration of value, is

of the kind which would be regulated justly in its tenure by
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the single tax on land values. As to most land, therefore, this
' method would be effectual. And as to all the rest, no peculiar

method could be of general benefit if land values were not ap-

propriated to common use. If, for example, mining of the

precious metals were made a governmental affair, and this

method worked to perfection, the pecuniary benefits would be
enjoyed, not by the public but by individuals whose farm land,

or railroad land, or town lots were thereby enhanced in value.

And so with public utilities. If railroading were successfully

done by governmental agencies, the value of building lots, farms,

and mines, within the influence of railroad benefits, would be so

increased in value that their owners would appropriate in higher
land premiums all the pecuniary advantages of the government
railroad system.

It is only by first appropriating to common use land values
in general, which can be easily done by taxation, that a firm

foundation for any other economic reform can be laid. That
done, all other real reforms would be economically effective

for the common good. But so long as that is left undone, all

other reforms will be economically impotent. Instead of in-

creasing the share of products that belongs to individual pro-
ducers, they will but increase the share which goes to individual

landowners."
For the practical adjustment, then, of common rights to

land and individual rights to labor-products, the primary method
is the single tax on land values.

VI. THE SINGLE TAX ON LAND VALUES,
i. As a Fiscal Reform.

This method consists in the aboltion of all taxes, except

such as are levied upon land-owners in proportion to the value

of their land.

As a revenue system it conforms most closely to the

acknowledged principles of taxation.

In the first place it would not check production. But it

would check monopoly; not only the minor monopolies that

thrive upon indirect taxation,
18

but also the greatest of all

monpolies and the fundamental one—land monopoly. In

the second place the single tax would be more easily and
cheaply collected than any other form of tax. In the third

place it would reduce favoritism to the minimum. Land value

taxation affords least opportunity for partiality, because unfair-

ness in connection with levying it cannot be concealed. Of
other taxes, few people in a community can tell whether they

are fairly levied or not; but about the fairness of land value

16. On the subjept of "indirect" taxation, read "Protection or Free Trade,"
Chapter VIII; "Progress and Poverty," Book V11I, Chapter III; "Natural Taxa-
tion," Chapter II;

4lThe Eighth Biennial Labor Report of Illinois," pp. 11, 12, 13;

and "The Single Tax," pp. 10, 11 and 12. Read "The Single Tax," Note 11 on p 12.
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taxation everybody would know. If there were but this one
tax, public attention would be so concentrated upon its levy

and collection that no substantially false assessments could be
made without creating a public scandal. Secret undervalua-
tions of any importance would be practically impossible. In
the fourth place, and finally, the single tax would be equal,

in the only just fiscal sense of that term, which is equitable.

No one would pay taxes unless he received public pecuniary ad-

vantages ; and each one who did pay would do so in proportion
to the pecuniary value of the advantages conferred by the pub-
lic upon him."

To establish the single tax on land values, no violent revo-
lution, no sudden or disturbing change of any kind, is re-

quired. We already tax land values to some extent. Nothing
need be done, therefore, but to abolish all other taxes and allow
the tax on land values to increase. And, however gradually
that were done, the benefits of the reform would become mani-
fest at the beginning, and grow more and more so as the aboli-

tion of other taxes proceeded and those upon land values were
consequently augmented."

The most generally accepted method of introducing this

reform practically is by means of the principle of hbme gov-
ernment known as "local option" in taxation. Pursuant to that

principle municipalities would reQeive authority from the legis-

lature to raise their own proportion of public revenues, in their

own chosen way—whether by the taxation of personal property,
or of real estate, or of land values, or of all together. Having
that authority the people of municipalities could be directly

appealed to, free from partisan influences and the complexities
of a general taxation system, and solely upon the merits of
the proposition, to adopt the single tax among themselves.
Local option in taxation is allowed in New Zealand, and tne
question of adopting it in this country has frequently been be-
fore State Legislatures, notably the Legislature of New York.
The system was recommended in 1895, by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of Illinois, in the eighth biennial report, along with
forms for the necessary constitutional amendment and statute."

2. As a Social Reform.

The single tax would increase the production of wealth.
First, by lifting the burden of taxation from producers as such,
and thus stimulating production. The great bulk of taxes now
rests as a burden upon producers. This burden would be lifted.

16. Study "The Single Tax," pp. 21 to 25, both Inclusive, and accompanying
notes. Study "Natural TaxaUon, ,? Chapters XI and XII. Study "Progress and
Poverty," Book VI11, Chapters III and IV. Read "The Single Tax," pp. 13, 14,
15. Also "Schilling's Eighth Biennial Report of Illinois Bureau of I«abor Sta-
tistics," pp. 14, 15 and 16.

17. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book VIII. Chapter II.
18. Read "The Eighth Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics

of Illinois," p. 299.
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Second, by opening rich industrial opportunities now monopol-
ized, and thereby enhancing productive power. Valuable land

could not be kept out of use under the single tax.
1
* The dis-

tribution of wealth* would thus be made equitable. With land

monopoly destroyed, and taxes on labor abolished, men would
be free to produce in the most favorable conditions and to

trade their labor and its products among themselves upon equal

terms as bargainers. None would, therefore, consent to take

a smaller share of wealth for his contribution of labor than his

contribution of labor was worth. And so, wages would rise

to the point of earnings.** The small home-owner would
gain, because, though the value of his lot would disappear, its

usefulness to him would remain, and his taxes on house, furni-

ture and personal property would be abolished." But, except
the mere laborer, farmers have most to gain by land value taxa-

tion.
1
* Every land-owner who is also a laborer, would

gain as laborer, though he would lose as land-owner ; and if his

interests as laborer were greater than his interests as land-owner, •

he would gain more than he would lose.
2
* Mere laborers

would gain more than any other class. Having nothing to lose

as landlords, their gains as laborers would have no offset.'
4

With the advent of the single tax, most of the complexities and
invasions of government as we know it, would disappear. For
they are chiefly due to private land tenures and indirect taxation,

which the single tax would abolish." And the simplification

of government would make possible the assumption by it of

new and beneficient functions.** Greater than all else, the

lust for gain would be displaced in individuals by ambition for

noble service."

VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE SUBJECT,
i. Affirmative.

The leading books in support of land value taxation are the

works of Henry George. They are the following:

Our Land and Land Policy (1871), out of print. Progress
and Poverty (1879). Price : Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, $1.00. So-
cial Problems (1883). Price: Paper, 25 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Property in Land (1884), The Condition of Labor (1891), and

19. Read "Progress and Poverty.'* Book IX, Chapters I and II.

20. Read "Progress and Poverty,*' Book IX. Chapter II.

2L Read "Progress and Poverty," Book IX, Chapter III.

22. Study "Progress and Poverty,** Book IX, Chapter III, from the paragraph
beginning: "And so with the farmer," to the paragraph ending, "his gaiu would
be real and great.*' Read "Social Problems,*' Chapters XX and XXI.

23. Read Progress and Poverty," Book IX, Chapter III, four last paragrnphs.
24. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book JX, Chapter IV, paragraph beginning,

"Give labor a free field.*' Read "Protection or Free Trade." Chapter XXVIII.
25. Read "Progress and Poverty." Book IX, Chapter IV, first six paragraphs.
26. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book IX. Chapter IV, from paragraph be-

ginning, "Society would thus," to the paragraph ending, "Nothing could be
further from the troth."

27. Read "Progress and Poverty," Book IX, Chapter IV. from the paragraph
beginning, "From whence springs this Just for gain, ' to the end of the chapter.
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The Land Question (1881), in one volume. Price: Paper, 25
cents ; cloth, $1.00. Protection or Free Trade (1886). Price : Pa-
per, 25 cents; cloth, $1.00. A Perplexed Philosopher (1892).

Price: Paper, 25 cents; cloth, $1.00. The Science of Political

Economy (1897). Price: Cloth, $2.50. All published >y
Doubleday & McClure, New York City.

In addition to George's books, the following are referred to

in this "study:"
"Natural Taxation ; An Inquiry Into the Practicability, Jus-

tice and Effects of a Scientific and Natural Method of Taxation."
By Thomas G. Shearman. New York : Doubleday & McClure.
Price : Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, $1.00.

"Eighth Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics

of Illinois. Subject: Taxation." Springfield, 111. Price: Cost
of postage. Prepared by Geo. A. Schilling, as secretary to the

bureau.
"The Single Tax ; An Explanation With Illustrative Charts

of the Land, Labor and Fiscal Reform Advocated by Henry
George." By Louis F. Post. Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Frank
Vierth. Price, 25 cents.

Other useful publications on the same side of the subject

are:

"Current Objections to the Exaction of Economic Rent by
Taxation Considered." By Samuel B. Clarke of New York.
Privately printed. Author's address, 32 Nassau Street, New
York City. A legal argument.

"The Way Out." By L. E. Wilmarth. Cedar Rapids, la.

:

Frank Vierth. Price, 5 cents. A simple explanation for farmers.

"The True Basis of Economics ; or The Law of Independent
and Collective Human Life," being a correspondence between
David Starr Jordan, president of the Leland Stanford, Jr., Uni-
versity, and Dr. J. H. Stallard of Menlo Park, Cal. New York

:

Doubleday & McClure. Price, 50 cents.

"Land and the Community." By S. W. Thackeray. New
York : D. Appleton & Co.

"Taxation." By J. A. Canfield. New York : G. P. Put-
nam's Sons.

2. Negative.

"The Prophet of San Francisco." An essay by the Duke
of Argyll, published in George's "Property in Land" (see above).

"Encyclical of Pope Leo XIII." Published in George's
"Condition of Labor." (See above.)

"Essays in Taxation." By Edwin R. A. Seligman. New
York and London : Macmillan & Co.

"Property and Progress." By W. H. Mallock. New York

:

G. P. Putnam's Sons.
"Land and Its Rent." By Francis A. Walker. Boston:

Little, Brown & Co.
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"Henry George's Mistake About Land." By W. T. Harris.

Forum for July, 1887. Journal of Social Science, No. xxii, page
116.

"Henry George vs. Henry George." By R. C. Rutherford.
New York : D. Appleton & Co.

"Tenure and Toil." By John Gibbons, Chicago: Law
Journal Print.

PESSIMIST OR OPTIMIST-WHICH?
By Rev. J. A. Baldridge.

I am neither. I refuse to be classified. In the sense in

which these terms are generally used, I beg leave to dissent.

The pessimist is a crank, in the popular sense of that term. He
is set to turn against everything that is. Everything that is is

wrong, and he has little or no confidence in anything that is to
be. He sees nothing but evil, and is surprised that anybody
else sees differently. His favorite passage of scripture, if he
could only have faith in the Bible, would be, "Who will show
us any good?" There may be some elements of good in the
universe, some good mixed up in the institutions and affairs of

men, but evil
—"and that continually"—is the essential basis of

everything. On the other hand, the optimist—the extreme
optimist—is a fool, in the old sense of that term—that is, one
given to folly. With him whatever is is right. He sees no evil

anywhere. In the storm-cloud he sees nothing but the silver

lining ; in the earthquake, nothing but a pleasant rocking mo-
tion; in the pestilence, nothing but the uniform operation of

natural law, and in the affairs arid prospects of the world of

mankind, nothing but the good and beautiful. Everything that

he beholds is "just lovely." In his description of things there is

but little use for any degree of comparison but the superlative.

Any "other form of expression i§ old fogyism.
But between these two extremes the truth is to be found.

I feel inclined to search for the center of gravity. I want solid

standing ground; would try to guard against the rough rocks
of a radical conservatism on the one hand, and the deep quick-

sands of an extreme liberalism on the other. There is a clean-

cut channel where the ship of life is safe. I simply want to

known where the rocks and quicksands are not. In respect to

climate, I greatly prefer the temperate zone, and most certainly

I should not want to reside at either pole of the globe. Both
are eternally frigid. So truth and happiness are found in the
temperate realm of human thought and vision. There is truth

in these lines from Pope:
Avoid extremes, and shun the fault of such,

Who still are pleas'd.too little or too much.
These extremes applied' to the social life of man, in all its

relations and bearings, are very hurtful. Both convey wrong

-- ^ -•• - i -
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impressions, give a false education. And the one supreme de-

mand of our time is a true education. The mass of the people
are right in spirit and purpose, but their knowledge of social and
economic conditions is very defective. It could not well be other-

wise. They read but little of anything, except their local or
the daily papers, and those papers do not educate on economic
questions—not in any true and practical sense. They follow

the people rather than lead them ; are like a mirror held before
the complicated drama of human life, and, for the most part,

they simply portray the reflection. The pessimist has no faith

in the picture whatever, while the optimist lauds it as the sym-
bol of perfection. Both are wrong. Th$ people need to realize

the defects in our present social and economic system, also to

consider all that is just and humane, and then to put forth a vig-

orous and united endeavor to right the wrongs of the existing

order of things, and to improve and develop all that is at present

good and wholesome. The physician should obtain a correct

diagnosis of the case before administering the approved rem-
edies, and having obtained it, he should then administer the

remedies in the confidence of beneficial results. He must be
hopeful. I cannot go into minute detail. But it should be
known that in one of our greatest states—that of New York

—

for the year 1898, as received from authentic sources, nearly

one-third of the whole population was, less or more, dependent
upon organized charities. It should be rung into the ears of

the nation that it is not charity, but justice, that the people *

want and are going to have. The appalling inequalities in mod-
ern social and economic life should be strongly emphasized

—

clearly revealed by existing and patent facts, by ample statistics

and suitable cartoons, by vigorous pens and eloquent tongues,

and by every means within the reach and at the command of

earnest reformers. The world needs and must have equal oppor-
tunities for educational pursuits, for the study of the arts and
sciences, and for innumerable and* ever-increasing privileges

growing out of a wise distribution of wealth. These burning
words from Victor Hugo should be bugled into the ears of all,

and especially the rich and opulent : "The paradise of the rich

is made out of the hells of the poor."

And, in view of the present trend, our nation needs to know
the danger of the spirit of conquest. A message from Crispi,

in the North American Review, concerning Italy's history,

should be blazoned forth as a signal at our nation's capital, and
at every state capital in the Union, and which reads : "Italy has
expiated with centuries of slavery the crime of having con-
quered the world." Our rulers must learn that nothing but
justice, on the basis of our common humanity, can ever save or
build up the nation. . In respect to every purpose of foreign
conquest, the rule must be, "Hands off!"

84 _
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But the extremes mentioned—and which are too common
among our people—tend to create a spirit of general indiffer-

ence. The pessimist has such a vision of the fatality of the

human race, and everything relative thereto, that he has neither

desire nor the courage to engage in any work of reform what-
ever. Men tell me, and in apparent sincerity, that the world
of mankind will never be any better than it is, that some men
are born to rule, to be masters of toil, and that others are just

so certainly born to be slaves. Such, they contend, are the

records of past history, and such are their prophecies for that

of the future. History can only repeat itself. They insist that

some men are destined to become wealthy, while others are

just as naturally fitted to create wealth for them. It is the/flaw

of fate. And why should anyone holding such views of economic
man even think of reform? Conditions are indeed bad, but

they are hopelessly so. The very thought of reform chills

him.
Then the extreme optimist has such a "lovely" vision of

present conditions and future prospects that he sees no necessity

for any special change in our economic system. He sees pros-

perity everywhere. The future outlook could not be better.

He is, therefore, content to use the conditions as he finds them,
to make them increasingly hard, if need be, for individual gain

or political glory. He talks much of the so-called law of "the
survival of the fittest" (which in our system very generally means
the most unfit), and thinks of himself, of course, as being Heav-
en-sent to reign in the ranks of the peculiarly fit. In him is a
new and fitting application of those familiar lines in "Measure
for Measure :"

But man, proud man!
Drest in a little brief authority;
Most ignorant of what he's most assur'd,

His glassy essence, like an angry ape,

Plays such fantastic tricks before high Heaven
As make the angels weep.

Thus the trend of both these extremes is to indifference.

Extremes meet. And as a large number of American people
may be classed, less or more correctly, as in these extreme
positions, the task of practical reform is' therefore a stupendous
one. Indifference breeds stagnation, and stagnation is death.
The practical reformer is .supposed to be a dangerous person.
The pessimist despises him and the optimist, shuns him. Nearly
all classes look upon him as a disturber of the social order.
The best that can generally be said of him is that he is living

too far ahead of his age, as one "born out of due time." Even
those who are in sympathy with him and his ideas and methods,
'in too many instances, have not the courage of their convictions.

Thus he must be content to bear the odium and the pain of the
social cross, even as Lowell pictures it

:

Truth forever on the scaffold

—

Wrong forever on the throne.

St. Paul, Minn.
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\ EDITORIAL.

A Connecticut lady, sending her subscription for The
Social Forum and the other publications of the Social Reform
Union, adds, as do many new subscribers, a personal word to
the editor. I find this a most pleasant feature of my connec-
tion- with this little publication. It shows that the work of the
Union, the National Christian Citizenship League and The So-
cial Forum is bearing fruit. This lady says

:

"I trust your publications will help me to decide whether or not -,-;

I am a Christian Socialist. I think I am, but cannot be sure until I ,#
know precisely what Christian Socialism is. I have been a Single Taxer jtf
for years. I look forward to the realization of a cooperative common- fly
wealth, and I know that every word of George D. Herron's that I : y
have ever seen I cordially indorse. "j;-

"I feel, with Frances Willard, that I would choose to spend the -rt
rest of my life in active work on these lines. I am no creedist. I believe
simply in love to God and love for our fellow-men—a love which proves
itself in service. Please pardon this personal talk, but I am too deeply
in sympathy with the objects of your work to let this go off as a i»«re

business letter. With cordial good will, I am, etc."

* * * -V-,
This good sister has placed herself on sound Christian ^j^

Socialist ground in this statement. That she has reached it by fScV:
way of a belief in the single tax is not surprising. The freeing >'fcV
of the land must be a most essential part of any workable pro- *"•?»

gram for bringing about the cooperative commonwealth. But -
1 *

social justice will never be achieved short of a full realization

of Socialism, or the collective ownership of all of the means of

production and distribution of wealth for the welfare of all

the people.

*T^«

>

J

Upon the economic statement of Socialism the Christian i^
Socialist agrees with his so-called "scientific" brother ; but, being .

J
a Christian, with a full knowledge of the life and teachings of ji-

Jesus, he recognizes that this is a religious as well as an eco- /,

nomic question. He finds that Jesus preached a Christianity, j:

which, if applied to existing conditions (and it is useless, if not . .•£

so applied), would transform the world. The Christian Socialist, „

to a degree more intense than any Christian who is yet blind « '
r

to the social applications of the gospel, sees that to be a Chris-

tian means to be wholly Christ's—to love God and love his £>
brother ; to practice the Golden Rule, and to work for the estab-

lishing of Christ's kingdom of love and brotherhood on earth.
: ;

That theocracy would necessarily be, in form, a cooperative "j*

commonwealth. So that Socialism, when combined with Chris- ^-

tianity, has the supreme advantage of a higher ideal.

* * *

The Christian Socialist identifies Socialism as an essential

part of true religion, and he is not less, but more, of a Socialist
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than the purely materialistic Socialist, who makes it a mere
matter of dollars and cents. Materialistic Socialism is a body
without a soul; Christian Socialism is a body and soul united

in a cause that is holy, because it is itself the incarnation of holi-

ness—the cause of love and justice and brotherhood—a broth-

erhood that is real because it knows the Father.

* * *

The letter from this Connecticut sister is typical of a very
large number received by me, and I have, therefore, written

the preceding paragraphs to indicate the ground that we, who
confess and call ourselves Christian Socialists, stand upon.
But I would not throw one stone in the way of a propaganda of

so-called "scientific" Socialism among those who think they
are opposed to Christianity, for it is better that a man shall aim
at righteous end^ than at evil ones, even if his purposes are

lacking in the spiritual dynamic.

I .receive quite a number of letters from members of one
or the other Socialist parties. They are generally commenda-
tory of things that are said in The Social Forum, but are also

more or less denunciatory of the publication or its editor for

not "coming out" under one or the other of these partisan ban-
ners. I have before me a letter from a man in Fairhaven,
Wash., who is a very useful and faithful member of the Social

Democratic Party, and this good brother says he will "try

and show the folly of your (our) Christian tactics, the non-
partisan rot that you teach." Then follows the usual argu-
ment about the class struggle, and he ends by saying that those

who are new to the movement may be benefited by our litera-

ture; but (says this brother) "the advanced, or scientific, will

never lend aid to your Fabian teachings." Yet in other parts

of his letter he admits that he believes that we are doing a

good educative work.
* * *

As a matter of fact, The Social Forum derives its strength
as an educational force (and it is very strong in this respect)

from its absolutely non-partisan character. If it should become
a party organ it would have to restrict its constituency to the

already convinced members of that party.. But as it is The
Social Forum is read by members of all parties and by many
others who have not decided which party should have their

votes. As in politics, so in religion. The Social Forum delights

most in preaching the social gospel of Jesus Christ, but it is

entirely unsectarian. It has readers whose socio-religious views
it fairly represents, in all Christian denominations, besides many
who believe in the Master, but can find no congenial home in

the various churches. It would destroy the usefulness of The
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Social Forum almost completely if it should enroll itself under
one or another of the sectarian banners.

* * *

The movements represented by the Social Reform Union
and the National Christian Citizenship League are educational.

They are effective in arousing the minds and consciences of men
and women to the fact that the conditions of to-day are those of

social injustice, social war and practical atheism; that we have
reached a crisis when the present system must either become
intensified or give way to a better and purer system. In order

to aid in bringing about the latter result, The Social Forum
deals with concrete and obtainable reforms, each of which will

lead up to the realization of higher ideals, which are beyond.
Those ideals, as I see them, are probably more "advanced" than
anything our Fairhaven brother has yet conceived in his "scien-

tific" head—that is, unless he is farther along than the plat-

form of the Social Democratic party, good as that undoubt-
edly is.

* * *

Yet, although I am an optimist of the most roseate views

as to what the final outcome will be, I do not expect the co-

operative commonwealth to spring, full-armed and panoplied,

like Minerva, from the awful os frontis of some Marxian Jove.
I believe its advance will be rapid, but yet will be step by step.

I am therefore much more interested, just at present, in seeing

those steps taken than I am in the question as to the particular

brand of politicians who, while benefiting themselves, are to be
used as instruments in helping to take them. At the same time
I am friendly to every party and movement which is helping

in an educative way to lead men and women to higher ideals

and better initiatives.
* * *

Personally I think the trusts will have to be themselves
taken over by public ownership before we are rid of them as

oppressors of the people, but the sentiments expressed and the

action taken by this anti-trust conference will go far toward
opening many eyes to the necessity pf this final and drastic

action. As an educational gathering, the conference will be of

great value, and the most encouraging thing about the matter is

the great step forward that many of the members have taken
in their views upon such questions as direct legislation and
national ownership.

* * *

For the same reason I feel a most friendly interest in the

anti-trust movement. I was authorized to be a delegate to the

recent anti-trust convention, and regretted very much that I

was not able to attend—for this was the most useful confer-

ence that has been held to consider the momentous trust prob-
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lem. In the first place, its personnel was made up of people in

earnest, who had strong and vigorous convictions, and very
largely, also, of men who are leaders of other men along political

and economic lines. It has been charged that the conference
was dominated by friends of Mr. Bryan, and there is no question

that many of the members were people friendly to that gentle-

man's candidacy. But it is certain that the pronouncements of

the conference went far beyond Mr. Bryan in their ideas of a
remedy for the trusts. The abolition of tariff taxes on trust-

made products, the national ownership of railroads and direct

legislation—these are tangible apd virile plans, much superior

to Mr. Bryan's as trust-crushers.

WHAT AILS THE CHURCHES?
In the leading western organ of Methodism, the Northwest-

ern Christian Advocate of January 24, I find a statistical sum-
mary by Rev. A. B. Sanford, D.D., editor of the "Methodist Year
Book/' which shows that during 1899, in the Methodist Episco-
pal Church, there was an increase of 6,661 full members, and
a decrease of 28,595 probationers; net decrease, member^ and
probationers, 21,934. There was also a net decrease of 16,716
Sunday-school scholars. There are details given, but the fore-

going is the gist of the article, which closes in these words:
"The above facts are serious, but are such as it may be whole-
some for the church to know/' And they doubtless are.

The Independent, the well-known New York religious

weekly, has reports which indicate a net gain of 9,000 for the
Presbyterian Church (North), and 4,000 for the Presbyterian
Church (South)

; 4,000 loss for the United Brethren, and no ma-
terial gains for Baptists, Congregationalists or Southern Meth-
odists. Like statistics have appeared in other papers of the
religious press, showing that none of the denominations, Catho-
lic or Protestant, is making any great headway, while many are
retrograding. In many churches the male attendance is a very
small percentage of the whole. Some of the handsomest
churches, even with the attractions of good music, can get only
sparse congregations.

Therefore, we hear the question propounded in many forms

:

"Why do not men go to church ?" "Why do not the working
class attend church ?" etc. I have heard many causes assigned;
some say it is the Sunday newspaper, some the bicycle, some the
Devil—but the latter has been with us always, and before the
day of the blanket sheet journal and the wheel there were other
ways of Sabbath-breaking just as alluring to those inclined that
way. I think that there is one general cause which is best ex-
pressed in the words of the Master : "Ye cannot serve God and
Mammon."

I know of churches of various denominations, where the
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entire membership seems to be mutually acquainted and agree-
able. But these are either very small churches, or else are

made up of members who are all of very moderate means. The
rule is that the church has a few members who are able to and
do pay the greater part of the church expenses and clergyman's
salary, and these few run the church and the preacher, hold the
best church offices, and pay only perfunctory attention, if any at-

all, to the humble brother or sister who has neither wealth nor
social position. These ruling people speak and act as if the
church were run on a commercial basis, and they want the kind
of preaching they pay for, and usually get it. That kind of
preaching is good for complacent plutocrats to sleep under,
but it does not attract the masses, nor the really reverent people
of any class. Under this kind of conditions the churches have
largely lost the confidence of the masses, who have become in-

different, if not hostile, to the organized churches.

The falling off in the membership of churches under these
conditions is by no means an indication of a decline in true

religion. Professor Herron in "Between Caesar and Jesus" (p.

205), says

:

"The peoples are turning away from the churches, not because they
are becoming less religious, but because they are becoming more relig-

ious, more reverent toward God and man ; because the meaning of religion

is at last being disclosed in the relations of the common life."

Those who are in measure in touch with the unchurched
masses know that there is no lack of reverence for the name of

.Jesus among them, that there is with them a hungering after

righteousness, which the churches do not satisfy, because the

churches, very largely, do not preach the gospel of Jesus. His
gospel was all about the Kingdom of Heaven. He preached
the gospel to the common people, and the common people heard
him gladly. He spoke of the brotherhood of men, and he lived

as if He meant it ; He preached a gospel to be applied to social

as well as personal problems and which, translated into life,

would transform the world. Jesus talked more of the Heaven
on earth and the necessity of a loving service from all who would
follow Him than He did of either punishment or reward after

death, although the latter is, of course, a matter of vital im-

portance to every individual Christian.

Not so the churches of to-day, speaking of them as a whole.

Some of them devote their attention principally to literary and
ministerial gymnastics; others are worrying themselves about
the so-called "higher criticism ;" others, more evangelistic,

preach from the revivalist standpoint and labor with small effect

to add to the number of church members. Where it is not dull

and formal the church confines its attention to inviting individ-

uals to the Savior, but does not, like Him, spread its protecting

arm to the whole world ; it does not sit down with publicans and
sinners and reach out to save even the lepers. There is usually
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a repetition of the Lord's Prayer at every meeting, but if it

should be answered and the Father's Kingdom should come "on
Earth as it is Heaven" most of the members would be very
much scared. There is too much of theology and too little of

Christ in the average sermon. When the church wants spiritual

prosperity it will find the way to get it lies in a seeking atter the

same inspiration as the Master had when He quoted Isaiah at

Nazareth

:

"The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me,
Because he hath anointed me to preach glad tidings to the poor;
He hath sent me to proclaim release to the captives
And recovery of sight to the blind;

To set at liberty them that are bruised

;

To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord."

THE FINANCES OF THE UNION.
Receipts for February.

Arizona $ i
.
50 $186.41

Arkansas 150 Nebraska 2.40
California 30.05 New Jersey 2.25
Colorado 7.50 New York ' 6.75
Connecticut 16.30 North Dakota 5.75
Florida 2.50 Montana 2.00
Illinois 41.46 Ohio 30.51
Indiana 7.30 Oregon 2.50
Indian Territory 1 .25 Pennsylvania 10.00
Iowa 12.10 Rhode Island 50
Kansas 6.50 South Carolina 1.00
Kentucky 3.30 South Dakota 2. 50
Louisiana 1.00 Tennessee 1.20
Massachusetts 1.50 Texas 2.38
Mexico 5.00 Vermont 1 .00

Michigan 2.25 Washington 4-35
Minnesota 18.40 West Virginia 2.00
Mississippi .j>o Wisconsin 14-50
Missouri 26.50 Wyoming 50

Canada 1 .50

$186.41
Total $280.00

Total received since organization, July 4, 1899 $1,767. 30

TO READERS OF THE SOCIAL FORUM.
Are*you out of employment? Would you like a good-pay-

ing job, that will last all winter and then all summer? Better

still, would you like to engage in a work that will help to bring
about every reform that the Forum stands for? Would you
like to engage in a business that will not only do you good
by furnishing you good, remunerative employment, but will

tend to make life easier and brighter for everybody else? If

you would, if you would like to do all these, then write to us for

catalogue, with full information as to the National Cooperative
Library Association and its work. Address Bowen, Howe &
Co., 344-348 Unity Building, 79 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.
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PLAIN TALK IN PSALM AND PARABLE.

Most of us who read the magazine literature of to-day are

familiar with the work of Ernest Howard Crosby, and have
enjoyed the clear-cut advocacy of social righteousness, as well

as the excellent literary style of those articles. In his "Plain

Talk in Psalm and Parable" we have a volume of his best work,
which his publishers have put up in a shape most gratifying to

the book lover.
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BOOK THOUGHTS.
"TO WHAT ARE THE TRUSTS LEADING?"

Is a 64-page pamphlet, by James B. Smiley, and is entitled to

be ranked with the very best of the numerous publications in

which the trust problem rias been discussed. It is a mauly jT-

book, a book of brain and heart and hope. It is logical. The i.jj

author sees the subject in the large and looks forward to ulti- '*'

mates, yet looks at the subject in a. practical, and not in an ideal-

istic, way. The book is well written, but wastes no time in rhe-

torical flourishes. To follow its argument in a review would
take more space than I can afford here, but I will quote a para-

graph from the last page

:

"Public ownership for the public good must take the place of private

ownership for private gain. In the new struggle, as in the old, half-way

measures will be tried. Missouri compromises will be proposed, and
Mason and Dixon lines set up, but these will be futile attempts to stop

the course of events and postpone the 'irrepressible conflict/ Sooner
or later full public ownership must come."
This paragraph may be taken as the summing-up argument

of this interesting booklet. George S. Bpwen & Son, Unity
Building, Chicago, are the publishers. Price, 15 cents.

"IMPERIALISM VERSUS THE BIBLE, THE CONSTITUTION AND THE
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE."

Is a very strong exposition of the wickedness and danger of

the imperialistic policy upon which the Government of the

United States has launched. The book is strong in the paral- : t

lels it draws between present conditions and past history, show-
ing clearly that the present course of the United States, as illus-

trated by the campaign in the Philippines can only result in ';.

disaster to the liberties of the people. The examination of

the subject in the light of Bible prophecies shows research and *•

spiritual insight, and the peril of the republic is set forth in a ^ y;
patriotic spirit. Every true American should read these warn-
ings, in which the danger of the nation is so plainly set forth.

The author is Rev. Percy T. Magan, Ph. B., and there is a

supplementary chapter, entitled "The Crime Against Liberty," ''.

by Hon. Charles S. May, ex-Lieutenent-Governor of ^Michigan, .*"

which is also a valuable and virile contribution to the literature ..
jig=

of the subject. It is published by the National Cooperative -'-V

Library Association, Battle Creek, Mich. '**

'-
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It is well named "Plain Talk." It speaks truths, unpalat-

able, doubtless, to many, and spares not. The spirit in which
the Great Master scourged the money changers from the tem-
ple is apparent in many places. Yet the keynote of the entire

volume is love, an all-embracing altruism, which covers the race.

Mr. Crosby shows a discriminating scorn of Pharisaism, and the

poems "Ye Pharisees" and "It's None of Our Affair/' and the

parable, "The Ball Match," are good instances of this, as is the

satire "Contrasts in Black and White."
But the book does more than talk plain about social wrongs.

It reveals its author a man of the higher vision, a follower of the

Christ, while scornful of those who use his name unworthily, a

man who takes the "hard sayings" of the Master seriously, who
believes in the application even of such texts as "Love your
enemies," and that other on© about the rich man, the camel,

the needle's eye and the kingdom of God. The note of brother-
hood is very strong throughout, as witness this short extract,

which the author heads, "The Higher Trigonometry
:"

"Would you find God in the heavens? Then you must learn the rules

of the celestial trigonometry.
"You have been trying all these years to draw a line to Him from your-

self alone, but no one can measure the sky from one point as a base.

"Get your other point first: find your brother; lay down your base line

to him; establish your angles from your mutual aspirations and affec-

tions, and you have the problem solved.

"No man cometh unto the Father save by the Son of Man."
Mr. Crosby's book will doubtless, by its merit as literature,

attract many who need them to read the plain truths about the

conditions which environ our civilization. It is well, therefore,

that the note of confident optimism is constant throughout the

volume, for Mr. Crosby is one of those who see that "Soon the

Sun of Righteousness will arise, with Healing in His wings."
The influence of Tolstoi upon Mr. Crosby's heart and

imagination is apparent throughout the volume, and it is a
healthy influence. His sentiments harmonize closely with those
of the Russian master, but there is a strong individuality in

his expression of them. Mr. Crosby's "Plain Talk" is in a style

of his own. That style is a very attractive one. I know no
book that has been published in recent years that is more worth
reading that this

Plain Talk in Psalm and Parable, by Ernest Crosby, $1.50.

Boston: Small, Maynard & Co.

Dl\* X # J* AxiO 1 Jll\f Champlain Building.

..DENTIST..
STATE AND MADISON STREETS.
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FEDERATION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE.
. This organization hopes to fill the need in Chicago of a

society to give expression to the Christian Socialist movement,
or the ethical phase of Socialism. It is affiliated with the Na-
tional Christian Citizenship League, and is cooperative with the

Social Reform Union. "Its purpose shall be to encourage the

origin, and foster the growth, of groups of persons in Chicago,
who earnestly desire the fulness of the kingdom of God on earth,

and in general to promote everywhere, with spiritual fervor, the

interests of the coming cooperative commonwealth." The
officers of the Federation are: Mr. F. Peake, chairman; Dr.
P. J. Kester, vice-chairman ; Mrs. A. M. Strickland, secretary

;

Mr. F. G. Strickland, organizer; Mr. A. S. Perry, 266 North
Avers avenue, treasurer ; Mrs. Dr. I. N. Albright, 344 .South
Campbell avenue, chairman finance committee.

Its meetings are held as follows

:

Hygeia Hall, 404 Ogden avenue, near Robey and Harrison
streets.—Sundays, 10 130 a. m., economic class and general dis-

cussion. Sundays, 11 a. m., address by Frederick G. Strick-

land.

Brotherhood House, 1541 Central boulevard, corner St.

Louis avenue.—Sundays, 3 p. m., Christian Citizenship meeting.
Fridays, 8 p. m., economic meeting, addresses and general dis-

cussion.

Garfield Hall, corner Chicago and Hamlin avenues.—Sun-
days, 8 p. m., address by Frederick G. Strickland.

Being affiliated with the National Christian Citizenship

League, the organization is based on the following
Declaration of Faith:

Accepting the teachings of Jesus as an interpretation of

human life, law and relations, and seeking a way by which we
may practice His teachings, we find ourselves compelled, both
by our faith in Jesus and by our love for our fellow-men, to

organize a fellowship that shall stand for a changed civilization,

in order that men may live the Christian life. We believe that

the teachings of Christ, if applied to and obeyed in human affairs,

can mean nothing else than

:

1. A cooperative in the place of a competitive administra-
tion of society. Competition is a state of war in which only
the strong may survive. Jesus initiated a mode of life which He
called the kingdom of heaven, the law of which kingdop is

love, and the programme of which initiative is the fitting of

all to survive. Men can neither learn nor practice the law of
love in a society based on competition or war. The present
competitive civilization thus renders the fundamental law of the
kingdom of heaven, or the first principle of Jesus' teaching, in

a large degree inoperative and impracticable.

2. The operation and distribution of production by the
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people and for the people. It is a law of the kingdom of heaven,
a fundamental principle of Christ's teaching, that service is its

own reward. A system based upon profits as the reward of

service, upon wages as the reward of labor, is directly opposed
to this fundamental law. A profit-making system also degrades
labor from its true dignity, destroys its freedom and joy and
compels the laborer to become the economic serf of the profit-

maker in order to earn his daily bread. Service to be Chris-

tian must be voluntary and free. Men must be equal in privi-

leges, opportunities and the government of their affairs in order
to be brothers, Christians and lovers one of another.

Those who wish to be enrolled in this movement should
send their names to 822 Association Building, Chicago.

COD CI I C—

°

ne year's scholarship in a Chicago Law College worth 875. Will be
run OHIX sold cheap to a cash buyer. Apply at office of the Social Forum.

DR. MARY E. SELLEN, Hours: 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

Psychometric Diagnosis.
Operations Prove nted. Osteopathy and Magnetician

, Office, 1208 Champliin Bldg., State and Madison Sts.,

CHICAGO.

Prof. George D. Herron Says :

"..... I frankly say that I know of no American newspaper
that is edited with such ability and snch intellectual and moral
dignity.

|
I read The Public through weekly as an educational

process, and I wish that every friend of the people, without re-

gard to his personal point of view, whether be be Socialist,

Single-Taxer, Republican or Democrat, or whatever be may
be, would read The Public as a method of education in cur-
rent history."
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as If sounding the note of American Independence and closing

with Admiral Dewey's victory at Manila—altogether an optical

lesson for the youth of the land, and of real Interest to every-

body. In the margin under each President we place the name,
date of birth, Inauguration and death. Every home and business

office should have the picture on its walls... .81.00 by mall prepaid.

Address WILLIAM HENRY,
822, 1 5 3 La Salle St., Chicago.
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The Social Forum.
Vol. II. APRIL, 1900. No. 4.

SUPPRESSED PART OF THE NINTH BIENNIAL RE-
PORT OF THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATIS-

TICS OF ILLINOIS. SUBJECT, "FRAN-
CHISES," 1896.

Introduction.

The Ninth Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics of Illinois dealt largely with the subject of franchises of

public utilities, and, as filed, would have made some 550 pages.

The printing of this report was necessarily left to the present

state administration. The conduct of public service corpora-

tions was beginning to alarm and arouse our citizens. The gas

and traction companies had succeeded in passing certain bills

.through the Thirty-ninth General Assembly, which, had Gov.
Alt^lld not interposed his veto, would have shackled this com-
munity. This, more than any other cause, was responsible for

the intense interest awakened in the public mind as to what the

proper relation of the public should be toward these monopolies.
The bribery and corruption which has been stalking through
our common council for years in connection with ithese corpo-
rations was being transferred to Springfield and employed on a
larger scale. To appreciate the liberality of these corporations

when seeking to corrupt public officials in their own interests it

is only necessary to refer to ex-Gov. John P. Altgeld's ex-

perience, as reported in the Times-Herald on January 23, 1898,
with reference to his veto of the obnoxious bills.

The Herald says

:

"When the gas bills were about to be passed by the Thirty-

ninth General Assembly, and sent up to Gov. Altgeld for his

signature, the governor had a distinguished visitor. The man
was one who, on account of his business connections and his

importance in the business .world, could speak with authority.

He had a business proposition to make.
"This man told Gov. Altgeld that 'there was in the hands

of Chicago capitalists approximately $52,000,000 worth of

stocks and bonds in Chicago gas companies. He said, further,

that certain eminent Chicago and New York capitalists held

$25,000,000 of gas certificates—the certificates which were is-
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sued when the Chicago gas companies first tried to consolidate

in defiance of the then existing state law forbidding the consoli-

dation of corporations. 'The stock/ this man said, was 'away
Stock Exchange somewhere in the neighborhood of 60.* The
stock of these certificates will go to par and beyond the moment
these gas bills have been signed and approved of by you/ Gov.
Altgeld's caller said : 'Your approval of the measures will be a
great favor to the gentlemen who hold these securities. They
will appreciate it, and they are in a position to offer substantial

evidence of their appreciation. I am not offering you a bribe,

but am simply putting you in the way of making a legitimate

profit from a legitimate business speculation. Figuring the

advance in gas certificates alone which will follow the approval'

below par. The gas certificates were quoted on the New York
of these bills, and figuring on the most conservative basis, tak-

ing into account all the chances of the market and incidentals.,

it is clear that a profit of at least $8,000,000 can be made out of

the gas certificates held by our friends. They are all wealthy
men/who will be satisfied with a reasonable profit. I am sure

that a net profit of $5,000,000 on their gas certificates will satisfy

them. Now, what I propose is this : Our friends stand rfeady

to set aside in your name enough gas certificates to insure, on
the basis I have figured, a profit of *at least $1,000,000, and more
if necessary. These securities, sufficient to realize the amount
I have mentioned, can be placed in escrow with any responsible

Chicago person whom you may name, or they can be handled, if

you choose, without the knowledge of a third party. My friends

will also undertake to place them on the market at the most
favorable time. My friends will put up the margins, and in all

respects will handle the securities so placed in escrow as a part

of their own speculation. When the securities have risen to the

desired figure, and there is no doubt of a rise, they will sell, and
the profit on the transaction will be turned over to you. A
fortune is in your own hands/ The financial world knows the
sequel of the story. The bills were passed by the Thirty-ninth

General Assembly, but were vetoed by Gov. Altgeld. Gas stock
and gas securities did not go to par, nor above, but lingered in

the old neighborhood for two years."

Realizing the importance of the subject, and wishing the

Ninth Biennial Report to be as helpful as possible to our citizens

in their struggle against corporate wealth, the Bureau addressed
a letter to many of our prominent Chicagoans, asking an expres-
sion of opinion as to what the relation of these corporations
should be toward the community, and how, if any change of the

system were thought best, we could make such change with the

•The "Peoples' 1 gas stock was quoted on the Chicago Stock Exchange at 104K on
March 28, 1000. According to this the 26,000,000 certificates referred to are now worth
about $86 600,000, that is an Increase of $10,500,000 ; quite a snugsum In two years by mere
act of legislation.
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least possible friction. It was thought that such an expression,

poming from our public men, the elder brethren of our own
municipal household, would be an aid to our people in effecting

a rational solution of the vexed problems of municipal govern-
ment. The replies received were filed as a part of the Ninth
Biennial Report, together with much other valuable material, but

were eliminated by the present administration on the flimsy

pretext that the report as filed "exceeded the legal limits of 300
pages," though the fact is that the reports of 'the Bureau had
averaged some 550 pages for the sixteen years of its existence.

Since the problem underlying public utilities is still un-
solved in practice, and since it is believed this symposium will

be a valuable contribution to the literature of the subject, it is

herewith printed, in the hope that it will aid our people to arrive

at more .rational conclusions respecting the relations these pub-
lic monopolies should sustain toward our civic life. There is

also a chapter on "the eternal monopoly legislation of the Thirty-

ninth General Assembly" and another on "four-cent fares,"

which was a part of the excluded matter of the report, and may
likewise prove of some importance to the public.

The Fortieth General Assembly, like its predecessor, was
owned "bag and baggage" by the corporations, but, unlike the

Thirty-ninth, it had no governor to interpose a veto. The gas
companies got all the legislation they desired. The traction

companies of Chicago pooled their issues and sought to enact
the so-called Humphrey Bill. This bill provided for the exten-
sion of their franchises for a period of fifty years, with a sliding

scale of compensation for the. city, and denied the right to the

municipality of Chicago of local option in the matter. The bill,

however, met its Waterloo in the Lower House on third read-
ing. Not because the members of the Legislature were influ-

enced by an aroused citizenship, which was represented by an
influential delegation at Springfield, but, as I am informed, be-
cause the Republican 'bosses,* who were on the ground pressing
the members of the Legislature into service; had sought to get
away with nearly all of the "swag" and offered but a pittance to

their legislative tools. When the "boys" discovered this they
struck against scab wages, and the bill was doomed. Charles
T, Yerkes thereupon proceeded to Springfield and took personal

•On one occasion I made some severe strictures on the Allen law to an ex -re-
publican member of tbe Illinois Legislature who had voted for the bill. Stung at my
remarks, and with shame in his face, he said: "Schilling, you are perfectly right in
what you say. I voted for that bill against mv conscience and better judgment. At
one time I bad enough republican members with me to prevent its enactment: but our
bosses called ns on tbe carpet and urged its passage. When I remonstrated, Faying that
it would mean political death and that the people would refuse to renominate any one
voting for It, their reply was: 'Who gives yon your nomination: the people or we? ' I

bad to confess that they (tbe bosses) did, and was finally Induced to vote for the bill.

When 1 sought renomination these same bosses, who urged me to vote that way, told
me that owing to my vote on tbe Allen bill, I was too unpopular with tbe people, and
that the party couldn't take any chances In placing me on the ticket; and I was turned
down."
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charge of affairs. The so-called Allen Law, giving the common
council of Chicago the right to grant franchises to traction com-
panies for fifty years, was passed and received Gov. Tanner's
signature. Our citizens felt this defeat keenly. Their humilia-

tion was finally converted into indignation, which rolled oyer
this city in a wave so mighty that the traction companies, with
their millions of dollars, were unable to secure the franchises

desired, and the Allen Law was swept from the statute books.
This historical incident in our municipal life shows what a mighty
power public sentiment is when fully aroused.

There are stocks and bonds aggregating at least $150,000,-
000 in this city which represent only the good-will of this com-
munity in permitting public service corporations to do business.

Computing the value of these franchises at 5 per cent^we find

that it aggregates an income of $7,500,000. This is equal to
nearly all of the money spent by our municipality in educating
its

#
25o,ooo children and is equal to a.mortgage of $375 to each

head of the 400,000 families in our city. Yet, in spite of this

enormous tax levied by these corporations on the public, the
chances are that they will secure an extension of their franchises
within the next two years and cemtinue to plunder this com-
munity for twenty years longer.

Taxation.

No subject is of more vital importance to tfre citizens .of

Illinois than a radical change in our system of taxation. For
years attempts have been made to remedy some of the evils, but
the vast aggregations of wealth that profit «by the operation of
vicious systems have * always stood in the way. During the

special session of the Fortieth General Assembly a new revenue
law was passed which was quite pretentious, and great merit
was claimed for it by the public press and other reformatory
agencies—elements that never interfere with their base of sup-
ply and are always anxious to reform the other fellow. Under
the old law, each of the seven towns within Chicago elected its

own assessor. The law declared that all property should be
assessed at its "fair cash value." The Supreme Court decided,

however, that so long as property was assessed uniformly it

made no difference at what percentage it was assessed, and
property in Chicago was assessed all the way from 20 per cent

to as low as 2 per cent of its fair cash value. This resulted in a

most criminal discrimination and assessors carried on a regular

system of brigandage. The average assessment of all real es-

tate property in the central business district of Chicago, as es-

tablished by Mayor Swift's commission in 1896, was 9.28 per

cent of its "fair cash value." Property in the outlying distripts

and in the poorer neighborhoods was assessed on an average of

from 12 to 15 per cent. The following table, taken from the
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Kinth Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics of"

$&go, shows the market value of property, assessment, per cent

of assessment to cash value, taxes paid and taxes which ought
to have been paid, had the traction companies been assessed the

iame as real estate in the central part of the city

:

TABLE 6c*

TAXES FOR 1896.

CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY.

Assessment 9 1,800,000
Percentage assessment to true value -. 4.54 per cent.
Market value of stock, bonds and other obligations $ 28,619,500
taxes W0»,882.00
Taxes that would be paid if assessment were 9.25 per cent.t of true value and

. tax rate same as now*. 267,298.01

NORTH CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD COMPANY

Assessment • 500,000
Percentage assessment to true value 2.08 per cent.
Market value of stocks, bonds and other obligations $ 24,610,400

Taxes 9 44,870.00

Taxes that would be paid if assessments were 9.25 per cent.t of true value and
if tax rate were same as now , 242,989.10

WEST CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD COMPANY.

Assessment .' 9 1,100,000

Percentage assessment to true value Spercent.
Market value of stock, bonds and other obligations § 86,679,100

Taxes 8100,034.00

Taxes that would be paid if assessment were 9.26 per cent.t of true value and
If tax rate were same as now 866,916.00

•The facts of this table are reproduced from the report for 1896 of thelllinols'Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and though they cover but a single year, they are regarded ss typical.

I Estimated.
t Average percentage for business property In the heart of Chicago.

The same report shows that the gas companies for the same
year were assessed 2.99 per cent of the market value of their

stocks and bonds. The new revenue law enacted by the special

session of the Fortieth General Assembly contemplates the ap-

praisement of all property at its fair cash value, and then pro-

vides that the total shall be divided by five. This one-fifth, or
20 per cent of the whole, shall form the basis of assessment to

which the rate of taxation shall be applied. It was thought that

this would obviate the reckless discriminations and inequalities

of assessment practiced underthe previous law. The new law
also abolished the several town assessors and provided for the

election of a board of five assessors and a board of review con-
sisting of three members. It was contended that, should the
board of assessors make any mistake either through perversity or
ignorance in assessing property too high or too low, the board
of review could adjust the matter and enforce justice between
the various classes and citizens of our community. The old law,

with its vicious practice of confiscating the property of some and
giving undue exemption to others, with all of the bribery, per-
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"jury and corruption incidental thereto, was thought to be dis-

placed by a statute so equitable in its mathematical correctness

that uniformity in assessments would result. Besides, the old-

time assessor, whose chief business it was to organize a "hold-up"

brigade, and whose savings from a salary of $1,500 in the south

town office were believed to be from $100,000 to $150,000 per

annum, was displaced by a board of assessors, gentlemen of most
exemplary character, and a board of review, whose moral and
mental fitness for the performance of their task were thought to

be beyond question. But what are the facts? It is true that the

boards of assessors and review have not yet published the tax

list, and for that reason it is hard to make careful comparisons

as to what class of our citizens is made to bear most heavily the

burdens of government. One thing, however, is certain, viz.,

that under the operation of the new revenue law the small prop-

erty holders have had their taxes raised from 30 to 50 per cent.

But what ot the large corporations? Let us see. Some time

ago the experienced elementary teacher's salary was cut 8 1-3

per cent, and the school year 2^2 per cent on the plea that there

was not sufficient public revenue in the school fund to pay the

salaries agreed upon. As this cut was made on both the monthly
salary, and the school time, it can be readily seen that it af-

fected the school teachers and the children alike, inasmuch as

it deprived the one of receiving the maximum salary, and the

other the maximum of schooling. The schqol teachers, like

the balance of our fellow citizens, having heard much of the

beneficent results expected under the operation of the new
revenue law, that was to increase our public revenue, so that all

the departments of our civic government would be amply pro-
vided for, marveled much, and, as they are thoroughly organized,
they concluded to appoint two of their number, Misses Catherine
Goggin and Margaret Haley, to investigate the operation of our
taxing system. When it is considered that our revenue law is

so constructed that "now you see it and now you don't," the
work that these two women have accomplished is a great

credit to their acumen, pluck and persistency. They are perform-
ing a work in the interest of our citizens in exposing the derelic-

tions of public officials that has never been performed to the

same degree by any other body.
The following table, which has been constructed upon data

furnished by them, shows the condition of the four leading
corporations investigated. By this it will be seen that the ag-
gregate market value of their stock and bonds is $179,381,814,
and that the assessed value of the same is $7446,382 ; whereas,
had they been assessed at one-fifth of their total value, the ag-
gregate would have been $35,876,358; the difference between
the value at which they were actually assessed and that at

which they ought to have been assessed being $28,429,976

:
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Table I.

Name of Company.



service corporations, scheduled in Table I, we find that the in-

creased per cent of assessment made for 1899, under the opera-

tions of the new law, as compared with 1896, is but a fraction

above 33 per cent. But this is not all. By reason of the low assess-

ments of property in past years, it was necessary to raise the tax
rate correspondingly high in order to secure sufficient revenue
with which to meet public expenses. In 1896 the tax rate in the

north town was 10.02 3-10 per cent, while for 1899 ** *s but

6.63 5-10 per cent. Taking the equalized assessment of this class

of property for 1896, viz., 3 1-10 per cent, and applying thereto

the tax rate of the same year in the north town and again apply-

ing the same rule to the equalized assessment of 4.15 per cent

for 1899, we then have the following result, based on $1,000 of

market value of this property

:

Market Assessed North Town Taxes
Value. Value. Tax Rate. Paid. Decrease.

1806 $1,000 $31.00 10.023-10 per cent. 93.1071-100
1899 1,000 41.50 6.635-10 per cent. 2.7535-100 8536-100

In other words, notwithstanding the increase of over 33 per

cent in the aggregate assessment of the property of these four
companies, they actually pay 35 36-100 cents less per thousand
than they did in 1896, simply because real estate and personal
property have been raised from 100 per cent to over 300 per
cent, thereby forcing the tax rate doftn.

If the present board of assessors and review are less dishon-
est than the old-time assessor, they had better "take in their

sign," for, to a man up a tree, this looks very suspicious. They
may contend, and partly in justice to themselves, that their duty
is solely to assess the tangible and personal property of these
companies, leaving to the state board of equalization the assess-

ment of stocks and bonds. But this does not exempt them from
enforcing the plain provisions of the law, which require that these

corporations should schedule all their property, including stocks

and bonds, in making returns to the boards of assessors and
review, nor dpes it exempt them from exercising their power
in making original inquiries as to the -fair cash value of these

securities in case the returns made by the company are faulty.

The duty of the 'boards of assessors and review to have exer-

cised due vigilance was increased from the fact that everybody
who has kept track of the board of equalization knows that they
are the tools of these corporations and protect their interests

with as much fidelity as if these corporations sent their own offi-

cers to Springfield to do the business for them. One of thefirst

duties the citizens of Illinois should perform is to repeal that por-
tion of the law creating the state board of equalization. But the

problem lies much deeper than this. While the school teachers

of Chicago may arouse our citizens, because of the reckless dis-

criminations in favor of corporations by our taxing bodies, and
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while such an awakened sentiment will lead to more or less pub-
lic action, these efforts will finally ali be wasted unless we pro-

ceed in the outset on clear and radical lines. Some will insist on
the abolition of the state board of equalization ; but this move,
commendable in itself, must fail to reach the source of the evil.

Others will demand the election of "honest men," but we have
seen by the evidence disclosed that our boards of assessors and
leview, men, supposedly, of exemplary characters, cannot be
exempt from the charge of dereliction of duty. The Eighth
Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in discussing

the same matter, said

:

"The cry for the election of honest assessors in Cook
county, instead of a change of system, is as dangerous as it is

specious. Should the agitation for reform in taxation assume a

radical tendency, all of the-dishonest tax-dodging millionaires and
corporations of Chicago, who wish to perpetuate the present sys-

tem, will join this cry, knowing full well that when the 'honest*

assessor is elected, he can 'be seen' and 'induced' to lower the

assessment."
This same report also advocated the divorcement of state

from local taxes, levying the former upon all corporations co-

extensive with the state," and such amendment of our state con-

stitution as would give local option to the various counties,

townships and municipalities, permitting these local political

divisions to levy taxes for their local needs as they may choose.

It is well that the current of public events in Chicago is impelling

our citizens to study more closely the system of taxation and the

relation it bears to the far-reaching social and economic prob-

lems that are everywhere agitating the civilized world. The
more the problem is considered, the stronger will grow the con-

viction in the public mind that excessive wealth and extreme pov-
erty both have their source in vicious systems of taxation. And
no great relief will come to the despoiled classes of the world
unt ila more equitable system of taxation is adopted. Speaking of

the far-reaching importance of the subject, the Eighth Biennial

Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics said

:

"In exposing the present system of taxation, it has been the

purpose of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to show how the con-

centration of wealth is facilitated, burdens imposed, opportuni-

ties withheld, and labor impoverished through the operation of a

vicious fiscal system.

"But the report goes beyond the mere fiscal, and insists that

every special privilege granted by law to individuals, through
which they are enabled to exploit their fellows, is, in the last

analysis, a tax.

"Taking this larger view, the subject becomes one of para-

mount importance to all those who seek a pathway leading to a

more harmonious industrial life, where equity is the foundation
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of the economic fabric, and the law of equal freedom is the law
of social life.

"Equitable taxation, then, is the golden key which will un-
lock the door of natural opportunity, and confer on all those who
live by honest toil, security, dignity and liberty."

Conclusion.

In giving to the public this "rejected stone" of the ninth bi-

ennial report, I bespeak for it all of the consideration with my
fellow citizens, which they would be willing to bestow were it

marked "official." I believe that it will stimulate inquiry and raise

the standard of intelligence on subjects of the greatest public im-
portance to our municipality and state. As the family is the unit

of society and determines either its strength or its weakness, so,

in like manner, our municipalities are the units of our political

system of government. If these municipalities can be reclaimed
from the cesspools of corruption and the political brigandage
which to-day controls them, our nation will become strong and
Wealthy ; it will be enabled to fulfill all of the high hopes and
prophecies of its founders and will become a pillar of fire in il-

luminating the pathway of all the peoples of the earth in their

march toward religious, political and industrial emancipation.
In this great struggle, with its far-reaching consequences to man-
kind, Chicago seems destined to become the storm center of this

agitation. Here the robust forces of progress and liberty must
meet the putrid forces of monopoly that are everywhere seek-
ing to subvert republican institutions. The conflict is upon us.

The struggle of all the ages is at hand between the parasite and
the toiler, between the principle of legalized privilege and the in-

alienable rights of man. As for myself, I have never doubted
the final outcome. I have an abiding faith in the future and feel

that Chicago will be the leading city in the coming revolution for

that higher social and industrial liberty that is the birthright of

all the children of men.
"Here in this splendid city by the lake,

I dream that man has a majestic hope,
Because all elements of life and thought
Enrich her blood and stimulate her brain.

Here is the world epitomized, for here
Are pulses out of every nation's heart,

And men may study mankind at their hearths.

This is to be a favorite battle-ground
For truth and error. Here, as time moves on,

Great causes will be marshaled. Times have been
Already, when the stirring trumpet blast

Of an approaching conflict, shook the world
Out of its dream of safety."

GEO. A. SCHILLING.
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PART I.

SYMPOSIUM.

Rev. H. W. Thomas Indorses It.

Rev. H. W. Thomas writes

:

I. Cities should own and operate all these franchises;

cheaper and better service could be given, and a large revenue
returned.

II. Representative government in our country is not a suc-

cess. The interests of the people cannot be safely trusted to city

councils and legislatures; they should not have the power to

grant valuable franchises ; the sooner we come to the "Initiative

and Referendum" sysltem the better.

Adolph Kraus, corporation counsel under Mayor Carter

H. Harrison, writes

:

When the city desires to sell any of its real estate, it adver-

tises for bids, reserving the right to reject all bids if not satis-

factory. When it desires to buy it follows the same method.
When the city is ready to surrender a portion of a street to street

car, gas, electric or any other company, it is prepared to give

something of value, for which it ought to receive recompense,
the same as though it sold or leased its school lands or other

property. How such compensation should be obtained is the

next question. This is easily answered.
The city should prepare a draft of an ordinance showing

what rights it is willing to concede, and then advertise for bids,

reserving the "right to reject all if not satisfactory. Parties de-

siring franchises could then come with clean hands and con-
sciences, without taking the risk of offending against the penal

laws of the state prohibiting bribery, and, as it would not be
necessary to "see" the aldermen, the party desiring a franchise

could afford to pay more to the city. Parties desiring franchises

ought to be willing to pay for them as much as they are worth
and ought to be willing to compete with others to obtain them.
Therefore, anyone desiring a franchise should apply for it by
filing a petition with the city clerk. The council ought to pass

only on the question whether the city is willing to grant such a
franchise. If yes, then the mayor ought to have the power to

award it to the highest bidder, or readvertise. A^ no party
applying for a franchise could tell beforehand whether or not he
is going to be the highest bidder, if the council should decide to

grant the franchise, it would be useless for him to attempt to

bribe any member of the council.

Judge Murray F. Tuley writes

:

I favor municipal ownership of all lighting plants, street

railways and telephones.

An amendment to the general incorporation act for cities
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and villages, authorizing municipal ownership, by the construc-

tion of new or condemning under the power of eminent domain
existing plants, is all that is necessary.

The objection might be made that the cities and villages

have not the money to buy, and as they are indebted to the con-
stitutional limit, cannot raise the money.

The objection that the city had not the money, or the power
to raise it, was made in Toronto, Canada, upon the expiratton

of certain horse railway franchises which the city had the right

to purchase upon a valuation. The courts were appealed to

and it was held that the objection could not prevail, that the val-

uation must be had, although the horse railway company was
not obliged to. part with its property until paid.

* The valuation was had and the city easily found a company
to advance the money, run the cars at lower fares under munici-
pal control, and upon such terms that the city would in a few
years own the entire plant, free of all liens or incumbrances.

In condemnation proceedings there need be no fear of ex-
orbitant valuations being obtained, as the chief value of such
plants is in the city franchise, which it is expected will tfe ob-
tained or extended in the future.

Ex-Senator Charles B. Farwell writes:

So far as gas and electric light are concerned, I should not
care to have any extra tax put upon them over and above what'

the general taxpayer contributes or pays, ,but for the street rail-

ways and telephones I think they should contribute a percentage
of their gross receipts, not less than 10 per cent. I understand
this is what the railways do in Baltimore. These* corporations
have never paid anything adequate to the city of Chicago for

these franchises.

If a law can be passed that would require these street rail-

ways and telephones to pay a percentage of their gross receipts

it would accomplish all that seems to me to be required.

The price of gas and electric light can be regulated by the
common council, sp that no additional tax should be put upon
them above what the general taxpayer pays.

C. S. Darrow, assistant corporation counsel under Mayors
Cregier and Harrison, writes:

The gas companies, street car companies, telephone com-
panies and other like corporations which are doing business in

Chicago, through the use of the streets and other public prop-
erty, have issued stocks and bonds which have a par value of
not less than one hundred and fifty million dollars. Much of
this stock sells above par, and probably the market value of the
whole amount is about the same as the par value.

These stocks and bonds represent a property which cost not
more than fifty million dollars, therefore the hundred million
dollars' worth of these stocks and bonds owned by private in-
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dividuals are issued upon the property of the whole people of

the city of Chicago. And the dividends paid to the private in-

dividuals who own the stock issued on this public property are

not less than six million dollars per annum, or more than the

whole cost of supporting the public schools of the city.

No person is ingenious enough to give any honest reason
why the people of Chicago should give to private individuals

this vast amount of property without any recompense whatever.
This $6,000,000, which is taken by private individuals each year
from the total property of Chicago, represents an annual tax
of about $25 or $30 on every family in the city—a tax which is

not expended for public purposes and is submitted to by the

poor for the purpose of enriching a few.

The whole subject has long since passed argument; no hon-
est person defends it, and yet we seem no nearer recovering the

people's property than we were twenty-five years ago.
There is no more difficulty in owning the tracks of a rail-

road which are laid in 'the street than there is in owning the
street itself, and the one is almost as important as the other.

There is certainly no more difficulty in owning 2nd operating a
gas plant than in owning and operating our water plant* and
probably not more than one person out of a hundred would be in

favor of giving up the water plant of Chicago to private indi-

viduals to be run for private purposes.
It is entirely possible that the private corporation could

manage the present water system of Chicago more cheaply than
is done by the city, but the saving from this economy would
not go to the people, but to the corporation, and, in addition to

the amount saved through economy, it would levy a tax upon the
people representing two or three times the cost now charged for

water, which would also be divided among the stockholders and
for which the people would receive no compensation whatever.
The public can afford to pay two or three times as much for any
sort of municipal work as is paid by private corporations, and
then save money for the people by managing their own property
and affairs.

But experience does not show that public business is done
with less economy or strictness than private business. It is

doubtful if any business institution is managed better than our
postoffice system or inspected with more care than our national

banks or any other public business that has become so fixed and
established as to be well cared for by the governing power. This
is still truer of England and most European countries. Increas-

ing municipal responsibility would necessarily bring a better civil

service and more economical administration of public affairs.

The selling of franchises and the taking of compensation by
the city is not much different from giving them away, and in

some respects it is not as good; no franchises have ever been or
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probably ever will be sold for anything like their value. The
compensation received in Chicago and elsewhere is simply a
farce and a fraud ; it serves only to give the corporations a little

better title to the people's property without giving the people any
compensation in return. Not $i out of $100 of their real value

.will probably ever be given by corporations for the use erf the

people's property.

Public operation and control of public property is the only

,

feasible remedy. This could be easily done if the people would
undertake it. When franchises expire, not only the franchises,

but the property itself, belongs to the cdty. All this quasi-public

property could be taken at any time by condemnation and ade-

quate compensation, provided, of course, proper legislation

was had.

The election of so-called "honest men" to the city council

is not of the slightest use unless these "honest men" believe in

the preservation of the property of the people for the people.

The honest alderman is the one who refuses to sandbag corpo-
rations, which, of course, makes him valuable to corporations.

Whether an alderman gives his vote to a gas company for noth-
ing ox for large consideration paid to himself is of no conse-
quence to the public, so far as solving this question is concerned.

The charge that corruption and extravagance make it impos-
sible for the city to undertake new duties is generally made by
those who lose sight of the real facts. Nearly all the corrup-
tion of city officials grows out of the private ownership and man-
agement of these public corporations. The bribery of alder-

men, the extravagance of officials, our whole municipal rotten-

ness, come from these corporations and from individuals who
trade in the people's property. If once the people reclaimed and
managed their own property, the whole cause of corruption and
extravagance would pass away.

It perhaps might be added tfiat if the city positively owjied
and controlled all these quasi-public corporations, and thus
made money enough to defray the expenses of city government,
or reduce to one-half its present price the cost of the necessaries

of life which they furnish, it would not permanently help the
working people. It would have the effect of raising the price of

rent and leave the poor exactly where it found them, excepting
to compel them to go a little farther out of town to rent a home,
which shows the impossibility of improving conditions withput
changing our whole business and social system.

Ex-Alderman Julius Goldzier writes

:

In my opinion, the eventual solution of the problems in-

volved in dealing with quasi-public franchises—transportation,
light, telephone, etc.—lies in eventual municipal ownership. I

have often considered the pros and cons of this proposition with
care, and the result is that I am firm in my conclusion. What-
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ever may be the drawbacks urged against municipal ownership, I

think they are outweighed by the advantages which the public

would gain.

Every franchise involving the use of public property should

be granted with a view to this ulterior object. Every such fran-

chise should, in my opinion, provide means by which, at the

proper time, the municipality can acquire the property and the

rights involved in it. At the same time corporations operating

under any franchise should be subjected to. the most rigid con-

trol on the part of the municipal authorities. If the right to

regulate charges is not sufficiently vested in municipal corpora-

tions, it should be expressly granted by statute.

Charges should be so regulated as to give the people the

cheapest price of the services or commodity involved compatible

with a reasonable profit for the holders of the franchise.

The books of the corporations should be open to the in-

spection of public officers at all times.

The laws should prohibit and punish the watering of stock.

I would also suggest that as an additional measure of safety

some public officer should ex-officio be upon the board of di-

rectors of all such corporations, so that the people may, through
their representatives, be informed at all times in regard to the

business and dealings of these companies.
Robert Lindblom writes

:

Prohibit the issuing of any bonds, stocks or evidences of in-

debtedness for more than the actual cost of construction.

Punish the bribe-giver, exempt the bribe-taker, and give the

informer one-half of the fine, which should be large and always
accompanied by imprisonment.

Primarily, I favor municipal ownership of public utilities.

Dr. Emil G. HifSch writes

:

I regard the methods now in vogue in dealing with such
city franchises as gas, electric light, street cars, etc., as funda-
mentally wrong. They are economically wasteful, opening the
doors wide to corruption, and have helped create powerful
monopolies with which the people grow every year less able to

cope. The city should be the owner of all such plants into which
its streets enter as an indispensable factor, and should operate
them on its own account and for its own profit. If, however,
municipal ownership be deemed% under our political system, in-

expedient, no franchise should be granted without exacting full

compensation for the use of the streets, etc., allowed by the city.

These franchises should be granted only after due advertising
and to the corporation offering the best terms. No franchise
should be granted except for a limited period of time, and every
charter should contain the provision that at the end of a stipu-

lated period the city shall have the right to purchase the plant at

a figure named in the original grant, if it so elects. Provisions to
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this effect should be incorporated in the city charter. City coun-
cils should be prohibited from granting franchises without pre-

vious advertising and a public competition for the franchise. The
people should be given the right to demand the "referendum" on
any legislation of this character and to pass upon rt before it

becomes effective.

It might be advisable to appoint a commission to look into

this whole matter, especially with a view to proposing a plan

whereby corporations now enjoying franchises may be brought
to terms.

Mr. Austin W. Wright writes

:

The socialistic tendencies of the times are rapidly proceed-
ing toward an acceptance of the idea that governmental agencies

should assume control of all the means of production and dis-

tribution. For this reason, and because charters of an improper
nature have been granted to corporations, organized for the

purpose of affording means of satisfying popular wants that are

general in character, such as railroad, telegraph, telephone and
street car, municipal gas and all other corporations that perform
services of a quasi-public nature, there is an almost universal

demand that the taxing power be arbitrarily extended and ap-

plied to their gross receipts, and that no further grants of cor-

porate powers of the kind spoken of shall be conferred without
exacting what is called "suitable compensation" therefor. There
seems to be an idea that the burden of taxation would thereby
be removed from the people and placed upon the corporations,

just to the extent that the corporations are compelled to con-
tribute. If it were proposed to devise ways and means for fos-

tering the growth and encouraging the development of official

extravagance and waste; the proposition would possess great
merit. But it seems strange that anyone can be so blinded by
prejudice against corporations ias to fail to see that a scheme of

this kind, instead of making the corporations taxed a source of

public revenue, merely makes them channels through which
money obtained by them from the people will flow into the pub-
lic treasury. These corporations will become great zaminders,
to which will be farmed out the duty of collecting immense sums
of money from those people whose necessities compel them to
patronize the corporation, the corporations being permitted to
enjoy the exercise of exclusive proprietary powers, so long as
they turn the agreed portion ifito the public treasury ; in other
words, all of the people acting through the franchise, by them-
selves granted, are to join with the corporation and thereby en-
able it to charge and collect from those whose circumstances
oblige them to hire its services a greater sum than could or
would otherwise be charged. What does a tax imposed upon
quasi-public corporations imply? Take the street railroad, for

instance. A tax upon its gross receipts means that the toiling
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masses, who live in our cities, who ride in street cars, and to

whom every additionally expended cent denies some little com-
fort, perhaps some necessary* shall pay more for their rides to

and from their daily work ; it means that the man who carries the

dinner pail shall be unnecessarily and unjustly taxed; it means
that the poor, struggling, underpaid, ill-clad, half-fed working
girl, who is trying to support herself, remain virtuous, and keep
respectable, shall be taxed twice each day by being obliged to

pay an increased price for her ride in the street car; it means
that, because of a foolish popular spite against corporate asso-

ciation of capital, street car companies will be forever permitted
to charge five cents for a service that could be profitably per-

formed for two cents, and that this charge will be imposed and
rest upon that portion of the community that is least able to

bear it. Can anybody give one equitable reason why govern-
mental authority, organized that justice may be among men,
should authorize the taHjng of two cents, one cent or any part

of a cent from anyone, rich or poor, without giving in return a

compensating equivalent? It is because charters containing im-
proper privileges can be obtained that there are bribers among
our best citizens and bribe-takers in "our legislatures and coun-
cils. Nobody would bribe a legislator or alderman to grant, or
an executive officer to approve, a charter that was eminently
proper in every respect. So long as state and municipal legisla-

tures have the power to grant improper charters somebody will

appear, or be induced to appear, to buy them, and the people will

be cursed with the effects of official and civic corruption.

Charters should only be granted for short periods of time

;

when proposed there should be opportunity for competitive strife

as to who should receive them, and they should only be granted
to such responsible parties as were able to give assurance of

ability and willingness to perform the contemplated service to the .

people in the highest manner of efficiency and alt the lowest
price. The successful regulator of corporate activity engaged in

this great and necessary work must be a natural limitation and
the only natural limitation is unrestricted competition. Com-
petition by multiplication of enterprise being impossible, the
right of ownership, and the enabling power of action delegated
and sustained by the state, constituting, as it does, the virtue of

all franchises of quasi-public corporations, together with all prop-
erty controlled by them,'must be always freely open to anyone
who may be willing to takfe, own and operate in the interest of

the public. In relation to any corporation of that kind the peo-
ple have an unquestionable right to know all about its business,

because it is a matter that directly concerns each individual in

the community; they have a right to know what the original

plant cost ; how much the cost of operation is and what the profits

are ; they have a right, and it is their duty, to insist, in the charter
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granted, that the title of ownership shall always rest among those
who will perform the greatest service at the smallest cost. It is,

therefore, proper that the ownership of the franchise of all cor-

porations of the character here discussed, by the power of which
they are enabled to do business, and all the property of those cor-

porations, should be open at all times to the purchase of any in-

dividual or combination of individuals, who could furpish evi-

dence of responsibility and good faith, who would pay the cash
therefor according to the valuation as shown by the books, and
who could give the further assurance that they would afford the
services performed by present owners at a less price and in as
good, or better, manner.

Walter F. Cooling, ex-president of Chicago Single Tax
Club, writes

:

i. The city should own and operate all public utilities as

follows : (a) All transportation services which require the grant
of an exclusive right of way, such as the street and elevated rail-

roads, should be supplied by the city at public expense, free

of chaise to the user, (b) Water, gas, electric light, heat, power
and telephone service should be provided by the city for the
community at cost.

2. The foregoing can be attained from present conditions
as follows : (a) By appropriating in taxation the whole of the
annual value of the franchise. For this purpose the method
called "local option in taxation" by the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics, in the last annual report, and recommended by the last state

platforms of the Democratic and People's parties, would most
effectually prevent for the future and destroy for the present the

power of the stockholders of these corporations to appropriate
the value which belongs to the public. For these franchises

cannot be revoked during their life, since the law will sustain

them as vested rights, and, as they expire at different times,

some of them having many years to run, the most effectual way
to reach them* is to extract the "milk from the cocoanut" by the
exclusive taxation of the franchise value. In this way only can
iniquity be avoided, (b) Having appropriated by taxation the
vajue which exclusively belongs to the public, and which is capi-

talized and sold as the so-called watered stock, nothing would
remain in the hands of the present stockholders of these con-
cerns but the actual working capita^ or, a capital actually in-

vested in the plant. This should bQ immediately appraised and
seized for public purposes, and the stockholders compensated
to the full extent of the actual value of their working capital.

There can be no difference of opinion among honest and in-

telligent men as to whether the value of these franchises should
accrue to the public or to private interests. The most conserva-
tive propositions are that the city should receive the annual value
of all franchises, either as a sum stipulated in the ordinance
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granting it, or as a fixed percentage of the gross receipts, or,

that the city should appropria/te this value annually by the ex-
clusive taxation of all kinds of monopoly values, that is, land and
franchise value, should local option in taxation be permitted.

But, as the ideal to be ultimately attained, I think the city

should not divide its authority with anyone. The city must
jealously guard all its prerogatives. The quasi-public businesses,

so-called, force themselves upon our attention. They contin-

ually seek legislation ; they are the perpetual sources of the brib-

ery and corruption of officials and they exert a dangerous in-

fluence at elections. For these reasons the quasi-public cor-

porations, once generally regarded as necessary private busi-

nesses, must now, even while in private hands, be regarded as

public businesses.

What is the flyiction of government ? Is it not to maintain
equal protection to all ; in other words, order ? If, therefore, any
business is of such a nature that we cannot allow all to engage in

it, the state should conduct it as a public enterprise. From the

most ancient time the building of roads and bridges and the

care of highways have been recognized as one of the principal

functions of government. Whatever, therefore, is necessary to

realize tlie best and most efficient system of transportation, that

is the duty of government to accomplish. •

The best conceivable system of private management would
be obliged to charge something for the service rendered. But
if the city could increase its revenues, lower the burdens of tax-

ation and yet operate these street railroads, charging no fare to

the users of them, that would be better than the best possible

scheme of private management. This can be done if the state

permits to the municipality local option in taxation. Local op-
tion in taxation would enable the people of Cook County, if they
desired, to establish here the single tax,'i. e., the exclusive taxa-

tion of monopoly values. For all economic reforms must wait
until we have the scientific system of taxation. For between the
single tax and free transportation this intimate relation exists,

viz.:

The building and operation of any railroad or transportation
system which is needed is always followed by a rise in the sell-

ing or rental value of adjoining lands, whidh is greater than the

cost of constructing and operating the road.

Thus a value is created, which, if capitalized, is much greater

than the cost of tlhe construction of the road. This value an-
nually appropriated by the single tax will pay the cost of the
operation and repair of the road and fund the cost of construc-
tion. Hence the city could under the single tax maintain free

transportation throughout its entire limits without levying any
burden upon business, either in the shape of taxes or unneces-
sary charges.
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Any charge which can be avoided is a tax—an unnecessary
burden upon business. If, under the single tax, we can abolish
taxes upon capital and. wealth and reduce the rent or cost of
particular land, one of the greatest of the blessings which would
be realized would be the entire sweeping away of all the tremen-
dous charges "and indirect and shifting taxes upon business which
are paid to railway companies. We have the principle illus-

trated daily in the free transportation furnished in the elevators
of our great office buildings. The cost of the plant* and service is

much less than the resulting increase to the rental value of the
building: Those business men who put up the Ashland block
and the Chamber of Commerce and other well-kjiown structures
were neither reformers nor philanthropists. They were and are
business men. And if the accidental fall of an apple could be
presumed to be of sufficient cause to induce *i great investiga-
tor in the matters pertaining to natural science to discover the
law of gravitation, then, surely, in matters Which more closely
concern us, we ought to take a lesson from experiences of shrewd
business men and ascertain if there is really any difference be-
tween perpendicular and horizontal transportation.

The city ought to manufacture its own gas and furnish its

citizens with fuel, light, electric and telephone service at cost.

For obvious reasons it would be impossible to furnish these utili-

ties to the people 'free of charge to the consumer.
Thoughtful men should be as jealous of the invasion of pub-

lic rights, the invasion of palpable public duties by private inter-

ests, as they justly are of the corresponding invasion of private

rights by public bodies. There will be no occasion for alarm
either at the scarecrows called "Socialism" or "Anarchy" if we
confine the state or municipality to its own business, that is, to

the business which can best be conducted by the state, which
will be but a. modern development of the ancient and well-known
functions of government, and permit to private citizens the en-

tire range of activities which, by their nature, are and must be
open to free and unrestricted competition.

Wm. T. Baker, president Board of Trade and Civic Federa-

tion, says:

I believe that no franchises involving the use of the public

streets or thoroughfares should be granted under any circum-

stances, unless there is evidence that the needs or convenience of

the public require them. Our streets are continually torn up and
pavements destroyed to satisfy the cupidity of new corporations,

organized to sandbag the older ones, or by the existing corpo-

rations in order to "occupy*' territory not needed by them for

years to come. I believe there should be an honest commis-
sion to determine/ in the first place, whether or not new fran-

chises are needed by the public, and if such franchises are

granted, they should be only on the guarantee of proper remun-
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eration to the public. It is not practicable to make a fixed rate

of compensation governing all corporations and conditions.

This would necessarily depend upon the value of the franchise.

The commission should also have power to enforce proper
service from any corporation enjoying* a public franchise.

None of the franchises already existing should be extended
within more than one year of their expiration.

John Mayo Palmer, corporation counsel under Mayor Car-
ter H. Harrison, writes

:

After some years of careful study, and a resort to most
of the available sources of information upon the subject, I am
convinced that the very decided weight of intelligent and un-
biased opinion favors the view that the ownership of all fixed

property devoted to the purpose of providing matters of such
prime and universal necessity in urban life as water, light, heat,

transit and communication should be in the public.

There is some division of opinion upon the question whether
such property should be operated directly by the public through

• its own officers or by private persons or corporations, under
general public supervision. In my opinion, the latter method
of management is, for many reasons, preferable.

The ptfblio is not now, and probably never will, in a free

country, be as well and economically served, in matters of detail,

as private individuals or corporations ; and it seems to me cer-

tain that, for reasons suggested by the soundest public policy,

the number of appointive public officeholders should not be in-

creased.

The power to enforce the rigid discipline and unquestioning
obedience to superiors, so essential to the successful conduct of

great business enterprise, cannot safely be entrusted to one
citizen over another in their relations to the public, in respect to

which superiors and subordinates are unknown.
The necessary and unavoidable tendency of such a system

of management is either to extend the influence of rank into

fields where i| may sap the foundations of individual and political

independence, or, to the assertion of the equality of all citizens

before, the law, to the impairment of the obligation of implicit

obedience of the employe.
In my opinion, all such property should be owned by the

public, but operated and managed by private persons, either as
individuals or corporations, under such contracts or arrange-
ments as will measure private profit by economy in manage-
ment and cheapness and perfection of the service to the public.

In the present stage of the investigation of this subject it is

substantially agreed on all hands that the system suggested is, in
theory at least, the true one. The only objections now seriously
urged to it are based upon the assertion that it is impracticable.

This assertion cannot be well founded unless it is sup-
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ported upon one of two grounds, either that the law denies the

power to adopit the system, or that funds cannot be found to

carry it into effect.

As coming within the range of ordinary professional study

and knowledge, I am prepared to assert, with the utmost con-

fidence, that there is no legal or constitutional barrier to the ex-

ercise of the power of adopting the system. The reasons which
support this proposition may be found in an unbroken current

of decisions of courts of the highest authority, readily accessible

in any lawyer's library.

Some writers upon this subject concede that if the field were
not already occupied by private corporations, under contracts

whose obligations may not be impaired by law, the public might
enter upon such an enterprise, but they find in such occupation
an insuperable obstacle to the adoption of the suggested sys-

tem.
The power of the state to control the use of public highways

in such manner as shall be most conducive to the interests of

the public is one which cannot be alienated or bartered away, and
its right to change the methods of improving or using such
highways, or the agencies through which such improvement and
use shall be made, so as to fully meet varying conditions in popu-
lation and the needs of advancing civilization, is everywhere
conceded.

The sarnie unlimited discretion upon this subject, which
fifty years ago justified the selection of private corporations as

agencies for improving streets and conducting traffic thereon,

must justify to-day the discharge of such agents and the substi-

tution of others in their stead.

The circumstance that the agents now employed have by
contract, or otherwise, acquired valuable rights arising out of

their employment amounts to no more than that such agents
have not been fully paid for their services ; of course, they ought
to be paid before they are discharged.

However great and valuable, or small and insignificant, the

rights created by such contracts may be, they are, atfter all, but
property, held by their owners, precisely as all other property is

held, subject to the right of the public to take it for public use,

upon the single condition that its owners shall be justly com-
pensated therefor. The same public necessity, of the existence of

which the representatives of the people are sole judges, that justi-

fies the projection of a street through the property of the hum-
blest citizen, authorizes the taking of all the street railways in the

city.

There remains, then, for consideration, the question whether
funds can be made available to defray the cost of the assump-
tion of public control of such works.

. As a general proposition, legal authority to engage in a par-
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ticular public work implies power to raise funds by appropriate
methods to defray the cost. -The only limitations upon the power
of the city of Chicago to raise funds for public corporate pur-
poses are found in the provisions of the state constitution which
forbid the creation of indebtedness in excess of 5 per cent upon
the assessed valuation of property, and in certain statutes which
prescribe that the amount of annual taxation shall not exceed a

certain rate.

If, in order to inaugurate the system suggested, it were
necessary to create an indebtedness against the city within the

meaning of the constitution, then, indeed, the scheme would at

present be wholly impracticable, for the utmost limit of lawful

indebtedness has already been reached by the city. Or, if to

accomplish this end, resort must be had to increased taxation

upon the property of the people, then the proposition ought not

to be entertained, for, although the Legislature might authorize

an increase in the rate of taxation, the burdens of the property

owners are already beyond what they ought to bear.

But it is settled beyond dispute that the creation of an ob-

ligation payable specifically out of a certain fund in process of

lawful collection, and not otherwise, does not create an indebted-

ness within the meaning of the constitution, and, if such fund is

created without the aid of taxation, laws regulating the rates of

taxation can have no application to it»

If a city were to engage in enterprises of the character sug-

gested, it would do so in its private or corporate, as distin-

guished from its governmental, capacity, a distinction well recog-

nized by the court and practically illustrated in the municipal

operation of waterworks:
A city would own and manage a street railway precisely as

a private corporation does, that is, for its corporate profit, and
it, Hke the private corporation, could pledge the property and its

income as far as might be necessary to obtain the funds needed
to pay the cost of its acquisition or its management.

If private corporations are able, upon pledge of their ex-

ceedingly limited property rights, to obtain funds for the con-

sruction of street railways, surely the city of Chicago
might, upon pledge of the same property, with its income, which
may continue, and with an absolute title, which may endure for

centuries, secure adequate funds at low rates of interest to pay
the amount of any just compensation which would be awarded
to any corporation for taking their property for public use.

Securities based upon such a pledge, with a right in any
member of the public to inspect all the details of management of

the property, and with the remedies which now exist, or which
the courts would promptly devise to secure the application of

its income to the purposes for which it is appropriated, would
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certainly be as attractive to the-prudent investor as the bonds of

private corporations are under the existing conditions.

Many remedies have been suggested, and some have been
tvied, to overcome the evils which confessedly exist in the pres-

ent sysitem of furnishing the facilities in question, but none of

them have been, qt, in my opinion, can be, effectual.

It is common knowledge that our statute, which makes the

right of the city council to grant a street railway franchise de-

pendent upon the consent of favored property owners, has but

added to the reeking mass of corruption whidi attends such
grants, and has only furnished an additional means of subordinat-

ing the rights of the public to the demands of private greed.

The method recently adopted in some states of selling such
privileges to the highest bidder for cash, or to the corporation

which will agree to furnish the best and cheapest facilities to the

public, has some theoretical merits, and as a temporary ex-

.

pedient, in the absence of a better one, might be entitled to a

trial.

But the scheme for the improvement is not initiated in the

right quarter, and is not suggested by the right motive.

It would tax our credulity too far to require us to believe

that a franchise for a line of street railway devised by a private

corporation haying exclusive private knowledge of its details or
value would, if offered at public sale, be productive of much com-
petition, or that the city authorities, as now constituted, would
be in condition to determine anything about its worth.

But the considerations which should induce the construction
qf street railways are the same as those which should induce the
opening of new streets, that is, considerations of public neces-
sity or convenience, and considerations of private gain and profit

should have no more influence in the one case than in the other.

All schemes for utilizing the streets for rapid and convenient
transit should originate with the public authorities. Like means
of transit should, as nearly as practicable, be furnished to all

citizens alike, and they should not be used for the building up
of one locality, to the prejudice of another.

Under a proper and complete system of intramural transit

under municipal control and ownership a city could furnish the
means of cheap transportation throughout its territorial limits,

for the system as a whole would be profitable, although particular

lines might not at first be so. And the city which would build for

all future time need not be greatly concerned, if at all, by con-
siderations of present profit.

No system that makes the extension of transportation or any
similar facilities to the people dependent upon motives of private
gain can have any real pretensions to completeness, or to sound-
ness in principle, and any method of dealing with the subject
which recognizes this principle must be merely a temporary
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makeshift, and cannot be relied upon to furnish any substantial

relief from the evils of which complaint is now so justly made.
The more the subject is investigated the more it receives

intelligent discussion, the more surely will the conclusion be
reached that the only real remedy is to be found in municipal

ownership and control.

To reach this result legislation may be necessary. Not for

the assertion or vindication of the principle, but for formulating

the details of a plan for its accomplishment, which shall be just

alike to the present owners of property rights Which may be
affected a,nd to the public.

But the interests involved are so vast, and the well-being,

comfort and prosperity of the whole people are so vitally in- -

volved in the proper solution of the problem which now con-
fronts us, that it is the part of wisdom to weigh well the reasons
for any changes which may be proposed, and to make haste

slowly.

In my judgment, the General Assembly should, at its pres-

ent session, authorize the appointment by the governor of a com-
mission composed of men, selected because of their capacity and
integrity, enjoying the confidence of the people in all conditions

of life, who should be personally so compensated and provided
with such funds as to enable them to thoroughly investigate the

subject in all its aspects and bring to their aid all that experience
has taught, either in. the old world or in the new, and who should,

as long before the next session as may be practicable, make
public their conclusions in all their details.

Mr. Edward Osgood Brown writes

:

It is certainly a self-evident proposition that the streets of

a city ought to be public property. This means more than that

the technical title should be in the city. It means that the bene-
ficial use and all the income-producing capacity which they have
should go to the community, and not to private persons. By
the system wh^ch prevails now in Chicago these things are

practically given away to various persons and corporations, who
are granted what are called "franchises" in the streets. I think

the term is not strictly and technically accurate, but that is not
important in this discussion. That which these persons and
corporations are given are licenses to use the streets in various

forms, almost as though they were their private property, the

pretext for so granting these licenses being the presumed neces-

sity for them on grounds of public convenience, while the real

efficient cause of their existence is in many instances the cor-
ruption of legislative municipal authority by persons who see in

them the means of private gain. As a rule, of course, the grant-
ing of these licenses or franchises to the parties obtaining them
creates practical monopolies, for it is useless to say that there is

a theoretic possibility of free competition in these matters. No
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civilized community can afford to have its streets torn up when-
ever some person, actjaal or artificial, envies the success of an
existing gas, or water, or telephone company, nor can street car
lines be indefinitely multiplied, nor indeed duplicated in

any given thoroughfare. The time has gone by when
persons desiring these franchises in any city of considerable size

appeal as formerly to the idea that it is an advantage to the pub-
lic that a practical monopoly of the streets should be granted
to them gratuitously. The principle that compensation for such
franchises or licenses is just, is now admitted by even those de-
siring them most, and they confine their exertions to endeavor-
ing to make the compensation as small as possible and the con-

ditions imposed as little burdensome to them as possible.

But it seems to me quite evident that the bare principle of

"compensation," which amounts to putting up a lease of the

streets to the highest bidder for cash, for a term so long that

it practically makes the deal a speculative operation (with the

chances, however, all in favor of the lessee), is not an adequate
solution of the problem that confronts us in. this matter, nor a
satisfactory remedy for the evils which all complain of. The ele-

ment of monopoly, involving the power which always goes with

monopoly, of extorting an unfair price for services rendered,

remains under such a system, and it is that which it is desirable

should be destroyed.

Undoubtedly it is better to farm out the care and operation

of public highways than to give them away, but neither is a
proper system.

So far as the gas and water supply is concerned, I "have
never been able to see any other satisfactory solution than the

municipal ownership and operation of the plants. In water sup-

ply this is already generally recognized. I have no doubt that it

will soon be so in the matter of gas supply.

I am not at all inclined to an extension of governmental
function even by municipalities, but where free competition is

impossible and monopoly is inevitable, that monopoly should
certainly be controlled by the community. In the matter of in-

tramural transit, there are other means, I think, of solving the

problem, than to make such transportation a municipal func-

tion, and I much doubt the advisability of doing.it, although I

believe that such a system would be better than the present one.
My belief is that all treatment of this subject should be based

upon the proposition that the municipality should be at all times

the full owner of its streets and highways, including the roadbed
of all systems of street transportation, whether subways, surface
or elevated roads. I believe that in these days such constructions

*

are as much a part of the system of streets and highways in the

city as the ordinary wagon roadbed. I would have these con-
structions paid for by taxation or assessment of the land values,
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wliicfi their construction creates and increases. This is both

just and practicable, as I believe. The development of every

cable, trolley or other street transportation system in Chicago

has been fojtowed by an enormous increase in land values in ex-

cess of the cost of the construction of the roads. So well

recognized is this that some years ago one of the great cable

roads in Chicago, when planning an extension of its system, pre-

pared a map showing the probable benefits to abutting land

owners by reason of the increased facilities of transportation,

and collected a sort of private assessment under the name of

a "subscription" upon that basis.

There are different ways in which the plants thus once con-

structed and owned by the municipality might be operated un-
der adequate and suitable control and without the existence of

injurious private monopoly in public rights. Of course, one
obvious method would be their operation by the public, but as I

have suggested, I am not at all convinced that this would be the

best one. I believe the ideal system would be permission given
under the necessary municipal systematization and regulation

to any and all who desired, to put rolling stock upon such a
plant, and to offer their services to the public at such a rate of

fare as free competition would fix. This wotfld place the carry-

ing of people in the city in rapid intramural transit on the same
basis as the entire carrying trade upon all free highways, such as

oceans, lakes, rivers and free wagon roads. In such a case,

as has happened wherever we have made our highways free

to all alike, free competition would be a far better regulator
than any laws could possibly be. I believe in allowing the
natural laws of power and equality to work out all social prob-
lems as far as possible.

I have not the space or time to argue in detail in this com-
munication the practicability of such a system. I know, how-
ever, that at present it would seem to most people who have
given it no especial thought, and to many who have given it a
great deal of thought, wholly impracticable; and while I think
that the evolution of ideas upon this matter will in the end
bring us all to another conclusion, yet in the present state

of the public mind it is probably well to suggest an alternative
system.

Such a system can be found in comparatively short leases,

to responsible bidders therefor, of the exclusive privilege to
carry over any such lines. But I certainly would not lease such
a privilege to a private enterprise which bid for it the highest
price, based upon the monopoly right to take a certain maxi-
mum fare. I would lease it rather to such responsible bidder
as undertook, for a given number of years, to carry the public
at the lowest fare. In that way, as I believe, the people would
be carried for about the actual value of the services rendered,
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and I think that this, in the matter of intramural transporta-

tion, is the end to be sought by us. That is, if it is a matter
in which free competition cannot be allowed its full play to bring
down to the actual cost the carrying charges, there should be the

nearest approach to it possible under existing conditions.

As an immediate policy, then, for the city of Chicago, I

propose a course which was substantially that set forth to a

committee of the city council and of citizens named by the mayor,
by a body of which I was a member in 1891.

1st. That no more franchises be granted, except such as

may be needed for the necessary extension of lines already in

operation, and that the duration of such grants be limited to

the time of expiration of the franchise of the system of which
they are a part.

2d, That the present license system be abolished, as it is

but an incentive, so far as enforced, to get along with as few cars

as possible to the inconvenience of passengers.
3d. That in return for the grants of franchises, limited

in duration as above, the city should receive a revenue equal

to the value of the privileges thus granted, so that no encourage-
ment would exist to incommode passengers.

4th. That the city should in the future construct and own
the roadbed of all future systems of street transportation, whether
subways, surface or elevated roads, paying for the cost of con-
struction by special assessments upon property owners to be
benefited thereby, in the same manner that other public im-
provements of the same nature are carried out.

(Under what I deem a proper system of taxation, the general

taxes upon land values would justly furnish the necessary funds.

A special assessment is next an ideal system, but it would fur-

nish the nearest approach to justice, so long as our present

revenue laws exist.)

5th. That the roadbed so constructed and owned by the

city should be leased for a term of years to such responsible,

bidder as would undertake to operate the road for the lowest
carrying charges. (Ther,e need be no difficulty respecting the

rolling stock which it would be necessary to use. The ex-
perience of the city of New York, which requires a guaranty
from a bidder for ferry privileges that he will take the boats of

his predecessor at an appraised value, proves this.)

6th. That on the expiration of existing franchises, steps

be taken in the line designated to acquire the roadbeds of

the existing systems of transportation or to supply their place

with such as shall be owned by the city.

7th. That all necessary legislation be secured for the
purposes specified.

George E. Cole, president of Municipal Voters' League,
writes

:
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I have given my whole time to playing politics in the in-

terests of honest candidates, attempting to secure the support
of the people in,behalf of the best men for local offices. Could
the election of such men be effected, I believe there would be
less need of regulations regarding dealing in franchises.

I believe some state regulations, fixing to a degree the

value of the use of the streets and other public property in the

interests of uniformity in the matter of compensation, are de-

sirable.

As above stated, my work being confined to an effort to

raise the standard of office holders, I have not studied the

situation with reference to a reform in the existing laws.

Washington Hesimg, postmaster of Chicago, writes:

All city franchises, such as gas, electric light and others,

should pay a fixed and adequate percentage of their receipts *

into the public treasury.

Municipal ownership of such semi-public money-making
corporations, in my opinion, is the best solution of the problem.

Needed changes can be effected bofch by legislative action

and by action of the city council. No franchises should ever
be given without some return to the city. I realize that no
fixed percentage can be laid down, for conditions vary even
in the same city ; the character of the business, life of the fran-

chise, territory to be covered, and the degree of benefit to the
public at large, must all be taken into consideration in fixing

upon a percentage.
Hon. Charles C. Bonney, chairman of the Congress of

Religions of the World's Columbian Exposition, writes

:

In my judgment municipal franchises tor the supply of
gas, electric lights, street railways, telephones and the like, should
be one of the most important sources of revenue for municipal
purposes.

This result may be accomplished under Section one, of

Article nine of the Constitution of this state, by the enactment
of a general law, uniform as to the class upon which it operates,

for the taxation of persons 6v corporations owning or using
such franchises and privileges.

Under Section fourteen of Article two of the Constitution,

.

the State cannot divest itself of the power to control grants
of special privileges or immunities; and as municipal corpora-
tions are merely governmental agencies of the State, they
cannot do what is forbidden to the State.

.

In all cases in which the municipality does, not actually own
any such franchise, privilege or immunity, it should exercise,

through the proper officer, not selected or appointed by any
merely political agency, the actual supervision and practical

control of the business conducted under any such franchise,

privilege or immunity. By such supervision and control the
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rights of the people could be protected on the one hand, and
those of Jhe proprietor of the business on the other.

Rev. JemkJn Lloyd Jones writes

:

i. It seems to me that economic and ethical considera-
tions, as- well as the trend of thought among the most compe-
tent, require that the franchises in question should be regarded
as the property of the people and should become, as soon as
possible, a source of municipal revenue, either directly or indi-

rectly, either in the way of profits that will help meet municipal
expenses or in the way of reduced prices by which all the
citizens will -profit. The present status, which permits private

individuals to hold to their own interests these franchises from
which they can and do acquire great fortunes, is as unjust as it

is unwise. No franchise should be granted to individuals, ex-

cept fpr an adequate "quid pro quo" and as this sum is always
an unknown quantity, because it depends on future growth and
prosperity, the wiser and fairer way would be for the city to hold
in its own name all these invaluable franchises. Whether it

shall manage its own activities or let the same by contract to

individuals for reasonable periods of time and to the highest

bidder, is a matter that legislation and experience must deter-

mine.
2. How can the needed changes be effected? (a) By

granting no new franchises except as indicated above, (b) By
renewing none and holding that all rights of individuals and
corporations end with the expiration of their franchises, except
as to the commercial value of the' material plant at the time of

expiration. This the city should pay for, the value to be deter-

mined by a disinterested board of reference, provided the city

has use for the same, otherwise the owners would be allowed to

dispose of their private property in any way they deem fit.

But the material plant should not carry with it an assumed right

to a municipal franchise beyond -the limit of time for which the
franchise was granted.

3. If any complications should arise with private owners
of franchises which cannot be settled as indicated above, these
franchises should be condemned by regular process of law as is

now done when private lands are seized for streets and other
public purposes, and the damages determined in the regular
way.

4. If, for the better protection of the community in these
natural rights that spring out of common interests, our city

charters and state statutes are inadequate, the efforts to mend
the same should be persistent and sustained until the rights of
the public to the wealth which it holds in common are clearly

recognized and adequately protected.

5. The only apparently weighty objection to the above po-
sitions, to perhaps the majority of minds, is based on the in-
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Competency and dishonesty of public servants and the conse-

quent maladministration of municipal interests. The same ar-

gument, carried to its logical conclusion, would do away with

ill governments, tax collecting, road-making, park improve-
ment, etc., etc. The reply is, improve the civil service, and re-

move it beyond the corruptions that spring from party patron-

age. This is possible and is already in the way of being realized.

But even at the worst the public would not be in the way of

being defrauded of their natural rights and legitimate posses-

lions ahy more than it is now by the corporations and individuals

holding valuable franchises for which they have rendered no
adequate returns and which they are using for private gain.

William R. Manierre, alderman Twenty-fourth Ward, says

:

I believe that the operation and control of all those things

which have become a public necessity, should rest in the people,
• and not be given to private enterprise, which reaps untold bene-

fits from their operation, without the people enjoying an ade-
quate return for supplying the right of way, as well as the patron-
age. Whether it would be wise under municipal politics as now
conducted for the city to undertake the operation of these
plants, is a question, but the principle nevertheless remains, that

such right should not pass beyond the control of the cky, and
that a fair compensation in return should at least be exacted.

There have been many ways suggested, and some have been
put in successful operation in Toronto, Glasgow and elsewhere,
whereby the municipality might share in the earnings made
possible by the valuable privileges granted to private enterprise.

ist. Selling of franchises to the highest bidder on the

best possible terms.

2d. The granting of such privileges only upon the pay-
ment to the city of a certain percentage of the gross receipts.

3d. These privileges to be granted to private enterprise on
the basis of a reasonable rate of interest being allowed for

capital employed, upon the actual cost of the plant, plus legiti-

mate operating expenses and the item of wear and tear, with no
increase of capital stock. In the event of the earning capacity
being greater than the certain rate per cent,. there shall be al-

lowed an increased rate per cent upon a proportional decrease
of the rates charged to tl^e people. In other words, as the
dividends are increased, the rates to the public should be cor-
respondingly decreased. This system is in vogue at present
with the corporation which supplies gas in London—the price

of gas being* lowered with each increase of dividends allowed.
In return for this the company is granted exclusive privileges

and secured against competition. . In regard to supplying elec-

tric light, I see no reason wliy the city, even with all the evils

that at present exist, should not supply the private consumer as

it does wi$h water. The city of Chicago could not at present
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exercise these privileges, as it has not the charter power to <k> so.

I introduced a resolution in the city council some weeks ago,

calling upon the corporation counsel to prepare proper amend-
ments to the city charter covering these points, to be presented

to the state Legislature, giving the city the right to own, operate,

control, regulate or license street railways, gas, electric light and

telephoned.

4th. The city not to convey absolutely the right to operate
these enterprises, but to lease them for a term of years upon a

satisfactory basis. The people may some day arrive at that

state of municipal perfection where none but honest men will

be sent by them to represent their interests in the city council.

Then all these valuable rights will not be bartered away without
compensation. I take it, however, that the members of the

city council, as well as our legislative bodies generally as now
constituted, represent the average moral tone of the constit-

uency from which they come. In my own personal experience

as an alderman, covering eight years, I find that as a rule the

wards where the wealthy and prosperous reside send honest
men to represent them.in the city council; while wards whqre
the laboring people and citizens of small means live generally

send representatives of the untrustworthy sort, who discharge

the duties* of the office for revenue to themselves only. This
may be due largely to ignorance, as well as to the feeling that

the city should- not expect an alderman to give his time to

city affairs, practically, without any compensation, and that it

is but to be expected that they will make all they can out of

the office through corruption and otherwise. • This leads us to

the question whether the passage of a law giving to aldermen
a fair compensation would tend to purify the council by offering

a financial inducement to a better and more honest class of men
to fill these positions. For my part, I do not think that the

paying of higher salaries would improve the character of the

body at all ; it would simply make the positiQns more eagerly

sought after by politicians and dishonest men than at the pres-

ent time, for the same political methods would be employed and
the same amount of corruption would exist. A very large ma-
jority of our city council is made up of men who are in no way
qualified to intelligently discharge tie duties of the position

either through education, experience or training, though they
may be honest and governed by the highest motives. It ap-
pears to me that the wisest course to pursue woulji be to re-

strict the powers of the council and make legislation slow and
difficult. The city, for instance, might have a lower council

consisting of one member from each ward, to be elected for a

term of two years—one-half of the body going out alternately

each year—from which should originate all legislative matters,

and a higher body to be known, say, as the city senate, com-
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posed of a membership of one-half of the city council, one

senator for each ward, and elected by the vote of the taxpayers,

whose duty it should be to review the actions -of the lower body.

Some of the above ideas may be criticized as approaching the

theory of state socialism, but I am nevertheless convinced that

something along these lines would bring about a better order

of things.

Thos. Gallagher, alderman Nineteenth Ward, writes:

In my opiiyon, the gas, electric light works and telephone

systems, perhaps, but certainly the* street railways of all our
cities, ought to be owned and operated or leased to the opera-

tors by the cities themselves.

City ownership of gas works and of other privileges which

are in Chicago farmed out to private corporations has been
tried in a few American and several European cities, notably

Glasgow, Scotland, with gratifying results. There can be no
doubt but that the same results would be obtained here should

our cities secure municipal control of all franchises now operated

by private corporations.
In answer to your second question- I would say that, as

a first condition in all franchise grants, there should be a clause

or covenant providing that during the life of the franchise the

grantor (the city) should have the right, once a year, to fix

the rate for the. ensuing year at which the grantee should sell

its products, do its work or carry its passengers.

To the general public it is not a matter of much. interest,

how much water these corporations inject into their stock or;

how much they may bond their roads for, but it is a very serious;

matter to them that they be not called on to pay for the water
or bonds. It is clearly by the revenue arising from the price

paid by the public for gas, telephone service or street car fare

that the bonds, watered stock and all other adjuncts of fradu-

lent corporations are paid for, and the yearly fixing of their

charges would tend to repress the present savage desire of

capitalists to bond or water their property. Under present con-
ditions, and until we can have municipal control of the busi-

nesses above referred to, this safeguard of' the people's rights

—

to introduce into a franchise grant the same police regulation,

in effect, that they insert in a cabman's license as to fares is surely

no wrong and no novelty in municipal dealing with the lowly.

Let us try it with the rich. Of course, the yearly fixing of

prices above alluded to would be based on the earnings of the
corporation using the franchise and on the best data used in esti-

mating such returns, always excluding spurious capitalization.

Other methods of reform suggest themselves in this con-
nection, but this is the most important that I can now direct

attention to.
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I believe, however, that city ownership will be at last, and
I think ere long, the solution of all the franchise difficulties in

our cities.

Alderman I. T. Greenacre writes:

i. In dealing with such matters as gas, electric light,

street railways, telephones, etc., municipalities should be given
the same powers they now possess in the matter of supplying
water for public and private use.

With such power it is fair to assume that municipalities

would deal with such matters as they now deal .with the water
question, and with the same satisfactory results, i. e.

:

One would establish its own plant and derive revenue
therefrom, over the cost and running expenses.

Another would erect a plant and rent out its operation.

Still another would contract with private persons to con-
struct and maintain the plant.

Each would do what for it, under all its environments,
would be deemed best. But the right to own and operate would
always be a lever in the hands of the municipality.

2. The needed changes above indicated can be effected by
the enactment of statutes regarding such matters, on the same
general lines as the present statutes authorizing municipalities

to supply water, etc.

Ex-Alderman John H. Hamline, president of Illinois Bar
Association, says:

I believe the municipality should, as sooil as it may be
expedient, take over to itself the business that is carried on by
the use of public property. When it shall be expedient depends
lipon how soon the system popularly known as civil service

reform shall regulate the employment and discharge of all

municipal employes. I believe that when the public at large

are thoroughly satisfied that the city hall employes are abso-
lutely divorced from politics and cannot be used to effect the

nominations and elections, they will be ready to vote in favor

of the city supplying gas, electric lighting and transportation
over the streets, as it now supplies water. The city charter,

however, will have to be amended so as to give the city power
to engage in this sort of business. This will take some years.

In the meantime, it is my opinion that the city council and
mayor should pass no ordinances giving franchises or licenses

save for a limited period. (The law now prevents the council
granting a license for the use of streets for railroad purposes,
for a longer period than twenty years.)

I also believe that no license should be granted without re-
quiring that a reasonable percentage of the gross income, say
five per cent thereof, be paid to the city for such license;
that one-half of such income should go to a sinking fund to
pay for such gas works or railroad lines as are now in existence,
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and which the city may wish to buy when the licenses under
which they operate shall expire. The remainder of said fund
to be used to supply the needs of the city in other directions.

I also believe that every such ordinance should provide
that at the expiration of the license the city may possess itself

of the property placed in the streets, upon paying an appraised
valuation of the value of the physical property, exclusive of the
license.

To bring about these very desirable results will take time
and ceaseless agitation. When this is accomplished, however,
nine-tenths of the corruption now existing in public affairs

will be eliminated, as I consider the licensees of the public

responsible for the bulk of the bribery and corruption, as well

as for the low grade of public representatives and public em-
ployes now in existence.

With the exceptions above noted, I do not believe ,in

the public engaging in any kind of business which can be or

is carried on by private enterprise.

Judge A. N. Waterman writes":

Long time ago there came into being the opinion that

monopolies are odious. All my reading and observation have

tended to strengthen the conviction that while it may some-
times be necessary to tolerate a monopoly, its existence should

be terminated at the first reasonable and just opportunity.

That any of the street railways of this city should return to

their owners, as a result of a monopoly of the use of public

property, an income of seventy-five per cent, per annum upon
the actual cosit of the plant, is not only unjust to the public, but
tends to produce dissatisfaction, unrest, disorder and the over-

throw of free government. Such condition imperils the security

of all property and the safety of every home.
The public should, whenever it is practicable, control and

operate all things which can be carried on only by such use

01 public streets as is necessarily a monopoly.

Nevertheless, I do not favor the assumption by the city

at this time of the work done by street railway, gas and
telephone companies. Until the civil service law is so firmly

established and has been so extended that governmental em-
ployes do not fear changes of administration, and the control

of public business is completely divorced from political con-

siderations, it would not be wise to so greatly increase the

number of those in the service of the municipality. What may
be feasible in Europe is not feasible here.

The power of supervision over each corporation exercising

public functions should be greatly extended, while the right

to know what such orgaqizations do, should be complete. The
municipality, as a condition of the rights by it granted, should
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have one director in each of the railroad, gas, telephone and
other companies exercising public rights.

Such compensation should be paid to the city as is an
adequate return for the value of the use given to it.

All public grants should be subject to be set aside by
judicial action upon proof that by bribery of legislators or other

officials, or fraudulent practice of any kind, the grant was
obtained, and such law should be made applicable to existing

as well as future special privileges.

Z. S. Holbrook writes:

The granting of a franchise, deeding to a- private person

or corporation, for purposes of gain, public property or rights,

involves thejnterests of three parties—the public, private prop-

erty owners and the corporations seeking the franchise. How
to do justice to all, and injustice to none, is the question. The
ideal plan is for the public itself to own and control the

natural monopolies, receiving all advantages and profits there-

from, properly remunerating any who may be injured and
taxing all those who may b« especially benefited.

The seeker of the franchise naturally desires it at the least

cost, because stocks and bonds are subscribed with the sole

object of making money. Hence the franchise must be secured
on the best terms possible, and if the public servants—the alder-

men and legislators—demand a bribe for granting it, no alter-

native is left but to pay the price or go without the franchise.

Public servants are supposed to represent fairly their constit-

uents and the remedy for corruption is back with the people.

The seeker of a franchise adapts himself to circumstances

;

hence, he pays the price rather than go without the franchise.

This is not ideal ethics, but it is practically the way many men
look at the situation.

With society as it is and "triumphant democracy" as it is,

men of inferior grade, mentally, morally and financially, are

exalted to positions of trust and influence and the remuneration

being small, their sense of duty and their desire for a good name
do not hold in check their desire to acquire money. They
see the property owner and the corporation benefited by their

act and they easily become a silent partner. Men of wealth i

will not take such positions, and it is a question if they would
act any differently from the poor man, if they did.

The property owner is naturally moved by the desire to

make his property an income-producing one, for, so he is trained.

He wants remuneration for damages, but is never willing to be
taxed for- benefits conferred. Suits for damages are tedious

and expensive, hence, if his consent is necessary to secure a

franchise, he withholds it until remunerated. He does not

care to fight a losing battle with a corporation organized and
equipped to secure its ends at all hazards.
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The leaseholder is in precisely the same position, for he
may be the one- to suffer and not the fee owner.

And thus valuable public franchises pass into the possession

of private persons, and fortunes are made out of the people

with insufficient return.

The remedy is not socialism, but public ownership of the

natural monopolies, or at least, such legal restrictions that corrupt
majorities cannot deed aw&y public rights and privileges.

Franchises should be sold at auction to the highest bidder, but
the absolute regulation and control of them should never pass
away from the public under any circumstances.

Another remedy is to cure men of the love of money sought
at the expense of principle. The prospect of accomplishing this

is not immediate.
But avarice must not be confused with the legitimate desire

to acquire.

Ex-Mayor John A. Roche writes

:

It would appear as if it would be to the interest of all

municipalities, and more especially to large cities, to be under
state control as far as granting of franchises is concerned ; and
it would also appear to me as if the true remedy would lie

in obtaining a proper return by requiring parties receiving a

franchise to pay into the city treasury a fair percentage of their

gross receipts.

William G. Beale, corporation counsel, writes:

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your courteous letter

inviting me to present my views respecting the subject of

municipal dealing with street licenses for street railway com-
panies, gas companies, etc., and to express my regret that

pressure of other things has prevented my attempting to act

upon your invitation. The subject is n&turally one of great

importance. Indeed, I regard it as only a part of the broad
2and difficult problem of municipal government ; and while it was
my original purpose to formulate some ideas upon the subject,

I have not been able to find opportunity therefor.

Newton A. Partridge writes:

The subject involved is most important and far-reaching

in its consequences.
The existing situation with its sickening corruption and

debauchery of the public conscience—its open and flagrant

violation of public duty and of public rights—is so bad in its

present effect and its promise for the future that an immediate
change is imperative. But such a change must be practical

and meet existing conditions or it will furnish no real relief.

Mere delusive theories not capable of being put into opera-
tion are worse than nothing, because their tendency is to prevent
agitation for real reform.

I think that in no case should street privileges be granted
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for private use and profit without fair compensation to the
public/ This ought to go so far that anything in the street,

on the street, under or over the street, or other public place,

should belong to the public not later than at the expiration of

a term to be limited in the grant or any renewal thereof.

The use alone of such property should be granted to private

owners for an adequate payment to be based on mileage, gross-

receipts or otherwise, but always as a rental, so that its payment
should be .a first charge after paymenet of actual operating

expenses. Proper oversight by the public auditor should be
had of the bookkeeping of any such tenant in all cases where
compensation is based on receipts, and strict supervision should
be had of the property, so that it should be kept in good repair

and turned over to the city at the time fixed in good condition*

I think much might be done if the mayor, comptroller and
commissioner of public works, for instance, or sOme other
properly constituted board of control, were given power to

supervise all such grants so that a specified majority of such
board should be required, as well as a vote of the city council,

to grant street privileges of the kind designated.

I think one great difficulty has arisen from the false view
that the owners of abutting property had controlling rights in
the streets in front of such property. This has been a fruit-

ful source of corruption and obstruction. The view of the
Legislature apparently has been that such persons on account
of their immediate interest in the street would prove safe

guardians to whom to intrust the rights of the public therein,

but this has not proved correct in practice. In a great city,

especially, even the street improvements ought to be passed
upon by the Department of Public Works, which should have
the right to prescribe what kind of improvements should be
placed in a given portion of any street, so as to make the same
conform to the general system of street improvements, with
the necessary consequence that, if such improvements are un-
duly expensive with reference to the ordinary use to be made
of the street by the property abutting upon such portion, then
the public ought to pay that part of the expense of the im-
provement, by general taxation, which is added for the generat
public use. Indeed, no special assessment ordinance ought
ever to be introduced into the common council until after it

has passed the scrutiny of the Department of Public Works and
is recommended as a proper improvement by such department*

It is plain to everyone who has given any attention to
the matter that as a class the officers who are appointed under
our city government are of a higher grade of intelligence and
integrity than those who fill elective positions, with the possible
exception of some of the highest offices filled by the general
vote. I am sure it must be a matter of surprise to any reflective
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person that the administration of the city government should
be as good as it is in view of the general lo\fr grade of the
members of the city council. It would follow that any board
of control ought to be composed of officers filling responsible
positions and appointed by the mayor or elected on a general
ticket ; otherwise no advantage would be secured by their
action.

If the theory above outlined could secure the sanction* of
law and if it were coupled with competitive bidding for all

such privileges granted or renewed in the future. I think it

would go far to solve the difficulties in the case.

Henry D. Lloyd writes

:

I believe the only practical and proper method of deal-

ing with such city franchises is to have them owned and
operated by the city itself. Ownership by private hands and
control by public authority perpetuates a conflict of interest

and authority which is wasteful and annoying to both sides, and
leaves the public almost invariably the subject of the private

company. The private company has naturally a so much more
concentrated interest and follows a motive so much narrower

and more selfish than that of the public body that it can, and is

willing to, do things which a public body, acting from motives

of public good, could not or would not do. As to the manner
in which the change to municipal ownership can be achieved,

the situation is, of course, very complicated. But if the people

of Chicago were once thoroughly persuaded of the necessity

of public ownership, means could easily be found to achieve it.

What Chicago really wanted the state could not refuse, whether
it were a constitutional amendment or ordinary legislation at

Springfield.

I think, therefore, that the next step to be taken toward
municipal ownership is a thorough education of the people.

The arrangements which are now being made for "compensa-
tion" I regard as only additional snares for the feet of the

people. Under the pretense of compensation, we are selling for

a few thousand dollars to private corporations rights of taxa-

tion worth hundreds of thousands of dollars a year—worth as

capitalization, consequently, many millions of dollars. The
shrewd lawyers of these franchise-seekers know perfectly well

that the very insufficient compensation which they advise their

corporations to consent to give is a very cheap price to pay
for making the contract (so-called) between the city and the
corporations still more binding and still more difficult of rever-
sion. The city of London has already begun the purchase of
its tramways ; and under the wise provisions inserted by Parlia-

ment, when the charters were given, it is being compelled to
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pay only for the value of the actual material which the com-
panies now possess in cars, tracks, etc.—the value of the bare

plant, not the value of replacing the plant with a new plant nor

the value of the good-will. It pays only the cash value* of what
is actually in sight. In this is included nothing for the franchise.

Until these monopolies are in possession of the public, they will

be a constant source of irritation, corruption and depredation

;

and the sooner this inevitable transfer is accomplished, the bet-

ter for all concerned.

While these communications exhibit natural and considera-

ble differences of opinion, the general impression they must
produce is that the abuses and vices of the present arrangements
are driving even conservative people into the camp of the munici-
paiizationists. There is just indignation at the practices of

franchise grabbers and their legislative tools, and much doubt
as to the possibility of compelling them to mend their ways.
It is generally agreed that it would be criminal to leave matters
in statu quo, and that more effective and rigid municipal super-

vision and control should be tried pending the application of a
more complete and permanent remedy. Enlightened opinion is

unalterably opposed to any interference with home rule in this

sphere, and insists on municipal control as distinguished from
state control. The problem is emphatically a municipal one,

and the city government should have the requisite freedom and
authority to solve it in its own way. All laws standing in the
way of the freest municipal experiments are felt and declared
to be unwarrantable and mischievous obstacles to normal
progress. The "consensus of the competent" would seem to

favor very radical changes, but the necessity of making haste

slowly is by no means overlooked.
The people are to be congratulated upon the theoretical

and practical advance made in the last few years. Many steps

have been taken in the right direction, and many more are
virtually decided upon. Sophistical and hypocritical talk about
"repudiation" of public obligations to the franchise-grabbers no
longer deceives anybody. The important principle that the
municipality is entitled to the benefits resulting from its own
growth has obtained due recognition. It is now understood
that the corporations who wish to serve it must be satisfied

with a fair and reasonable return on the capital actually invested,

and that the unearned increment due to the value of the

franchises belongs to the public. It is on this principle that

the demand for compensation is based, and it logically follows

that the compensation must be equal to the value of the

franchise. Corporations not pleased with this coming system

are not required to invest capital in quasi-public enterprises,

and their neglect of this field would compel muncipalities to

purchase and build their own plants. However, there is no
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-danger of any systematic boycott of municipal services, as the

experience of Toronto, London, Glasgow and other great cities

abundantly demonstrates. It were idle to blame corporations

for their strenuous efforts to retain their privileges, but when
•confronted with the necessity of abandoning so safe and stable

a line of investment as municipal service under franchises, they

would gladly and eagerly embrace the opportunity of realizing

a fair return on their capital and remain in the business.

The question before us at this juncture is how to mend,
rather than how to end, private ownership and operation unaer
municipal control; how, in other words, to make such control

effective and what its objects should be.

The following recommendations seem to be adapted to the

present situation:

i . The tax levied on gross receipts as compensation to be
determined, not by speculation and guess-work, but by competi-
tion, the franchises to be offered for sale and bids to be re-

ceived from responsible parties. The corporation submitting

the highest bid and the most favorable terms generally, • to re-

„ ceive the grant.

2. Official supervision of the construction of the plants

and annual sworn statements of receipts and expenditures, thesi*.

statements to be verified by the city comptroller.

3. Petitions of property owners representing the frontage

demanded by law to be verified and reported upon -by a com-
mittee of the city council, and no ordinances conferring fran-

chises to be valid in the absence of such preliminary investiga-

tion.

4. The rights of the city to be safeguarded by explicit

provisions in the contract—ordinances—covering all points

agreed upon by the contracting parties.

5. Reserve the right of the city government to- purchase
the property of grantees at a fair market value at the expiration

of the term.

6. Maximum, but not minimum, fare or rate to be fixed,

the oity reserving the right to order reductions.

7. Change the character or form of the compensation as

soon as practicable by substituting successive reductions of fare

3nd price for a percentage of receipts paid into the city treasury.

8. Allow franchise-owning corporations neither more nor
less than a fair rate of interest on the actual capital invested
in the enterprises.

9. No franchise to be issued without a three-fourths vote
of the city council, ratified by referendum vote of the people.

10. An amendment to the general incorporation act au-
thorizing municipal ownership and operation of and conferring
power' to condemn existing plants under eminent domain.
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PART II.

THE ETERNAL MONOPOLY BILLS OF THE 39TH
GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

The people of Illinois have never been so thoroughly aroused
to the necessity of protection against evil and corrupt legislation

as just before the convening of the 39th General Assembly. In
Chicago from time to time during a decade a cry of alarm has
been raised, as the city council had sold for a song valuable frant-

chises destined to become yokes of oppression to those whose
representatives composed the aldermanic body. In the din of
city life these cries have been drowned. They had reached the
communities of the state at large only as echoes. General interest

had never been aroused.

The year 1895, however, saw a decided change in the senti-

ment of the people as. regards franchises and their relationship

to the public. A careful study of this subject had more and
more convinced the people that the major part of the value of
these franchises is inherent in the right of way, is entirely due
to the growth of the community, and in strict equity should not
be made the source of enormous revenues to a rapacious few.

The trifling gain that came to the people that bestowed these

grants had created a sentiment that their beneficiaries should
make some return, either in the way of direct payment to the
general or special funds of the city government, in greater privi-

leges to the community, in cheaper services and better accom-
modations, or in the assumption of some of the burdens then
borne by the people directly. The new principle had controlled

the city government of Chicago for more than a year, the chief

executive, John P. Hopkins, pointing out to the aldermanic body,,

from time to time, its importance from a fiscal standpoint as well

as from the standpoint of protection of life, limb and private

property. The sentiment had spread throughout the state and
had awakened the people to a new sense of their rights.

Suddenly, at the close of this administration that had been
so famous for its progressive ideas respecting the disposition

of franchises, the city council passed the Ogden gas ordinance

and the mayor gave it his approval, for no other reason, as was
generally believed, than because its projectors and parties in inter-

est were his political cronies.

A cry of indignation and protest arose from the people. It

was heard in the smallest hamlet of the state. Rumors were
rife also of evil legislation which would mark the coming session

of the Legislature, and the people of the state generally had cause

for alarm.

Looking back over this period of public alarm, one cannot

help seeing how skillfully the holders of public franchises in
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Chicago took advantage of it. A little more detail at this point

will interest many.
A gas ordinance had been pending in the council since Sep-

tember, 1893, and had been placed on file January 21, ^895, at

the recommendation of the committee to which it had been re-

ferred. This was for the projected City and County Gas Com-
pany, whose chief backer was a thoroughly competent gas engi-

neer and leading citizen, Mr. Henry C. Rew, then successfully

operating a gas plant at Cicero, just west of the city limits, and
having under construction a large plant at Kansas City. The
City and County Gas Company proposed to sell gas of twenty
candle power for eighty cents, and that the city, in further return

for the franchise, should have one-third of the stock in non-
assessable shares. The company offered to do what no private

gas company in America had ever yet done, save to the Massa-
chusetts Gas Commission—make annual reports to the city coun-
cil of its earnings, interest and dividends, miles of mains, "output
of gas, quantity of material used and all other matters pertaining

to the operations of the company."
Nor was this all the company was prepared to do. Citizens

were to have a vote at the end of twenty years and every five

years thereafter as to the purchase of the entire 'plant at the

cost of duplication, such price to be fixed by arbitration. The
excess of value of the plant over the bonds then outstanding would
then be paid for in cash by the city pro rata to the stockholders

of record. Other good provisions the company was ready to
concede.

The city council of Chicago did not even try to learn the
best terms that could be secured from the City and County Gas
Company or to obtain some equivalent for the provision offering

stock to the city, in case the latter was not approved.
Instead of this the council, on motion of Alderman Powers,,

laid this ordinance on the table and passed at once, without even
sending to a committee, a new ordinance never before read in

the council or known to the people. This, the well-known Ogden
gas ordinance, provided for ninety-cent gas, or really for eighty-

seven-cent gas, since there was to be a payment to the city of
three and one-half per cent of the gross receipts. There was no
provision for city ownership of part of the stock, nor was there

anything else that was especially valuable and superior to the
displaced ordinance, unless we except the provisions for twenty-
two candle power. Even this, however, the City and County
Gas Company was ready to grant. Both ordinances provided for

seventy-five-cent gas for streets and public buildings, while the
Ogden only provided for city purchase in fifty years instead of
twenty. Thus, without any ostensible reason, an ordinance for
eighty-cent gas and city ownership in twenty years, with other
valuable considerations, was displaced by another ordinance for
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ninety-cent "gas and city ownership in fifty years. Yet this

Ogden ordinance passed at once and a motion to reconsider was
immediately made by Alderman Powers and tabled on motion
of Alderman Muelhoefer.

A mass meeting was called on Sunday afternoon, March 3,

1895, by the Civic Federation, to protest against the evident cor-

ruption attending the passage of the Ogden ordinance. Among
the fifty or more vice-presidents named that morning in the

papers were many prominent directors of the existing gas com-
panies. The immediate charge that the latter were behind the

meeting was met by the Civic Federation with the interesting

reply that these names of vice-presidents were selected at ran-

dom from the leading clubs of .the city. This indication of the

way gas interests predominate in the clubs is quite as significant

as the charge that the gas companies were directly back of the

indignation meeting. On the afternoon of the 3d the crowd was
so great as to fill a large overflow meeting.

The chairman, Lyman J. Gage, said in part

:

''Citizens and Friends :—You have been called here that you
may together consider your rights—such as have not been voted
away—your rights in that great civic organization known as the

municipality of Chicago. It has been thought you might desire

to utter some word of protest against the 'liberality of your serv-

ants in dispensing gifts in franchises, of which there is too much
reason to believe they themselves are to be the chief beneficiaries.

"We all begin to perceive that unless municipal government
in our great cities can be reformed thoroughly the republic itself

is in danger, and it does not require prophetic prevision to fore-

tell its ignominious future. It, however, has been the disap-

pointment of our enemies in every past danger, to witness among
our people the saving power of a latent energy, rising in critical

hours to sublime heights of self-sacrifice and patriotic devotion."

Mr. Henry D. Lloyd spoke in part as follows

:

* "Let the people know the whole truth. The gas trust is as
frightened about these ordinances and as determined to down
them as this assemblage of citizens is. If the gas trust could
have captured this great mass meeting and have turned it into

a mere "kick" against these ordinances it would have done so.

I have better authority than street gossip for the statement that

the gas trust paid a sum rising into the hundreds of thousands
of dollars to extinguish the Universal gas ordinance. I am in-

formed that powerful influences are already marshalled to secure
from the state Legislature the passage of a law which will con-
firm the gas trust, it hopes forever, in its monopoly of Chicago
by taking from the city council the power to grant such fran-

chises. I, too, would take from the council the power of ever
again giving such a franchise, but not for the purpose of making
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the monopoly of the gas trust perpetual, competition proof and
boodler proof.

"Let these ordinances be killed, but the public would have

been deceived and betrayed again, as it has so crften been, if

this demonstration had been ditched into a mere effort to repeal

this legislation and punish the men guilty of it. Public opinion

demands that .these obnoxious ordinances be vetoed or repealed,

but it demands even more .determinedly that they be repealed

only to be replaced with an ordinance to put the whole business

of light and electricity, including that of the gas trust, under
the control and, ultimately, ownership ot the city. I speak advis-

edly when I say that such an ordinance can easily be drawn and
enforced. Let this be but the opening gun of a campaign which
the people with leaders or without leaders, will not close until

they have come again into full possession of their own—their

streets and their public powers, which must be held inalienable,

because given by all for all.

"Every man of the world knows that cities compete with each
other for business as fiercely as individuals do. If Chicago ex-

pects to realize its ambition of becoming the great metropolis of

this continent it must offer the people more for their money
than- they can get in any other city. New York City has just

m
decided upon a great public improvement, which no city that

" expects to rival it can afford to ignore, the construction of a four-

track underground rapid transit road which will carry passengers
from one end of New York island to the other in twenty minutes.

"There are eleven cities in the United. States which supply
themselves with gas and have no gas trust. There are between
150 and 200 which manufacture the electric light, some for pub-
lic use, some for public and private use, and they do not manu-
facture penitentiary scandals in their council chambers. There
are 185 cities in Great Britain which supply their inhabitants

with gas, and they include all the great places, except half a
dozen. No such mass meetings as this of robbed and excited

citizens are ever needed there. In these cities, both in Great
Britain and America, such an orgy of aldermanic debauchery as

that we have met to protest against is unheard of. Where the

carcass is there are the vultures gathered together. As long as

we permit our aldermen to grant to anyone these franchises of
priceless value, there will be bribers and bribed, boodle, corrup-
tion, scandal, betrayal of the people, and disintegration of public

and private virtue. The remedy is for this mass of men and
women we call Chicago to fuse themselves into citizens of Chicago
as a people, and do declare that a stop shall be put to the vv^hole

maggot-breeding system. Monopoly ownership bleeds us; mu-
nicipal ownership feeds us."

Rev. Dr. Hillis of the Central Church, better known as

Swing's Church, said among other things:
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"The danger to-day is that our representatives, elected by
the body of the common people, really represent us. The hopeful
sign is that we repel it, are indignant at it, and olaim to-day that
they misrepresent us in their methods and in all their spirit.

"Cicero said at one time that when any body and community
elect rulers who loot the wealth of the city, its civic treasure, afi

the people share in the common infamy and ought to come together
attired in sackcloth and ashes. * * * *

"The situation in a nutshell seems to be this : One class of
citizens give themselves to commerce and finance. Then, because
the city has a vast amount of money to be spent, another class

of citizens, known as the best citizens of the community, work in

collusion with the politicians to get control of those gilt-edged

franchises, knowing they are better than gold mine stock. So
the best element and the element at the bottom—the publican and
the harlot—those sometimes called the best citizens and this lower
element slug and sandbag the community and we are despoiled

on both sides."

In refusing to veto the Ogden ordinance Mayor Hopkins
said:

"It is urged as one of the reasons why I should interpose my
veto power that substantial citizens have not been disclosed as

the promoters or incorporators of the new gas, electric light and
telephone companies. I had at one time considerd this as a

*

valid objection, but my experience in the mayoralty chair since

has taught me that these substantial citizens, for some reasons best

known to themselves, shun the light of day until after the fran-

chises sought by them have been obtained. In a late and well-

known instance the prominent citizens backing the ordinance were
disclosed soon after the granting of the privileges coveted by
them, and what appeared to be a fatherless child of municipal

legislation turned out to have a very highly aristocratic parentage,

with near relatives extending into the very highest strata of our

banking, business, society and reform circles. Nor did these

prominent citizens disdain from forming a combination with the

trust as soon as the trust came to their terms.

"It is urged that such may be the fate of this franchise.

That may be so. And if so, then no harm has been done except to

the trust, and every blow to the trust is a blow inflicted in the

interests of the public. But if not—if this ordinance leads to a
reduction in the price of gas—then the public has gained an enor-

mous advantage. If the fear that the trust will buy up the

stock of every new company, as soon as such new company pro-

cure, a franchise, should forever deter us from granting new
franchises, then we could never free ourselves from our bondage
to the trust, and its dominion would be simply perpetuated for

all time to come. The true remedy for the people to guard against

improper or corrupt franchise legislation consists in an amend-
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merit of the charter changing the manner of granting them. But
to refuse all new grants until such a change is accomplished would
be tantamount to the grant of a monopoly to the trust as long
as it continues to hold the reins at Springfield, as it does at the
capital of every important state in the Union."

Mayor Hopkins seemed to think that there is no escape
from "our bondage to the trust'

y save through the granting of
new franchises. Instead, however, of being the only means of
escape, experience has failed to demonstrate any great measure
of benefit which has come from this form of competition. This
the mayor seemed partly to realize, for in the same paragraph he
suggests that change should be made in the charter regulating

the granting of franchises. Unfortunately he did not state defi-

nitely what changes he would recommend.
All eyes turned to the 39th General Assembly. Early in its

session a bill was introduced into the House which was hailed as

an ultimate protection to the public rights. It became notorious

and a stench in the nostrils of the people, later on, as the Miller

frontage bill. It seemed to place the giving of public franchises

in the hands of the people themselves by providing that the con-
sent of a majority of the property owners in each block must be
secured before the council should have the right to grant the

use of the street -to any corporation for any purpose. It was
hailed in Chicago as a good measure, one particularly calculated

to check corrupt aldermen in giving away or selling public grants.

The newspapers commented favorably upon it in their editorial

columns. Public sentiment was with it until its true import was
discovered.

Careful perusal of this innocent appearing measure showed
that it was in effect a grant of eternal monopoly to the existing cor-

porations. Hardly any scheme could be conceived which would
enable present holders of such franchises to maintain a monopoly
at less expense and trouble to themselves. They had but to

prevent the consent of the majority of property holders in a single

block in order to stop any proposed competition that might give

the people cheaper and better service. When this was pointed
out support was changed to protest. Neverthless the bill, after

having been stealthily called upby the chairman of the appropria-
tion committee, to which it had been referred without regard to

appropriateness, passed the House with only five negative votes
It passed the Senate with eleven votes against it.

Public protests grew stronger and stronger while the bill

rested on the desk of the governor. The Municipal Gas League
caUed a meeting in Chicago for the purpose of arousing antago-
nism throughout the state. Protests came from every quarter.

The introducer of the bill, after having sustained his measure for

weeks, finally acknowledged that he had been deceived and had
introduced it at the request of the speaker without understanding
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its scope or real effect, and himself asked the governor to inter-
pose a veto that should prevent the act from becoming a law.

This bill is a magnificent example of the cleverness of cor-
poration lawyers, by whom it was undoubtedly drawn. It is as
follows

:

A BILL

"For an act to regulate the granting of franchises and special

privileges by cities, Villages and incoroporated towns.
"Section I. Be it enacted by the people of the state of Illinois

represented in the General Assembly. That the city council in cit-

ies, the president and board of trustees in villages'and incorporated
towns shall have no power to grant to any person or corporation

a franchise authorizing the laying of gas pipes for the distribu-

tion of inflammable gas for fuel or lighting purposes, or to lay

in or on the ground or string on poles any wires, on, over, or

by which electricity for lighting purposes is to be used, conveyed
or distributed in any street, alley or public grounds in. any such

city, village or incorporated town, except upon the petition of

the owners of the land representing more than one-half of the

frontage on the street or alley of any block along which it is

proposed to lay such pipes or wires or string such wire; and
when the street or alley or part thereof sought to be used shall

be continuous for more than one block, no petition of land owners
shall be valid unless the same shall be signed by the owners of

the land representing more than one-half of the frontage of each

block of such street, or the part thereof wherein it is sought to

lay such pipes or wires, or string such wires."

Holders of Chicago franchises were not content to rest their

hopes for eternal monopoly on this one bill. Other bills were
introduced having for their purpose the protection and perpetua-

tion of these monopolies.

Senate bills 137 and 138, introduced by Senator Crawford,
unlike the Miller bill; wrhich came as a wolf in sheep's clothing,

aroused suspicion from their very title. They provided for the

consolidation of street and elevated railroads, gas companies,
electric light and electric power companies. It was claimed for

the bills that they were intended to cure possible defects in the

charters of existing elevated railroads, to better define the rights

of street car companies and to safeguard more carefully the inter-

ests of frontage owners. The bills were passed by the Legislature
and the people looked for protection to the governor. Both bills

were alike as to their main provisions, one applying to street rail-

roads, the other to the elevated railroads.

No better analysis or ore complete and thorough expose
of the chain of evils which coulcT have followed in their wake
can be found than in the message of the governor which vetoed
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all three of these bills. For that reason it is given here in full.

It is as follows:

"To the Gentlemen, of the Hpuse of Representatives:

"I herewith return without my approval House Bill No. 618,

entitled 'An act to regulate the granting of franchises and special

privileges by cities, villages and incorporated towns/
"I have also returned to the Senate without my approval

Senate Bill No. 138, entitled 'An act concerning street railways

and to repeal a certain act therein named ;' also Senate Bill No.,
I37> entitled 'An act concerning elevated railroads, and to regulate

the same/
"While these three bills relate to different subjects, they all

involve the same principle and are subject to the same funda-
mental objections in this, that they legalize monopoly.

"In giving my reasons at length for withholding my approval,

I deem it best to point out the objections to the three bills in

order to more clearly show the principle involved, so that in case

your honorable body should decide to amend the measures, you
can more readily meet the difficulties presented.

"House Bill No. 618 provides that before a city council can
grant a privilege to lay gas pipes or to string wires for conducting
electricity, a petition must be presented signed by the owners of

a majority of the land frontage of each block on any street

or alley in which it is proposed to lay such pipes or string such
wires.

"All of the old gas companies have their pipes in the streets

of Chicago, and several new companies recently formed have
their permits to put in pipes and string electric wires where they

choose, and consequently would not be affected by this bill.

. "A brief examination of this measure shows that if it were
* to become a law it would be in the power of the existing com-
panies to prevent for all time any new or competing company
from putting down pipe or stringing any wires, for they would
only need to prevent the new company from getting the signa-

tures of the owners of a majority of the frontage of one block

on any street proposed to be occupied by the new company m
order to defeat it. Had the bill provided in express terms that

existing companies should for all time have a monopoly of fur-

nishing gas, electric light, etc., in the city of Chicago, it could

scarcely have been more effective. So that this bill, like the

following two, aims to legalize monopoly.
"The law now provides that corporations may be formed for

ninety-nine years, but a city council can only grant an ordinance
to operate a street railway in a street for twenty years.

"The purpose of this limitation is to enable cities, at certain

intervals, to impose such conditions in respect to revenue or ac-

commodations or rates oi fare as may be deemed necessary to

protect the public interests. Now each of the Senate bills referred
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to gives a city council power to grant an ordinance for the full

life of the corporation, that is, ninety-nine years, so that it would
be in the power of a city council to give away to a street railway
not only the rights of this generation, but the rights of future
generations, and these bills make no provision for securing to

the public any compensation or protection in return.

"Second. The law now provides that an ordinance to build
a street railway in a street can only be granted on condition that
the company will pay all damages which owners of abutting prop-
erty on the street or public grounds may sustain by reason of the
building of such road, such damages to be ascertained by court
proceedings under the laws relating to eminent domain. Bill No.
138 repeals this provision.

"Third. There can be no competing street railway unless
it can get into the heart of a town. In large cities, especially

in Chicago, all of the down-town streets are already occupied.
As a street railroad gets no title or exclusive right to a street,

it has happened in the past that a new company was given a license

by the city to put down a second track for a few blocks on a
street already occupied. In such a case each of the rails of the
second road is laid a few.inches from the rails of the old road,

so that the cars have practically to move over the same ground.
But section 5 of bill 138 contains a proviso which would enable

an old company to prevent such a privilege being granted to a
second corporation if it in the slightest degree delayed 6r inter-

fered with the old company's operation.

"Fourth. Both of these bills, 137 and 138, expressly provide
that any property holder can enjoin any new company from begin-
ning work by alleging that it did not have a petition signed by •

the owners of a majority of the frontage before the city council

granted an ordinance. " None of the old companies were subject

to this provision, as it was generally held that the attorney rep-

senting the state could alone maintain such a suit. But under
this new provision an old company could get some resident prop-

erty holders to commence a large number of suits in the different

state courts and some non-resident property owners to commence
suit in the United States Court, and thus not only tie up any new
company in the courts for years, but wear it out before it could

lay down a rail. Legislation toprotect a property holder is very
much to be desired, but legislation which is manifestly intended to

enable corporations to use a property holder as a convenience in

order to establish or perpetuate a monopoly can never benefit the

public.

"Fifth. These bills provide that no company shall have the

right- to even go into court and condemn any part of, or anything

pertaining to, any of the existing roads, or of any road which
may be built under privileges already obtained, so that when
applied to Chicago, no matter how much the city may grow in
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the future, no new or competing road can be built, because the

existing roads have been so located that it will be impossible

for a new line to get into the heart of the city without at some
point having to strike, and, to a limited extent, at least, interfere

with an existing roaa. Should a loop be built in Chicago for

the elevated roads on streets now contemplated, it would then

be impossible for any new road to get into the heart of the town.

This clause of the -bills was evidently intended to prevent any
further effort at competition, and thus to practically give a mo-
nopoly for a century, and that without giving the public anything

in return.

'Sixth. Again, each of these bills contains a provision which
expressly authorizes consolidation on the part of any number* of

roads, so that they can, in the end, all come under one manage-
ment, that is, this provision expressly legalizes monopoly. It is

true that there is a clause in Bill 137 which says that competing
lines shall not consolidate, but, practically, there are no competing
lines in Chicago now, and as the other provisions of the bills

will prevent any competing roads from being built, it te evident

that this clause does not signify anything.

"Taking all of the provisions of the two bills, it is evident

that it was intended to create, and, if they become laws, will create,

a monopoly in Chicago of both the street railway and the ele-

vated railway business for nearly a hundred years to come.
"In considering these three bills the- fundamental question

arises at the threshold whether we have reached a point in our
career where we are willing to legalize that which during our
whole history, and by all civilized nations, has been condemned.

"Are we prepared to reverse the entire policy of all govern-
ment on this question, and that, too, without securing any com-
pensation? It is true that in some instances other governments
have sold special privileges or granted monopolies and the state de-

rived a consideration for them, but this was at the begin-
ning of an enterprise and not after it was established. On the
contrary, making a monopoly has for years been a crime punish-
able by both fine and imprisonment in England and in this coun-
try. It is the business of the government to protect all interests

alike, and if any interest is to receive special attention, it should
be the weaker and not the more powerful.

"Again, these bills would instantly increase the value of the

properties of the various corporations interested many millions

of dollars, to say nothing of the future, and all this without an
effort on their part. It is a flagrant attempt to increase the riches

of some men at the expense of others by means of legislation.

"It may be true that there is now in Chicago practically a
monopoly in all the lines of business covered by these bills, and
it may also be true that this condition will continue whether these

bills become a law or not, but there is a great difference between
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enduring an evil which cannot be avoided and deliberately taking
it into your arms.

"Some of the largest, most conservative and best governed
cities of Europe and America new furnish their inhabitants gas,
electric light, and even street car service/ and do this at greatly
reduced rates, and yet derive a large revenue from this source,
just as Chicago now does in furnishing water. If we had a law
permitting cities to do the same in this state, then, if these bills

were adopted, the people could at any time free themselves from
the monopoly by building or acquiring plants and furnishing the
service themselves; or, if the corporations could be compelled
to pay a part of their gross earnings into the treasury, then the
public would get some compensation ; or, if any citizen who suffers

from the exactions of monopoly could, on certain conditions,

go into a court of record and get protection against excessive
charges, or if the charges could be regulated in some other man-
ner, the case would be different. It is asserted that combinations
do not injure the public, but I remember that about eight years
ago gas sold at $i per thousand feet in Chicago. Then the trust

was formed and the price was at once advanced to $1.25. It has
also been argued that the entire trend of modern civilization is

toward concentration and consolidation, and that no power can
arrest this course; that all the anti-trust laws are a dead letter

and have accomplished nothing; that while the law may now for-

bid one corporation from combining or consolidating with other

corporations, yet men who own stock in one corporation cannot
be prevented from owning stock in other corporations, and conse-

quently a number of corporations cannot be prevented from act-

ing in harmony or working together; that great concentrations

of capital can and will control any situation, and consequently

it is idle to talk about competition in large cities in any business

in which monopoly is possible; that in Chicago we have had
monopolies for many years in the lines of business covered by
these bills and that this condition will continue whether these

bills become a law or not.

"It is sufficient to say in answer to this argument that if it

is true, then it simply shows the necessity for finding some other

way of protecting the public, and it furnishes no excuse for an

unconditional surrender by the government to" the corporations.

If it is true that the days of competition are over, then some other

method of protecting the public should be placed on the statute

books before the state legalizes that which it has condemned for

centuries. If the corporations involved require legislation to

properly protect them, then it should be promptly passed with

just limitations.

"But to pass these bills under existing conditions and with-

out any limitations would be to fasten a collar on the future and

to levy tribute On generations yet to come, and all this simply
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to further enrich a few private individuals. It is idle to say that

the bills can be repealed in the future, for if the existing corpora-

tions are now able to get affirmative legislation of this character,

they can easily pevent its repeal. Besides, a repeal could not affect

'any privileges which any corporation might in the meantime have
acquired under them. I am, therefore, obliged to withhold my
approval from each of these bills, because they attempt to reverse

the theory, and traditions of government by legalizing monopoly
and making no provisions for protecting the public.

"Second. Because their effect would be to increase the

riches of some men at the expense of others by legislation.

"Third. Because they would shackle a great cityl I love

Chicago and am not willing to help forge a chain which would
bind her people hand and foot for all time to the wheels of monop-
oly and leave them no chance for escape."

JOHN P. ALTGELD, Governor.
With a tenacity which was surprising in view of the great

protest which had gone up against these bills, the Senate was
determined to pass them in spite of the governor's opposition.

On the last day of the session the decks were cleared for

action and the bills were passed. They were rushed over to the

House, in which the will of the people had evidently had some
effect, for they were there defeated and the governor's veto was
sustained.

PART III.
'

THE FOUR-CENT FARE ORDINANCE.

On December 4, 1896, the city council of Chicago, by the

significant and decisive vote of 63 to 3, passed an ordinance
reducing the fare on all the street railways of the city to four

cents. The ordinance, introduced by Alderman Gallagher, of

the Nineteenth Ward, read as follows

:

Be it ordained by the city council of Chicago

:

Section 1. That on and after January 4, A. D. 1897, every
street railway or street railroad company, or any person or per-

sons owning or operating a street railroad, and every conductor
in charge of any street railway car being operated along and upon
the surface of the streets within the corporate limits of the city

of Chicago shall upon demand, and the payment of the price

thereof, sell tickets, each good for one fare thereon, in packages
of six single fare tickets, or one ticket entitling the holder to

six fares, for 25 cents, twelve "fares for 50 cents and twenty-five'

fares for^the sum of $1 for the same, and said ticket or tickets

in each case shall entitle the holder thereof to passage to any
point on said road.

Sec. 2. That the person or persons holding and present-

ing such ticket or tickets, and those he or she may designate
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tfpdri the cars of the street railway companies aforesaid, shall

be entitled thereunder to transfer tickets to and from all such
points on said street railways or railroads, as are now included
in the transfer system of the same for cash fares, or as may
hereafter be established on said street railway lines.

Sec. 3. Every such corporation who shall violate the
provisions of the preceding sections shall upon conviction
thereof be fined not less than $5 nor more than $25 for each
offense.

,
Sec. 4. All ordinances contravening the provisions of this

ordinance are hereby repealed.

Sec. 5. This ordinance shall be in force and effect on and
after the aforesaid January 4, A. D. 1897.

Every newspaper of Chicago unqualifiedly approved the
action of the city council, and the general impression was that
Mayor Swift would sign the ordinance. The officers and at-

torneys of the railways declared in press interviews that they
would contest the validity of the ordinance and ignore it pend-
ing the settlement of the controversy by the Supreme Court.
They contended that the city council had no right to pass such
an ordinance.

On Tuesday evening, December 15, Mayor Swift called

the representatives of the morning newspapers of the city into

his office, and in a lengthy and unequivocal statement assured
them that he would sign the ordinance. This statement was
published the next morning. On Friday the employes of cer-

tain street railways held a public meeting to protest against

the proposed compulsory reduction of fare, and delegations

representing them waited on Mayor Swift and urged him to

veto the ordinance, their only reason being that the companies
might reduce wages. No attempt, however, had been made by
the companies to prove that under a four-cent fare the capital

invested in the street railways would be deprived of a reason*

able reward, or that a reduction of wages would be necessary.

On Saturday, December 19, Mayor Swift betrayed the first

sign of weakness, and intimated to press representatives that he
might allow the ordinances to become law without his signa-

ture. He alleged that there was a wide divergence of opinion
among the best lawyers of Chicago as to whether the city

council had the legal power to compel a reduction of fare, and
he declared that the question was important enough to require*

settlement by the courts. He was reported by the Times-
Herald to have expressed himself thus:

"I cannot believe that the public will permit any receding
from these requests. The public of Chicago is more enlight-

ened on public matters to-day than it ever was before, and the

demand that corporations share with them the burdens of the
municipality will be stronger every year.
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"For this reason I regard it as all-important that the courts

be called upon to decide the right of the city, to regulate street

car fares and take the question forever out of administrative

affairs. If it is legal the corporations will acquiesce. If it is

not, the council will stop fooling with such measures. As
mayor, my position has been that I could only force the matter
into the courts."

Mr. Charles T. Yerkes, general manager of the Chicago
City Railway Company, sent a letter to Mayor Swift on Decem-
ber 19, which the newspapers published in full on Sunday,
December 20. The letter is remarkable for what it says as well

as for what it omits to say. It runs as follows

:

Chicago, December 19, 1896.—Honorable George B.

Swift, Mayor of the City of Chicago—Dear Sir:—In writing

you this communication, it is not with the intention of dictating

to you your policy or course of action, but I consider it in the

line of my duty to enter a protest against the ordinance passed

by the city council of the city of Chicago last Monday night

in regard to the reduction of fares on street cars, and to call

your attention to certain facts which, in the apparent desire

in certain quarters to .treat the street railways of this city in

an unfair manner, you may perhaps overlook.

Ever since the street railway system has been in existence

it has been the law that the city council should pass an ordi-

nance giving a corporation the right to lay tracks and run
cars on certain streets, at the same time providing, among
other things, the rate of fare that should be charged. The
duration of this contract was fixed at twenty years, and naturally

the parties owning the corporation would at once calculate on
the chances of profit which might inure to them during that

time. On the expected good faith of the city capital was in-

vested in these railroads, and at one time a new contract was
made between the city and the corporations then existing, pro-
viding that for certain considerations the companies should nave
an extension of twenty years. Since that there have been many
other ordinances passed; the whole system of street railways

has been changed from horse cars to the cable, and later to

electricity, and to-day Chicago has without doubt the finest

system of street railways in the world, and a rate c f fare,

for the distance carried, less than in any other city.

At the t»me of the passage of the ordinances, by their

terms many things were exacted of the companies. By these
ordinances it was provided, among other things, that the com-
panies should build and repair bridges and viaducts, pay judg-
ments rendered against the city, maintain bridges, pay certain

sums of money directly to the city and do many other tilings

—

these being exarqples merely—which the council, at the time
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of making the contracts, saw fit to impose. The ordinances
have been accepted -and acted upon.

The bridges and viaducts have been built, their maintenance
performed and obligations exist for further performance. The
judgments have been paid, as also the money to the city, and
hundreds of thousands of dollars remain to be paid in the
future as the obligations imposed by the ordinances matufe.
The roads have been built at a cost of millions of dollars,
and have been rebuilt to keep up with the improve-
ments of the age in which we live at a cost of millions more.
They represent the wealth of the capitalist and the savings of
the wage- earner, seeking alike a place for safe investment, and
relying alike on the good faith of the city of Chicago to carry
out its contracts and obligations.

The question considered by your body at the time of the

passage of the several ordinances was not alone how cheaply

passengers could be carried. The contracts were broader. The
ordinances say to the companies if you will do these things

—

build bridges, pay money, keep in repair bridges and viaducts

—

you may carry passengers at a certain rate of fare.

If at the time of the passage of these ordinances the council

desired that a lower rate of fare should be charged, that is the

time, honesty would have demanded, that a lower rate be
nxed, and knowing such intention the ordinances would not

have been accepted, the bridges would not have been built,

the money would not have been paid to the city, and, in fact,

the contracts would have been refused. But after having these

ordinances passed and the companies faithfully carrying out

the provisions thereof, an attempt is now made to repudiate

the contracts before made, and force another contract onto
the companies which would work a great injury to them.

It is not a question as to whether the companies are

making money and can afford to reduce the rate of fare, al-

though this fact is always greatly exaggerated when the sub-
ject is under public discussion. The question at issue is,

whether the city shall keep its contract obligations or repudiate
them ?

We have been deluged for a number of months prior to

our late election with political speeches and literature on the
subject of repudiation. This state, and also this city, ha;>

shown by the vote of its people that there is no sympathy in

this commonwealth for anything so dishonest. The states

which did not so vote have been criticised by the public press
as places where capital should shun, and the people unworthy
to be classed among the honest business communities of th£
country. And right in the face of all this, we find an attempt
at public repudiation in this city, which is more disgraceful
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by far than anything that could have been suggested during

the late political campaign.
I would respectfully call your attention to the fact that

during the
t
last eighteen months, and of your incumbency in

the office of mavor of the city of Chicago, you have passed

on a number of these ordinances, many of which have been
passed by the unanimous vote, and others nearly so, of the

city council. You have suggested amendments which have
been adopted. You have requested the companies obtaining

the ordinances to make extraordinary provisions, in which pay-

ments of money, installing of electric light plants, agreeing to

the payment of certain percentages of receipts and many other

ways by which the city could be financially benefited, have
been insisted upon and acquiesced in by the companies. In

fact, there is not an ordinance but what was finally passecl

by almost the unanimous consent of the city council and with
your thorough approval ; and now, after our. work is performed
and the money has been spent, you are asked to be a party

to this great scheme of repudiation and dishonesty.

That the action taken by the city council has already been
a great injury to the city of Chicago I am well satisfied. The
effort alone to do such a thing naturally impairs credit and
drives enterprises away from us. Let this spirit of repudiation

be once established by the authorities of this city, and I predict

for it a decay the same as has been experienced in other places

for the same reason. CHARLES T. YERKES.
The Chicago press continued to advocate the passage of the

ordinance, and on Monday no one expected a veto. Not a

single newspaper had any favorable comment to make on Mr.
Yerkes' letter. While some passed it over in silence, others

frankly treated it with ridicule and contempt.
The city council met in the evening and Mayor Swift sur-

prised everybody by presenting the following message vetoing

the ordinance:
Chicago, December 21, 1896.—To the Honorable the City

Council of the City of Chicago—Gentlemen :—I return with-

out my approval the ordinance passed by your honorable body
at its last meeting (council proceedings, page 1,232), requiring

all street railway companies in this city to sell transportation

tickets at rates lower than those now provided for by existing

ordinances. The principal reasons which constrain me to this

course will be presented as briefly as the nature of the subject

will permit.

My first inclination after the passage of the ordinance,
and particularly in view of the large vote in its favor in this

body, was either to approve it or let it go into

effect without my 'action in order that the long-
agitated subject of the power of this body to prescribe
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reduced fares might be taken into the courts and con-
clusively settled; but upon reflection I have come to feel that

justice to my own conviction will not permit me to give it my
apparent sanction for such purpose.

The legal questions involved in this general subject need
not be specially discussed- There is radical disagreement
among lawyers respecting the legal power of the city to ignore
the provisions of existing ordinances in favor of the different

street railway companies prescribing rates of fare and to require

a reduced rate by a sweeping general ordinance. In the ab-

sense of controlling decisions by the courts, it is manifest
that the companies would contest the validity of such general

ordinance, and that probably a long legal controversy would
follow. Whatever my own view may be of the legal power of

the city in the premises, I regard this ordinance as ill-advised,

and not for the public interest. I may say, however, that in

my judgment it would probably not be sustained as to many
lines in the outlying portions of the city, where the business
and the returns are light.

For nearly forty years the different councils of this city

have been passing ordinances authorizing street railway lines

upon various terms and conditions. The most of these ordi-

nances provide that the maximum rate of fare shall not exceed
five cents. Some of the more recent ones provide specifically

that the fare "shall be five cents." For these ordinances various
considerations have been required; whether adequate or not,
is immaterial here. A mileage payment is required from some
lines, a gross payment from others and a percentage of receipts

from still others. Some street lighting, street paving and other
improvements also have been required. Upon the faith of these

ordinances and these considerations money has been invested,

and lines have been constructed and put in operation, oftentimes

in localities where there was little promise of an early and
adequate return upon the investment.

For the city now to disregard these ordinances and to

order a uniform reduction of fares seems to me to involve some-
thing more than a question of technical legal power. It is

primarily a question of good faith and commercial morality. It

may be that a uniform five-cent rate of fare is now too high, but
if sor surely there can be found some method of effecting a
proper reduction which would not subject the city to the charge
of dishonesty • and repudiation. The existing companies are

frequently seeking new ordinances and new privileges, and
opportunity is thereby constantly afforded to impose a reduc-
tion of fare as a condition for the new grants.

Men who are inherently honest do not stop to consider
whether their, expressed obligations may be avoided without
any technical violation of the law or not,' but they perform
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those obligations in the spirit in which they are given. I know
of no higher code of morality and honesty for an individual

than for a municipal corporation, and my first and principal

reason for disapproving this ordinance is because it seems
to exhibit the taint of dishonesty and to be calculated to bring
discredit upon the city.

Nor in my* opinion is the general reduction contemplated
by this ordinance demanded or desired by the community as

a whole, and still less would it be so if all the phases of the

matter were understood. One fare of five cents covers long
rides in the city and many transfers. In many cases the ordi-

nances provide distinctly that these transfers shall be given
upon payment of a cash fare of five cents. If the proposed
reduction is made the right to those transfers might be lost, and
dissatisfaction and controversy would certainly result.

What the people of this city want, as I think, is not so much
lower fares as better transportation facilities—more street cars,

better cars, more seats and more lines. How can these things

be obtained if a measure is adopted tending to reduce the

receipts of the companies? The inevitable consequence will

be less service and poorer service ; less wages to employes and
more dissatisfaction in the community ; investors will be fright-

ened, and the construction of new lines will be checked.
If the net earnings of the companies can be reduced it would

be better; in my judgment, to have such reduction go to the
benefit of the whole public through proper compensation paid

into the public treasury than through reduction in the rate of

fare. It is not sufficient to say that proper compensation has
not been heretofore required, for any past dereliction on the
part of the city will not justify arbitrary and dishonest action

now. The mistakes of the past are not beyond correction in

the future.

GEORGE B. SWIFT, Mayor.

On motion to repass the ordinance over the veto, the mayor
was sustained by a vote of 20 ayes to 47 nays. The debate
was animated and vigorous, and not entirely free from per-

sonalities, but it was plain to the friends of the ordinance that

nothing would be gained by further agitation, and the matter
was abandoned.

This is a simple and unvarnished statement of the facts

relating to the four-cent fare movement. It is interesting to

analyze the alleged points made by Mr. Yerkes and Mayor Swift

against the measure. Neither deems it needful to ever touch
upon the ability of the companies to reduce fares, their 'excuse

for neglecting this aspect being that the question is immaterial
and of minor importance. Mr. Yerkes says: "It is not a
question as to whether the companies are making money and
can afford to reduce the rate of fare, although this fact is
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always greatly exaggerated when the subject is under public dis-
' cussion." Mayor Swift says : "It may be that a uniform five-

cent fare is now too high, but if so, there can be found some
methods of effecting a proper reduction which would not sub-

ject the city to the charge of dishonesty and repudiation."

Mr. Yerkes protested against the ordinance on the sole ground
of "repudiation" and Mayor Swift also gave this as the prin-

cipal reason for his veto. The public is clearly entitled to

assume that no other argument was available or discoverable.

If Mr. Yerkes could successfully demonstrate that a four-cent

rate would render profitable operation impossible and entail

injustice on the investors, he certainly would not have deprived
himself of the advantage of this plea. His protest must be
regarded as an admission that, but for the letter of the alleged

contract between the city and the companies, there is both
reason and equity in a demand for a lower rate of fare.

But do the contracts between the city and the corporations

really bind the city in the way alleged by Mr. Yerkes and Mayor
Swift? Does their language justify the construction put upon
them? It is very significant that Mr. Yerkes is very careful

to confine himself to glittering generalities. He does not quote
the exact* words of any ordinances; he attempts no analysis

*of their meaning. He simply assumes everything and offers

no logical proof of any kind. "The ordinances say to com-
panies," he alleges, "that if you will do these things," etc.,

"you may carry passengers at a certain rate of fare." But
whether or not the ordinances "say" this is the very question

at issue. Is there a single ordinance which provides that the

fare shall be "ndther more nor less than five cents?" Such
terms, it must be admitted, would leave no doubt as to the duty
of the city to maigtain the present rate of fare. Do the ordi-

nances provide that the fare "shall be five cents ?" Such terms
would leave the question in doubt, but they might be regarded
as giving some color to the Yerkes claim. They would not
justify a veto, for there would be sufficient uncertainty about
the matter to require settlement by the courts, but the Yerkes
construction would be plausible and not wholly unreasonable.
Mr. Yerkes evidently felt that his case would not be strength-

ened by any attempt at analysis and logical demonstration, and
. he wisely concluded that mere bold questions—begging and
assertion—would serve him best.

Mayor Swift, however, was less cautious. He does quote
in his veto message the terms of the ordinances, and his quota-
tions abundantly justify Mr. Yerkes' discreet policy of silence

and evasion. Mayor Swift finds that "most of the ordinances
provide that the maximum rate of fare shall not exceed five

cents," and that only "some of the more recent ones provide
specifically that the fare shall be five cents." How, with these
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provisions before him, he can talk gravely about "repudiation"

and "dishonesty" being involved in a reduction of fare by
legislation passes comprehension. To any logical mind it is

absolutely clear that the city has the unqualified right to reduce
the fare charged by those companies whose contracts merely
provide that the fare "shall not exceed five cents." The words
fix a maximum, but they certainly and clearly do not fix

a minimum. They certainly do not bear out the Yerkes allega-

tion that the ordinances "say" that the companies shall have
the right to charge five cents. To provide that they shall not
charge more than five cents is something different from saying
that they may not be required to charge less. As to most of

the ordinances, then, the talk of "repudiation" and "commercial
immorality" is simply preposterous and insincere.

A doubt can only be admitted to exist with reference to

the right of reducing the fare where the ordinance provides

that it "shall be five cents," but in the absence of judicial

construction and determination of this provision, it is entirely

reasonable to hold that it means neither more nor less than that

the fare shall not be more than five cents. It should be borne
in mind that it has long been an established principle of the law
of corporations that all contracts between corporations and
the public as represented by state or city must be construed
strictly as against corporations and liberally so far as the

putyic interest is concerned, the theory being that corporations

are created in the public service and for the promotion of the

public welfare. It is the public, not the corporation, which is

entitled to the benefit of every doubt arising through lack of

precision or definiteness in charters and franchises. Experience
has shown that decency and a regard for the public interest

are not to be expected from the average "soulless corporation"
and beneficiary of the present system of disposing of valuable

franchises. But public officials might reasonably be expected
to govern themselves by equitable considerations, instead of

sanctioning the Shylock policy of insisting on observing the

letter of a contract and pharisaically talking about repudia-
tion and commercial dishonesty on the part of those who would
construe a doubtful provision in favor of the public.

Mayor Swift certainly knew that the question was not free

from difficulty and uncertainty, to say the least. He knew that

most of the ordinances plainly and unquestionably permitted,
from a common sense point of view, a legislative reduction of

fare. He knew that the companies would appeal to the courts

and that the question would be finally settled. He had dis-

tinctly declared in newspaper interviews that he regarded it as

"all-important'' that the courts should be called upon to decide

the right of the city to regulate fares. Yet, in spite of all

this, he vetoed the four-cent fare ordinance on the ground that
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Eldredge B.

Sewing Machines.
Lightest running shuttle machine
on the market, ball-bearing stand,
best foot attachments and finest
finished woodwork,

$20.00, $22.50 and $25.00.

Eldredge Genuine Automatic Single

Thread Machines.

Equal to any of their kind ever
made, no matter what the name
or price,

$40.00, $45.00 and $50.00.

WE MAKE WHEELS, TOO.

THE RELIABLE ELDREDGE
Always la the Lead.

Cheap in price but high in quality.
Many models to choose from. Prices
from

$50.00 to $35.00.
We sell easy terms. Send for catalogue

of our 1900 models.

National Sewing Machine Co,
49 BAST JACKSON BLVD.,

'•• M. J. Qleason, Mgr.

I

Get Close to Nature.
That is the essence of Vegetarianism.
The simplest food, and the closest to the original, primary, physical principle
•/life is

WAHL'S BOUILLON-STOCK
PURELY VEGETABLE.

An extract of protoplasm, hence the essence of food for both the animal and
the vegetable body.

ALWAYS READY.
Consists mainly of albumen and its derivatives, as peptones, albumoses and pro-
teids. The most perfect tissue builder and equivalent to predigested food, ready
for assimilation by the weakest system. Also contains valuable potash salts.

PURELY VEGETABLE.
No compound, but the original substance found in nature, extracted and refined.

Will make It easier for beginners to change from flesh to vegetable diet.

Write for FREE 5AHPLE, descriptive booklet and recipes for making* bouillons,

soups, gravies, dressings, stews, etc.

Shipped direct to consumers where grocers do not handle It.

THE BOUILLON-STOCK MFC. CO.,
337 LARRABEE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Expansion of Our National Domain

MAY BE A DEBATABLE QUESTION.

BUSINESS EXPANSION
SSS=SBSSSS=ESS=SSSS=SSSBSS=^S

IS ANOTHER matttgd ^

EVERY MAN who is ambitious to promote the

extension of his business must have an interest in the

ROCKWELL

WABASH-

EXPANSION

BUSINESS

SYSTEMS.

They combine

all features of

Standard Filing

Cabinets, in-

cluding Card In-

dex Cabinets,
Letter Files,

Document Files,

Catalogue Files,

Pigeon Hole
Cases, Legal
Blank Files,

Commercial Ke-

„ - *-
"' port Files, etc.

Concentration, compactness and convenience are combined in

sectional cabinets.

If you are interested in up-to-date office necessities send for our
superb new catalogue.

ROCKWELL iSt RUPEL CO.,

Nos. 49 and 51 La Salic St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

PI.KASK MKM'IOX THE SO<r..\l. FOKUM.
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Varicocele

CURED IN ONE TREATMENT.
No Pain or Detention from Business.
—————^—— 1 1 ————»

Jl Jl Jt

DR. J. H. GREER,
52 Dearborn Street . . .CHICAGO.

ORCHARD HOME CLUB.

a Co-operative colony enterprise

Organized for the purpose of developing

ORCHARDAND GARDENLAND IN THE MOST PAVORED FRUIT
SECTION OP THE SOUTH, ON A STRICTLY PRACTICAL

CO-OPERATIVE BASIS.

We want at once a few good practical workers experienced in

raising nursery stock, fruit, garden truck, poultry and live stock.

As an Investment for non-residents our development shares
are unquestionably safe and will bring

LARGE RETURNS TO THE INVESTOR.

It you want to move south, or to safely Invest your
savings for large returns, it will be of interest to you to corre-

spond with Mr. L. C. HUMPHREY, 21 River St., Chicago,
who has just returned from the South and who is enthusiastic over

the prospects.
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BRINO THB TITHES INTO THE STORbHOUSE.
A word to our readers.

Our present industrial system cannot last. From every view-
point it stands condemned. Economically it is organized waste-
fulness, forbidding men to supply, their, needs from nature's

boundless store, and chaining forces that might make the desert

blossom. Ethically it is monstrous, denying to man the most
sacred of all rights, "the right to live a guiltless life." Socially

it is a Minotaur, its jaws dripping with the blood of its own chil-

dren. It must go.

On all this we are agreed.
But how shall it go? Peacefully, almost noiselessly, like the

ice and snows of winter, subdued by the force of the vernal sun,

or as moribund feudalism went out in France a hundred years
ago? Love is the power that will melt our economic chains,

and send the forces of a redeemed society coursing on their

way like streams freed from the gripe of winter. ,

Greatlye grant, is interest. In its service men will risk life.

But for a great cause that enlists the heart they will lay down
life. They will cast themselves like Winkelried upon the spears

of the foe, paving with their own bodies their country's path to

freedom. Like crusaders of old, they will forsake all, don cross

and armor, brave famine, pestilence, betrayal, ambush ; and.

with hosannas on their lips, perish in the strife to recover for

their brethren the holy sepulchre of national liberty.

For the power of love as a social redeemer the Social Forum
stands. It appeals to the intellect, it is true, but its chief appeal

is addressed to the heart. It believes the present system stands

for a wrong so fundamental and atrocious as to be expiable only

in the sacrifice of the system itself; and it pleads with men to

right this wrong, to free their brethren from thralldom, and in

so doing to deliver their own souls.

The moral dynamic of an aroused conscience it is the high

function of the church to utilize; but, blind to its mission, it re-

peats its formulas, tithes mint, anise and cummin, and insulates

itself from the Source of power. We must harness the ethical

and spiritual Niagara and make it a force for social deliverance.

Thousands to-day await the gospel. But how shall they hear

without a preacher? And how shall they preach except they be

sent? The highest cause must employ material means. To
flourish like cedars of Lebanon, it must like them strike deep

its roots into mother earth.
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patently become such it has ceased to be the gospel. It has
conformed itself to the world and lost its power. It has
been complaisant when it should have been bold. It has wielded
the crafty tools of trade rather than the sword of the Spirit.

Jesus was no money-maker, nor can his gospel become a means
of gain. To conceive the contrary was the sin of Simon Magus.
Like its author, the living word must be sustained by the
faithful.

Of all times now is the time to proclaim the message of sal-

vation. The old century, with its material triumphs and its

social crimes is going out ; the new, with its splendid possibili-

ties, is coming in. The bounty of nature and the genius of man
have brought us face to *face with the day when "all might be
rich;" when grim poverty should vanish and the human soul
be free. Even now wealth exists to repletion, though centered
in a few hands. Some of these few believe the gospel. Amer-
ica's chief millionaire confesses that he holds his wealth as a gift

from God whose cause he should liberally aid ; how much more
then should the socially enlightened consecrate their substance
to the cause of social salvation

!

* _

This is an age not simply of getting but of giving. Princely

gifts have ipoured forth like mountain torrents. Vanderbilts,

Astors, Stanfords, Armours, Carnegies and Rockefellers have
given until gifts of millions no longer excite comment; while,

like the showers of spring, myriads of widows' mites, the sav-

ings of workin^men, of sewing girls and of newsboys, have
blended into mighty rivers. A single Christian denomination
was able years ago, while maintaining a host of other benevo-
lences, to build a church daily and send abroad annually a "mil-

lion for missions." To-day it calls for "two million souls and
twenty million dollars." Untold millions have been poured out

in private charities. New faiths share with old in this bounty.

The prophet of a strange religion can" erect his altar in a west-

ern city, calmly call for a million dollars and receive it. Another
recent cult, hooted by the sects, can in a few years erect splendid

temples in great cities and attract to itself wealth as a magnet
attracts steel.

But none of these faiths so liberally maintained attack the
social problem. In spite of their triumphs, wealth accumulates
and men decay. Women sell their souls for bread, and mien,

made desperate by the long, vain quest for work, die by their

own hands. .

The message of social deliverance has been uttered. It is the

gospel to the poor and rich alike. It proclaims liberty to the

captive, sight to the blind, the acceptable year of the Lord and
the day of vengeance to economic injustice. It is to industrial

despotism what the religion of Jesus was to the rule of Caesar.
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by their works. Shall the children of light do less?

What, now, would we suggest?

ist. That some friend or friends do for the Social Forum,
the organ of applied Christianity, what men and women of
means have all along been doing for churches, colleges, college
chairs, special schools, libraries, Christian associations, mission-
ary movements and other interests of conventional type ; free it

from want and the fear of want. Arm it economically for its

conflict.
"*

2d. That friends of applied Christianity aid their cause as
friends of theoretical Christianity aid theirs: by small gifts when
large are impracticable. Peter's pence, insignificant to the don-
ors, swells to a mighty tide before reaching the Holy See.
Thousands of trifling sums saved by small economies made up
the splendid Self-Denial Fund recently raised by the Salvation
Army.

3d. That all aid in increasing our subscription lisf. Send the
Social Forum for a year to a friend, your pastor, your congress-
man, some earnest teacher in day school or Sunday school,
some devout layman groping for light in the economic and
spiritual darkness. By voluntary subscriptions one reform
paper recently raised a fund from which that paper is being
sent to every editor in the United States. What if the gospel of
social salvation could be carried monthly to every clergyman in

the United States

!

4th. That every friend send names of those to whom sample
copies of the Social Forum may advantageously be sent. v

5th. That each present subscriber renew, and lend his copy
to friends whose interest may be aroused.

6th. That each reader of the Social Forum be a missionary,
in season and out of season proclaiming the gospel of economic
salvation, and mentioning the Social Forum as its messenger.

Professor Herron suggested that a single man of great eco-

nomic power might save the world. Have we not indicated to

him a possible way?
But a little from many may exceed much from one. Let each

rouse himself for a mighty, united effort. Give US| like Archi-

medes, a place to stand and help us lift the world. T. E. W.

••CONSCIENCE" COMBINES WITH THE SOCIAL FQRUfl.

As we go to press word comes that arrangements have been
completed for the merging of "Conscience" of Berthoud, Colo.,

Mr. W. F. Phelps' fine organ of Applied Christianity, with
f The Social Forum. The April and May numbers of The Social

Forum will be promptly sent to Conscience's list.
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THE NATIONAL CHRISTIAN CITIZENSHIP LEAGUE.
Incorporated 1894.

Object: To make Christian principles operative in public

affairs.

Headquarters, 344 Unity Bldg., Chicago.
Executive Committee—Edwin D. Wheelock, president; Gen.

C. H. Howard, first vice-president; J. W. Fifield, second vice-

president; Wilbur F. Atchison, general secretary; John
#
W.

Leonard, press .secretary ; Frederick G. Strickland, college sec-

retary; Geo. McA. Miller, counsel; James R. Chapman, cash-

ier American Trust and^Savings Bank, treasurer.

Leading Lines of Work—Chicago Monday lectures, summer
school of applied Christianity, college department, press de-

partment, literature distribution, legislation, lecture bureau, cir-

culating library.

The National Christian Citizenship League does not aim
primarily to promote surface reforms. Its object is to educate

the public conscience and secure effective action on the things

which are fundamental to.a better state of society.

It seeks to eradicate the cause of public evils rather than to

palliate their effects.

It stands for a Christianity which is real. A citizenship which
in all departments of life fulfills the ideal of Jesus. A condition

of society in which equality of opportunity shall be the portion

of all.

IS THE CHURCH CHRISTIAN?
The Christian Citizenship League recently sent to a number

of representative men and women the questions : Is the church
Christian ? Does she stand for the things for which Jesus stood
and teach the truths He taught ?

Following are some of the replies

:

In answer to your question—Is the church Christian ?—I can
only at present give a word. If by this is meant, Are there earn-

est Christian souls in the church, and hosts of them, seeking to

follow the Master according to their light, no one can fail to

answer, yes. * If by the. question, however, is meant, Is the

church, as an organization, Christlv, possessed of the spirit of

Christ and following the teachings of Christ, and organized upon
the principles of Christ? then I am afraid the answer must be,

no. The teachings of the church, for the most part, are far from
following -the teachings of Jesus. Nay, they are far from
recognizing what those teachings are. The organization of the

church is planned and patterned upon a policy which is the very
antithesis :»f a true society of Jesus. Commercialism dominates
the organization and conventionality tyrannizes the pulpit. The
law of the market rather than the law of the mount, is accepted
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e'asses, and they sec nothing essentially unsound or unethical in
the economic system of the day. The pulpit, therefore, is rarely
free to deliver its soul, if it has one, upon the burning questions
of our generation. Blind leaders of the blind, both seem hasten-
ing to fall into the ditch which lies before our civilization! And
yet, within the Christian church is the very ideal that the world
hungers for, the very law that it needs to apply to its economic
problems, the very power to solve those problems. Infinitely-

pathetic the situation ! Yours sincerely,

R. HEBER NEWTON.
All-Souls' Rectory, New York.

i. The "gospel** means, to use the words of Girist, "good
tidings to the poor." Its advent was announced in a hymn sug-
gestive of the Marseillaise. m
"He hath put down the mighty from their seats and exalted

them of low degree."

"He hath filled the hungry with good things and the rich He
hath sent empty away."

This gospel was preached by a carpenter and a few fishermen
and men of low degree. Their hearers wondered even where
their leader had learned how to read. He proclaimed woe to the
rich and asserted the practical impossibility of their entrance
into the kingdom of God. He attacked in a similar way the
lawyers, the scribes, the chief priests and rulers, and all that was
respectable in society and associated with the dregs of the popu-
lace, with "publicans' and sinners," men and women. He was
arrested and executed for "stirring up the people," for treason
and blasphemy. After His death His followers were accused of
"turning the world upside down" and the greatest of His
apQstles was arraigned before the Roman governor by the high
priest and his attendants as a "pestilent fellow, and a mover of
sedition among all the Jews throughout the world and a ring-

leader of the sect of the Nazarenes."
The church which was built on this foundation is the strong-

hold of caste, wealth and vested rights. It no longer attracts

nor represents the laboring classes and can be counted on to
repress any revolutionary symptoms resembling those which
marked early Christianity.

2. Christ said "Love your enemies." The church prays al-

mighty God to help us to blow them up with bombshells. Dur-
ing the last year I have often spoken in public against war and
expansion based on war and in all secular audiences I have
found a ready and favorable response. In meetings of church
people the reception of these ideas has been cold* and when I

addressed a meeting composed exclusively of clergymen, then
and thenonly, my hearers were unanimously against me. For
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aiTairs confined to this country. In Kngland, with scarcely an
exception, all the clergy, Anglican and nonconformist, are en-
thusiastic supporters of the Transvaal war. Frederic Harrison,
the positivist ; Herbert Spencer, the evolutionist, and John Mor-
ley, the agnostic, have been left t6 do the work of Christ, while
the Anglican primate of Ireland has been writing verses in

praise of all war and this war in particular, and the whole bench
of bishops has said "Amen." In France the entire clerical world
is dominated by the army, while the free-thinking and free-

writing Zola has practically answered the question,
<rWhat

would Jesus do?" The most Christian articles which I have
seen of late on the subject of war were from the pens of the

editor of the atheist "Reformer" of London, the daughter of

Bradlaugh, and of Max Nordau, a Jew. The socialist and an-

archist press is
%unanimous against war, and for the highest

reasons.
To sum up. The church is repeating the history of abolition

when it abandoned to infidels and atheists the obscure doctrine
of love to neighbor. It is shifting its natural task to-day upon
socialists and anarchists. They do not profess to be Christian,

but they do Christian work.
"And when He was come into the temple the chief priests and

the elders of the people came unto Him as he was teaching.
* * * And Jesus * * * said unto them * * *

"But what think ye? A certain man had two sons; and he came
to the first and said: "Son, go work to-day in my vineyard."

He answered and said: "I will not"; but afterward he repented
and went. And he came to the second and s^id likewise. And
he answered and said, "I go, sir" ; and went not. Whether of

them twain did the will of his father? They say unto him, The
first. Jesus saith unto them : 'Verily I say unto you, that the

publicans and the harlots go into the kingdom of God before

you/ "

New York City. ERNEST H..CROSBY.

The church Christian ! There are Christian churches, but the

most of them are not so. I clip this from to-day's Journal, as an
indication of the usual attitude of the church

:

"Written by the Rev. Robert Stuart MacArthur.
"The following question has come to the editor of this page:

'Is the observance of Lent binding by scriptural authority?' It

is headed in larger type: 'Is not this the fast that I have
chosen? To loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy
burdens and to let the oppressed go free, and that ye may break
every yoke.'—Isaiah lviii., 6."

Here is an excellent, a typical clergyman of the orthodox
church, given an opportunity to preach the gospel of Christ in
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it. He goes on : "It is of vast social importance that the whirl
of fashionable life should, during the Lenten season, find a ces-
sation. Opportunity is thus given for meditation, prayer and
more frequent attendance upon church services."

What a mockery—not a word about really "Undoing the
heavy burdens" of rent and interest and taxes; no whisper of
letting our "oppressed go free" out of the sweatshops and the
brothels; never a hint of "breaking every yoke," even in the
Philippine islands. No ! An inoffensive suggestion instead
about a "cessation of the^whirl of fashionable life."

The Rev. Dr. MacArthur is undoubtedly a sample pious and
sincere minister, applying poultices to sore consciences, as he
has been taught to do. That is his "gospel to the people."

I ask every man to say for himself if that is an isolated in-

stance or if that is not the general way of the church—in these
latter days on the side of "things as they are"—an organized
parasite fattening on organization monopoly.
• And yet we would not rail at the church—she is Sit once our
mother and our daughter. When "the spirit of the Lord is

upon" the church the poor will listen to her preaching of the
gospel to the poor and she will be able "to heal the broken-
hearted, and to preach deliverance to the captives—to set at
liberty them that are bruised."—Luke iv., 18.

As Jesus said, with tears in His voice : "Woe unto you, hypo-
crites" that "bind heavy burdens and' grievous to be borne and
lay them upon men's shoulders; but will not move them with
one of your fingers," so we say to the church : "Behold your
house is left unto you desolate." Salvation armies, Christian
scientists, and the "People's Churches," that last sarcasm of
truth, have depleted you and left your nouses of worship deso-
late.

But the church will turn and preach ; even now she is turning
to preach, His gospel of salvation for the world—not for an-
other world ; and as she does, she finds by experience how it was
that "The common people heard Him gladly." So may they
again hear her.

New York City. BOLTON HALL.
The question. "Does the church stand for the things for which

Jesus stood?" admits of but one answer: It stands for nothing
that He stood for, and were He to return to the earth to-day,

He would find no room in the existing religious institution, not
only because the church would not tolerate Him, but because
He could not tolerate the church. The so-called "Christian

church" has never stood for the things that Jesus stood for.

• Some small approach to His ideal may have been made in the

first century, but there is no evidence of any real or substantial

apprehension of the moral quality of His life. Thg community
of goods referred to in the book of Acts was not communism
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led to his death. No institution could claim or hold Him. He
was a prophet. Could He have reappeared a generation after
His death He would have found it necessary to break with and
denounce the church which His apostles had founded. Just as
soon as a church was formed, a body of doctrine came into ex-
istence, and religion, instead of being a life of love and service
in obedience to a great ideal, became conformity to a system and
acceptance of a theological scheme. Anything of that sort is

the death of a religion like that of Jesus. Attempt to crystallize

it into dogma, and the breath of its life departs. It becomes a
corpse. The church of to-day stands not one whit higher than
the Judaism which condemned and crucified Jesus. It insists

upon conformity. Its reliance is authority. Its foundation is

superstition.

Is there any hope for the church. Just as much as there was
for the Judaism which Jesus condemned. The religious organi-
zation of the present is rooted and grounded in capitalism. It

lives, moves, and has its being in that atmosphere. Its entire

support is derived from that source. It can no more be depend-
ed upon to overthrow capitalism than the Standard Oil company
can. It will go on preaching the old exploded idea of personal
regeneration and of salvation in the life to come. It will not see

or recognize the new philosophy which declares the utter impos-
sibility of personal regeneration under a system which reeks of

selfishness and breeds crime and is nothing under heaven but

refined cannibalism. To tell people that they can be regener-

ated and live a true life. while the social and industrial system
forbids existence save on a cannibalistic basis, is a rather severe

strain on credulity.

We need to see that the church cannot fulfill the ends of re-

ligion. Those ends can never be realized except in the whole in-

dustrial system. Religion is possible only in the use of material

things, only in the shop, the factory, the foundry, the mine, the

store, the farm, the market, the street. Nowhere else can re-

ligion draw breath. Nowhere else can it live. We have been
trying to make it ascetic. We have put it in a casket as we
would a precious jewel, and we have well-nigh smothered it.

We cannot keep on in that process. We ought not to want to.

We must find a totally different conception for religion and for

the church. We are not going to say always to our fellowmen,

as we are saying now : "Come apart from your work, men and
women, and spend a little while in the service of God." We
have been saying that too long already. What we are now to

say to men, and that with increasing emphasis and power with

every- revolving year, is : "Come to the temple of trade. Enter

the sanctuary of the factory, the shop, the mine, the market.

Join in the symphony of worship, which is the co-operative com-
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Sonic have thought that the tendency of the social movement
is to abolish all things sacred and make everything secular.
That is a mistake. The real movement is in the opposite direc-
tion. We shall make a':: things sacred, and we shall do that by
realizing in the whole system of society and industry those
ideals which we have tried in vain to embody in a church. The
civilization that is to be will be a churchless civilization, because
it will be one in which sll that the church in its best thought has
sought after will be wrought into the very fiber of the social

order, and in that better system, religion and life—nay, work
and worship—wiQ become identical.

- WILLIAM THURSTON BROWN.
Pastor Plymouth, Church, Rochester, N. Y.

Jesus was an economic, social and political, as well as a re-

ligious revolutionist. In His three years of public life he pro-
claimed the principle of human equality on earth. He con-
demned individual and class distinctions and exemptions from
the burdens of the life c: the masses—"We being many, are but
one,"—"Bear ye one another's burdens."
He was of the mass; a living embodiment of revolutionary

democracy; an agitator,condemned and executed for blasphemy
and felony by the "church" and state of his day.

The poor heard him g'adly ; the lowest applied his teachings

;

his immediate followers lived his life of equality, brotherhood,
unity and co-operation in all things. The purity and force of

their example endangered the pagan institutions of private

property, individual and class distinctions" and privileges; be-

cause of. this the privileged class adopted the name "Christian"

and established the "church ;" using the "church" as an instru-

ment they silenced the voice and suppressed the practices of

simple democracy by :he substitution of pagan forms and cere-

monies, performed in mighty temples, in language, in light

and in manner confusing, mystifying and finally terrifying the

masses.
Representatives of the man who had no place to lay His head

were cradled in palaces, raised to ''princes of the church," be-

came kings of kings. rr.cnarchs whose earthly possessions were
empires, and whose distinctions, privileges, and prerogatives

were claimed to be of the Almighty.

The "church" substituted for the love of Jesus a terror, which

pressed the masses to the earth in groveling ignorance and

slavish fear. The "church" transformed His name into a shield,

with which it covered and protected every pagan distinction,

privilege and institution which He had condemned. The
"church" became a part of the state ; it declared the king could

do no wrong; it commanded the poor to bow in humble rever-

ence before the "sacred rights" of birth and private property,
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Later the "dignitaries" of the "church" became the king's
associates and advisers, while the lower clergy became the
menials of the rich, their sacred "calling ' placing them below
the social status of their rich patrons' butler or cook. These
"churchmen," bent to the lowest personal abasement by the
privileged class they served, arrogantly assumed the authority
of God in all their relations with the poor, and terrified their
ignorant but discontented minds with threats of hell fire. Every
cry of the poor failed to reach their hearts or minds; every
effort of the masses made to reach the light has been opposed
by the "church" and churchmen. Speaking of this, Joseph
Arch, a Christian lay preacher and organizer of the Agricul-
tural Laborers' union of Great Britain, said: "We laborers
were worked, treated, fed and housed like beasts; immorality,
intemperance, ignorance and crime were inevitable results. We
organized, shortened and lightened the day's toil, raided the
wages, enabled the family to live and sleep in more than one
room and one bed. The union closed the saloon, reduced crime
and emptied the jail. It stimulated the desire for education, so
that many of our members over 6a years of age are learning
to read and write. We accomplished this not only without the
aid of the 'church/ but in face of its fiercest opposition and de-

nunciation, the bishop of Gloucester declaring that I ought to

be drowrned in the sea where it wras deepest. Lloyd Garrison,

during his anti-slavery agitation, referring to the attitude of the

'church,' said : 'As I get farther from the 'church' I get nearer
to God/ "

So to-day those who in thought, desire and life are nearest

to the teaching of Jesus are fain to get away from the^'church,"

and to look upon it with mingled fear and contempt. The his-

tory of the "church" is a record of monstrous deception and
oppression; an absolute denial of Jesus' teachings. This

(

is

known to the most intelligent in the ranks of organized labor

and to the "agitators' who are preaching the gospel of social

democracy and brotherly co-operation in all things, and this

knowledge spreads with the fervor of early Christianity. It

has even entered the "church," and here and there within it

may be heard the voice of Jesus preaching economic, social,

political and religious revolution; and, like Him, these noble

men who thus voice Him^are denied by the "church" and ex-

pelled from it, and thus suppressed or forced into the ranks of

the agitators outside, all of whom are tearing away the shield

of Jesus' name from this once mighty institution and revealing

its pagan idolatry of private property, individual and class dis-

tinctions and its' hate for the principles* of equality &nd pure

democracy personified in Jesus. THOMAS J. MORGAN.
Chicago* .
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the Union and sold at 5 cents per copy, or $2.00 per hundred.

STUDY NO. VIII:

SCIENTIFIC MONEY.

By Thomas Elmer Will.

The phrase "Scientific Money" suggests that our present
monetary system is not scientific. If not, wherein?

First, it is devoid of system. It is metallic, consisting of
gold, silver, nickel and copper; again, it is paper, including
greenbacks, gold certificates, silver, certificates, treasury notes
of 1890, and bank notes. These forms of exchange media are
supplemented by checks, drafts, bills of exchange, etc. It com-
bines the socialistic greenback, the pluocratic national bank
note and the anarchistic clearing house certificate. It includes
the government promise to pay (the maligned greenback) and
the corporation promise- to receive, based on a government
promise to pay (the lauded national bank note). It is a bundle
of contradictions. Its sponsors insist at one time that there
can be no- money but gold and silver; then they declare that
there can be no money but gold. They demand that money
shall be "sound" and "honest/ and then exhaust their energies

in th$ effort to supplant government legal tender money with
corporation evidences of debt not legal tender money. They
insist that paper money must always be based on and redeem-
able in gold, and at the same time propose that bank notes shall

be based simply on bank "assets/ of which gold is an insignifi-

cant factor. While holding that there can be no money but

metallic money, they admit that incomparably more of the

money work of the nation is done with paper than with coin,

and argue unceasingly that the total volume of exchanges per-

formed with both coin and paper is trifling in comparison with

the vast volume performed with credit, which lays no claim to

the dignity of money, either "primary" or "secondary," hard

or soft. They demand that our exchange medium shall be
"elastic," contracting and expanding with the needs of the busi-

ness community, but they take care that these expansions and
contractions shall serve instead the interests of the banks at the

expense of the business community. Our alleged "system" is

a hodge podge, a crazy quilt, the mad dream of the hasheesh

eater, a complex of absurd survivals' and of criminal class leg-

islation. It is defensible on no principle and defended in its en-

tirety by nobody.

The theory of representative money is itself a superstition.

Paper we are told must rest on metal; the metal in turn rests

on ''intrinsic value." Upon what now does intrinsic value rest?

What is it? It is interchangably one of two contradictory

things. First, it is a natural, necessary and invariable property
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of two previous metals, latterly o» one. >v> many giam.s of pure*
p»M of a given fineness possess always and everywhere a fixed
and unchangeable value; as so many grains of lead at the
equator, at a fixed distance from the earth's center, and at a
fixed temperature and atmospheric pressure, possess a certain
weight. Such a proposition the history of money and prices
shows to be insane. It is unworthy of formal criticism. Sec-
ond, intrinsic value is commodity value, such as is possessed by
pig iron, coal or mutton chops, not fixed and invariable, but
always something, more or less, as circumstances may deter-
mine. But granting so much, intrinsic value is seen to be in no
respect different from all other values; and the gold dollar of
mystic properties, created by the Almighty as the one sole and
final measure of the world's values, is revealed as a false bal-

ance and an instrument of fraud and spoliation.

The untutored oriental claimed that the earth rested on an
elephant, and the elephant upon a turtle. When asked upon
what the turtle rested, he said, "Oh, he goes clear down!" So
paper money rests on metal (gold) : gold rests on intrinsic* value,

and intrinsic value "goes clear down."
A school boy can tell us, however, that the earth rests not

on elephants and turtles, but on the balance of two forces, cen-

trifugal and centripetal, which govern it; and money, whether
hard or-soft, public or private, socialistic, anarchistic or ^pluto-

cratic, rests . likewise on the balance of two great economic
forces, demand and supply, upon human need and its opportu-
nity to satisfy itself.

The theories of representative money and intrinsic value are
not only grotesque superstitions worthy of a place in the pages
of "Puck ;" they are expensive luxuries. They necessitate the

superfluous maintenance at great cost of a metallic money
supply. If tfoe law required greenbacks, bank notes, checks,

drafts and bills of exchange to be printed on gold leaf, if it re-

quired the machinery of the various mints and the safes in

which the public treasure is stored to be made of gold, we
should protest against such reckless extravagance. How much
more reason for insisting that our "primary" monetary ma-
chinery (the elephant )shall be made of gold than for insisting

that our more widely used exchange machinery and the ma-
chinery that makes it shall be of gold ?

But to the cost of digging and coining gold must be added
the cost of borrowing it. Our financial system is a pyramid
poised on its apex. This apex is a little lump of gold, $150,-

000,000, called th« "gold reserve.' Out of this must be re-

deemed all redeemable money presented for redemption. Does
the supply of gold for redemption purposes ever run short?

Unquestionably; notably in President Cleveland's second ad-

ministration. What then? The gold must be borrowed back.
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kt^/^nixCn uy issuing lllfWeST-Ucanng gold bonds. And
when may the debt thus contracted be paid? Nominally, in
one year; probably, never, unless those who contracted it are
unhorsed; for our financial history shows that by giving to
government bonds long terms of life, and then refunding them
for other long terms, the plan has from the beginning been to
fasten upon posterity a debt bondage from which it shall never
be emancipated.

Lastly, our financial system is a despotism, pure and simple.
-The record shows that, beginning with Hamilton and continu-
ing since Jackson, especially since the outbreak of the civil

war, and culminating with the atrocity placed by the present
congress upon our federal statutes, one consistent, clearly de-
fined purpose runs through all our financial legislation, that,
namely, of centering in the hands of a single private manage-
ment, now the money trust, the entire financial system of the
nation. This system is to be a system in fact. It is to radiate
from a central Wall street bank, itself a branch of the Bank of
England. Its great arteries are to run to every important city

of America, and its smaller lines of connection are to touch
every village and hamlet in the land. The head of this trust will

possess a power rivalling that of Nero. At his word the cur-
rency may be contracted, exchanges paralyzed, business pros-
trated, the market beared and property bought at the trust's

figures. The currency may then be inflated, exchanges made
possible, business rendered prosperous, the market bulled, and
property sold at top prices for the benefit of the trust. This
process may then be repeated idefinitely and at pleasure.

I announce no new discovery. This plot was clearly exposed
by Benton in his war with Jackson on the old United States

bank ; but the little finger of the present banking trust is thicker

than the loins of the Goliath Jackson slew. Before such a

power a political party will be a pigmy. Elections can be con-

trolled by the extension or refusal of "accommodations," the

balance of power in congress or the supreme court bought like

a cigar, and-the national administration and the nation itself

terrorized with the threat of a panic beside which that of 1893

was insignificant. •

What do we propose? That Carthage be destroyed. How?
By transferring the control of

4 our national finances from the

trust to the people. And how may this be done? By establish-

ing stable money and stable prices.

Five fundamental propositions:

1. In addition to prices of individual things, as wheat or

iron or land, there is a general average of prices of all com-
modities taken together; a "sea level of prices."

2. This sea level of prices may be statistically determined;* in

fact, it has for many years been thus determined for many com-
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economist, and others.

4. It may be graphically depicted in diagrammatic form and
thus presented to the eye at a glance.

4. Inspection
vof such a diagram reveals two movements; an

oscillatory, violently fluctuating through short periods as
months, years and decades, and a general trend, which, from
1810 to 1852 and from 1873 to 1897, was a terrific downward
sweep. Since 1897 general prices have, temporarily and in a
measure, recovered.

5. Both these movements are vicious, the oscillatory foster-
ing the speculative spirit, turning business from the work of
producing for the satisfaction of consumption into that of
"betting on the market," and reducing it, in a large measure,
to a gambling game; while the steady downward trend of prices
robs debtors to the advantage of creditors, makes long-time
debts more and more difficult to pay, leads to the foreclosure
of mortgages, emphasizes the inequalities in distribution, im-
pels abandonment of the legitimate arts of production, since
business men will not produce against a "falling market/' leads
instead to an increasing demand for safe investments, as bonds
upon governments and other sound securities, encourages the
building up of huge national debts, makes times hard and re-

sults in panics, bread riots and revolutions. Not that a steady
and continuous upward trend of prices is desirable. Prices
should be raised to the norm, the point at which exchanges
can most readily be effected, and held there.

I offer two propositions, the first desirable, the second es-

sential. First, the statistical exhibit of the double movement
of prices should be made as trustworthy as possible. To this

end the force of our national treasury department should be
enlarged by the creation of a permanent commission of experts
in statistics of industry and finance, non-partisan in character,

and representing various economic points of view. To this

commission should^be entrusted the work of collecting statistics

of general prices, weighting the same as their relative import-

ance may require, constructing the price line, and publishing^

the same at short intervals in such form as shall display the

double movement of general prices through a considerable

period of time as a half century or century, and, on a larger

scale, the same double movement through the few weeks im-

mediately preceding each successive publication. All the de-

tails of this work should be open to the fullest publicity and to

the criticism of competent and incompetent alike.

Second, the general price movement should be regulated with

a view to establishing stability of general prices and causing
the price line in future to describe not, as now, the path of a

bolt of lightning through a thunder cloud, but a sane, straight
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--TrOTfTfi^Wto^onth and year to'ycar^^. ^^ng downward
by successive flights through decades, should be made to run
on a level, straight across the page of the diagram.

Is this possible? In a large measure, yes. The downward
sweep, marking the declining prosperity of large classes and
the gathering in of immeasurable unearned increment by other
small classes, can be wholly corrected; the oscillations, desir-
able only to the gambler in prices, can be largely remedied.
The key to the problem lies in the connection between prices
and the medium of exchange.
According to the Ricardian formula, accepted by the early

economists, the connection subsisting between prices and the
volume of inoney in circulation is direct and constant. Each
moves with the other. As the one (the money volume) in-

creases the other (the average price of goods) increases, and
inversely. Expanding the money volume thus produces the
same effect upon the sea level of prices as is produced upon
the level of water in a lake by the melting of snow in the moun-
tains and the swelling of the streams by which the lake is fed

;

while diminishing the money volume lowers the general level

of prices exactly as drafting off water from the -lake lowers the
level of the lake. Says John Stuart Mill (Principles, book
III., chapter VIII., section 2) : "If the whole money in circu-

lation was doubled, prices would be doubled. If it was only
increased one-fourth, prices would rise one-fourth." * * *

The value of money, other things being the same, varies in-

versely as its quantity ; every increase in quantity lowering the

value, and every diminution raising it in a ratio exactly equiva-
lent." After explaining that the rapidity of the circulation of

the mohey must be taken into account, he clinches the nail with

the statement, "That an increase in the quantity of money raises

prices, and a diminution lowers them, is the most elementary
proposition in the theory of currency, and without it we should

have no key to any of the others."

Upon this theory "sound money" men to-day heap scorn and

ridicule. On examination, however, it is found that the crux

of their criticism lies in the apparent disregard, by the above
formula, of the existence and vast importance of credit as a

medium of exchange in modern industry. Credit, we are told,

represented by pass and check books, bills of exchange, and

other devices of modern banking, now does some 90 per cent

of the work supposed by the. uninformed to be done by money.
Hence fluctuations in the volume of actual money can produce

but an inconsiderable effect, at best, upon the average of prices.

The influence of credit on prices is greatly exaggerated. Its

volume may be twenty times greater than that of money, but

its rapiditv of circulation is but one-twentieth of that of money.
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tK termination -»d otj10rr«tl j»rko. lie *a\> (book 1 1 L, cnapicr*"
XI., section 3): In a state i»f commerce in which much credit
is habitually given, general prices at any moment depend much
more upon the state of credit than upon the quantity of money."

Doubtless the quantity theory is sometimes stated in terms
too narrow to cover the field, the influence of credit being over-
looked. It may be stated thus : The average of general prices

tends to vary directly as the total volume of the medium of ex-
change (rather than money) ; as the total exchange medium in-

creases, average prices tend correspondingly to increase, and
as it diminishes, they tend to diminish. In this total volume
of the medium of exchange we may now include all moneys,
hard or soft, credifinstruments of all sorts, even private media
of exchange represented by clearing house certificates, checks
issued by company stores, and whatever in any way functions

as an exchange medium. If, now, the volume of this total ex-

change medium can be controlled the movement of average
prices can be correspondingly controlled. True, trusts tend to

force certain prices up ; the expansion of industry and improve-
ment of processes to force them down. Yet control of the

total volume of the exchange medium can dominate all other

influences. Is such control possible ?

Certain factors of the exchange medium are not now subject

to social control. Gold is freely coined by the government on
request. The volume of bullion that may in any year be pre-

sented for coinage is dependent upon the accidents of discov-

ery, the profits of mining and the demands of the arts. The
present price-rise is in fact largely due to "currency inflation"

by the "free and unlimited coinage' of gold at a fixed "fiat"

value for the "benefit of the bullion owner." The volume of

bank notes is determined, at its lower limit, by the profits of

bank circulation, and at its upper by the total volume of'avafl-

able government bonds. The volume of bank credit is depend-
ent largeiy upon the unstable and abstract entity called "confi-

dence;" while the volume of private money, though steadily

encroached upon with the advance of civilization, is confined

within highly indefinite limits. A veritable anarchy thus exists

as to the volume of certain important factors of our medium
of exchange and, hence, of the total volume of that medium
itself. Yet one of the factors is of right and by custom subject

to the control of the people through their congress, albeit the

present congress has shamelessly surrendered this power to

the banking trust. This is government paper money; while,

through the processes of receipt and payment of the various

forms of money, our federal treasury can affect materially the

volume of the money in circulation.

While lack of social control of some forms of exchange me-
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leiupis^r cowromng'tne pnCfTHWH, y€f'By properly expand-
ing and contracting the supply of government paper money
and other funds handled by the federal treasury, a beginning
may be made and the price level in large measure regulated. To
illustrate: Water is admitted into and drawn from a tank
through many connecting pipes, large and small. All of these
pipes, save two, are beyond our control. These two, however,
one admitting water to and the other withdrawing it from the
tank, are large. We desire to maintain a level of water at a
given height, say three feet. Obviously, our problem would be
simple if all the pipes were under our contfol. As it is, how-
ever, we can accomplish something. When, through the intro-
duction of water by others, the level rises above the three-foot
limit, we have but to open our exit pipe and drain off water
until the desired level is reached, Similarly, when^the level
falls below three feet we may raise it by admitting water through
the pipe under our control. Working thus, consciously and
methodically, with the end of maintaining the fixel level, we
could do something toward accomplishing our purpose, despite
the opposing forces indicated ; while, by assuming control of all

the pipes, we could do exerything.

Similarly, though many factors of our exchange medium are
under the control of private individuals and interests, expand-
ing to-day and contracting to-morrow, but, on the whole, con-
tracting more than they expand (though the expansion of in-

dustry and the multiplication of exchanges demand exactly the
opposite course) ; the public, through its control of government
paper money and public taxation and expenditures, can, by ex-
panding when others contract and contracting in case they un-
duly expand, go far toward maintaining a level of general prices.

The remedy proposed, though applied thus moderately, would
act as an injection of oil into the troubled waters of our sea of

prices.

How next should the expansions and contractions be effected ?

The call-bond method has been suggested. By this the price

level would be raised to the norm by buying outstanding

bonds, thus liberating cash ; when too high it would be dropped
to the norm by selling bonds payable on call, thus calling in

cash.

Again, to maintain the normal price level, safe securities of

any kind may be bought and sold by government Better still,

the government may expand the currency by issuing paper

money, promises not "to pay but to receive, and contract by
receiving these promises in taxes laid on ground rents, mon-
oplv incomes and inheritances of large properties; remitting at

the" same time tariff taxes, stamp taxes, personal property taxes,

etc.
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transmission of money through the mails the government,
through its public postoffice, now exercises an important func-
tion once largely monopolized by banks and express companies.
The demand for postal savings banks has grown so strong that
the postmaster-general, even of the present "sound money" ad-
ministration, strongly recommended its adoption. The next
step beyond postal savings banks would be the postal bank
of discount and deposit, furnishing money on safe paper at 3
or 2 per cent, figures which "sound money" authorities now
admit to be not unreasonably low. While the adoption of this

measure by government need not mean the monopolizing by
it of the business of deposit and discount banking, any more
than the establishment of the postoffice money order system
meant the monopoly by the government of the business of
transmitting money, it would mean the breaking of the banks'
monopoly of this business and would make possible so large
a control of the credit system by government as would greatly

facilitate the maintenance of a stable average price.

At the outset government postal banks of discount and de-
posit might well be employed only in times of emergency—viz.,

on the approach of a crisis or panic. "Sound money" authorities

are now admitting that panics are unnecessary. Prudent govern-
ment banking would render them impossible. It is a common-
place that American banks to-day, in order to protect them-
selves from the fury of a panic, do for the public exactly the
wrong thing at the time. Bagehot explained fully in his Lom-
bard Street that a panic, instead of being starved, should be fed

—literally choked to death with loans. American banks habit-

ually employ the opposite treatment, and contract their credits

and loans in the face of a panic because they feel they must
"protect their reserves." As a check to panic this is like throw-
ing kerosene upon a burning building. To save themselves,

they sacrifice the country. Here a boundless field would be
found for the operations of the government bank.

If the suspension of the Peel act and the extension to the

Bank of England of permission to inflate the currency with its

notes or credits can prevent a crisis, much less a panic ; and if

the sale of gold from the New York sub-treasury could stop

the Black Friday panic when that financial cyclone was* under
full headway, much more could the discount of good commercial
paper prevent both crises and panics in ^the United States.

Since, however, the banks admittedly cannot supply these ac-

commodations and thus harmlessly draw off the electrical fluid

which otherwise generates financial tornadoes, it becomes
necessary that the community, organized, if for nothing else,

certainly for self-protection and self-preservation, supply the

accommodations and prevent the crash.
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barometer of general prices be furnished both to the treasury
department and to the general public through a scientifically

and accurately constructed price line; second, that, guided by
this price line, the XJnited States treasury department actually
control the -movement of general prices, expanding when the
price line falls below the normal level and contracting when it

rises above.
Finally, may the proposed method of regulating the average

level and stilling the tempest of general prices be applied to
our present monetary system, or must it wait for the establish-

ment of bimetallism, national or international, or the super-
session of all other existing forms of money by full legal tender
government paper? The more complete the control of the
entire monetary system by the whole people through their cen-
tral government the piore certainly efficacious would be the
remedy. Hence, bimetallism would be preferable to gold
standardism ; national bimetallism would be preferable to inter-

national, the latter subjecting our monetary system largely to
foreign control, such control permitting our prices to fluctuate

with those of outside countries and admitting panics which an
independent monetary system would enable us to shut out;

j

while "greenbackism," that is, the establishment of a full legal

tender government paper system, scientifically limited in

amount by the method herein described, independent of any
metallic backing whatever (though this fetish might for a time

be tolerated as a solace to timid souls), and superseding abso-

lutely jfll forms of bank money or "bank currency" issues,

would be best of all and must be resolutely striven for as the

ideal. Such a system would be most completely under the

control of the people, and would render not only possible but

entirely practicable the public control of the general movement
of prices. Fortunately, however, so beneficent a reform need

v

not wait for great changed in our present financial system. The
present congress could, if it would, provide both lor the sta-

tistical commission and for the immediate application of some
form of regulating machinery, as explained. Falling prices

could be checked by the purchase in the open market of exist-

ing bonds at the inevitable premium and paid for with the pro-

ceeds of our present barbarous system of taxation.

What, now, in a word, are the advantages to be derived by
the public'from the change proposed?

First—We shall largely stop the oscillatory movement of

prices, the dancing of the index-number, and thus remove from

business one chief element of speculation and gambling.

Second—We shall absolutely stop the downward trendy of

general prices with all the mischief this entails, and make im-

possible that vicious upward sweep beyond the norm, which
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of general prices.

Thin!—\Ve shall make financial panics preventable and un-
necessary. When banks suspend business and prepare to

abandon the public to the fur}- of a panic,
#
the government will

step in and furnish the usual accommodations on proper se-

curity.

Fourth—We shall make the national administration abso-
lutely responsible for monetary stringencies and crises. The
administration or party, then, that will permit a financial cy-

clone to devastate the land will dig its political grave wide and
deep.

Fifth—We shall establish for the first time in our history, if

not in the history of the modern world, an equitable standard
of deferred payments, a money of uniform purchasing power,
and an "honest dollar."

REFERENCES.'
"Rational Money," by Prof. Frank Parsons, is the best book

on the subject of Scientific Money. It contains copious refer-

ences to authorities. Paper, 50c; cloth, $1.00. Address Social

Forum.

THB LILY'S MESSAGE.

Ev'n like the lily-blossom, pure and white,

Our souls are reaching out into the light

;

While yet our bodies here below must toil

Like lily-roots entwined below the soil.

We see the roots and mire in which they grow

;

The blossoms' glow we do not seem to know. -

Yet pure white petals fall from, far above •

With messages of light and life and love.

—Minnie Geiger.

Salina, Kansas.
.

Geo. S. Bowen & Son carry a fine line of up-to-date reform
literature, including Gov. Altgeld's "Live Questions," 52.50;
Del Mar's "The Science of Money," Si. 00; Smiley's "To What
the Trusts Are Leading," 15c, etc Address 344 Unity Bldg.,

Chicago.
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The month of .May was named, wc are told, for Maia, eldest :

of the Pleiades, who was, in Greek mythology, the mother of
Hermes, god of commerce, transportation and larcenv—by j

which sign we know that these three things have been closely i

related in the public mind even since the age of myth. *

* * *

Archaeologists are fond of tracing, in modern conditions, the
strong survivals of the ancient myths, and perhaps they mav
find food for speculation in the fact that Hermes is still the
presiding spirit of May day, which, under the new name of
Moving day, remains a saturnalia of commercialism, ambula-
tion and extortion.

* * *
I

Moving day is a device of those who are engaged in the
j

monopolizing to themselves of the enhanced value which so- !

ciety has given to urban land. In Chicago and numerous other !

cities all leases are made to expire May I. Usually, by simul-
j

taneous if not by concerted action, there is a general effort to
j

squeeze rentals up a notch or two higher each year. A cer-
j

tain number of tenants "stand the raise" and remain without }

further ado; some hesitate, to find the premises leased from ;

under them or later to come to the autocratic terms of the land-
lord. Others at once refuse to increase their contributions for

rent and enlist in the army of May movers, which seems to
include annually about half of the leaseholding population of
Chicago.

* * *

So many people looking for quarters, at the same time has a
tendency to artificially increase the rents, so that holders of de-

sirable properties drive hard bargains at this period. People
with vans also take advantage of that "inexorable law of supply 1

and demand," which some political economists think a suffi- j

cient answer to every social wrong, and make the movee pay
j

"all that the traffic will bear" for service which is below average
quality, because it is performed hurriedly and by overworked
men and horses. Moving day, which might as appropriately

be called "wrecking day," is not the least of the wrongs inflicted

on the public for the benefit of special privilege.
* * *

All talk about "freedom of contract" in connection with an-

nual leases is the veriest nonsense. The lease terminates on
May I always, and every one who seeks a new lease on the

expiry of the old one'is therefore compelled to compete in a

temporarilv inflated market.
* * *

For the nonce, however, the modern name "Moving day'

is overlooked in the newer, but temporary, name of "Dewey
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ancc of others, converted a somewhat miscellaneous lot of Span-
ish vessels into a considerably more miscellaneous assortment
of junk. To quote Little Peterkin in the poem, "It was a* fa-

mous victory." We all know what followed. Dewey was in

every mouth. Surely no warrior since Agamemnon could be
mentioned in the same breath with our Dewey! Babies were
named for him, pet horses, dogs, cats, brands of whisky, cigars,

chewing gum, collars and cuffs and all kinds of lares and
penates were renamed in honor of Dewey the brave,

* * *

Now every important war of this nation has brought forth

its special hero, and by a strange law, or still stranger coinci-

dence, each of these heroes has become president of the United
States—witness Washington, Jackson, Harrison, Taylor and
Grant. Some of the more enthusiastic admirers of Dewey be-
spoke the same honor for him immediately after the battle of

Manila, but there was some hesitancy, because there immedi-
ately arose a* controversy as to whether he was a Republican
or a Democrat, and ardor on the subject cooled because it

proved that the admiral did not seem to know, or care, which
he was.

* * *

A short time ago the admiral, aided by a very intelligent wife,

began to sort over his opinions, and found that they were
Democratic—of the sort formed and fashioned by the happily
shelved statesman now retired to the "innocuous desuetude
of Princeton, N. J. The admiral also remembered the talk,

which he hail at the time brushed aside, about making him
president, looked at the job and found it to his liking, and then,

in the free and open manner common to the Jack Tar, publicly

announced that he would like the situation, and believed he
could hold it down and earn his wages.

* * *

It was only a little wThile ago that the press had, unanimously,
been adulatory of Dewey and all his works. Not only had he •"

accomplished the aforementioned junk-manufacturing feat, but
he had played diplomacy with Von Diedrichs and politics with
Aguinaldo, and was a statesman with a big "S." But as soon
as the admiral, who had evidently been reading up on Jackson,
and Taylor, and Grant (the two latter of.whom/ like Dewey,
had no politics until a vision of the presidency hove in sight),

declared himself as being in a Barkis-like condition with refer-

ence to the presidential job, the whole kennel of journalistic ^
watch dogs, Blanche, Tray and Sweetheart, were at him. Para-

graphic witlings derided him, ponderous editorials belabored

him. thousands of columns were written to prove that his presi-

dential ambition was not worth mentioning.
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pcrialistic "c-cpansion" as the ultimate end, came near being
called off; but, as they were in a forward state of preparation,
they were allowed to go on, with a caution to everybody that
they must forget that Dewey was a candidate.

* * *

Now the Social Forum is in no measure a Deweyolatrous
publication, and does not believe in making war-men pure and
simple the rulers of peaceable people. But I can see no reason
why this gentleman, who is duly eligible under the constitution
and laws, and who a while ago was lauded as the most patriotic

and statesmanlike of citizens by the very papers which now de- *

ride his ambitions, should not be allowed to voice his aspira-

tions for a position which in the past and now has been filled

by men no more worthy than he is to hold it, and also by some
less competent.

* * *

In fact, if the Philippines issue is to be the controlling one, the

man who made the issue would be a legitimate factor in the

fight. But Dewey has a much worse handicap to stagger under
than the opposition of the partisan press, and that is the fatal

Old-Man-of-the-Sea burden of Grover Cleveland's approval.

Dewey is done for—presidentially.

* * *

The presidential problem does not seem to be much changed
by the Dewey pronouncement, but there seems to be an abso-

lute certainty that Messrs. McKinley and Bryan will again be

the opposing candidates of the Republican and Democratic

parties. The platforms are not yet formulated, but Hanna,

who dominates the party, tells us that the Republican docu-

ment, after "pointing with pride," will make "expansion" the

strong note. The Democratic platform will probably reaffirm

that of 1896, and wili add a strong plank on the subject of im-

perialism. . The additional planks on trusts and other reform

subjects will be inserted or otherwise, and if inserted will be
j

strong or merely perfunctory, in proportion to the strength

of the recalcitrant eastern element of 1896 in the Kansas Gty
j

convention. . !

* * *

The probabilitv that the Socialist party would become com-

pact, united and important in the contest does not seem so

bright as it was. Jhe Indianapolis convention put forth a

strong and very able presidential candidate upon a platform j

which is an excellent statement of Marxian socialism, and it
j

was supposed when Mr. Debs was selected and Mr. Harrinian
.

was chosen as his running mate that everything would go on
j
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Such contentions between men handed together to secure
social justice seem to corroborate, if they do not entirely prove,
the contention of Mayor Jones of Toledo, that the only way to
secure any important degree of progress toward better condi-
tions is the non-partisan way. I am not yet a convert to that
opinion, completely, but I confess that I have been waiting and
watching for, lo, these many years for some party to arise in

whose management and methods, as well as its paper pro-
nouncements, I could repose confidence. I still believe that the

N

men and movement will arise which will lead toward social -

righteousness. Meanwhile, so far as this publication and the

organizations it represents are concerned, they prefer to confine

their efforts to educational work and remain non-partisan with- -

out being anti-partisan.
* * *

The trust problem has received further light in the doings of
one Gates, chairman of the board of directors of the Wire
trust. Gates was unknown to fame a short time ago. except as

a somewhat obscure politician of sportive propensities, who
consorted with John R. Tanner and others of equally somber
repute. Tanner, with other flotsam and jetsam, floated into

office on the crest of the "sound money and prosperity wave"
of 1896, and became governor of Illinois, and he. made this

Gates a colonel. Colonel Gates later showed his gratitude to

Tanner by taking the latter on a trip to Colorado in his private

car, regaling him with high living, rich wines, game (both

zoological and cartological), etc. But, as Kipling would say,

"that is another story."
* * *

Colonel ates still keeps up his political friendships, and, the
story goes, he met several prominent bosses in Chicago a short
time ago and whispered into an ear of each of them: "Buy Wire—straight tip—good thing!" or words to that effect. Rumor
says they all turned aside from their arduous labors of fixing up
their spring slates long enough to drop a considerable sum in

margins in brokers! hands, and to become prospective owners
of many shares of Wire stock.

* * - *

The next thing Gates did wras to shut dpwn several of the

mills of the trust, throwing thousands of men out of employ-
ment. Down went the stock and it is stated that Gates, who
was "short" on the stock, bought it in at a bottom price,

making $1,200,000 on the deal. As a part of the play, the di-

rectors met, ordered a cut in the price of the product, and then

ordered work to resume, so that the working people, after the
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grackViisly permitted to resume
the task of trying to make a living.

Turning from political to religious themes the interest cen-

201
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The upshot of the thing is that Gates is being roundly de- i

nounccd on every side by those opposed to monopoly on prin- •

ciple, and by those who favor trusts because, they argue, that
while they are engaged in proving, for fall campaign consump-
tion, that trusts are good things, here comes Gates, avid for

Wall street dollars, and proves in two days every contention
of the anti-trust people as to the dangerous and despotic char-
acter of trusts. All of which is verv true.

* * *

Talking of Gates and the Tanner political crowd brings up
the present gubernatorial situation in the Republican party in

Illinois. Tanner and his followers have so conducted affairs

that it is really pitiable to watch the effect of the mere mention
of Tanner in a crowd of respectable Republican voters. The
governor has the machine well in hand, however, with the help
of Boss Lorimer, and could probably have procured the nomi-
nation ; but he was so sure of defeat at the polls that he retired

from the race, leaving as his residuary legatee Judge Hanecy
of Chicago. Strenuous efforts are made to convince the voters

(without specifications) that Hanecy is a great statesman, but
I confess I have lived in and around Chicago for many years,

and I never saw Hanecy mentioned in connection, with any
public affairs (outside of the trial of cases) except once, and
that was when he was V^'ing to get the park commissioners to

cut down the shade-^fees on the boulevards to make room for

a bridle-path, which he urged as the pressing need of Chicago.
* * *

Opposing him are several other candidates, but the contest

for the delegates from Cook county is between Judge Hanecy
and Judge Carter, the latter being the county judge of Cook
county (in which Chicago is located). He has a creditable per-

sonal record and is running on a declaration' of anti-bossism

;

but is somewhat handicapped by the support of Hertz and
Pease, two "bosses" whose records are no better than that of

Lorimer.

If Hanecy wins in the Cook county primaries the county
ticket will be dictated by Lorimer. If Carter wins, Hertz and
Pease will have the principal hand in naming the county officers

for whom Republicans may vote. These are local matters, but

I use them to illustrate the methods in vogue in "practical pol-

itics," which are about as near to representing a republican

form of government as I am to being a Choctaw. .
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ters in the flood of talk which has followed the resignation oi
Dr. Hillis of Plymouth church, Brooklyn, from the Chicago
presbytery because he does not believe in what is called repro-
bation—or the predestination of souls to be damned, which is

an essentia! feature of the Westminster confession. This is an
old, old subject. I recollect hearing it discussed day by day
when I was a boy, between my folks, who took the Arminian
side, and some Calvinistic relatives. It is therefore somewhat
amusing to me to see the daily press taking the matter up as
if it was something new. But some good is being done. It is

pretty well shown that scarcely any of th& Presbyterian clergy
believe in the article any more than Dr. Hillis does. If this be *

true, they should try to change the» article or retire from a der
nomination which insists upon subscription to it. Perfunctory
subscription to doctrines that one disbelieves is not seemly in

a professing Christian.

* * *

The Methodist church, which holds its general conference in

May, is also beset with problems. One of these refers to the ^
clause in the Discipline which relates to theaters, cards, danc-
ing, etc. It has been in the Discipline thirty years, but has
never been enforced and is constantly violated. It is claimed
that the attempt to specify prohibited amusements is wrong,
and that the clause should be stricken out and such matter be
left to the individual conscience. I would not like to decide a

matter of this kind, upon which there is' so wide a divergence

of opinion, but I will say this: That if the clause remains it

should be enforced. If it cannot be enforced it should be re-

pealed. An unexecuted and constantly violated law is worse
than none at all. It is an incentive to total disregard of all law.

* * *

My personal opinion about all kinds of creed-patching is

that all creeds should be brief and general. I would sooner
have a man with a creed all wrong and a heart and life all right

than I would one who had subscribed to any or all of the creeds

in Christendom who did not live, up to the simple law of the

Golden Rule.
* *•*

\
The internecine strife in the various bodies professing to be -

Christ's has been principally over forms and words—neither

of which has any saving power. The only gospel formulary

which is necessary is "Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ." When *

the mind grasps that" and the soul lives it, realizing the com-
mand : "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of

*

these, my brethren, ye have done it unto me"—then all the rest

is a mere exposition of these. The fundamentals have been

mastered.
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I never read anything by' Prof. Frank Parsons that I do not

think of the saying of Isaiah about line upon line and precept
upon precept. His methods are those of the skillful didactic

lecturer used to the developing of the understandings and ca-

pacities of students, and the strong impression that is always
brought out is the perfect sanity of his arguments and the

clarity of his methods of presentation. As for his facts, they
are weighted to the infinitesimal fraction and adjusted to the

utmost nicety. One rises from a perusal of one of bis essay*

with the feeling that here at least is absolute verity. Darwin's
manner always left me the same impression, and a few other

writers have done so, but I do not remember that any other

writer has so impressed me with his entire candor as Prof. Par-

sons habitually does.

If this is true of Prof. Parsons' former writings—his Arena
articles and his contributions to the publications of the Social
Reform union, for instance—it is in a double measure true of
the work now before me.*
"The City for the People" is an armory of incontrovertible

facts and arguments in favor of the municipal ownership of
public utilities. It piles up the list of defects of private owner-
ship, and proves them by concrete examples which cannot be
questioned. Among the evils of private monopoly it enumer-
ates and elucidates by proof : Excessive charges (from which
come enormous profits) ; over-capitalization ; false statements
and suppression of facts; poor service; disregard of safety;

discrimination • -'raud and corruption ; defiance of law and jus-

tice; gambfifig? unjust individual aggrandisement; inertia, or
non-progressiveness ; mastership and oppression of labor ; low
character of product ; denial of democracy.

Following this the benefits of moifepoly through stoppage of

the wastes of competition are conceded, but it is contended that

the advantages can be cured and the evils eliminated through
the medium of public ownership. It shows that competition is

useless, and regulation only a makeshift in dealing with the

evils of monopoly. The real solution is public ownership.

The advantages of public ownership are enumerated and dis-

cussed, one by one, in the light of practical experience, and
the stock objections are disposed of seriatim. This chapter
I, covering 254 pages, is to my notion the best and most effec-

*The City for the People, or the Municipalization of the City
Government and of Local Franchises; pp. 598; cloth, $1.00;
paper, 50c. Publisher: C. F. Taylor, 1520 Chestnut st., Phila-

delphia. May be ordered through tbe Social Forum,
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Chapter II, on direct legislation, 132 pages, covers the sub-
ject most completely. The arguments pro and con are given,
and the contention in favor of this first of reforms is made im-
pregnable. It covers all the points of direct legislation by the
people, direct nominations by the people, direct and immediate
recall of recreant officers by the people, i. e. : Instruction, veto,
selection, discharge, by the sovereign people.
The next chapter sets fc>rth in 82 pages the arguments in

favor of home rule for cities. It is intolerable that great centers
of population, knowing their own needs, should be under the
coercive thumb of bucolic legislators. The gross absurdity of
this is well exposed, and the right which is inherent of local -

self-government is cogently upheld. Municipal independence
of states and legislatures in purely civic affairs is declared to be
fundamental justice. Having established this as proved, Prof.

Parsons proceeds to point out the ways and means toward the
procurement of municipal independence, and not only inde-

pendence from the interference of outside counties, but also the

cessation of bondage to politicians and monopolies.
In the subsequent chapters we have discussion of the merit

system of civil service as a requisite factor of securing and
benefiting by the reforms advocated in the first three chapters

;

proportional representation, so that minorities may have their

fair voice in discussion of vital issues; preferential voting or
executive elections by majorities in place of pluralities; the

automatic ballot, or voting and counting by machinery ; the best

means of overcoming political corruptions and various ap-

pendices.

This is a hasty summary,, but it is all I have now space to give

this work. I regard it as indispensable to one who would come
full-armed to the discussion of present day problems. It is not
published for profit, and i* a big and great production to be
procured at trifling cost. I should like to have this book in

the hands of everv thoughtful voter in this land.

^JOHN W. LEONARD.

Publications of the Social Reform Union.

THE SOCIAL FORUM, Vol. I (seven numbers), may be had for 25

testa. VoL II begins with January, 1900. Back numbers can be fur-

nished at 5 cents each; less for lots.

BIBLE LESSONS IN SOCIAL REFORM, supplementary to Inter-

national Sunday School Lessons. . Prepared by Rev. Mr. Bliss; bring out

clearly the social teachings of the Bible; are murked by the sweet spirit

and fine literary style characteristic of the author s work; should be in

everv Sunday SchooL Five cents per copy; 25 cents per dozen; $2 per 100.

ECONOMIC STUDIES, 12 pages each. Prepared by specialists, in-

•tading Professors Parsons, Bemis, Commons, Messrs. L. F. Post and «

Eltweed Pomeroy, Hon. George Fred Williams and others; cover Direct
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Money, Scientific Money, etc; should be in the hands of every student
of social, economic and political science. Five cents per copy; $2 per lOOt

H

ECONOMIC LEAFLETS, 4 pages each. Run parallel to studies*
j

treating usually same topic as study for same month, but more briefly*
Five cents each; 52 per 100.

j

Current and Combination Rates.
i

THE SOCIAL FORUM (monthly), - - 50 cents per year.
Social Reform Bible Lessons (52 Sundays) - • 2* *• "
Economic Studies and Leaflets (weekly), - - 50 " •*

ALL THE ABOVE, .... $i.oo "

STAMPS WILL DO.

Ton can pay your subscription to the Social Forum in postage
stamps, if it is more convenient for you,

TO FORMER SUBSCRIBERS TO

THE.NEW TIME.
We are sending you one sample copy of The

Social Forum which, in scope and purpose may be
regarded as a successor to "The New Time."

We feel that we can safely assume that those in-

terested in the principles for which "The New Time"
stood, will as heartily endorse THE Social Forum
by remitting 50 cents for one year's subscription.

Or, you may be interested in the following
premium offersj^

"The I*urb Causeway," by Evelyn Harvey
Roberts, is a beautiful story based on college life,

presenting an ideal community. Prof. Herron says:
"Mrs. Roberts was formerly a student with me and
possesses a high order of literary and sympathetic
ability. I was greatly impressed and delighted with the
manuscript of 'The Pure Causeway. '

" We will send
this book, with The Social Forum, one year for 60 cts.

"Between Cesar and Jesus" is the latest

and best book by Prof. Geo. D. Herron. We will

send this in fine cloth binding, together with The
Social Forum one year, for $1.00. . i

"The City for the People," Prof. Frank !

Parsons' latest book, probably the best work in ex-
\

istence on the subjects treated. (See review herein.)
'

We will send this in paper, with The Social Forum
for one year, for 80 cents.

J
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struction of privilege and the extension of opportunity to all.

College culture, one of the greatest of opportunities and privi-

leges, has in the past been reserved for a fortunate handful.

To-day, by means of correspondence instruction, it is brought
within the reach of all. The College of Social Science employs
this method. In addition it throws the searchlight of science

and history upon the dark problems of our modern industrial

system and points the way to nobler civilization.

Courses: 19th Century History, .Social Ideals, Economics,
Trusts, Ethics, Civics, The Land Question, Money, English
Language and Literature, American Literature, etc. Every-
thing furnished. $5.00 each. 344 Unity Building, Chicago. .

STRIKE OF A SEX By ~.Afc"!Sa
and

ZUGGASSENT'S DISCOVERY TLSli
nrtsge a success sod the honeymoon as long as life. Fortieth Thousand. Circulars

atf hooks on Health and Sexual Science free.

/

ALICE B. STOCKHAM A CO., - 56 Fifth Avtnuo Chicago.

ETHICS OF
MARRIAGE

A hoUL brave book teaching Ideal marriage, rights of the unborn child, a designed and
•ontroued maternity.

Uaftan S goal: Thousands of women have blessed Dr. Stockham for Tokology,
,_. 1 of men and women will bless her for Karezza,
Arose: Karezza is worth its weight in gold.

5ample Pages Free. Agents Wanted. Prepaid, $1.00.

ALICE B. STOCKHAM A CO., - 06 Fifth Av*. f Chicago

DR. MARY E SELLEN, hoots: ••,«.f« P.«.

cSSSS&SS^* Osteopathy and Magnetician
Office, 1214 . sonic Temple,

CMC "O. \

r\v v t imQTUn suite 1006,

JL/iG -TV J0 rS.CO 1 nl\f Chamflaia Building.

..DENTIST,00
STATE AND MADISON STREETS,

?oe
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ia/e Make wheels, too.
THE RELIABLE ELDREDQE

Always In the lead. Cheap in price but high in qual- ^ (f /\ +A ^O ET
Ity. Manj models to choose from. Prices from ^Dv TO $4^«

We sell on easy terms. Send for catalogue of our 1900 i

National Sewing Machine Co.,
49 East Jackson Blvd. M. J. Qleasoo, Mgr.

Get Close to Feature.
That is the essenoe of Vegetarianism.

The simpUst food, and the closest to the original, primary, physical principle

0/Hf4\*

WAHL'S BOUILLON-STOCK
PURELY VEGETABLE.

An extr!t3VoiT>rotoplasm, hence the essence offood for both the animal and
the regetable body.

ALWAYS READY.
Consists mainly of albumen and its flerivatives.asp<ptofwt, albumoses and pro-
teids. The most perfect tissue builder and equivalent topredigestedfood, reacjy
for assimilation by the weakest system. Also contains valuable potash salts.

PURELY VEGETABLE. _.

JVb compound, but t\e originalsubstance found in nature, extracted and refined.'

Will make It easier for beginners to change from flesh to vegetable diet.

Write for FREE SAMPLE, descriptive booklet and recipes for making bouillons,
soaps, gravies, dressings, stews, etc.

Shipped direct to consumers where grocers do not handle It.

THE BOUILLON-STOCK MFC. CO.,
337 LARRABEE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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and postoffice address to

Cbe Public
A weekly newspaper and radical review, sample copies of which wi]J

be mailed to you tree.

OPINIONS ABOUT THB PUBLIC.
"I find the same ability and good English that are so conspicuous In the New York

Nation, and besides—and this is a capital point—a really humane point of view."—
Qarrbtt Dboppers, President of the University of South Dakota.

**A very valuable work, as it combines the giving of news with suggestions as to the
effect of such news.'*—Hon. Geo. Fueo Williams, of Massachusetts.

"I do not agree with everything It says, but I find more to my liking In The Public
than in any other paper I have on my desk.**—Rev. F. W. Gunsaulus, President
Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago.

"It has come to be an Indispensable weekly visitor.**—Wm. Lloyd Garrison.
"All of the old subscribers within the range of my acquaintance are unanimous In

declaring that they could not get along without it."—Hon. James G. Maguire, of Call*
fornia.

"I wish every thinker in the country could have the profit and pleasure of receiving
The Public once a *eek."—Congressman John J. Lentz, of Ohio.

"I trust all real democrats will learn, as I have, to appreciate Its worth.**—Ex-Gor.
John P. Altgeld, of Illinois.

*1 desire to heartily commend The PuMic for its course in calling things by their
right names.**—Gov. H. S. Pingree, of Michigan.

"I could not think of doing without your excellent paper; it is able and candid."—
Rev. H. W. Thomas, D. D., of Chicago.

"One of the ablest papers in the country."—Ernest Howard Crosby.
"I have great hopes for the salvation of any man who can be induced to read your-

paper for a Jew months.*'—Prof. Wm. L. Drew, School of Law, University of Illinois.

•• I read The Public through weekly as apLfcducational process, and I wish that every
friend of the people, without regard to his personal point of view, whether he be social-
ist, single taxer, republican or democrat, or whatever he may be, would read The Public
as a method of education in current history."—Geo. D. Hebron.

"I want to keep a complete file of your very valuable and able publication.*'—Rbv.
J. C White, Hector St. Patrick's Church, DnnJap, Iowa,

"Am always thankful for its clear, brave, strong utterances.**—Annie L. Diggs.
State Librarian, Topeka, Kan. y

"The Public has ju6t the make-up necessary to save time and keep its readers fully
abreast of the times as to public events and sentiment.**—Congressman E. R. Ridgely,
of Kansas.

"I always have time to stop and read this paper. It is a great inspiration to me in
my work. I wish every member of my church were reading it."—Herbert S. Bigelow,
Pastor Vine Street Congregational Church of Cincinnati.

"It always brings truth; and no lover of real liberty ever finds a false note in It/%-
Db. Thomas S. K. Mokton, of Philadelphia.**

"The editorials of The P»llic are the clearest, strongest and most able I find any-
where. Its news Items are the most terse, succinct, and the most fairly and propor-
tionately set forth of any that I read."—Charles D. Williams, Dean of trinity Cathe-
dral, Cleveland, Ohio.

"The Public la one ot the brightest, newsiest, most intelligent, interesting and in-
structive publications in this country, and I am very glad to be a subscriber to it,**—
Congressman Wm Sulzer, of New York.

"I wouldn't think of doing without The Public* I read it more regularly and thor-
oughly than any other secular paper I get. It is, however, unfair to call it 'secular.* It
Is emphatically religious."—Rev. R. A. Torrey, Moody Institute, of Chicago.

*SSSL THE PUBLIC, Box 687, Chicago, 111.
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The Social Forum.
Vol. IL JUNE, 1900. No. 6.

AM I MY BROTHER'S KEEPFR?

Apropos of our appeal of lasf month in L -alf of the Social

Forum and the Social Reform Union of which it is the organ,
we publish the following from the Chicago Tribune for May 31

:

EXTRAORDINARY DONATIONS.
The magnificent gift to the Washington University at St Louis by

Samuel S. Cupples and Robert S. Brookings, millionaires of that city,
" of stocks valued at $5,000,000. the annual income from which will be
over $500,000, heads the list of donations this year made to institutions

of learning and the arts. It will "help to make Washington University
one of the leading educational institutions of this country, if the income
is used wisely.

It is already apparent from the record of the first half of the year
that the total donations for 1900 will equal, if they do not exceed, the
large and unprecedented aggregate of 1899. The total thus far reported,
contributed in sums of $100,000 and upwards, is $14,734,000. The smaller
sums will swell this total to nearly $20,000,000. Selecting only the larger
amounts, institutions of education have been benefited as follows this

year: Washington University, $5,000,000; Cooper Union, $800,000; Uni-
versity of Chicago, $713,000; Harvard College, $356,000; University of

Topeka (Kan.), $250,000; Vanderbilt University, $250,000; Columbia
•'College (Rochester, N. Y.), Mechanics' Institute, and Washington and
Lee University, $200,000 each; St. Paul's School (Long Island), New-
ton (Mass.) Theological Seminary, Yale College,. and Bowdoin College,

$150,000 each; Brown University, $125,000; New York University,
Wellesley College, Keuka College, and Barnard College, $100,000 each.
Libraries have been assisted as follows: Pittsburg, Pa., $3,600,000; New-
port, R. I., $900,000, and Evanston, 111., Charleston, S. C, Elizabeth,

N. J,, and Conway, Mass., $100,000 each. The fine art institutions have
not been forgotten. The Buffalo Art Gallery has received $300,000; the

Chicago Art Institute, $300,000, and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,

$140,000.
Nine-tenths of these sums have been given outright by donors

while living, who will thus be enabled to see that their generosity is
* not misapplied by the beneficiaries. They will also have the satisfaction

of knowing that their munificence cannQt be prejudiced by the litigation

of heirs or the uncertainty of wills. In spite of the pessimists, this is a
generous old world.

Our efforts have not been in vain. Renewals and new stub-

scriptions arc pouring in, and, with them, letters like the

following, bringing encouragement both moral and material:

"I have just read the article 'Bring the Tithes/ and this one
thought and desire flashed through my mind: 'I wish I were
rich. The Social Forum should not only be free from want,
but through it as a factor want would be driven from the

world.'"
The friend, however, who will do for the Social Forum and
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tin* m<>\ • iiu-nt it represents what benefactors are constantly

doing fur institutions and efforts of conventional type has not
yet appeared. We have faith to believe he will come. We

.

know the wealth of America is not all with the friends of

Mammon. There are not lacking those who in business, by
fortunate investment, by lucky speculation, by private owner-
ship of public utilities, by inheritance, and in other ways ap-

proved by the standards of commercial ethics, have acquired

wealth, but who nevertheless realize the essential barbarity of

business methods and competitive war, and who are eager to
.•id in transforming the present system into one nobler ahd
more just. One of these has declared he would rather leave

his son penniless in the better system than with a fortune in the

present. '

And why not? The rich man of today may be the pauper
of tomorrow, when he will learn only too late that it is the

dollar, not the man, that counts; and that the summer friends

wlio have swarmed like servile, obsequious sycophants about
him in the days of his prosperity can no longer see him in the

street. And with his fortune has gone not only his standing, but
his power for good. He knew not the day of his visitation.

But assuming that the man of means whose conscience has
'

been enlightened escapes bankruptcy and economic ruin, can
he enjoy his privileged position amidst the storm and stress

that is crushing his fellow-men?

Said Prof. Herron: "Without regard to his conscience, the
economic system involves a man in the guilt of the moral and
physical death of his brothers; their blood cries to him from the
adulterated and monopolized food he eats, from the swfeat shop
clothes he wears, from his educational advantages, his special

privileges, his social opportunities. Civilization denies to man
that highest right under the sun—the right to lead a guiltless

life." " 'If I try to pay my miners just wages/ said a mining
operator to me at the conclusion of the last strike, 'I will ruin
them ; for the combination will crush me, causing my contracts
to be forfeited, and preventing my coal from being shipped. I .

will be bankrupted, and the men who have been with me for
fifteen years will be blacklisted, wageless and homeless. What
shall I«do?' he cried. 'I care not a moment for the loss of
every cent of my property, if I could only find some way of
doing right without wronging others; I am almost mad with
the mental and moral strain/ These men are not exceptions;
they are revelations of a common tragedy of soul which the
denial of the right to do right is begetting among men of eco-
nomic power."

W!,. r is \hr supreme duty of such mm? Simply to con-
tinue to pr«>«!i:v < s.i-alth for glutted markets? Are not the high-
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ways of business already thronged with men eager and able to

do this, and capable of nothing more? Has not the man of
wealth whose heart God has touched a higher function to per-
form? How can he meet his awful responsibility and save his

soul but by definite, ceaseless efforts to redeem our industrial

system ?

It is an economic commonplace, to none more patent than
to the business man, that capital must unite with labor if results

are to be accomplished. Nowhere is this mc"° true than in the
reform movement. And labor is not lacking^ Under the lash-

ings of the social conscience men of talent and training are freely

abandoning the . opportunities which open to the gifted but
callous in the service of an evil age—the splendid salaries, the

deferential reverence,* the distinction and reputation extended
by pulpit, college chair, editorial sanctum, bench, bar and legis-

lative hall to those who will gloss over injustice, prove evil

good, render more certain the position of the privileged, or
pour the balm of false consolation upon the stricken soul. Like

* Mohammed, dust-stained and weary, gazing at sunset upon the
delights of Damascus, these men are setting their teeth to-

gether and turning their backs upon the earthly paradise, to
pitch their tents in the desert of the reform movement.

But what can avail their sacrifice? The avenues of expres-
sion are controlled by wealth. Shall they go into the streets

and highways and lift their voices amidst the din and clatter of

commerce and sport to the handful who can thus be reached?
Even so, their efforts must be shortlived. Unaided by those
who have retained their foothold in the industrial system, they,

must, in a brief space, sink into the ranks of the helpless "and

mute, outcasts and vagabonds upon the earth they are giving
their lives to redeem.

Reformers in business rail at the servility of the professional

classes, and marvel that one created in the image of God should
consent to be less than man, a mouthpiece of privilege, a con-
venience of an oligarchy of wealth. But how can he be other-

wise? To be a man is to invite destruction of hope and home;
to bring upon self and wife and innocent children the sentence

of social banishment; to be despised even of those who have
demanded of him the supreme sacrifice. Men who would face

the cannon's mouth hesitate and tremble before this dread
alternative.

Yet not a few have accepted it, to find not only the anticipated

ostracism with garret and crust, but, worse than these, paraly-

sis, impotence, shackles binding hands and feet, muzzles more
effective than those imposed by wealth. For wealth says,

"Serve tne and you shall have power and dominion. Your
words (which are mine) shall go forth to the ends of the earth/'
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Poverty says, ''Accept me, and perish from sight and from hu-
man remembrance."

'Hie remedy lies with men of means and social enlighten-
ment. The key is in their pockets. Talent, devotion, conse-
cration are indispensable factors in the social crisis; but alone
lhey are insufficient. They must be re-enforced by the con-
verted purse. And with those who possess this enginery lies

the power to complete the combination, to generate the electric

current that will move the world. Will they not respond? The
harvest is white, the laborers are plenty, but those who would
sustain them are few. And the cause languishes while the beast
of the Apocalypse extends his sway over the ruins of liberty in

the desecrated city of God.

IS THE CHURCH CHRIS HAN?
ANOTHER REPLY.

This question, like every other, depends on the definitions of

its nouns. What is the church, and what is it to be Christian?
The Church Universal, which is composed of all who are born
again in Christ and who live His ethics, is doubtless Christian
in a strict sense; but what is ordinarily termed the church

—

meaning either one of the organized bodies calling themselves
churches, or all of these together, cannot be termed Christian
in any but a conventional sense.

I take it that to be truly Christian is to be Christ's ; to do His
will, to walk in His steps, to possess His faith, to make His
ethics the guide of every act, to love God wholly, and "like unto
it," to love our neighbor as ourselves.

Christ had no cramping creed tq hamper the soul hungering
and thirsting after righteousness—no Athanasian formula with
its damnatory horrors; no Westminster strait-jacket; no
Methodist discipline, with rules of moral conduct to be violated

by 99 per cent of those who profess allegiance to it ; no thirty-

nine articles to be perfunctorily subscribed to; no Baptist ex-
clusiveness to refuse to fellowship a brother of another church-

or creed.

Christ had no cushioned pews for the rich, nor repulsive,

bleak mission-rooms for the poor ; He did not run after those
who were able to build churches and endow missions, but de-

clared: "It is easier for a camel to go through a needle's eye

than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God."
The modern church recognizes and approves of class distinc-

tions, but Jesus said: "Ye know that the rulers of the Gentiles

lord it over them, and their great ones exercise authority over

them. Not so shall it be among you; but whosoever would
become great among you shall be your minister; and whosoever
would be first among you shall be your servant; even as the

Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,
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and to give His life a ransom for many." The modern church
is the constant apologist and bulwark of war—even of aggres-
sive war. But Christ said: ''Love your enemies," and again*

"Put up thy sword,", and still again, "Resist not him that i>

evil; but whosoever smiteth thee on thy right cheek turn to
him the other also." And again, when He was crucified be-
tween two malefactors, He said of those, who nailed Him to
tl^at shameful cross: "Father, forgive thei for they'know not
what they do."

v "

Not only in these things do the churches, as organizations,
depart from the Christ model, but in particular they ignore the
most prominent feature of Christ's teachings—the kingdom of
God on earth. He taught us to pray for the coming of this

kingdom on earth "as it is in heaven." It was not a millenium
to be reached in some dim future time, but a state of society
to be realized now and always, in the hearts of men who should
perfectly love God and their brothers. The last was the test of
the first, for Jesus said* "If a man say I love God, and hateth
his brother, he is a liar; for he that loveth not his brother, whom
he hath seen, cannot love God, whom he hath not seen."

When the Christian church was first organized after pente-
cost the organizers carried into effect the social gospel of Jesus
thus: "They were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and they
spake the word of God with boldness. And the multitude of
them that believed were of one heart and soul ; and not one of

them said that aught of the things which he possessed was his

own; but they had all things common." Christ had promised
that the Holy Ghost—or the Spirit of Truth—should come to

His disciples and should "guide them into all truth." When
that Spirit did come—so that they were filled with Him—He
at once guided them into a collectivist state of society, or eco-

nomic righteousness, as well as into a spiritual righteousness,

which made them so that they "spake the word of God with

boldness." - s

Yet, if one of the minister^ of the modern church, like George
D. Herron, Stitt Wilson, and a score or so more, tries to lead

others into a realization of the social gospel as ihe Holy Spirit

taught it to this first church, they are elbowed out or frowned
down by the ecclesiastical machines which assume the name of

Christ's church today. Speaking in the large, the cfturch has

ceased to be Christian. It needs to be born again.

JOHN W. LEONARD,
Chicago.

x

Editor of the Social Forum.

THEl*EW~EVANaBL!Sfl.
The National Christian Citizenship Leauge, moved by pro-

found spiritual passion for the coming of the Kingdom of God
on earth, and after prayerful consideration, has concluded to

add to its other lines, a department of evangelistic work. How-
ever much we may realize the inadequacy and deplore the partial
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failure of present religious effort, we nevertheless know that
in the past there has been a deep spiritual fire associated with
the old life. Smoldering and dormant it may now he, hut as in

otfccr time^ in response to the soul's intensest yearnings and
nun's supremest need, the breath of God will again fan it into

a purifying flame that will sweep over the land, and pride and
vanity and the idols of the. heart will be dissolved before it like

chaff in a furnace. We believe that then again will man, hij

dross consumed, a purified spirit and a sanctified soul, look tip

and into the face of God with enraptured vision 'and an all-

embracing love ever manifesting itself in effort for higher spirit-

ual altitudes, more service and sacrifice, more helpfulness and
humanity, and more Christly charity; and impelled by an ardent
desire for a diviner destiny for all the race. Righteousness bc-
iny a spiritual quality, and only realized in righteous relation--

ships, must be spiritually apprehended and discerned ; and only
in ratio as our spiritual natures are aroused and developed will

the new regeneration come, and the new* redemption be appro-
priated.

We believe that the essential weakness of present-day meth-
ods, both in religion and reform, is the failure to address the

heart as well as the head. We believe the heart when power-
felly appealed to and profoundly stirred will apprehend the right

nith more unerring accuracy than will the head ; that with the

heart man believeth unto righteousness, and when the emotions
are deeply agitated they will overflow, suffuse and compel the

assent of the intellect, when confession will be made unto sal-

vation. Believing this, the National Christian Citizenship

League propose earnestly to seek a revival of spiritual fervor

and power, assured that only through such a revival can Christ's

r%hteousness be realized, the Christ-life be incarnated in our
own and the evils that menace our' collective life be abolished.

Our purpose is not to destroy, but to fulfill, not to tear down
but to build up; and we earnestly hope and pray that there

may come such an outpouring of spiritual and revival power as

will purify and clarify everv current both of social and spiritual

life.

Pursuant to this policy arrangements have been made with

Rev. Geo. JE. Bigelow to take the field as national evangelist

for the league. Mr. Bigelow has attested his loyalty by sacri-

fice extending over a long series of years; is consecrated, earn-

est and able ; and we bespeak for him the friendly and brotherly

co-operation of every lover of his kind. Mr. Bigelow will

giadly respond to all calls for sermons along the lines indicated,

only demanding that you provide a place to speak, advertise the

meetings as best you can and furnish entertainment.

Who will be first to call?

Write Christian Citizenship League, 344 Unity Building, Chi-

cago, 111.
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BIBLE LESSONS IN SOCIAL REFORM.
FOR ADULT AND FOR PRIMARY CLASSES.

Supplementary to the International Sunday School Lessons for

1900.

SUBJECT FOR JUNE.
CHRIST AND THE PEOPLE. ^ •

June 3. *
J

THE ENTHUSIASM FOR HUMANITY.
Lesson Matt, be., 35 ; x., 8.

There is little that stands out more prominently from the
pages of the New Testar lent than Christ's enthusiasm for
humanity. What evidence have we of this? How was He
moved when- He saw the multitude? (Matt, ix., 36.) How did

%

He treat all that were brought to Him? (Matt, ix., 35, and iv.,
* 23 ; Mark i., 34.) How far did He carry His love to His own ?

(John xiii., 1.) What was His attitude to the rich young man?
(Mark x., 21.) What to the woman who was a sinner? (John
viii., 11.) Whose friend was Christ called? (Matt, xi., 19.)

What thought He of Jerusalem? (Matt, xxiii., 37.) Hcj>v is

His belief in humanity seen on His choosing men to be His
fellow-workers, and what does He call them? (John xv., 15.)
What does St. John, in I. John iv., 20, imply about the natural
loveableness of irian? Does it not mean that a knowledge of
man makes us love Him, contrary to -the cynical view that
experience in life embitters us against human nature? Is it

not true that a superficial view and experience of life often
makes us realize the faults and weaknesses of man, where a
deeper view makes us understand the causes of his weaknesses
and faults and the real loveliness of human -nature? What are
some of the causes of intemperance? Of impurity? Of dis-

honesty? Of political corruption? Under the present system
of business can a man be absolutely honest? Do men naturally

• love drunkenness and vice and evil ? X)o we make our own gifts

of ability, talent, judgment? What is the lesson from this?

(Matt, x., 8.) What is the sociological lesson? Is it not first

belief in man? Can we with much hope work for reform if

humanity is essentially base? Is it not one of the dangerous
tendencies of the day in politics and in reform that we are so
suspicious, ready to impugn motives, taking people for rascals

until they are proved good? Has not competition, where each
naan is a rival, something to do with developing this spirit of

suspicion and jealousy? If we believe in God, should we not

believe in man, the child of God?
June 10.

SACRIFICE FOR THE PEOPLE. '

Lesson Mark vi!7 14-29.

Was John the Baptist a refornfer? (Matt. Hi., 1-3.) What
was John's message to the Pharisees? (Matt, iii., 7.) To the
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I^ublicans? (Luke iii., 13.) To the soldiers? (Luke iii., 14.)

In the multitude? (Luke iii., 8.) To Herod? (Mark vi., 18.)

l ror what was John killed? (Mark vi., 19.) Was John willing

oven in his life to be forgotten provided reform came? (John
iii., 30.) Must we not have this spirit if we would prepare the
way for the coming of the Kingdom of Heaven? For whom
are we to give our lives? (I. John iii., 16.) Does this mean -

merely to die or to devote our lives even while we live for the
brethren? Was John the only man who has died for reform?
Why did Christ die? Have others done the same?

What does Lowell say?

"Count nie o'er earth's chosen heroes

—

They were souls that stood alone,

While the men they agonized for

Hurled the contumelious stone.

By the light of burning heretics

Christ's bleeding feet- 1 track,

Toiling up new Calvaries ever,

With the cross that turns not tfack,

. And these mounts of anguish number *

How each generation learned
One new word of that grand credo
Which in prophet hearts hath burned

Since the first man stood God-conquered,
With his face to heaven upturned."

Have there not been such souls in every age and clime?
Can you name at least one in China, India, Palestine, Greece,
Rome, Italy, France, Switzerland, Germany, Holland, England,
Russia, the United States? Has there not been an apostolic

succession of this glorious army of martyrs? Have the

causes which they have stood for not finally won in every case?
Can modern reform be defeated? Does not this give us fresh

faith in the rule of God? In the nobility of man? In the
truthfulness of truth? What, then, is our duty? What says*
Lowell?

"Then to side with Truth is noble

When we share her wretched crust,

Ere her cause bring fame and profit,

And 'tis prosperous to be just.

Then it is the brave man chooses
While the coward stands aside

Doubting in his abject spirit

Till his Lord is crucified

And the multitude make virtue

Of the faith they had denied."

June 17.

THE FEEDING OF THE PEOPLE.
Lesson John vi., 5-14.

"

Though Christ is called- the Word, did He spend His life
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in words only? Is Christ's eminence above all other religious

teachers so much in what He said or in His spirit and His
deeds? Cannot almost all He said be duplicated from the lip*
of some other teacher? His word, not his life, however, prob-
ably influenced the world more than that of all other religious
teachers put together. What was the essence of Christ's life ?

Did He ever work any miracles or do any dec b except for
the good of man? Did Jesus Christ refuse to help anybody
because of their character? Did Jesus Christ not feed all the
5,000 without respect to their character? Does not God sen<i

down His rain upon the just and the* unjust, and did not Christ
teach us to follow the same principle? (Matt, v., 44-45.) '*

men are largely the result of environment, are they wholly
responsible for their virtues or their vices? Therefore shouM
we not sociologically help all and the unworthy the most, and
give all a chance at redemption ? What is the result of so doing^
at Elmira reformatory? (See Encyclopedia of Social Reform,
Art., Elmira Reformatory.)

June 24.

REVIEW SUNDAY.
Review Last Three Months' Lessons.

PRIMARY LESSONS. /

June 3—Study Christ's treatment of people. See references
ii» lessons for adults.

June 10—Study the life of John the Baptist.

June 17.—Study the story of the feeding of the 5,000.

June 24—Review Sunday.

Publications of the Social Reform Union.

THE SOCIAL FORUM, Vol. I (seven numbers), may be had ior It
cents, VoL II begins with January, 1900. Back numbers can be fur-
nished at 5 cents each; less for lots.

BIBLE LESSONS IN SOCIAL REFORM, supplementary to Inter-
national Sunday School Lessons. Prepared by Rev. Mr. Bliss; bring* out
clearly the social teachings of the Bible; are marked by the sweet spirit

and fine literary style characteristic of the author's work; should be in
every Sunday School. Five cents per copy; 25 cents per dozen; S3 per 100.

ECONOMIC STUDIES, 12 pa<;es each. Prepared by specialists, in-

eluding Professors Parsons, Bernis, Commons, Messrs. L. F. Post an<l
Eltweed Pomeroy, Hon. George Fred Williams and others; cover Direct
Legislation, Proportional Representation, Public Ownership, Taxation
of Land Values, Inheritances, Incomes and Franchises, Government
Money, Scientific Money, eta; should be in the hands of every student
of social, economic and political science. Five cents per oopt: S3 Der loor

ECONOMIC LEAFLETS, 4 pa-es each. Run paraUel to studies,
treating usually same topic as study for same month, but more brieflj;
Five cents each; $3 per 100.

^

ONK-CENT STAMPS WILL DO.
You can pay your subscriptions to the Social Forum in postage

j l:i » -:\ if it is moro convenient for you. Send Onus only.
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The following article by Mr. Williams will be reprinted as a Study
of the Union and sold at 5 cents per copy, or $2.00 per hundred.

STUDY NO. IX.

BANK PAPa* AGAINST GOVBRNMBNT PAPBK.
By George Fred Williams.

The relative merits of bank paper and government paper no
longer constitute a concrete question in any country except *

the United States. In Europe, where the money power is

alleged even to dominate the sovereign power of the state,

bankers have not been permitted to possess themselves of, or
even to have any measurable control over, the money issuing

function. When the English bank act of 1844 was enacted, it

.

was under the distinct understanding, and the advice of Lord
Overstone and ^Ir. Peel, that the control of the monetary fund .

was too important a function to be entrusted to pTivate hands.

And it will be observed that so far as the governors of the

Bank of England exercise any discretion concerning the mon- "

etary supply through the regulation of the bank rate, or other-

wise, bankers, as such* are excluded from the board, and it is

the avowed policy of England to exclude them because of their

direct selfish interest in the control of the monetary supply.

It is likewise true that the governments of France, Germany,'
Russia and Austria-Hungary retain government control over
the monetary supply, and the bank is practically the vehicle of

the government's will. But in the United States we have been
guilty of the most reckless abandonment of the money issuing

function to thousands of banks, no one of which has any re-

sponsibility either to its comrade banks, the merchants of the
;

land, the government or the people of the United States.

Our discussion would seem then to be confined to a con-
sideration of the political and economic aspects of the present

struggle between the banks and the people of the United States.

The word "struggle," however, as applied to the existing sit-

uation, is not applicable, because what has been accomplished
to the present time has been done by stealth, and has hot in

any part been passed upon by the American people. As it

was by stealth that silver was stricken from the coinage in .

1873, ft ,s likewise true that all the changes that have been made
-ince that time to increase the power of the banks have been
made not only without a single appeal to the people, but through
concealment in political campaigns of the purposes of the banks.
In early history the notable opponents of bank issues were
Thomas Jefferson and Andrew Jackson. These protested main-

,ainst the inordinate power which would be conferred upon
private individuals to control not only the commerce and in-

«!tf>try of the country, but even the politics of the republic. It
% y <in to be an extreme statement, but it is probably none
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the less true, that the developments of the last generation indi-

cate that the menace of the banking po r lies less in its posi-
tive control over our politics than it docs in its insidious and

£\rafty methods of avoiding the popular judgment. Candid stu-

"\1cnts cannot doubt that for many years the banking interests

have been forming their plans for the suppression of govern-
ment paper and the substitution of bank paper in its stead. The
bold attack made upon silver coinage in 1893 did not arise from
any anticipation of evil results from the coinage of silver, but
from the evident fact that a liberal supply of silver coin wouM
so fill the channels of trade as to postpone the time when the
banks might take the control into their own hands. Having
accomplished the contraction of the currency through the re-

peal of the Sherman Act, a no le- s deliberate movement was
opened to discredit the paper money of the United States, and
simultaneously to increase the bonded debt of the government
-as a basis for bank issues.

In 1896, when the struggle was precipitated upon the coin-
age question, there was absolutely no declaration of the
banks' purpose to retire government notes and extend the
power of bank issue. Any politician will agree that such a

declaration in 1896 would have been fatal to the candidacy of
Mr. McKinley and would have been an act of political suicide.

The party which did propose this plan, viz., the Palmer and
Buckner Democracy, had but a pitiable following, and was not
regarded seriously. Yet in the first two years of Republican
control a scheme was matured and indorsed by the secretary

of the treasury for the absolute retirement of all government
notes and the substitution of bank issues based no longer upon
government bonds, but upon the -assets of the banks. The
opposing party in the congressional canvass of 1898 attempted
to bring this radical scheme to the attention of the public, but
no Republican congressman would enter upon the discussion,

the party press was silent, and the whole debate was deliberately

suppressed.

On the 14th of March of this year a bill was passed, not

so extreme as was proposed by the secretary of the treasury,

but which none the less looks to the retirement of government
paper and the substitution of bank paper based upon bonds
of the United States. Jt must be^agreed that this has been ac-

complished without any appeal to the people, and -strictly

through the method of political subterfuge and suppression.

The success of this method may be attributed to the inordinate

power which the banks have acquired over the executive and
legislative departments of the government.

The Manchester Guardian in 1897 spoke editorially as fol-

lows :
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"The letter of censure from the Clearing House bankers to

the Bank of England is a distinct claim on the part of a group
of London bankers to control the currency system of the coun-

try. This cannot be allowed. We have only to look to the

United States, where the banks at will can raise or lower prices,

order reductions or advances of railway rates, sacrifice the

interests of one state to those of another, reduce the recalcitrant

manufacturers to beggary, and not only control elections, but

even seek to control the freedom of teaching in the universities,

in order to realize how intolerable a tyranny a banking 'ring'

may become."
This judgment upon our banks, expressed by the most in-

telligent organ of financial opinion in Great Britain, seems ex-

treme to us, who are allowed to read only the utterances of a

domestic press, which is, and is obliged to be, the tool of the

banking power. Since this editorial article was written it has
been demonstrated that the banks are masters of the American
government, even though congress was not willing to go to

the extremes proposed by the banking agent, who is entitled

"Secretary of the Treasury."

On the 13th day of last March the people of the United
States owed upon bonded indebtedness the Sum of $25,364,500,
which bore 2 per cent interest, and had been for nine years pay-

able at the pleasure of -the government, thus establishing the

fact that the United States could float at the lowest rate of

interest a debt payable at will, to which surplus revenues could
be applied at any time in reduction of the people's debt burden.
At the same date the government owed $858,000,000, bearing
interest at 3, 4 and 5 per cent, all payable, on or between 1904
and 1008. At this time the gpvernment had over $100,000,000
deposited with the national banks, which could have been ap-

plied to the reduction of the bonded indebtedness ; and the treas-

ury receipts showed an increasing surplus.

On the 14th day of March a law was passed for the refund-
ing of this $858,000,000 debt at 2 per cent interest, payable not
before thirty years, a premium on the 6utstanding bonds being
payable at present value of the bonds, with 2j4 per cent interest

per annum. Thus the public debt was continued for thirty

years, when bonds payable at will brought par in the market
at the same rate of interest. The new bonds forthwith com-
manded in the mar.ket a 7 per cent premium.

A fair student of finance would naturally inquire why the

government of a republic should thus seek to perpetuate its

debt, four year> 1m-:op any of it was due, and when accumulated
revenues of over Sfoo< )o,ooo were available for partial pay-
ment, and a surplus wa > accumulating.

This recital of a recent law may hot seem to bear upon the
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subject of this essay, but in fact it involves the most powerful
argument against the issue of money by bar's. This bond
transaction had but one purpose, viz., to furnis^ for a genera-
tion a " 'iblic debt upon which bank issues might be based. The
po\ver\rt the banks exercised upon the government for their
own ends and profit sufficed to accomplish this rank injustice

to a patient people.
%

,

But the bond issue has further instructive history behind it

:"

$100,000,000 of the renewed bonds, with other issues amount-
ing to $162,000,000, were given in time of peace, forced by the
banks from the government through the redemption in gold
of government notes. ' This was accomplished at the expense of
the people through the subserviency of the President to the
banks, and in direct defiance of his public duty and the law,

which made the large silver fund in the treasury applicable to
the redemption of government notes.

A further issue of $198,000,000 in, 1898 was made for war
purposes. The law authorizing these bonds also gave power
to the secretary of the treasury to issue a like amount of cer-

tificates of indebtedness, bearing no interest. But the secretary,

a bank president and most devoted partisan of the banks, chose
to fix a bonded indebtedness upon the people in the stead of

government 'notes, which would have been now available for

retirement without premium at the pleasure of the govern-
ment.

The whole history of our financial legislation for a genera-

tion has been a demonstration of the dominion which a great

banking power can exercise over a free people. It is not pos-

sible here to detail the repeated injustice which has been in-

flicted upon commercial and popular interests. Panics have

been bred for political effect, restrictive laws have been violated

with impunity, and at last the most oppressive and abusive

measures have been adopted by the banks to affect the results

of a political campaign. It is safe to assert that at the present

moment the business men of this republic as a class are so far

at 'the mercy of the banks that they dare not express political

and economic views which are at variance with those main-
tained by the banks. The press is equally subservient, and it

is not an exaggeration to say that of all the despotic forces

which menace our industries and our liberty, the combined
banks are easily the leaders.

It may be that these dangerous conditions could exist,

through a mighty organization of banks, without the possession
of the money issuing power ; the mere control of credits might
suffice. But let us make the true deduction from such an ad-

mission : First, that this mighty influence has culminated in a

me 1 wc for the retirement of government paper and the de-
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livery to the banks of the full control of the volume of money,
and, second, that if, without the money issuing power, such

control over industry and politics is possible, the. necessity of

reserving to the people the power to regulate their money sup-

ply and control credits has-been conclusively demonstrated.

President Garfield observed that "Whoever controls the vol-

ume of currency is absolute master of the industry and com-
merce of the country" ; and President John Quincy Adams as-

serted that 'To fail to use the powers of government for the

advancement of the. people would be treachery to the most sa-

cred of trusts." -

If President Garfield was right, it is well worthy of discus-*

sion whether we have not been guilty of treachery to the most
sacred of trusts in passing a law which not only invests the

banks with the mastery of industry and commerce, but through
its provision for the retirement or impounding of the present

government notes seems directly to impugn the money issuing

power of the government.
In our history we have seen bad bank money and bad gov-

ernment money. But we shall appeal in vain for an instance

in which bank money has not failed the government in time of

peril, while government paper money not only brought us our
liberties, but carried us through the civil war against the

machinations and treachery of the money changers. Jefferson,

in a letter to Mr. Gallatin, Oct. 16th, 1815, said: "We are un-

done, my dear sir, if this banking mania be not suppressed.

Aut Carthago aut Roma delenda est. The war, had it proceed-
ed, would have upset our government ; and a new one, whenever
tried, will do it. And so it must be while our money, the nerve
of war, is much or little, real or imaginary, as our bitterest ene-

mies choose to make it. Put down the banks, and, if this coun-
try could not be carried through the longest war—without de-

pendence on the traitorous classes of her citizens—without
loading the public with an indefinite burden of debt, I know
nothing of my countrymen."

This denunciation has much the ring of McCulloch's words
during the civil war, when he declared : "Hostility to the gov-
ernment has been as decidedly manifested in the effort made
in the commercial metropolis of the nation to depreciate the
currency 2s it has been by the enemy in the field" ; or of Fessen-
den, who. as secretary of the treasury, charged that "the vio-

lent fluctuations in the price of gold arc due to the unpatriotic
and criminal efforts of speculators, and exemplary punishment
should be visited on such combinations/'

It might have been Thaddcus Stevens, in 1861, uttering his

bitter protects against the conspiracy of the money power to
depreciate the greenback; but it was Jefferson who said:
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"When I speak comparatively of the paper emission of the
old congress and the present banks, let it not be imagined that
I cover them under the same mantle. The o; ct of the former
was a holy one; for if ever there was a hol\ .var, it was that
which saved our liberties and gave us independence. The ob-
ject of the latter is tp enrich swindlers at the expense of the
honest and*

K
>idustrious part of the nation/*

Jefferson regarded banks of issue as more dangerous tha»
standing armies/ and predicted direful power of the United
States bank over the country and its government. Even Mr.
Lodge, in his history of Hamilton, is constrained to say of
Jackson's memorable grapple with this bank: "A few years
later, and the president of the national bank struggled with the
President of the United States on not unequal terms, a curious
verification of the power which Hamilton believed he should
find in a bank, and of the possible danger of that power if ar-
rayed against the government, as predicted by Hamilton's op-
ponents."

It has been a favorite statement of the banking interests that
the government should retire from the banking business; and
this misleading proposition has not been without its effect upon
the public mind. Andrew Jackson was right in his statement
that "If congress has the right under the constitution to issue
paper money, it was given them to be used by themselves and
not to be- delegated to individuals or corporations." Prof.
Nicholson has truly differentiated the issuing and banking func-
tions in the statement that "Issuing is creating money; banking"
is managing money after it has been issued" ; and the true char-
acter and function of paper money have been described by Mr.
Jevons in the words, "We ought to talk of coining notes as
John Law did, for though the design is impressed upon paper
instead of metal, the function of a note is exactly the same as
that of a representative token."

The experience of the United States with the state banks,
and, before and after them, with national banks of issue, has
created the popular and indeed general impression that money
issue is a legitimate function of banking. But our constitution

preserves to the general government the exclusive right to coin
money and regulate the value thereof, and the Supreme Court
has .determined that this power includes the "coinage" of paper
money. The establishment of the first bank of the United
States was vigorously opposed as unconstitutional, and was
finally obtained only through appeal to general powers reserved
.to congress. Specifically, no doubt, the framers of our consti-

tution took with respect to the money issuing power the exact
ground maintained by Mr, Jevons when he asserted:

"As to the right to issue promises, it no more exists than
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the right to establish private mints. As almost every one has

J» >nj£ agreed to place the coinage in the hands of the executive

government, so I believe that the issue of paper representative

money should continue to be practically in the hands of the gov-
ernment, or its agents, acting under the strictest control,"

Gen. Francis A. Walker dealt with the government's duty
as follows: "We may further admit that if the government has
the right to regulate or monopolize the issue of the coin, it has
the right to regulate or monopolize the issue of circulating

notes, which take the place of coin and become the money of

the people; and that, if it is the duty of the government to sec

to it that the coined money of the country is not made the in-

strument of fraud and oppression, equally is it the duty of gov-
ernment to see to it that the printed money is not so perverted."

These evidences from the classic school of political economy
seem to place our discussion upon authoritative ground.

The purpose of money issue is to supply to the community
a necessary circulating medium; paper money supplements the

coin supply, and is common to all the leading nations. The ob-
ject sought is to furnish a sufficiency. A most pertinent inquiry

is, who has the clearest motive to serve this end faithfully?

The bank is a money-making institution; it has no other pur-

pose. The banker does not pretend to be sentimental or pa-

triotic; his function is to loan safely at the largest possible

profit. This supreme motive does not stop when the banker
issues money. He will emit or withdraw according to his pros-

pect of profit; so will his competitor; and in our country each
bank has now nearly 4,000 competitors. In October, 1899, the

secretary of the treasury, in order to ease the money market,
offered to anticipate the payment of interest on the public debt.

The Boston Herald, Oct. 12th, quoted a banking authority as

saying that it would not avail itself of the opportunity, and
added : "Why should a bank whose interest lies in good money
rates pursue a course that would cheapen rates?" It is a tribute if

not an affront to the intelligence of American bankers to assert

that, within the bounds of prudence, the money issuing power,
like the credit issuing power, will be used as far as possible to

bring profit to the banks, and the interests of the business com-
munity will be subserved only as they are compatible with the
highest possible banking profit. It may well be asked whether
this is a proper and just basis for money issue in a Republic.

But the question of banking profit has another phase. Mr.
Gladstone said in a debate in 1882: "The profit derived from
the issue of paper money belongs to the state, not to any bank
or system of bank*, l.nt rightfully and exclusively to the treas-

ury of the nation." So Gen. Walker Insisted: "If a profit is to

be made by the i
c ^ue, that profit should go to the public treas-
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ury. It belongs to no man, to no bod\ f men, to no corpora-
tion, but to the state."

In discussing the justice of bank issues we have a right to
discuss the question in the concrete and to accept the present
practic^ *s the legitimate fruit of the system.

We -Have now government "notes" redeemable in gold,
amounting to about $346,000,000, a "debt" on which no interest

is paid. We have enacted a law looking to the substitution for

these notes of bank notes, secured by a like amount of govern-
ment bonds. The government continues to pay the interest on
its bonds, while the banks take all the profits on the notes.

The bank notes are redeemable in gold,*. but the treasury is

kept open to the banks, to secure gol 1 at any time for redepm-
tion of the bank notes. Such an absurdity in finance is in itself

a powerful argument against the very theory of £ank issues.

Under any system which the banks have' proposed they compel
the government to guarantee the notes, while they take to
themselves the interest, which the government would save if it

issued" the same amount of paper.

But the fact that the bank issues are redeemable in gold, and
that the government treasury is the gold reservoir, creates the

strange anomaly of a money issue, dependent upon gold, which
has no connection with the gold supply, and which is regulated
only by the government's bonded debt and the desire of the

banks for profits. This desire clearly has no limit.

The faithful redemption of bank money is a most important
consideration. It must be redeemed in gold. If the banks «

themselves must provide the gold, it is impossible to conceive

that 4,000 banks issuing notes can give security'of redemption.
They may have large means, and the utmost good faith, but

clearly the amount of their issues must be affected by the supply

of gold in the market. Under a well regulated system there

must be some percentage of reserve which must be maintained
for safety, and when gold leaves the country, or the supply is

otherwise limited, the note issues must be reduced. Here we
find the seeds of dissolution. A paper money issue, -which is

directly dependent upon, the supply of gold, must contract as

*In reply to a letter the assistant secretary of the treasury wrote:
"National bank notes, under the act of June 20, 1874, were and are re-

deemable in lawful money, not exclusively in United States notes. At the
present time lawful money includes United States notes, treasury note* of

1800, gold coin and standard silver dollars. A national bank may, in its

discretion, redeem its notes in any one of these classes of money.".
Thus the bank can relieve itself of responsibility in the matter of redemp-
tion by redeeming in other than so-called "primary" money. The gov-
ernment, however, is under obligation to redeem these "secondary"
moneys irt gold and "maintain the parity" among its various moneys.
The profits go to the banks, while the burden falls upon the gov-
ernment T. E. W.
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the gold contracts, and these are the conditions of panic. A
true system n\m>\ work just the other way, viz., cause paper to

;>>ue as gold disappears. In this country the scramble of 4,000
banks for profits makes bank money a perfect breeder of panics,

which even the great and single banks of England, France and
Germany are puzzled to avert.

It is hard to believe that scientific men can honestly, or even
>triouslv, approve the present issuing power of the national

hanks. It is quite notorious that the existing law is merely
the first step toward the entire exclusion of the government
from this power and the realization of Secretary* Gage's plan
* *i banking upon assets. In a recent review of the news currency
law in Collier's Weekly, March 31 of this year, Mr. Gage, sec- .

retary of the treasury, does not hesitate to attack the existing

plan and foreshadow the development of a new system. He
.^ays, "That the volume of money hinges on the market price

of a 2 per cent government bond is one of the best illustrations

of the fact that our currency system has not been put on an
entirely scientific basis by this new legislation.

"There is an entire dislocation between cause and effect. This

new legislation has postponed the time when. these facts will

be brought to the attention of the commercial world in an un-
pleasant way; but whoever thinks that the currency problem
has been wholly settled by this recent legislation will be unde-
ceived as the years go on. People should not conclude that we
have reached the end of currency legislation."

There can be no doubt of the justice of Secretary Gage's^
criticism upon the present system, nor ought any one to mis-
understand that Secretary Gage's expectation for the future

means the realization of his scheme for issuing notes upon the *

assets of the banks. This will be the full realization of the

selfish and greedy purposes of a money monopoly. Under such
new system it will be certain that the government will be called

upon, as it was in Mr. Gage's bill, to guarantee the redemption
in gold of the bank notes which up to the present date have had
applied to them the title, "wild-cat currency." The government
treasury will be, as it is now, subject to be raided at any time
by the bankers, depleted of its gold, and compelled, at any price

which the gold mongers may demand, to supply a sufficiency of
that metal for the discharge of the money obligations of the
banks. No banking scheme fails to have behind the proposed
bank notes the responsibility of t(ic government for their re-

demption. Th£ general suspension of specie payments would
not harm the banks, but would be made a source of profit,

while the treasury of the United States would be subject to
1 unlimited demands for gold, which could only be met by plung-
ing the people deeper into debt.
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J n defense of the government issues it may be said that they

involve no greater liability of the government than do the bank
notes themselves, while, on the other hand, they have the im-

mense i -antage of reducing by their entire amount the debt

burden oi the, people, and giving the profit upon their circula-

tion to the government rather than to private banking cor-

porations. It seems next to impossible that the existing plan

should have the indorsement of a civilized community. -The
government issues its interest bearing obligations, and in return

for their deposit in the treasury gives to the owners the par*

value in money, which they may loan to the people at market
rates, while they at the same time are drawing the interest on
the bonds from the government. Such a system would be
laughable were it not so unjust. The same money issued by
the government directly to the people would retire so much
government debt and the interest thereon.

There is practically but one argument which remains against

the direct issue of money by the government, and that is the
danger of undue inflation by excessive issues. It is conceded
by the leaders among the advocates of government money that

there ought to be a reasonable limit upon paper issues, whether
of banks or of the government, arid there seems now to be a*

consensus of opinion that the range of prices should be taken
as the gauge for the regulation of paper issue. No one has yet

been found to question the justice of a currency which shall

maintain the same general level of prices. This is the stable

money which has ahvays been held up by the economic schools

as the perfect money. But even though this may not be realized

in practice, is it too much to say that, if there is to be inflation

and contraction of the money of this republic, it should be gov-
erned by the will of the people, of the business interests and the
commercial interests of the nation, rather than by the caprice

of men .whose business it is to make gain by loaning money,
by controlling prices and holding the helm of industry and
commerce.?

THE SOCIAL REFORM UNION PUBLICATION MADE
A MONTHLY.

The Social Reform Union Publication will appear hereafter

as a monthly. The economic studies and Bible lessons will be
run in The Social Forum. Subscribers to Bible lessons will

continue to receive these separately, as will those who have
subscribed for all our publications. The latter will have their

subscriptions so extended as to enable them to receive as much
as they paid for. Subscribers to economic studies will receive

these in the Forum. Each will receive to the extent of money
subscribed. Should any not find this arrangement satisfactory

we shall be glad to have them write us.
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The following article by Professor Will will be reprinted as a Leaflet
of the Union and sold at 5 cents per copy or $1.00 per 100.

LEAFLET NO. 8.

FORTY YEARS OF FEDERAL FINANCE.
By Thomas Elmer Will.

War loans: Act of July 17, 1861, authorized 250 millions
of bonds.

Demand notes authorized by acts of July 17, 1861 ; August
5, 1 861; February 12, 1862; March 17, 1862. A war measure.
Notes as good as gold. Aroused antagonism of banks, lead-

ing to

Suspension of specie payments, December 28, 1861.

Legal Tender act of February 25, 1862 : Provided for parser

money inferior to demand notes; new notes bore "exception
clause"; not acceptable for duties or interest on public debt.

Act authorized issue of 150 millions, 50 millions to supplant like

amount of demand notes. Act of July 11, 1862, authorized
i>sue of second 150 millions, 50 millions of these of temporary
character. Act of March 3, 1863, authorized issue of third 150
millions.

Free interest: Act of February 25, 1862, provided that U. S.

notes might be deposited with Secretary of Treasury; and that

depositor should receive therefor a certificate of deposit bear-
'mS 5 Per cent interest. These certificates of deposit' were, in

addition, practically as good as money to the banks since they

could be used in settling clearing house balances. Act author-

ized issue of 25 millions; amount raised by act of March 17 to

50 millions, by that of July 11 to 100 millions and by that of

June 30, 1864, to 150 millions.

National .banking system : laws of February 25, 1863, and
June 3, 1864: Banking associations to buy government bonds,
not taxed, and bearing interest, and to receive, gratuitously,

from the government, notes not exceeding 90 per cent of par
value of bonds. Made depositories of public funds. Permitted
to do deposit and discount business. Competing state bank
notes taxed out of existence by law of June 3, 1864.

Additional war loans: February 25, 1862, 500 millions;

March 3, 1863, 900 millions ; March 3, 1864, 200 millions
; June

30 ,1864, 400 millions; March 3, 1865, 600 millions; second and
third loans payable in coin ; fifth in coin or other lawful money;
as to what first and fourth were payable in nothing was said.

Fublic debt increased from $64,842,287.88 in i860 to $2,773,-

236,173.69 in 1866.

Contraction: destruction of government money. Act of

April 12, 1866; in first 6 months 10 millions might be de-

stroyed ; after that, 4 millions monthly. Opportunity afforded

for locking up of paper money by Secretary of Treasury. In
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the four years between 1866 and 1870 the volume of government
money was reduced from $1,261,416,475.00 to $396,894*212.00, a

reduction amounting to $864,522,263.00, or nearly 70 per cent.

(See John Jay Kp" x, U. S. notes.)

Credit-Strengtfiening act, March" 18, 1869,
~ providing tnat

Government obligations, though sold for depreciated paper and
payable in the same, should be made payable in coin. Coin had
not circulated in the United States sincr-1861 and did not again
circulate until 1879.

Refunding acts preventing payment of public debt: act of
July 14, 1870, deferred payment of 200 milli >ns 10 years, of 300
millions 15 years and of one thousand millions 30 years/ Acts
of January 20, 1871 ; January 25/ 1879, an(* February 26, 1879,
of similar character. i887-

,

S8 found "a congested treasury and
a depleted circulation"; but refunding acts had made it im-
practicable to use surplus in paying debt.

Demonetization of silver

:

(a) United States mints surreptitiously* closed against
coinage of full legal tender standard silver dollars by "mint
bill," signed February 12, 1873. Substituted trade dollar "to
float all over the world," but actual legal tender only for pay-
ments of five dollars and under.

(b) Legal tender quality of outstanding silver dollars lim-

ited to payments of five dollars and under by revision of United
States statutes, accepted June 22, 1874, with express under-
standing that this revision made no change in any law.

(c) Trade dollar fully demonetized by joint resolution of

July 23, 1876, Senator Sherman declaring that it was never in-

tended to make the trade dollar a legal tender for any sum
whatever.

Panic of 1873; unequaled in previous American history.

Relief bill : popular demand for more money led to passage
of "Inflation bill" of 1874, vetoed by President Grant under mis-
apprehension deliberately created by Edward Atkinson (Chi-

cago University Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 1, page

Specie resumptipn: from 1861 to J879 business was done
with irredeemable paper money. Act of January 14, 1875, pro-

vided for redemption, after January 1, 1879, of greenbacks in

"coin," supersession of government money by bank money and

unlimited issue of bank notes and government bonds,

Bland-Allison act, February 28, 1878. Demonetization dis-

covered ; demand for restoration of silver ; standard silver dol-

lar to be recoined, but might be demonetized by private con-

*See "Tabular View of Mint Bill Demonetizing Silver";

Thos. E. Will.
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tract. Monetary conference provided for. Bill passed over
\cto of President Hayes.

(Greenback destruction again stopped, act of May 31, 1878,
in obedience to popular demand. Volume remaining, $346,-
<*8i.oi6. So continued till 1900.

Sherman silver purchase law, July 14, 1890. Secretary to'

purchase four and one-half million ounces of silver per month
with Treasury notes -made redeemable in "coin"

;
parity to be

maintained; notes demonetizable by private contract.

Panic of 1893; special session of Congress; silver pur-

chases alleged to be cause of panic. (See Schuckers' New York
Bank Presidents' Conspiracy" for other side.) Purchase clause

repealed under executive coercion.

Seigniorage-Coinage bill: uncoined silver purchased under
act of 1890 and lying idle in Treasury to be coined. Denounced
by eastern press as "a rascally scheme." Bill vetoed by Presi-

dent.

Treasury raids and bond sales: gold reserve repeatedly

withdrawn; borrowed back as follows: January 17, 1894, 50
million dollars; November 13, 1894, 50 million dollars; Feb-
ruary 8, 1895, $62,315,435 (Belmont-Morgan Syndicate agreed
to "protect the Treasury"); January 6, 1896, 100 million; sold

to syndicate at 104J; enormous demand; price rose in few
days to 120.

Proposed currency "reforms": Baltimore, Rhodes, Eckels,
and Carlisle plans; public money to be supplanted by private.

Bank privileges to be increased at expense of public.

Battle of 1896: unprecedented campaign, fund and intimi-

dation of voters ; victory by narrow margin for financiaf classes.

Indianapolis monetary convention, January 12 and 13, 1897,
resolved on "unequivocal maintenance of present gold stand-

ard," and supplanting of government money by bank money
and bank credit ; Executive Committee to procure presidential

appointment of monetary commission to report to Congress,
or, failing this, to appoint such commission themselves.

Wolcott international bimetallic commission and fiasco.

President McKinley's currency message of December, 1897;
greenbacks to be redeemed (in gold if desired) ;

gold to be ob-

tained by bond sales when necessary; greenbacks to be locked
up until drawn out with gold.

McCleary bill prepared for Congress of autumn, 1898. Ex-
posed by Shibley in "A Trust of Trusts." This bill Congress-
man McCleary would not discuss at Omaha monetary con-
ference, though twice voted extra time for that special purpose.
Not passed.

Gage bill of December 16, 1898 : provided for locking up of

Treasury notes and silver certificates, refunding old bonds into

ten-year gold bonds, national bank note issues up to full face
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value of bonds held, banrk notes to replace United States notes
and silver certificates, 25 per cent of a bank's notes to be fiat

at bank's pleasure, (Government to be responsible for); 25,000-

dollar national banks to be established in villages of 2,000
population, c£ \ Not passed.

* Report of'flionctary commission representing Indianapolis

convention of 1897: recommended bond sales when necessary
for maintenance of gold reserve, destruction of notes (govern-
ment money) till but 50 millions remained, which sum was to

be reduced as bank notes were issued ; national banks to issue

fiat money based only on bank "assets ;" (Government to be
responsible for such money). Other provisions in interest of

national banks and gold standard.

More bonds, for Spanish war: June 13, 1898; $198,791,440.
Act of March 14, 1900, provided as follows:

1. Gold standard : gold dollar of 25.8 grains, 9-10 fine, made
standard unit of value.

2. Retirement of government money: greenbacks and
Sherman notes of 1890 to be redeemed, on presentation, in gold
and held in treasury until exchanged for gold.

3. Gold reserve for redemption of notes raised, from 100
millions to 150 millions.

4. Bond sales: gold reserve to be maintained by sale, when
necessary, of 3 per cent, non-taxable, gold bonds payable in one
year.

5. Debt perpetuation: government bonds payable in 1904.

1907 and 1908 to be refunded into non-taxable gold bonds, non-
payable for 30 years : consideration, reduction in interest rate

,

from 5, 4 and 3 per cent to 2 per cent.

6. Baby banks : 25,000-dollar national banks may be estab-

lished in villages of 3,000 population and under.

7. National bank privileges: may issue to par value of pres-

ent bonds or bonds subsequently purchased (thus "inflating

currency" and supplanting government money); the tax upon
circulation, if based on new bonds, reduced 50 per cent.

With the above ^concise summary of the leading facts of
American financial history for forty years before him it is now
left to the

t
reader\s judgment to decide whether it may fairly

be said that this period has witnessed the creation of a gigantic

national debt; which debt was sold cheap and afterwards made
dear by legislation, perpetuated by refunding acts and made
the foundation of a banking system national in name, but pri-

vate in fact ; the destruction of public money,~metallic and pa-
per, that private money might take its place ; and the practical

surrender of the Nation's finances into the hands of a banking
trust.

Shall the banks or the people rule?
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AN APPEALyrO AHER1CAN CITIZENS.

Direct legislation is legislation "of the People, by the People
and for the People." By it the People can make their own laws,

unhampered by Trusts or Bosses. By it, the People become
directly and personally responsible for eachiaw, because they
have the power to veto or make any law.

We call on you as delegate to your party convention and as
citizen of our country, to sustain Direct Legislation wherever
it exists, in Town Meeting, in Municipal or State affairs : wheth--
or it is expressed by showr of hands or by ballot through the

Initiative and Referendum.
More than this, we call on you to promote the extension of

Direct Legislation to National Legislation and Federal Affairs

by inserting a Direct Legislation plank in the National Platform
of your party.

The Initiative means the proposal of a law by petition of a

percentage of the voters affected thereby.

The Referendum means the vote at the polls on a law pro-
posed by the Initiative, or on a measure passed by the Legis-

lature. .

The Initiative tells the Legislature and the People what some
of the People want. The Referendum is the answer of the

whole body to a particular proposition.

Direct Legislation, therefore, enables the voters to deal with
laws themselves, not merely with law-makers. It saves the

legislator from making mistakes as to the will of the People on
any question. It turns men's minds from mere personalities to

fundamental principles. It invests the ballot with a new dig-

nity and places politics on a higher plane.

All patriots can agree on Direct Legislation—on this simple,

this elementary, this scientific invention in political machinery
which has been born and developed from the purest ideals of

self-government.
The only objections which can be raised against Direct Legis-

lation are those which spring from a distrust of the People. If

popular self-government is right and practical, then Direct Leg-
islation is right and practical; for the latter is merely the

natural expression of the former.

Direct Legislation is NO NEW thing in this country.

We have always had it here;

In 1643, tne articles of Union, framed by the United Colonies

of New England were referred to the approval of the voters.

>Tever has the principle been allowed to fall into disuse.

Today it is in practical application in many State, County and
Municipal governments.

Except in Delaware all Constitutional Amendments are sub-

mitted to the Referendum.
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South Dakkota now has full Direct Legislation. It was
adopted in November, 1898, as a Constitutional Amendment, by
a vote of more than two to one.

The Legislatures of Oregon and Utah have passed Direct
Legislation Constitutional Amendments which the people of

these States will vote on in due time. In no case were jthese

amendments party measures, but were approved by a majority
of the legislators made up from members of all political parties.

San Francisco has it in its Charter. Many more illustrations

might be given.

Direct Legislation will not be opposed by any American
citizen who indorses the declaration 01 Jefferson that the people
are capable of self-government and who holds to Lincoln's idea

that this should be "a government of tlie people, by the people
and for the people."

.

While Direct Legislation by means of the Initiative and
Referendum is still in its infancy in this country, its astonishing
results in Switzerland, the l^nd of its origin, are manifest to all

* men.
The Referendum started in 1830 in the Canton of St. Gall, the

Initiative in 1845 in the Canton of Vaud. Since those dates the
£wo institutions have marched in a triumphal tour through the
Swiss Republic until they have been adopted in the Federal
Constitution.

It is not too much to say that within these few years, Switzer-

land has been converted from a nest of oligarchies, entrenched
behind vested interests, into the model Democratic Republic of
the age. .

In the coming campaign, the Trust Question is to the front.

One proposed way of meeting it is so to amend the Federal Con-
stitution that trust legislation will be - completely under Con-
gressional control. This would still further increase the irre-

sponsible, delegated power of Congress, unless we had Direct
Legislation at the same time. It would make Congress more
corrupt, because there would be greater necessity for the
monopolies to corrupt it and larger rewards for being cor-

rupted. Mere opposition and criticism of this plan will not be
effective. The people want positive, constructive measures.
This plan is a positive and constructive one, although a cen-
tralizing and bad one. Propose in its place Federal Direct

Legislation and the People's Direct Control over the trusts

and monopolies.
Direct Legislation makes for equal rights for all and special

privileges to none. It kills the lobby, because there is no money

.

in making deals when the people hold the final verdict in their

own hands. It educates the voters, because it forces them to

study the question at issue. It represents the triumph of self-

government over government bv the few,
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It is not even necessary that you declare in favor of the

system but only that you pledge your party to submit the neces-
sary National Amendment to the State Legislatures and State

Amendments to the People. x

Put it into your party platform.

(Signed)
THE NATIONAL DIRECT LEGISLATION LEAGUE,

By ELTWEED POMEROY, Newark, N. J., President
By VICE-PRESIDENTS for Fifteen States.

WALTER BREEN, Omaha, Neb.
WILLIAM A. COTTER, Flemington, N. J.

E. M. DAVIS, Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. S. U'REN, Oregon City, Ore.

J. WARNER MILLS, Denver, Colo.
DR. G. H. SHERMAN, Detroit, Mich. I

L. A. UELAND, Edgelcy, N. D.
*

Executive Committee.
The Direct Legislation Leagues of the States of New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, Michigan, Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Oregon, Colorado, Cali-

fornia, Texas, Washington, Maryland, Missouri, South Dakota, etc.

Representing the sentiment of the American Federation of Labor, the.

Knights of Labor, the various Railroad Brotherhoods, and all the
Trade Unions, the Farmers' Alliance and most of the Granges and
farmers* associations, many citizen's organizations, clubs, etc.

, = %

Geo. S. Bowen & Son carry a fine line of up-to-date reform
literature, including Gov. Altgeld's "Live Questions," $2. 50;

Del Mars "The Science of Money," Si.'oo; Smiley's "To What
the Trusts Are Leading," 15c, etc. Address 344 Unity Bldg.,

Chicago.

EDITORIAL.
The past month has witnessed two important religious gath-

erings—the general conference of the Atethodist Episcopal
Church and the general assembly of the Presbyterian Church.
The general conference admitted the laity to an equal voice

in the church councils, discussed the amusement question and
removed the specific baji from dancing, card-playing, theater-

going, etc., elected four bishops after a two weeks' contest, and .*

did several .things connected with administration and church
management. The Presbyterian assembly also dealt with ques-
tions of church polity and ecclcsiasticism, and doubtless was
regarded as a successful meeting from a denominational .stand-

point. -

* * *

But, after all, how little of real, fundamental Christianity was
thought or spoken of in either assemblage. About two weeks'
time was spent in selecting four bishops in the Methodist gath-

ering, but nothing was clone either at Chicago or St. Louis to

indicate that either the Methodists or Presbyterians recognized
that there was any such thing as a social side to the religion of

Jesus Christ, or that social justice had any share in the list of

religious problems which confront the world.
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The bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church recently

made a call for twenty million dollars and two million souls.

Later, finding that the membership of the church had fallen

foff about twenty-two thousand souls, they called for a week
of fasting and prayer. In all of the discussion resulting from
these episcopal movements there was scarcely a suggestion
of the social problem which is so closely interwoven into the

question of all questions which have to do with the spread of

the true Kingdom of God on earth.

* * * ;

It is true that the term "Christ's Kingdom" was several

times used in these gatherings, but it wa$ always applied to the
ecclesiastical organization, and never to the real Kingdom of

God, of which the Redeemer said: "Lo, the Kingdom of God
is within you." (Luke 17: 21.)

* * *

The one thing they overlooked was the one thing that is the

matter with the churches. The membership of these great
national gatherings of the church was made up of the well-to-do

clergy, who very largely look at the thing through clerical eyes
—clergymen in the well-paid pulpits, for the greater part, and
the wealthier class of laymen, the rich men of whom Christ, said

:

"It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than
for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God." Which
is another point of difference between the Kingdom of God and
a Presbyterian assembly or a Methodist-Episcopal conference.

* * *

The overlooked thing was, as I said, the fundamental thing.

It is the thing for which Christ came, as Isaiah said and Christ

quoted : ;

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon m€,
Because he anointed me to preach good tidings to the poor:
He hath sent me to proclaim release to the captives,

And recovering of sight to the blind.

To set at liberty them that are bruised, ,

To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord."

* * *

Jesus when on earth in the flesh said, as Saint Luke tells us

:

"Blessed are ye poor: for yours is the Kingdom of God."
Wherein, again, the Kingdom of God differs from these grand
gatherings of the great evangelical churches, for the seats in the

Auditorium were sold at opera prices.
v

* * *

The church that wants two million souls needs something
more than twenty million dollars. It wants an endowment of

love (John, 15:12) and a social condition of perfect liberty

(John, 8:36), equality (Rom., 8:14-17) and fraternity (Mark,

3^35).
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THK COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE.
This institution attempts two things: First, to roach by cor-

-pondence instruction those who cannot attend educational in-

itutions ; second, to enlighten these students on the social and
*onomic problems that menace our civilization. Few can at-

nd college; fewer still could derive much benefit from college

striiction in the social sciences if in attendance; for college in-

ruction in these lines is not free. Wealth sees to that.

Students enrolled in the College of Social Science express de-

jht with their work, declaring it a "revelation" to them.
Address, THOS. E. WILL, 344 Unity Building, Chicago.

VF
TAKE THE POPULAR

e))
(HiCAoo.{«r»mMPous c-[omsvutE Railway ((3

^ui

DIRECT LINE BETWEEN

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS
CINCINNATI

LA FAY£TTE LOUISVILLE
and ALL POINTS SOUTH
ONLY LINE TO THE NOTED HEALTH RESORTS

V/EST BADEN and FRENCH LICK SPRINGS
City Ticket Office
232 Clark St.

Depot, Dearborn Station
CHICAGO.

CROWN PEN CO.
Ufthafirtartr* *t

Medals and Diplomas
Columbian Exposition,

Chicago IS93....,.
X

All 7*.**s of Pens Repaired,

Urn »• 'j % . '» * * O • •$ » d 1

78 STATE STREET, CHICAGO I

Crown Fountain Pens, Gold
Pens, Penholders, Etc

Medals and Diplomas
Midwinter Exposition,

San Francisco, 1694,
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Eldredge B.

Sewing Machines.
Lightest running shuttle machine
on the market, ball-bearing bland,
best foot attachments and fiuest
finished woodwork.

$20, $22.50 and $25.

Eldredge Genuine Automatic
Single Thread Machines*
Equal to any of their kind ever
made, no matter what the name
or price,

$40.00. $45.00 and $50.00

IA/E MAKE WHEELS, TOO.
THE RELIABLE ELDREDQE

Always In the lead. Cheap in price but high in qual- dj F*/\ -*./* ^rt f
ity. Many models to choose from. Prices fiom u)3|\/ TO yZDi

Wo sell on easy terms. tScnd for catalogue of our 1900 models.

National Sewing Machine Co.,
40 East Jackson Blvd. M. J. Gleason, Algr.

Ii^jf—\l£^te^^ MARRIAGE
A bold, brave book teaching ideal marriage, rights of the unborn child, a designed and
controlled maternity.

Union Sgnal: Thousands of women have blessed Dr. Stockham for Tokology,
thousands of men and women will bless her for Karezza,

Arena: Karezza is worth its weight in gold.

Sample Pages Free. Agents Wanted. Prepaid, $1.00.

ALICE B. STOCKHAM & CO., - 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

AH people who want
BROTHERHOOD IN

BUSINESS to write

to The Modern Educator Co., 6?5 A\adison St., Chicago.
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The Most

Wonderful

Scene in

the World

Is the Grand Canon

of Arizona,, now

reached by rail from

"Williams on the

Santa Fe Route

instead of by stage
as formerly.

A short, easy and

inexpensive side trip

for transcontinental

travelers.

Full particulars

furnished by

General Passenger Office

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co.

CHICAGO
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The Social Forum.
Vol. II. JULY, 1900.

' No. 7.

IS TME CHURCH CHRISTIAN?
That depends upon our standard. What is the meaning

of the term Christian? Can a chu'rch be Christian and sanc-
tion war? Can a Christian church remain indifferent to the
menace of monopoly? Is a church Christian that seeks to

cultivate the private virtues to the exclusion of civic righteous-
ness and social justice? Is that church Christian which is re-

conciled to poverty, which, by practice if not by precept,

preaches, "Masters, be kind to your slaves. Slaves, obey your
masters and keep soberV Can a church be Christian which
makes assent to a creed a condition of its fellowship, which is

skeptical of the progressive revelation of God to man, which
is more anxious that men should think in one way than that

they should think?

It is the business of the church to save the world, not to

rescue souls from the world. It is the business of the church
to redeem, not men, but man. The future state of man ought
to be made a minor consideration. The church should be
judged, not by the number of souls that are thought to be
saved for another world, but by the growth of private virtue

and civic righteousness in this world. Heaven should be as-

sumed as the reward of the just, but justice on this earth should
be the chief concern of the church. Love is the dynamic of

' Christianity. Brotherhood is its fruit. A -Christian church
must have for its paramount aim "a new earth wherein dwelleth

righteousness," the reign of brotherhood.
Is the church in this sense of the term Christian? Is it

even trying to be? Would not the church give quite a differ-

ent statement of its mission ? Are not the men who are preach-

ing this ideal regarded as the enemies of the church? We
believe that the church has within itself the germs of its salva-

tion. We believe it is becoming Christian. But it is yet to be
won. Its influence as a whole still tells against what are pre-

eminently the Christian and regenerating forces of modern
society.

Even though we have abolished the auction block, the com-
mon reward for common labor is the reward of the slave—

a

bare living. If the freedman's wage is the least bit greater

than the keep of the slave the slave was sure of his keep,

while the frecdmari cannot be sure of his wage. There are

millions of our countrymen who count themselves fortunate if

they can keep peace with the landlord and escape the potter's

field. A man who was many times a millionaire died the other
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day and a leading clergyman, who has great weight in the
church, declared that the best cure for the evils of a growing
plutocracy was the multiplication of such millionaires. As
though every millionaire, honest or dishonest, were not proof
of a dishonest system. "A gentleman kicked me," was the re-

mark of a woman in the free clinic. Gentlemen are robbing us.

To be sure, they are only taking advantage of opportunities that

.

grow out of laws which the mass of the people acquiesce in

a very gentle sort of robbery. But, though the oppression they
practice is legalized, nevertheless the wine that flows in their

revels is the blood of crushed and broken hearts; the spoil of

the poor is in their houses and their gold drips with the tears

of bondmen.
The church will not be Christian until it stakes its life in the

struggle to right the wrongs that are responsible for these
frightful inequalities, these glaring negations of brotherhood.
But suppose our present industrial organization has the ele-

ments of slavery in it? Is that any concern of the church? The
pastor of one of the most influential churches in the west said

recently: "In so far as the bondage remains it is necessary
and good, both for, the bondman and the society that binds him/'
We should like to know when chattel slavery would have ceased
if men had acted on the principle that so far as bondage re-

mained it was necessary and good. What a pity Jesus had not
heard of the doctrine that so far as evils exist they are necessary
and good! He might have taken things easy and let evolu-

tion reform the world. There is no need to multiply proof texts

from modern sermons. It is unquestionably true that the

church as a whole has no adequate realization of the fact that

"These naughty times
Put bars between the owners and their rights

!

And so, tho' yours, not yours."

While there are noble exceptions, still the utterances of the

average pulpit on the subject of war are in sharp contrast to the

teachings of Jesus. Compare the utterances of Jesus with those

of the rector of St. George's Episcopal Church, St. Louis

:

"The sword is the mightiest of missionaries."—Dr. R. A.
Holland. 'They that take the sword shall perish with the

<\\ord."—Jesus.

"The modern unbelief in the righteousness of war is the big-

otry of individualism. Christianity has civilized the world by
bayonets far more than by missionary boards. Its supreme
evangelist has ever Ix-en :u\ s ill is the sword."—Dr. R. A.

Holland. "Go thou and {,. -<h tin ! - ingdom of God." "If my
kingdom were of this world then would my servants fight."

i

;or this cause came I into the world, that I might bear witness
i !v truth."—Jesus.

,1,1 ehurch Christian? Which of the following utterances
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breathes the spii c oi the Christ? 'The only thing we can do
is to thrash the natives until they understand who we are. I

believe every bullet sent, every cannon shot, every flag raised

means righteousness."

"It is a war, not in behalf of liberty, but against it. Our
arms are not adding glory to the flag, but instead are staining
that starry emblem with the blood and tears of a people fighting

for the rights of self-government/*
The first extract came from the sermon of a prominent evan-

gelical minister. But these words against the war came to us
almost from the dying lips of Robert Ingersoll. Who is the in-

fidel and who is the Christian?

Do these quotations misrepresent "the church? We think
not. And we affirm that until such utterances do misrepresent
the sentiment of the church the church is Christian onlv in name.

Cincinnati, O. REV. HERBERT S. BIGELOW.
To these may be added the following from a letter replying

to the suggestion that arrangements be made for one of the

Union workers to address religious meetings

:

^Personally I should be greatly pleased to meet and hear the
Rev. Mr. Blank, but our churches, like most others, are anti-

Christian and have only expressions of contempt for Christ's

socialistic doctrines. They are joined to their idols; let them
alone until God's wrath shall arouse them."

BIBLE LESSONS IN SOCIAL REFORM.
FOR ADULT AND FOR PRIMARY CLASSES.

Supplementary to the International Sunday School Lessons for

1900.

SUBJECT FOR JULY.
July 1.

CHRIST'S CONCEPTION OF THE INDIVIDUAL.
Lesson: Matt, xiv., 22-23.

During the preceding months we have been studying Christ's

social conceptions and message. This month we consider the
important subject of Girist and the individual, a subject, from
the standpoint of social reform, of the extremest and most fund-
amental importance, for it is upon this point that the two great
schools of reform differ. The individualist says, "It is true that
we need social reform, better cities, purer government, co-opera-
tive business, but the way to reach these ends is by first reform-
ing the individual; society is composed of individuals; govern-
ment is the creation of citizens: a building can not be good if

, '><cd of poor material; make the individual right, and all

ei-c \.:ll follow in good time." The socialist on the other hand
rc\i>c> i\'t \< and says: It is true we need good individuals, but
the individual is the result of environment, heredity, etc.; to
make good individuals, therefore, we must begin bv making the
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environment right. Then with right laws, right methods in

business, etc... the individual will gradually he purified. Such
jin brief are the two great views which divide the world on the

subject of reform. We ask this month which was the view of

Christ?
Our answer is the latter, if by environment one understands a

full environment, mental, moral and spiritual, as well as physical

;

and also if one remember that to say that environment largely

produces the individual is not to deny that the individual has
something to do in responding to and reacting upon that en-

vironment. In other words, this world is a co-operative world,

where the individual does not make society, where the citizen

does not create the state, business, etc., and where therefore it

is not enough to reform the individual and then expect all to

come out right, but where the individual may and must co-ope-

rate with his fellowman and with1 the various mental, moral
and physical forces of the universe if we are to have •the right

life. v
Xot by a strife for self, nor yet by selfless strife

But by your self with the world's great self

Shall Vou wake to the nobler life.

This seems to have been Christ's conception of the individual,

as a child of God, a portion of a great universe in which he is

not supreme, which he has not made, but a part of which he is,

and in which, by having faith, he may live the right life in con-

junction with his fellows. Jesus Christ never said to the individ-

ual merely, "Repent." We read in Matt, iv., 17,.
**Jesus began to preach and to say, Repent, for

the" kingdom of heaven is , at hand." From the

first Jesus ever married the social gospel of the kingdom
to the message to the individual. We are told in the' same chap-

ter (verse 23) that He went about preaching the gospel of the

kingdom. In His last days on earth after the resurrection, He
spoke of the things "pertaining to the kingdom of God." All

through the sermon on the mount runs the conception of the

individual as a portion of a universe in God's care. We are

"told to take no thought for our life, for what we shall eat or

drink or wear (Matt, vi., 25). We are told to be like the fowls

of the air and the Hues of the field, and that if God cares for

thrm lie will much more care for us. (Matt, vi., 26 and 28.)

Faith is described not so much as man's search after God, as

man's allowing God to enter into His' life. Dr. Herron has

>omewherc defined faith as "letting go.'
1

All through the New
Testament runs the conception that the individual's salvation

comes not from anything he does, but from the divine power
,.:Uering his life, man's duty simply being to open his mind and
hnrt t<> the play of the divine environment.

Sav- l)rumm«»nd: "The secret of evolution lies, in short,
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with the environment. In the environment, in that in which
things live and move and have their being, is found the secret oi

their being, and especially of their becoming. And
what is that in which things live and move and
have their being? It is nature, the world, the cosmos—and
something more, some one more, an eternal intelligence and
an eternal will. Everything that lives lives in virtue of its cor-
respondences with this environment. Evolution is not to un-
fold from within ; it is to unfold from without. (The Ascent oi

Man, Chap X.). Such is the teaching of science, of experience
and of Christianity. Science is little more to-day than an an-
alysis of environment. Experience teaches the same. Those
who are to-day successfully rescuing children from evil put
them in good homes. All parents, even those who talk most
about individuality, in practice are very careful to surround their

children with the best influences they can. Jesus Christ took
thc same view. The essence of Christianity is to let love in as

the ruler and modifier of our life. We must be born again. A
new life musts come to us. The lesson for to-day shows us

Christ praying on the mountain, walking on the sea, in har-
mony with the universe, and teaching. Xot till Peter could
do the same had he sufficient faith. The individual then has

something to do; he must trust, he must take God at His word;
he must let go, but the individual docs not build up the kingdom
of heaven ; he must enter into the kingdom and be built up in it.

July 8.

CHRIST'S MESSAGE TO THE INDIVIDUAL.
Lesson: John vi., 22-71.

We saw last Sunday Christ's conception of the individual as a

fragment of the universe, whose 'duty was to trust God and
let love enter his life ; but this implies that the individual has

something to do. We read in the lesson for this Sunday (John
vi., 28-29), "Then said they unto Him, what shall we do that we
might work the works of God? Jesus answered and said unto

them ; this is the work of God, that ye believe on Him whom He
hath sent/' Christ's message then to the individual is. "Believe

on me/' What does this mean, to believe on Christ? Is it sim-

ply an intellectual matter, a matter of an orthodox theology, of

a correct creed? What does Christ say of those who merely

say "Lord, Lord,'' and do not the works of the Lord? (Matt,

vii., 21, and Luk<* vi., 46.) Or is it simply a life of good works
in the name of Christ, healing the sick in the name of Christ, en-

dowing hospitals and colleges, giving to the poor, etc.? What
does Christ say of many who do such wonderful works? (Matt.

vii.. 22-23,) I*f believing in Christ then does not mean holding

a right doctrine about Christ, nor even doing great deeds in His
name, what does it mean? It means believing what Christ says.
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trusting Him, following Him, taking Hint at His word. If

Jesus Christ then tells us not to worry (Matt., vi., 25), belief

in Christ means not - worrying. If He tells us not to lay up
money on earth (Matt, vi., 20), belief in Christ means having no
hank account. If He tells us to forgive our debtors (Matt, vi.,

14-15), believing in Christ means doing that. If He tells us to

give to all and to live as the birds live (Matt v., 42, and vi., 26),

believing in Christ means doing that. Christ's message then to

the individual is to believe that this world is God's world, 'not

the devil's; that we and all other persons are God's children, not

the devil's, and then to go and live as if we and all people were
God's children and therefore brothers.

What practical duties follow from this? What about the pri-

vate ownership and monopoly of land? If one brother in an
earthly family, simply because he was the oldest, strongest and
ablest, could by the connivance of the law, get hold of the whole
of the parental estate, and crowd out the younger brothers and
sisters, and especially the weak and sickly ones, what should we
think of him as a man? What should we think of the rich and
strong who do that with God's estate?

How about living on investment and dividends? Do such peo-
ple take no thought for the morrow and lend hoping for nothing
again? Is not the result that one portion of the world do all

the hard physical work and become physical, brutish, coarse,

vulgar, with little chance for the higher life, while the other
class does little or no physical work, but lives on the result of
other people's labor and becomes selfish, affected, dilletante,

nervous, sickly, morbid? If all worked as brothers, in a large

co-operative life, with the best equipment for united work,
would not all live healthier, happier lives, each one having to

do a little work and no one having to devote all his time to

physical work? May we not say that believing in Christ is to
enter into a co-operative world ?

July 15.

THE POWER OF FAITH.
Lesson: Matt, vii., 24-30.

The lesson of this passage of Scripture as of so many is the
jM.Acr of faith. Is it not one needed by social reformers? In
Mrhin- to get certain measures adopted by the community, at

just what should we aim? Should it not be to* make society be-
lieve in our ideals? We can not force society to accept our
ideas, because reformc r> are in the nature of the case in a min-
ority. We »«-n not often brighten society into accepting them,
because a frightened c»mm 1 unity usually simply holds on the
tighter to what it has. We m not ourselves institute political

reforms, because we are not the government. Only to a limited
extent can we practice our reforms apart from government, be-
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cause we are dependent on environment and co-operative states

and colonies and experiments usually fail, surrounded by a cap-

italistic world? What can we do? We can spread ideas and
ideals and induce people to believe in them ; and, if faith is the

power that Jesus taught, is not this really the greatest thing
to do? Was not this Jesus' method? Did He
appeal to force? (Matt, xxvi., 51-53; John xviii.,

36.) Did He appeal to fear? Did He establish a co-operative

store, or factory, or colony? Did He even mention concrete
reforms like the abolition of slavery, woman's suffrage, munici-
pal ownership, etc. ? Did He not rather strive so to make men
believe in the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man,
that gradually all these things would be brought about? What,
we want is action, but acts spring from belief. Is it not his-

torically true that all the great advance steps of the world have
been made possible by great men who have believed in them?
Have not in almost every case the ideals of one age been real-

ized by the next? Are reforms ever permanently defeated? Is

there anything more practical, if you would move the world,
than to introduce into it an idea?

But does this not bring us back after all to individualism, by
asserting that the one way to change the world is to change the
ideas in individuals and then to let them change the world?
No; because the difference between individualism and socialism
is not as to whether it is necessary to change people's ideas.

Both individualists and socialists alike aini to change people's

ideas and to do this first. The difference between individualists

and socialists is "as to what ideas we should seek to get into
people's lives? The individualist seeks to set the individual

to living himself the life of love and to teaching other men to
do so ; the socialist seeks to make the individual believe in the
life of love and live it in co-operation with his fellows. It is not
a question of whether to begin with individuals or not, but of
what the individual is and what he can do.

July 22.

THE SACRIFICE OF THE INDIVIDUAL.
Lesson : Matt, xvi., 13-26.

The lesson for to-day is the lesson of the cross. Socially
r.pplied it is the lesson of how to develop individuality. Peter
protested against the idea of Christ's crucifixion, and Christ
rebuked Him, saying that he savored not "the things that be of
God, but those that be of man." This further helps us to under-
stand and enter into Christ's conception of the individual. The
individualist continually asserts that what the world needs is

not a better social system, better laws, better business methods,
but better men, stronger men, nobler men. The Christian in-

dividualist says we want men more given to love, to sacrifice
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The 'religious individualist says that we want individuals con-

verted to God. But Christ says, Seek not your own life, your
own selfish life, not even your own religious life, not even your
own moral character. Stop thinking about yourself at all. Stop
thinking about your soul, your heaven, your God, your charac-

ter, your cross, your sacrifices. ''Whosoever will save his life

shall lose it." (Matt, xvi., 25.) This is true of the religious life as

well as of the earthly. There is such a thing as a religious self-

ishness, that is a selfishness disguised as religion, but not truly

religious. It savors not of the things that be of God, but the

things that be of men. Christ says rather, stop thinking about
yourself, but deny yourself: cease to be; lose your life physical-

ly, mentally, religiously. Thus shall you save yourself. Work
for others and you will become strong physically. Work for

others and you will become clear mentally. Live for others

and you will become spiritual. Individuality comes not by in-

dividualism, not even by Christian individualism, but by social-

ism, by living, acting, dying for the world. Such is the Chris-

tian dynamic of individuality, and it is proved by a thousand in-
N

stances. The great individuals of the world have been those

who have lived and died for others. In religion we honor Christ,

Guatama, Socrates, John, Paul, St. Francis of Assissi, Luther,
Knox. In poetry, in philosophy, in invention, in reform, it is the

martyrs whom the world loves, and who have been its great

men.
"Count me o'er earth's chosen heroes,

They were men who stood alone.

While the man they agonized for

Hurled the contumelious stone."

The world builds no monuments to selfish men, nor to people

who spend their lives in morbid religious self-analysis. An illus-

tration of the development of individuality through sacrifice

comes to us from a heathen city. The true Athenian lived not

for self but for Athens. Athens was largely, so far as its free

population went, a socialistic city. It was a democracy, but the

city government conducted a large measure of life ; the govern-

ment built and managed the gymnasia, baths, temples, games

;

it sent out colonies, it worked the mines at Sunium, it controlled

the finances; in the city life the citizens largely merged their

individual career; yet out of that same civilization came almost

the greatest individualities the world has ever known.

July 29.

THE TRANSFIGURATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL.
L< «.n : Luke ix., 1:^-36.

1 he ooeial lesson of the transfiguration of Christ is the trans-

figuration of the individual just in so far as he approximates to

the lite <>t Christ. By reference to the hero< s of the world in

the last ie^on we saw what :nen may become who live for oth-
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crs. One finds illustrations of such evolution of individuality

in life every day. Who has not known some man or woman in

youth ordinary, mean, small, perhaps stupid, homely, but who,
called out by some great life of sacrifice, perhaps in missionary
work, perhaps in some civil station, perhaps in reform labors,

has become developed, strong, large, perhaps brilliant and beau-
tiful? Life has continually such transfigurations. Those who
walk in the light of heaven become glorified.

There is a deep lesson here for social reform. People con-
tinually say that socialism is a beautiful ideal, but impractical

because men are not developed enough for it. But if Christ's

conception of the individual is true, the more men need develop-
ment, the more they need socialism. So long as the world is

based on a strife for commercial prosperity, so long as we each
push for number one, so long as children are born into an
environment of pushing for number one, so long as we teach
our boys and girls to push for number one, so long as our young
men are taught to seek their own advancement, so long as mar-
riage is affected by the question of worldly or social gain, so
long as money is made practically the aim and measure of man,
so long will we have little individuality; but let one strive for

others, not for self; let children be so taught; let them be born.
into a co-operative environment and brought up in a co-opera-
tive world, divorce marriage from money; let civilization be a

strife for character, not for gold, and the individuals will be
transfigured. We do not know what human nature is until we
find it in the right environment, any more than we could know
what birds were did we only study birds brought up confined in

a cage on poisoned gas,. Says Drummond: "Everything that
lives .and every part of everything that lives, enters into rela-

tion with different parts of the environment and with different

things in the environment ; and at every step of its ascent it com-
passes new ranges of the environment and is acted upon, and
acts in different ways from those in which it was acted upon or
acted at the previous stage." ii socialism is the ideal Which
some admit, it will produce ideal men. The worst men are
therefore the more in need of a better environment. *

The list of college proscriptions is steadily growing. Plu-
tocracy realizes the importance of controlling education if others
do not. What Jesuitism did for teaching in the Middle Ages.
wealth is doing today, and by methods as crafty. Unless the

people soon rescue their holy* places from the hands of these

Saracens the < mpuv will have superseded the republic before
we are aware. Meanwhile the College of Social Science affords

opportunity for instruction in vital themes by correspondence.
Address College of Social Science, 344 Unity building, Chi-

cago, III.
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The following article by Mr. Daguc will be reprinted as a study of

the Union and sold at 5 cents a copy, or ?L\Q0 per hundred.

STUDY NO. X—THE BANKING PROBLEM.
Defects of Present System Pointed Out—A Government System

Recommended.

BY R. A. DAGUE.
It is often asserted that our present banking system is the

best the world has seen. Whatever its merits, I purpose to

show that it can be replaced by one much better. Our clearing-

house system is probably the best the world has seen, but it

must not be confounded with the banking system proper.

A monetary and banking system that has engulfed seventy-

five millions of people in debt and that every few years culmin-

ates in widespread and devastating panics cannot be a sound
or safe system.

Less than fixe years ago 600 banks suspended and millions

of the people's earnings vanished. Instead of being safe and
sound, such a system is fatally defective and unsound; and, un-

less the people radically reform or abolish it, they will soon find

themselves financially undone.
' Already the debt of the American people is appalling. Ac-
cording to Congressman Walker, of Massachusetts, the people
of the United States in 1895 owed debts, public and private, to

the amount of thirty-two billions of dollars. He estimated that

they bore an average rate of interest of 6 per cent per annum,
which would amount to one billion, nine hundred millions of

dollars. From statistics carefully compiled for 1892. the value

of the entire corn, wheat and oats, crop, added to all the gold
and silver taken out of the mines of the country, amounted to

only $1,340,236,600, or the enormous sum of $579,763,400 less

than the amount required to pay the annual interest on our
debts. Is the situation growing better? On the contrary, it is

rapidly growing worse. Four years later, E. H. Fulton, editor

of the '"Age of Thought/' made another investigation; and in

a table in which he names 1,256 forms of indebtedness, the
total outstanding debts of the people are shown to reach the
enormous* amount of $44,929,927,703.76; or nearly forty-five

billions of dollars. If this colossal debt is bearing but an aver-
age of 5 per cent, the annual interest would reach the vast sum
of about two and a quarter billions of dollars. If these statistics

are correct, and I believe they are substantially so, because they
are corroborated by other credible statisticians, this country is

doomed to universal bankruptcy and ruin, for »'o r-mntrv can
long prosper in which the interest crop exce^K all its staple

cereal and mineral crops to the amount of more than five hun-
dred millions of dollars annually.

Whit have the banks to do with this condhit.-i < ,i things?
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Let us examine their methods and see. It is stated by the bank-

ers themselves that they have in the United States loaned to

the people five billions of dollars. Xow the Treasury reports

show that there is in the United States in all kinds of money a

total of but about one billion, six hundred millions of dollars.

The banks are thus enabled to reap an annual interest on three
billions, four hundred millions more money than exists in the

whole United States. How do matters stand in California?
This state has a population of 1.350,000. Counting $21 per

J
capita in circulation, the amount claimed by the Treasury de-

' partment (double the amount in actual circulation), we have
a total of $28,000,000 in the state; yet the statistics show the
startling fact that the California people owe the banks a debt of

$212,000,000 on which they are paying interest nearly eight

times more than all the money in the state.

How do the banks do this? John Smith opens a bank, and
people begin depositing their money. After the bank gets
a few thousand dollars on deposit it begins to loan. Farmer
"A" comes in, gives his note at say 6 per cent interest and bor-

*

'

rows. What does "A" do with the $100? Why he pays it out to

j
'the merchant, to the butcher, to his employes, and others, and
most of that money soon goes back to the bank in the way of

deposits-. Farmer "B" cames in, borrows $100 and gives his

note bearing 6 per cent interest, and puts it in circulation and it

in a short time flows back to the bank. Mr. *'C," Mr. "D/' and
scores of others, come in and borrow, each giving his note

. bearing interest and each scatters the money among the people,
and nearly all of it sooner or later finds its way back to the bank-

in the way of deposits. None of this money the banker is thus

j
loaning belongs to him. It belongs to the depositors. The

r, banker by this ''endless chain" method gets 6 per cent on £hoo
from "A," 6 per cent from *'B/

f

and 6 per cent from all subse-
quent borrowers on practically the same* money. Most of the

same identical dollars that the banker loaned to "A" he later

loaned to "B" and "C" and to "D" and "E" : so that if he loans

the mo^ey eight times during the year (as the records show
he does) he reaps a crop of 6 times 8 or 48 per cent of interest

j

on the total amqunt of money in circulation, none of it belong-
ing to him but the whole to the depositors, to the larger number
of whom he pays nothing for the use of their money and but

a small interest to a few who hold certificates of deposit.

i . Thus we see the profitableness of banking, and why the

f
banker says We have in this country, "the best banking system

in the world." We see also how the banks have succeeded in

getting the people of this country in debt to them to the amount
of three billions, four hundred millions more than the total

amount of all the money in existence in the Republic—and this

without giving adequate security to the depositors against loss.
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For let a panic come, and the banks close their doors. How-
could they do otherwise? It would be an utter impossibility to

collect six to eight times more money than exists in the whole
country with which to pay their depositors. The whole system
is unsafe to the depositor, menaces the business stability of

the nation, and is profitable to the banker himself only for a sea-

son. It is a dangerously inflated bubble liable to explode in a
• lay ami spread desolation throughout the land. Well may the

hanker say that the present banking system rests on "confi-

dence."

I make no war upon bankers as individuals. They are as hon-
e>t as the average citizen. It is the radically defective system
that is to blame and not the banker personally. It is this system
I attack, and would replace with a better one. You ask me, is

there a better banking system than this ? My answer is, yes, an
infinitely superior and safer one. It is a system of Government
Savings Banks and of County Loan and Savings Bureaus. All

the leading nations of the world have government savings, banks
in successful operation except Switzerland, Spain, China, the

United States and Germany; and we ought to except Germany
from the" list, for while she has no national banks, she does have
a successful municipal banking system behind whose credit

stand the incorporated cities and counties—and these are essen-

tially government banks. Thus we have only Switzerland,

Spain, China, and the United States without government banks.
Those having government banks are twenty-eight in number.
I could name all of them with the amount of money on deposit

in 1897, but for the sake of brevity will herein give a few of the
leading countries

:

Austria, $49,397,000; Belgium, $63,693,274; Canada, $28,932,-

929* Ceylon, $2,035,857; Cape of Good Hope, $5,741,528;
France, $151,691,705; Finland, $9,445,057; Great Britain, $489,-

344,870; Holland, $18,557,250; Hungary, $9,063,206; Italy,

S89.722.464; India, $24,321,023; Japan. $15,223,122; Xew
South Wales, $20,058,500; Xew Zealand, S18.957.893; Queens:

land, $11,127,924; Russia, $286,945,677; Sweden, $10,696,725:
Victoria, $15,223,122. The grand total of those given above and
those not enumerated amounts to the sum of $1,344,473,613.
Why is it that the United States has never 'adopted Postal

Savings banks, a sure protection to the depositors and an ad-
•* tagc to the government? Every postmaster-general from

Cresswcll to Carey has urged Congress to do it, and has sub-

mitted to that body most convincing testimony from postal

officials of foreign governments, showing the great advantage
the '} s tom has over our s\stcm. The people continue sendiiu
to Congress bankers, or nj>n>i matives whom bankers control,

v. hosr interest it is to maintain our present system. The co«i

of in;' ; ning Postal Saving* hanks would be very moderate.
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In Great Britain the expense of management is about three-

sevenths of one per cent on balances standing to the credit of

depositors. In France the figures are seven-fifteenths of one

per cent. For the Netherlands about the same. In Belgium the

cost of management is only one-fifth of one per cent. In Sweden
one-fourth of one per cent. Austria is the only country having
the Postal Savings banks in operation where the cost of man-
agement exceeds one-half of one per cent. In that country
it is eleven-twentieths of one per cent. This higher cost

in Austria is explained by the fact that the masses of the peo-

ple are poor and the number of deposits are in small amounts.
This occasions more work in keeping the books and increases

the expenses somewhat..
In Italy where the people are poor and deposits are in small

sums, the cost of management is a trifle less than one-half of one

per cent.

Why cannot the people of this country adopt this system?
The money loaners who live by annually reaping an interest

harvest of about two and a half billions of dollars, or more than

all the staple crops raised, and all that our mines produce, do nor

want a banking system so manifestly in the people's interest and

against there own.
Will this government in the near future establish govern-

ment banks ? There are but slight grounds for such hope. Wal!

street is so powerful, the bondholders, the great interest gath-

erers, are so thoroughly organized, the great aggregations of

wealth are so greedy, that the scores of thousands of petitions

that have been sent up to the capital praying for a government
bank have been cast into the Congressional waste basket, and

the people's prayers go unheeded.
Even now there is the greatest danger that we will establish

more firmly than ever before our present destructive and op-

pressive banking system, the currency act of March 14, 1900.

looking directly to this end.

A reference to the United States comptroller's reports shows
what I have herein stated, that banks can pay on an average
about $1 in $8 of their deposits. That is, when they report SS

on deposit they have only $1 in cash with which to pay the $$.

And this is considered '"honest, sound banking/* If called

upon to pay their depositors at once they could only pay about

it cents on the dollar. The "Farmer's Sentinel" recently said:

"Just when depositors will get frightened and want their money
is as uncertain as the coming of the next blizzard or the next

earthquake. Of course there are 'assets* to make good the de-

ficiency in cash, but evcrybody-knows what 'assets' amount to in

the time of panic. Of course the more this bubble of bank cred-

it s is inflated the sooner it is liable to break. But until the col-

lapse comes, the bankers are reaping a rich harvest of interest
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on what they owe their depositors. The next panic is looked
upon by good business men with apprehension and anxiety as

the next earthquake by the inhabitants of tropical regions. The
only time when men are absolutely free from this fear of a panic

is immediately after one has occurred* because they feel that

another one will not occur at once for they know the commercial
world is then at the bottom of the hill and cannot go Jower.
But, as the years go by. they begin to tremble, for they know
the history of the past, and that our unsound and unsafe bank-
ing' system results in disastrous panics about every seven or
eight years."

\Vhy should not this nation adopt a better banking system?
Government banks are not new or untried. Great Britain estab-

lished Postoffice Savings banks in 1861. Gladstone championed
them, and scores of the advanced thinkers of Europe have ex-
pressed surprise that America has not long ago followed suit.

Our present system is piling up an interest debt we can never
pay. Our people are suffering onerous burdens because of this

colossal debt. Our industrial classes and working people are

growing poorer every day. Our money loaners are heaping up
immense private fortunes out of all proportion to the value of

services they render: depositors are not secured against loss;

frequent panics and bank suspensions sweep over the country,
ruining millions ; the heaviest burdens of this defective system
bear the heavier upon the poor classes who are least able to

bear them; our politics are corrupted by the use of money to

affect legislation, and the perpetuity of our republican institu-

tions are threatened by outbreaks and riots on the part of the

discouraged unemployed, whose numbers are greatly augment-
ed by the business panics and depressions caused by periodical

bank failures.

The wonderful success of the postal money order system is

an argument in favor of Government banks. During the last

year there were 52,000,000 money transactions with the depart-
ment and $200,000,000 were transmitted. Thousands of people
are now buying money orders payable to themselves rather than
deposit their money in banks where there is so great a liability

to lose.

The adoption of government banks, especially if supplement-
ed by State and County Loan Bureaus, would cure all these ills.

There is but one important feature lacking to make the Govern-
ment Postal banks a model system of banking, filling all the es-

sential requirements of commercial banking. That lack consists

in the fact that Postal Savings banks cannot easily be made
banks through which small loans could be negotiated; for,

while they receive money placed on deposit, and loan in large

amounts by investment in government, state and municipal
bonds, they could not make small loans to numerous individuals
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without a luigc increase of employes and expense. To meet this

requirement and to bring government banks and the people
closer together, so that not only small deposits might be made
but small sums could be borrowed from the banks, I propose
th£ creation of County Savings Banks and Loan Bureaus.

If Postal banks were established without the County banks
it would be a grand improvement over our present system. If

County banks were created without thfc Government Postal
banks it would be a mighty change for the better, but if both
were established we would have as perfect and safe a banking
system as could be created under our present form of gov-
ernment.

I have drafted a bill for a proposed state law providing for

the creation of such County Savings Banks and Loan Bureaus.
I will briefly state its general provisions

:

Let every County Treasurer be authorized by state law to

receive money on deposit, placing it, as do our present savings
banks, in one of two funds at the option of the depositor: A
"Demand Fund" or a "Term Fund." Money placed in the De-
mand Fund to bear no interest and to be at all times subject to
withdrawal by the depositor. For money deposited in the Term
Fund for not less than three and more than twelve months, the
treasurer shall issue to the depositor negotiable certificates bear-
ing 2 per cent per annum payable at maturity of certificate,

these certificates to be issued in denominations of $5, $10 anc>
S20. Now let the treasurer be authorized to make loans at say

3 per cent per annum to cover extra expense of conducting the
business. No loans to run longer than two years, taking a first

mortgage on real estate worth double the amount loaned, in

the name of the county, as security, the borrower furnishing an
abstract of title to the satisfaction of the county attorney and
board of supervisors, and paying all expenses of making the
loan. The board of county supervisors, through three of their*

number, can act as appraisers of property given as security,

said board having the general management under the state law
of the entire business. The bonds of each officer charged with
the discharge of important duties in connection with the County
Bank and Loan Bureau to be enlarged so as to insure ample pro-
tection to county and depositor.

All foreclosures shall be in the name of the county, and all

the profits accruing from the banking system shall go into the
county treasury. It shall be the duty of the attorney-general
of the state to prepare all forms of certificates of deposit, books.
notes, bonds, mortgages and other instruments and forms re-
quired to put this system into operation in all the counties of
the state alike. All the penalties now prescribed by law for the
punishment of county and district officials for unlawful acts
arc provided as penalties for the violation of this act. In lar^e
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cities branches of this county Bank can be established in sev-

eral places for the convenience of the people. The advantages

of the creation of this proposed County Bank and Loan Bureau

would be inestimable. It would be absolutely safe to depositors

;

it would forever abolish bank panics; it would bring out mil-

lions of money now in hiding and put it in circulation ; it would
abolish high interest on money, forcing the rate down to near

the amount barely sufficient to pay the expense of conducting

the business (the per cent not to be called interest but '"Ex-

pense Fund"). It would inflate the currency by an inflation

that could do no harm, for it would be self-adjusting. The cer-

tificates, issued in small denominations, would freely circulate

among the people as money and would be safer and sounder

money than bank bills issued by private corporations who are

under no bonds for the honest transaction of their business. It

would stimulate industry. Money would seek investment, not in

note shaving and ironclad mortgages, but in trade, in .manu-

facturing and numerous other channels. It would take away
from money sharks the power to fleece their fellowmen by con-

tracting the volume of the circulating medium, and the occupa-
tion of the usurer would be gone forever. In case of foreclosure

of mortgage, the land would go to the county and state instead

of to individuals as under the present system, being thus a more
just and practicable method for -the reclaiming of lands by the

state than the single tax or any other system yet proposed.
The present banks would in due time have to be content with

the smaller interest or go out of business, for they could not

long get a higher rate of interest than that charged by the pub-
lic banks. And yet this proposed system would not necessarily

destroy private banks. They could continue to sell exchange
and make loans on personal security or on short time, and
transact other commercial business ; but having no monopoly
of the banking business (as they have now) they could not
create conditions of panic by heaping upon the people an in-

debtedness eight times greater than the total amount of money
there is in the United States. They would themselves be more
secure from panics than they now are.

All the profits of this County Banking system, if there be any
profits would not go to swell the princely fortunes of the usurer
i»nt would be returned into the county treasury and thus reduce
the p< oplc's taxes. All the immeasurable advantages of an hon-
est, common sense, perfectly safe, co-operative banking system
would be enjoyed by the people at large.

It has been well said that all things usd in common by the
public should be owned and controlled by the public. Money,
the medium of exchange, is probably more important and widely
used than any <>:lv r thing, It is. therefore, one of the most'
mischievous and fallacious errors <»f the age, that money should
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be issued, owned and controlled by private individuals or cor-

porations for their own benefit, instead of by and for the govern-
ment which is composed of all the people.

Finally, this proposed Federal Postal Savings bank and the
County Savings Bank and Loan Bureau herein alluded to would
save the country from the ruin which is inevitable under our
present system.

In conclusion let me add that this system which I propose fits

in with the general system of doing public business. Public
schools, blind, insane, and deaf and dumb asylums, orphans"
homes, public hospitals, all reformatory institutions, police and
fire departments, potoffices and our mail carrying system, coun-
ty poor farms, the construction of public roads and bridges,
prisons, courts, penitentiaries, public libraries and many otber
things of a public nature are co-operative, nationalistic .and so-
cialistic in their nature. To these are yet to be added banks,
steam and street railways, municipal water works, telegraphs,
telephones, electric lights, water transportation, fuel, land, mines
and all other things of general public utility, because these are
used by the people, and their monopolization by private parties
for individual gain must and does infringe upon the right:, of the
masses.
The financial question is profoundly a moral one. If you im-

poverish the people you have as a result poverty-, degradation
aw; crime. The question is, which shall rule, the people for the
whole people, or the favored few for their own benefit?

Geo. S. Bowen & Son, publishers and dealers in Economic
and Reform Books. 344 Unity building, Chicago, 111.
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EDITORIAL.

The melancholy days of the quadreunium have come, when
nu»t oi the world is talking polities; when "all good men" are

Ik ins;- rallied to 'Support the old party." It is not surprising

that iik'ii should he partisans, hut it is passing strange that men
should and do support platforms and policies which they know
t« * he radically wrong. An anti-imperialist or an anti-trust man
supporting McKinley, and a gold-standard man hurrahing for

L.ryan, is a strong illustration of the vise-like character of the

j; rip which party has upon the average man.
* # *

It is with political parties much as it is with churches. The
earnest man, imbued with a desire to sec his country advance
U. a higher plane, gets ahead of his party in his ideas, and
chafes over the slowness of the group with which he travels.

But he looks around and sees no other group traveling any
faster, and from the strength of old associations and the gre-

garious instinct which is inherent in every human being, he stays

with his party. So in church matters many a man of advanced
ideas is galled by the chains of denominational fealty and gyved
by ecclesiastical formulas who holds on to the church because
he sees no other sect which is any better than that with which
he is connected.

* * *

The partisan who has outgrown his party feels that the only

hope for better things is through party organization, and of

course hopes that his party will be the one to lead on to better

tilings. The member of a church feels that, after all, the road
to higher Christian ideals is through the church, and looks for-

ward to a movement, inside the church, which will bring about
its reformation. It is true that both parties and churches have
accomplished reforms and forward movements within them-
selves. Yet, as a mattes of fact, the great movements for the

betterment of political, social and spiritual conditions have been
along the line of new movements.

* * *

Ik-fore a new, movement of this kind can be organized into

srecess, howexer, it must have its prophets and agitators, ready
to take a sacrificial part in its formulation. It needs a St. Francis,

a Lit her, a Calvin, a Wesley to lead in a religious movement be-

fore if ran become truly great, (f some great political or social

principle is to be impressed upon the age it needs first edu-
cators who are willing to bear the odium and sacrifice, and who
seldom share in the glory and praise which result from success.

' u r anti-slavery mowment had its Garrison and Wendell Phil-

Vi\>>. who educated the people and reaped very little reward for

the trials they endured, except the triumph of the principles they
represented. Even the organization they formed had no rc-
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ward, as an organization, except the consciousness that its edu-

cative work hail led to the final result.
* * *

The presidential campaign may not be a good tune to get a

hearing' for constructive reforms. It is the period of
#
"\\f

point with pride" on the one hand, and "we view with alarm"
on the other. But the new questions that are now up—espe-

cially those of imperialism, trusts and militarism—cannot fail

to "set men to thinking about the fundamental questions which
are behind them. The blinder partisans will know little and care-

less about these things. "Stand by the party" will be a goo*

I

enough shibboleth for them. But others, in and out of parties,

will find themselves confronted, with problems that will not

down. But of the partisan wrangle will come a broader view
of the questions that really press.

* * *

The problems of the twentieth century are those of the social

liberation of the race. The nineteenth century did much to do

away with chattel slavery. Except in a few inaccessible places

in Africa, ancj in McKinley's "crown colonies" of the Sulu

group, men, women and children are not bought and sold. Ot

the civilized nations of the world, the United States is the only

one whose ilag protects and sanctions the slavery of the auction

block.
* * *

But there are other forms of slavery which not only exist but

seem to thrive in these closing days of the nineteenth century.

The wage-slave is more absolutely under the dominion of the

master than ever. The competitive system, so far as the em-
ploying class is concerned, is being wiped out through a policy

of consolidation. Single corporations control entire industries.

Others are controlled by two or three large combinations in

perfect agreement with each other. But the workers are many.
In each of many lines of trade they have only a limited number
of employers to apply to for work, and they are compelled" to

compete with each other. The old remedy of the strike is dimin-

ishing in force. The slave may starve if he prefers, or he may
work for what his master chooses to give him. And now the

master usually compels him to give up his right of association.

This is the ultimatum of the contractors to the workmen in the

building trades in Chicago. Abject submission or stavation

are the generous alternatives they offer.

* * *

Capitalism is not only becoming more and more arrogant

and pitiless with its wage slaves, but it is endeavoring to sot

bounds to speech and thought and to establish satrapies out
education and rtligion. Endowments, to-day, and not truth, and

the great disiderata for temples of learning, while pew-rcnts|
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riithcr than righteousness are the chief objects of" striving for

i lie men of the sanctuary.
* * *

July is the birth-month of the American republic ; it is a lime
when the true patriot may well seek to know whether the nation

Ivis lived up to the promises of its sponsors at its birth. Is this-

a. government winch derives its powers frr # * the consent of the

governed? Is it a government which does not impose taxation

without representation ? Does it recognize as inalienable rights

oi the citizen the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-

ness? Above all does it by law and administration act as if it

were a self-evident truth "that all men are created equal?"
* # #

There never was a time when the United States was more
strongly at variance with the grand declaration upon which
it is founded ; when the basic postulates which were used to

justify its creation were more flagrantly and generally violated

Xor is the fact of violation the whole or the worst of it ; but

the approval or indifference of those who by training and educa-

tion should be leaders in the fight for true Americanism is the

most tragic feature of the situation. The well-to-do view the

carnival of blood abroad, the spreading cancer of monopoly at

home and say *all is well/' The pulpit applauds the domination
of the dollar, and the aggression of the sword, one pastor eulo-

gizing the sword as /the mightiest of missionaries" and "the su-

preme evangelist/' and another declaring that "every bullet sent,

everv cannon shot, everv flag raised, means righteousness/*
* * *

I have said that the problems of the twentieth century will ,be

those of social liberation. It will be necessary as two of the

grandest steps to first keep a leaven of true righteousness in

the church, so that it may be born again as a true agency for

the upbuilding of the kingdom of Heaven, and second to reform
the dominant political parties or destroy them. It may be that

some one of them is past redemption. However that may be,

the near future will tell. Unless the people of the United States

mean to change the government to an irrevocable imperialism
they will do well to make quick work of every effort to enlarge

the standing army, or to add one mite to the already overgrown
* power of the executive over the destinies of the isles of the sea.

I'he Public for July 7 contains extracts from a private letter

from Prof. Hcrron, dated, "In Camp at Southern Judea. May
;-t!i • n ittth, H;oo.'* Later he wrote the manager of the Social

:
, ':-;i f.--Mn Peirut, Syria, stating that he expects to return to

\i!>,i«-,i in n-ptembcr, and that he will then help the Social

Foriuu :«!! he can. He adds in closing: "I am gaining strength
slowly, hut surely, I hope. It will all be given to the great

cause.'*
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The Social Forum.
Vox. IL AUGUST, 1900. No. S.

BIBLE LESSONS IN SOCIAL REFORM.,

FOR ADULT AND FOR PRIMARY CLASSES.

Supplementary to the International Sunday School Lessons for

1900. ,

SUBJECT FOR AUGUST.
THE DUTY OF THE STATE TO THE INDIVIDUAL.

August 5.

THE STATE AND THE CHILDREN.
Lesson: Matt, xviii. : 1-14.

Little stands out from the pages of the New Testament more
clearly than Christ's thought for the children. It was new in

the world's history. On the pages of classic literature there is

little child life and less child love. In the sacred books of the
east, the child plays but a minor part. Infanticide, child expos-
ure and child slavery were universal" when Christ came. Under
Roman law the parent had the right even over the life of his

child. (See Encyclopedia of Social Reform, p. 245.) With the
Jews it was different. The psalms sing of child love. (Psalms
exxvii., cxxviii.:3 and cxliv. : 12.) God is the Father of the
fatherless. (Psalms lxviii. : 5 ; x. : 14 ; cxlvi. : 9.) The law made
provision for. children, especially orphans. (Deut. xxiv. : 16, 19,

20; xi. : 19-20.) The Hebrew Proverbs are full of references to
children, (xvii. :6; xxii.; xxii. : 6, etc.) But Jesus' Christ went
farther. He made the child the symbol of the kingdom of
Heaven. (Mark x. : 14 ; Matt, xviii. : 3.) The lesson for this Sun-
day reveals His special love for children. And wherever Chris-

tianity has gone it has created a new love and a new life for

children. In the Christian home the baby is king, and child

books, child toys, child songs mark the effect of Christianity

upon the home. With such a lesson from Christ, it is not hard
to see the duty of the state to the child. The child's first teach

ers and guardians especially in infancy are its parents, but Uk
state must see that no child be neglected, that all have proper
care and training and instruction. Experience is proving thai

to place destitute children in good homes is better than to

gather them In asylums. (See Encyclopedia, p. 493; also p.

232.) Compulsory education it is the duty of the state to en-

force. (See Encyclopedia, p. 539.) This includes making it pos-

sible for even the poorest to attend school by furnishing proper *

accommodations, free books, free lunches, etc. Socialists de-

mand that the state provide free meals, clothing, books, etc.,

whenever necessary, even to tillage of 21. (Encyclopedia, p.
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54 1-) This docs not mean bringing up the child in dependence.
The child should be taught all activities and manual training

as well as moral character. (Encyclopedia, pp. 724-730.) Such
education by the state implies immunity from child labor. Child
labor laws are thus of the greatest importance. (Encyclopedia,

pp. 233-240.) The amount of child labor in the United States
is alarming and probably in stores and on the street is on the
increase. Few states have proper laws, and most have nearly none.
In a few states some laws have been passed, and in certain lines

of manufacturing child labor is therefore lessening. This fact

has given rise to the belief that child labor is disappearing. Such
is not the case. The census statements are misleading. The
census for 1890 reports 5,426 children in 20,482 factories in Illi-

nois. Miss Kelly found 6.576 children in 2,542 factories alone, a
proportion which would giye 40,000 children in Illinois in fac-

tories instead of 5,426. Remembering the increased presence of

children in stores and the streets it makes the problem of child

labor most serious. Yet, when the labor bureaus of such states

as Massachusetts and Illinois report that the average wage paid
the average workingman is not sufficient for his family, child

labor will increase unless the state interfere. (For conditions

under which children work see Encyclopedia, pp. 233-240 and
467.)

August 12.

THE STATE AND THE DEBTOR CLASSES.
Lesson Matt, xvii., 21-35.

This lesson makes our treatment of debtors the test of the

way God should treat us. What gives to this a fearful signifi-

cance is the fact that modern civilization is well nigh based on
debt. The census of 1890 puts the national debts of the world
at over $27,000,000,000, and they have since largely increased.

The state debts of the United States in 1890 were $1,135,210,442,
while the city debts of most cities is increasing yearly. Private

debts are far more burdensome. From 1880-1889 mortgages
were executed in the United States alone to the value of over

$12,000,000,000. Since then others have been placed and some
paid off. It is claimed by some that many mortgages have been
cancelled. It is difficult to get at the exact facts, for many mort-

gagee are cancelled by placing new ones. In 1890, only 35 per

cent of American families in city or country owned an unmort-
gaged home. And debts enter into all life. Civilization seems
based on investments, that is, on loans, on debts. Hospitals,

colleges, schools, churches, are supported by investments or

loans; i. e., some workingmen somewhere are toiling to earn

dividends to support our boasted institutions. Even the church

itself seems based on the slavery of the workingman to the land-

lord and natuially a decreasing number of workingmen go to

church. They increasingly regard the church as a luxury for
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the benefit of their masters. Yet almost all our laws and all our
financial legislation has been in favor of the creditor classes.

Debts have doubled and more than doubled in value. What-
ever be the cause of this, no one doubts the fact. Yet when
it is proposed to adopt a currency that will bring back the appre-
ciated dollar to its former value, the claim is made that this is

dishonest and a robbery of the creditor. Of the robbery of the
debtor little is said. Yet the whole spirit of the Bible is against
interest or investments or usury of any kind. (See Deut. xxiii.,

19; Levit. xxv., 35-37; Ex. xxii., 25; Neh. v., 7.) And Jesus
Christ declared that He came not to destroy but to fulfill the
law. He said "Lend, hoping for nothing again." (Luke vi.,

34.) And "From him that would borrow of Thee turn not Thou
away." (Matt, v., 42.) The whole early church and all ancient
ethics condemned usury. Calvin was the first Christian teacher
to approve interest. Who can measure the change that would
come to civilization did no man live on another's labor but each,
man was a brother working for all? To defend vigorously the
interests of the debtor classes and to bring in such a co-opera-
tive civilization that debt will disappear is the duty of a Chris-
tian state.

August 19.

THE STATE AND THE DEFECTIVE CLASSES.
Lesson John ix., 1-17.

The main works of Christ were to heal the sick and relieve the
distressed. What other miracles did Christ do? What defective

class did Christ not aid? Should the Christian state not do the
same? It does to-day increasingly care for the sick, the blind,

the deaf, the maimed, the insane, the pauper. Christian coun-
tries lead the world in these charities. Christianity has been
their main creator. (Encyclopedia Art, Christianity and Social
Reform, Church and Social Reform.) Nevertheless are there not
large classes of the poor to whom the state does not do its

duty? How about the unemployed? Says Carlyle, "A man
willing to work and unable to find work is, perhaps, the saddest
sight that fortune's inequality exhibits." The exact number of

the unemployed it is impossible to estimate. It depends largely

on what is meant. Few men go for years without any work.
Almost all workingmen to-day spend at times in their lives from
a week or two to many months looking for wrork. In the con-
stant changes due'to machinery, the caprice of fashion, the vari-

ations of the market, few workingmen are never unemployed.
Yet to men constantly on the margin of existence, a little un-
employment often means the wrecking of home and life.

Many honest workmen to-day commit crime in order to be sent

to some penitentiary. Should not the state by bureaus (such as

are beginning in a weak way in Ohio, California, New York and
elsewhere) try to find work for all who want it, and then teach
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and give work to those who can not get it ? Should wre treat the
criminal better than the unemployed? (See Encyclopedia, pp.
552, 1,349 and 952, and the pages following these.)

August 26.

THE STATE AND THE OFFICE HOLDER. .

Lesson: John x.,1-16.

The Christian conception of the social unity is ever of a. fam-
ily, of a wedding, of a flock, of a fold. If the divine state is por- s

trayed as a kingdom, it is a kingdom where love is king and
where love is the fulfilling of the law. Therefore the officer of
a Christian state can never be a tyrant, an autocrat, not even a
ruler. He is rather a head servant, a servant of servants, the
minister to all. The badge of office in a Christian community is

the towel and its function the menial life of a public servant.
(Study Mark x., 42-45 ; Luke xxii., 24-26; John xiii., 3-17.) The
ideal relation of the Christian office holder is the shepherd, and
as in the lesson for to-day, the good shepherd who giveth his life

for the sheep. This conception strikes a blow at some of the
worst features in American life. Politicians are in politics usu-
ally for what they can get ; they should be there for what they
can give. "To the victors belong the spoils" is the cry. It

should be, to the successful belongs responsibility. Offices are
given out as a reward for political service; the service should be
after the position is taken.

v

The beginning, therefore, of a Christian conception of office

holding is a civil service. And this should be applied to the

continuing in and the discharge from office, as well as in obtain-
ing office. But if the true conception of office is service, the true

fitness for office should be not the ability to pass an, intellectual

examination, but ability to serve, best seen in service in lower*

grades. The appointing power and civil service examinations
should more and more give way to a system of promotion for

merit. This could be applied even to many at present elective

offices, making the public service better trained, more reliable

and more permanent to merit. This is much nearer the Euro-
pean system and is needed in America. In Germany, the mayor
ot a large city, like Berlin, is chosen usually from among those
who have served as mayors in some smaller, qity. The duty of

the office holder should be to care for the best interests of the

citizen, not only regularly but positively in any way it can be
done. Not what the constitution calls for but what love de-

mands should be the ideal of the Christian office holder.

And the duty of the citizen should be to support the able and
honest official. We usually leave our officials alone and only
take part hi p^H'Vs f o oust some obnoxious official or bring in

some of our party or our set. The Christian slate is a cooper-,
at ive commonwealth where all lalpor and the most effective la-

borers arc given chi"f responsibility.
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Tin- following article by Mayor Jones will be reprinted as a study
of the I nioii mid sold at ."» cents per copy, or $12.00 per 100.

3TUDY MO. XI.

Public Ownership the Only Cure for Trusts, Strikes, Govern-
ment by Injunction and Government bv the Sword.

BY SAMUEL M. JONES.
I do not know who is responsible for the title under which I

am writing,. I have accepted it as I was requested and will do

my best to stick to the text. This title would seem to suggest
that "things," materials, are of first importance in human af-

fairs, but we have it on very good authority that "Life does
not consist in things," and I am of the opinion that if there is

any such thing as separating the two, it is the spiritual, not the

economic fact that is fundamental. Though I do not like this

sort of dogmatic statement, as a matter of fact, it is splitting

hairs to undertake to say whether the spiritual or economic is

of first importance. We know, of course, that if we are spir-

itually free we cannot be in economic or any sort of bondage.
We know that that sort of freedom has borne men and women
through all sorts of trials, of shipwreck and disaster, of starv-

ation and even of crucifixion; has made them absolutely in-

different to their economic condition so that they have met
persecution and even death cheerfully and joyfully, supported
by the knowledge that life is more than meat and drink. But
where people have opportunity to express their lives in ma-
terial things, they have been able to contribute to the develop-
ment and upbuilding of the world—indeed, to the making of it

a fit habitation for the children of men. This work has found
its best expression economically in those things that have been
commonly owned.
Common or Public Ownership serves to fuse the people into

one, and to build up that fellowship that, I am sure, is the fore-

runner of the perfect society that shall be known as the King-
dom of Heaven. That little company of early Christians that

is mentioned in the fourth chapter of Acts evidently had discov-

ered the truly scientific life so far as ownership is concerned,
for we read that "No man said that aught that he possessed
was his own, but they had all things common, and distribution

was made unto each according as any had need." That is

about the way we distribute the highways, the parks, the public

schools, the service of the fire department, etc., and as we learn

more of the art of living, the list will be constantly enlarged.

The title of this article is true in a certain sense, and in a
certain sense it is not true. Public Ownership will not be at-

tained to -any very great extent until men and women are so
moralized that they will be ready to live without and above such
evils as trusts, strikes, war, etc. As a matter of fact, we have
just as much Public Ownership today as we are fit for. We
have, indeed, just as good a government as we are fit for; it is
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as good or as bad as the people. The government—municipal,

state and national—in all of its departments is a reflex of the

moral condition of all of the people.

Society is like a growing tree. It is developing, always has

been developing, going about in a spiral, as it were, continually

rising a little higher and a little higher. We arc infinitely bet-

ter today, the croakers notwithstanding, than at any previous

time in the history of the world. I am sick of hearing people'

tell about the "good old times." "Say not thou, What is the - r

cause that the former days were better than these? for thou *

dost not inquire wisely concerning this." (Ec. vii, 10.) There
never was a time when people, as a whole, wrcre as good as they

are now; when government was as good as it is now; when, in

fact, we were so little governed as we are now, for that is really

our trouble. We are too much governed; that is the great .

obstacle in the way of Public Ownership of public utilities.

The city of Toledo, as a private corporation, would undoubt-
edly operate every public utility within its limits; but as a pub-
lic corporation, as a municipality, as a government, we are"

subject to such limitations of law that it makes it well nigh im-

possible to handle these public necessities in such a way as to %

satisfactorily compete with private corporations. In short, k
s,

government is the thing that today stands in the way of Public

Ownership. We are too much governed. As general man-
ager or president of a private corporation, I would have the

liberty to handle the company property according to my best

judgment; as mayor of the city of Toledo I have the liberty to

recommend that this, that or the other course be pursued, and
the various boards who have charge of the city property then

are free to do as they please about adopting the recommenda-
tion, provided, indeed, that their power is not limited, as it very *

often is when it comes to a question of borrowing money, is-

suing bonds, etc. The municipality cannot proceed according
to the best judgment of the public servants, but must conform
to LAW that has been made for us by a legislature that may
know nothing whatever about our needs or our opportunities.

RESULT NOT THE CAUSE.
Public Ownership will be one of the results of the better mor-

ality and the better common sense that will put an end to
stril^-s, *^> var and to trusts for private profit. It will not be
the cause tli.it will overcome these evils, but will be one of the
effects of their disappearance. We shall improve our govern-
ment just exactly m proportion as wc improve our morals and
no faTL t. ^

lot of eloquence has been wasted in denouncing the
lie corporations/' the "hungry capitalists," etc. We
r;;et that private profit is the goal of present day

- lie desire for private profit starts the wheels of in-

•ut.-r day, inaugurates the new enterprises, invents
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machinery, builds railroads, steamships and transportation

lines, opens the mines and delves in the bowels of the earth;

in fact, it is the impulse that keeps the commercial and indus-

trial world of today moving, and if one will stop and study the

question carefully, I think it will be seen that the difference be-

tween private profit made from a public utility and private profit

made in any other way is so very indistinct that I am sure some
new standards must be discovered in order to tell the one from
the other. I am not "denouncing^ private profit; I merely
point to it as the poison root of every form of social and polit-

ical evil that afflicts us today, and neither through Public Own-
ership nor anything else shall we ever get a peaceable and just

social and political order until this evil shall pass away and a

scientific society will come upon this stage with the good of all

as the inspiration that will sing us to our work. If the present
is the result of the past, it is clear that the future must be the

result of the present, and this is the course of progress.

Public Ownership has increased greatly within the. last fifty

years, and the next twenty-five will see a greater increase in

this field than in all the years that have preceded. I have al-

ready said that one of the greatest hindrances to the expression
of the best patriotism and love that there is in us is found in the
limitations that are placed upon the municipalities of America
by the law. There is very little difference what state you are in.

The old idea of king and queen government is so deep-seated
that when we get an opportunity either as a congress or state

legislature or city council, we must make a lot of laws; we
must "govern" somebody. This awful delusion that we have a

right to govern is, indeed, a dreadful hindrance to our develop-
ment toward a higher plane of life. Progress can only come
to the race as the delusion of the right to govern by force shall

disappear entirely, as it has to a very great extent disappeared.
This is the basis, the root, the real cause for war. The belief

that "might makes right" is behind it all. But might does not
make any sort of right, and no gain towards final, scientific ends
ever has been made or ever will be made by superior force."

There are many instances in history that seem to contradict
this statement. People say that to get rid of chattel slavery
by force was a distinct gain, but the disturbed state of society
in the regions where chattel slavery existed, the dreadful
slaughter that is still continued as one consequence of that
traffic, the grave problems that arc still unsolved and that have
grown out of the question—all raise the question whether we
arc not even now paying for the folly of resorting to force;
certainly all will admit that it would have been better to have
bought the slaves outright, as William Lloyd Garrison and the
non-resistants of his day urged the government to do.
We make headway towards a scientific government very fast

when we once get the foundation principles properly fixed.
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The main principle that we have not yet settled is the idea of

Kquality. We must recognize equality as a. scientific fact in

every detail of government—indeed, in every detail of political

and social relation, and when we do this, wc go steadily for-

ward. Public Ownership and a peaceful and orderly political

and social state must inevitably follow the recognition of this

principle; but today our lives, our government, rest

upon a denial of this principle. Ours is alleged to

be a people's government, but it is not; at best it

is only a man's government. One-half the race are

politically and socially unequal, inferior; and then un-
der the party system, it is not even a government of majorities,

but ours is, indeed, a government of a very small and very se-

lect minority. This minority is the "machine," the little group
in each political division that selects the delegates, "makes the

slate ;" and so fully is this true that, to a very great extent, vot-

ing is a good deal of a farce, as the result is oftentimes settled

long before the convention for nomination of candidates even
shall meet.
Thus we see that these questions after all are tied together,

so there is but one question, one way in which we shall get

Public Ownership and a peaceful and just social order—that is,

as we build upon Equality as a fundamental, as a corner stone.

PATRIOTISM THE ONLY REMEDY.
Relief from the political and social evils that afflict us is not

to come from an appeal to passion, prejudice or party. It must
come from a nobler source, a more lofty impulse. Our only
hope of relief is in an appeal to the patriotism of the people.

The loftiest and holiest emotions of the heart will be stirred

into actipn by the evolutionary processes now going on before
our eyes. Men arc daily becoming more and more tired of the
insane and suicidal warfare now going on in the name of busi-

ness. The weariness with this sfrifeful life was expressed by
one of the sweetest of our poets, who died too soon, Sidney
Lanier, when in his wondrous "Symphony" he said

:

"O, Trade ! O, Trade ! would thou were dead

!

The time needs heart
—

'tis tired of head!*****
Yea, what avail the endless tale

Of gain by cunning and plus by sale?

Look up the land, look down the land,

The poor, the poor, the poor, they stand
Wedged by the pressing of trade's hand
Against an inward opening door
That pressure tightens evermore;
They sigh a monstrous, foul-air sigh

For the outside leagues of liberty,

Where Art, sweet lark, translates the sky '

Into a heavenly melody."
268
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Every man of us wlio is honest with himself knows that our
present system is outgrown; it is purposeless, planless and
hopeless. Relief is not to come from retroactive measures.
The antidote for monopoly is liberty. Wc must extend to the
whole of the people the liberty of the ownership of the monop-
olies now controlled by the private few. We must demonstrate
our love for one another by committing to the care of che peo-
ple these valuable heritages that have been wrongfully made
the source of private wealth. The principle applied to the af-

fairs of the postoflicc must be extended—will be extended as
the social conscience is awakened and the intellect enlightened
to the railroads, telephones, telegraphs and every sort of public
utility essential to the well-being of the common life of the
whole people. Profit-getting from these sources is as immoral
in the sight of God as highway robbery.
The barrier that now stands like a stone wall of protection

around private monopolies is the spirit of hatred that governs
our partisan politics. There is no hope of progress while par-
tisan politics rule us. Rlind creeds and kings and political par-
ties have had their day. The way of escape from these evils is

plain and simple. The first step is direct nomination of all

candidates for public office by free petition of the people, at

once eliminating the evils of the caucus, primary and delegate
convention by which the government is as absolutely under
the control of bosses as if it were owned by them—which it is

to a very great extent. Direct Nomination will lead directly to
Direct Legislation. The people will select their own candi-
dates and make their own laws, and thus our laws, instead of
being the product of corrupt bargain and sale, will represent
exactly the moral status and patriotism of the people. When
our machinery of government is so perfected that the people
can thus freely give expression to the loftiest conceptions of
patriotism and morality that we have, wc shall have. nothing
more to hope for from mere machinery. With the Initiative

and Referendum available to our people, they can at any time
give expression to the highest and best that is in them ; and as
water will rise as high as its source, so our laws will then rep-

resent the love of the people for one another, and government
instead of being an instrument of oppression for impoverishing
the people, will be transformed to its real mission, that of unit-

ing them together in love, the only force that finally rules in

human allairs even today. With partisan politics, and the
devil of hatred and revenge upon which that system exists

eliminated from our system, with Direct Legislation through
the Initiative and Rerefcndum introduced into it, the hand of
progress will have been moved forward upon the dial of time,
and we shall see the beginning of the day when business will be
friendship and government will be love.
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on private £itts. Those arc usually solicited from those able

to t^ive largely—viz., from the rich. Such men are eagerly

sought as members of governing boards of private, including

"Christian/' colleges with the hope that they will give or attract

money to the college funds. They are thus given control over
the destinies of the institution. To placate still other donors
every doctrine that would alienate money must be suppressed.

In the state institutions the case is little better. These are con-
trolled by the dominant political party. If this party is conserva-
tive the teaching must be; for conservatism understands the

bearing of education upon vested wrongs. Further, conserva-
tive parties must have large campaign funds. These come largely

from the rich who give "on conditions." If the party is liberal

it is often, apparently, uninformed regarding the supreme edu-
cational issue ; or it is indifferent, timid, and fearful of the criti-

cisms of the enemy. Thus the teacher of economics or sociology
who would do his duty is between two fires. On one hand is

the virulent opposition of wealth; on the other the apathy, vacil-

lation and doubt of those who should hold up his hands, and
the full realization that, on the accession of the opposing party
to power, he will be driven from professional life. Did space
permit, an extended list of cases could be given illustraative of

the proposition that economic teachers in America who adhere
to the educational ideals set forth in the opening paragraphs of
this paper are today proscribed. To remove all doubt however
on this point, I submit the following newspaper clippings in

connection with the case of President Andrews. That the issue

on this occasion was silver is immaterial. The same results are .

visited upon professors and presidents whose views are "un-.

sound" upon other aspects of the social and industrial questions.

The utterly sordid character of these editorial expressions
and their absolute repudiation of the educational ideal above
outlined is obvious

:

There can be no doubt that an advocate of the unlimited coinage of
silver at the ratio of 16 to I is not a valuable president for an eastern
college, which must in the nature of things depend upon the support of

men who believe in the maintenance of the gold standard —New York-
Critic, July 31, 1897.

In these very practical days of the closing years of the nineteenth
century* the final test of a college president is his ability to draw funds
owird the institution over which he prcsmca. —Maryland Democrat,
>:> 3, 1S97.

If they (the trustees) had come out man-fashoin and told him that
in their judgment no institution of learning that tolerated such a man
•^

1,
<* * t it, 1 - •! could or ought to expect to receive endowments from

;
r'.\ b'.f'/, .'••.» * «j..!fl have strengthened their university and have greatly

improv-vl their o»\n personal relation with the question at is.->uc. —New
York S'in, quoted in Chattanooga Times, Aug. 3, 1897.

A. college president has no right to promulgate views of ;.i«-!i a char-
acter as to react against the interests of the college of whit m he is in

charge. —Boston Journal, quoted in Public Opinion for Aug. 5. iV.,/.
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The trustees . . . did ask him to modify his activity in bcl.il

of free silver. . . . They had a right to ask that because they re;<re

sauted the persons whose money had made the university a possible >uo

cess —St. Louis Globe-Democrat, July 30, 1897.

it was a simple business proposition. . . . The trustees . . .

can scarcely be blamed for protecting its financial interests. —Kansas

City Star, July 28, 1807.

The trustees of the college had an undisputable right to object to his

public advocacy of those views if in their judgment such a course wu
detrimental to the interests of the institution. . . . It was a busi-

ness matter regarding which they had disagreed. —Troy (New York)
Times, Aug. 30, 1897.^

lie was only a servant; and a servant must do as his employers wish

or quit their service. —Globe-Democrat, July 30, 1897.

But neither he nor the juvenile portion of the faculty of Brown uni-

versity can deny the right of any congregation to select the kind of doc-

trine that it would like its youth to be taught. —New York Mail and

Kxpress, Aug. 3, 1897.

The trustees have the unquestionable right to suppress teaching
which they believe to be false, as well as injurious to the college. —Pcnn
Van (New York) Express, July 28, 1897.

The Philadelphia Commonwealth for July 31, 1897, a gold

paper, but comparatively fair, said:

The trustees had, indeed, a right to expect him to shape his teach-

ings in economics to meet their views, but it was imprudent for then
to use their right

He was only a servant; and a servant must do as his employers wish

or quit their service. Mr. Andrews chose the latter course. That's

all there is to be said about the case. —St. Louis Globe-Democrat, July

30, 1897.

. . . It is simply a question of whether Dr. Andrews, the em-
ploye, is satisfactory to Brown corporation, the employer. —New York
Press, Aug. 5, 1897.

When a professor attempts to teach frec-silverism in a gold-bug col-

lege why should he not be turned out if he lacks the grace to voluntarily

resign?- —Minneapolis Times, July 28, 1897.

This is not a blow at free speech, but a recognition of the absurdity
of a free silver champion drawing a salary from a sound money cor-

poration for teaching the students that which the supporters of the uni-

versity condemned as pernicious and dangerous. *—New York Mail and
Express,. Sept. 15, 1897.

YVc go further and say that if he (the president) had not offered his

resignation it would have been their duty to dismiss him —Poughkcepsie
Eagle, July 29, 1897.

The trustees of a college when they find a president or a professor
teaching pernicious doctrines or those which appear to the trustees to bo
pernicious ought to discharge him and put in his place an orthodox
teacher. . . . h" the is^uo should be raised between business men
who support colleges and professors who live upon them the latter will

find their occupation gone. — Phialadelphia Ledger, Aug. 5, 1897.

But, it may be tinned, the above are but the irresponsible ut-

terances of n,i M n!' s ii»*nspaper scribblers unfamiliar with edu-
cational ideals. I\>

.
1: .-nllege trustees repudiate such senti-

ments and in>i 1
<

:

j

• odnm of teaching in their institutions?

Let us take <o<i\c trsiunony :

Mr. James Henry Raymond, A. M., LL. R., one of the trus-

tees of Northwestern university at Evanston, Illinois, comment-
07 •>
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ing at length over his signature, in a Chicago paper, on the

case of President Andrews, declared that the board of trustees

constitutes the absolute and final authority in colleges and uni-

versities. Continuing, he said:

In social science and political science they (the faculty of the college

or university), as a rule, are only a little less qualified to be the final arbi-

ters as to what should be taught than they are concerning financial prob-
lems, and, I repeat, in all things they should promptly and gracefully

submit to the final determination of the trustees when the latter find it

necessary to act. There would be as much propriety in the trustees per-
mitting a president or a professor to remain in the ranks of an insti-

tution having the special support of a Christian denomination, to embrace
every available public opportunity to preach atheism or agnosticism as

there would be in the trustees of any university of rank yet organized in

this country permitting the preaching of the silver doctrine of Doctor
Andrews.

A professor is not a mere parrot to repeat and fairly explain to his

students the diametrically opposite premises, arguments, and conclusions
of the writers and teachers of the ages upon any given subject He must
of necessity be an advocate, but his advocacy must be in harmony with the
conclusions of the powers that be, with the animus and the main pur-
poses of the institution, and the teachings of his colaborers.

Mr. George H. Shibley in the role of a newspaper reporter

visited Mr. Raymond and interviewed him concerning the above
published expression of his views. Mr. Raymond said:

During the week that has elapsed since its publication I have not re-

ceived any criticism from university circles, but I have received from
most unexpected sources the most unqualified commendation. . . .

The commendations that I refer to come not only from officers of our
university but also from -those connected with other institutions who
have given this matter long and careful study.

Armed with a copy of Mr. Raymond's statement Mr. Shibley

next visited members of the governing boards of the following
institutions: Northwestern, Cornell, Columbia, Yale, Princeton,

Chicago, Johns Hopkins and the American. To these trustees

he submitted Mr. Raymond's statement and questioned them con-
cerning their opinion of it. He found that, almost to a man;
they supported Mr. Raymond's view.

In answer to the question, "Who is to decide whether the

teaching of the professor is truth or untruth?" a Columbia trus-

tee replied: "The board must decide the question of what is

right or wrong.'' Where one university president had declared
strongly for scientific freedom, one of his trustees explained
that he had evidently done so with mental reservations, since

he (the pv-ident) had agreed with the board in dismissing a

professor who held ivc<t silver views:
Secretary Goodspeed of the Chicago University 'said:

As to the croverntntnt of universities I am in accord with the vir vs

Mn forth in Mr Raymond' '. *er. On all questions in our uni*. r/
; t/

thv final, supreme authority is w t«'-«l in the trustees.

Mr. Ferd W. Peck, one of tin: directors of the Chicago Uni-
versity said:
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The trustees should sec to it that in teaching ... no unsound
financial doctrines nor anything of a dangerous character be taught.

Following are still further statements secured by Mr. Shibley

:

Judge Henry E. Holland, a trustee of Yale, on being- asked
what would happen in case a professor should teach free silver,

replied:

Oh, in such a case he would be hauled up by the board; something
like the case of last year at Brown university.

Jas. W. Alexander, a member of the board of directors of

Princeton University, declared that "The board of trustees"
were "the ultimate authority/' and added:

In case there should be any differences the authority of the board
would have to prevail. The professors would have to walk the plank.

Similar testimonials might be multiplied.

Even President Francis A. Walker at an earlier date so far

forgot himself as to use the following language while indulg-
ing in a savage criticism of the free silver movement

:

That danger is to be met by defiance and uncompromising resistance.

The lesson of the greenback fight should never be lost to the in-

structors of youth or to the statesmen of America. The moral obliquity,

the economic folly, which underlie every popular demand for bad money,
are fatal to its advocates before the people, whether on the stump or in

the press. The only way to make inflationism truly dangerous is to be
afraid of it. —Sec Journal of Political Economy, March, 1893. Page 166.

One of the most recent cases is that of Henry Wade Rogers,
president of Northwestern University at Evanston, 111. Of this

the Chicago Tribune of June 13, £900, said:

The fact that Dr. Rogers was dentified with the anti-expansion
movement in Chicago in its beginning took from him many of his best
supporters. His speech at the Central Music hall meeting of that move-
ment, according to a trustee, was regarded by the board as a mistake,
but delayed the crisis for a year, as the board was loath to take action

at a time when it might be laid to political antagonism. It was discussed

at that time in informal meetings, and Dr. Rogers' opponents agreed to

lay the matter over for another year.

Treasurer Robert D. Sheppard, a member of the board of

trustees, said: ,

I will not deny that Mr. Rogers' anti-imperalist speech a year ago,
in Central Music hall, was criticized by members of the board of trustees,

who took the ground that he should not voice opinions that were an-
t.i-onistic to the board of managers. . . . Inasmuch as not a man on
the hoard voted for Bryan as against McKinlcy for President it was
natural i hat the views of President Rogers should not have been relished.

I also will say that it is true there was often a contrast drawn between
the hustling, money-getting president ofthe University of Chicago and the

president of Northwestern. . . . There is no denying the fact that

*he stanch friends of the university—the moneyed men who have been
<t> patrons to the extent of giving large endowments to its funds—are
!'« ..rly all opposed to the political views expressed from time to time by
Mr. Rogers. One of these financial backers of the university is Will-
iam Peering and he is about the only one of the number who ever has
been regarded as even tolerant of Mr. Rogers' anti-imperialistic views.

—

Chicago Chronicle. June 13, 1000.
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It .should not be overlooked that Mr. James Henry Raymond
is a member of the Northwestern University board, and that

according to the papers he was present at the meeting at which
Dr. Rogers' forced resignation was tendered and accepted.

It is argued by some that a college has a right to prostitute

itself for cash. Then let it announce that it has done so, haul

down the motto, "Veritas," and run up the legends, "Monop-
oly/' "The Dollar, not the Man." Let it cease taking tuition

money under false pretenses. What would follow this frank dec-

laration of policy? Men would stand aghast. Students would
avoid the college as they would avoid a pestilence, and owls and
bats would possess its halls. Wealth knows better than to be
truthful.

The question is not primarily one of the professor or presi-

dent. Nothing is easier for him than silence on important
themes; and the arts of evasion are soon mastered. The col-

lege man can stand it. But can the community? Said Profes-

sor Foxwell of Cambridge, England:
It is difficult for us to understand the situation in the United States

in regard to university professors. The disclosures recently made as

to the tyranny of the money-power in the universities caused a great
sensation here. . . . Our people cannot understand how you can sit

down quietly under this poi>oning of the springs of national life. There
is no "Heritage we prize more highly or guard more jealously than Eng-
lish freedom of thought and speech. We tolerate at our universities any
caprice, any eccentricity, even some degree of incompetency rather than
tamper with the liberty of professors. They are in fact absolutely in-

dependent. Like our judges they hold their chairs for life or good con-
duct.

I must honestly say that in the face of such proceedings as the censure
of these professors by the moneyed interest and one or two similar pieces

of news which have reached me, I begin to think that your boasted free-

dom is something of an imposture. Such things could not be done in des-

potic Germany or Russia.

It is related that a despot who had overthrown one of the

small Grecian republics forbade that the people should be
taught to read. In a single generation this once free, self-gov-

erning community was reduced to a horde of helpless, abject

slaves. To preserve the "peculiar institution" southern slave-

holders made it a crime to teach a slave to read. Modern
plutocracy has decreed that the youth of America shall not be
taught to read the signs of their times, nor be permitted to

know the facts concerning the menace to their freedom. Shall

^c "sit down quietly under this poisoning of the springs of our
national life"? If so, we deserve our fate. Why care how soon
government by the people gives place to government by the

rich, and the flag of empire waves above the >i ims of our de-

parted liberties!

''
, *i
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EDITORIAL.

As I write this the situation in China is the one which occu-

pies the largest share of attention. The fate of the legations

at Pckin is still in doubt, with the chances strongly pointing to

the conclusion that all of the foreigners in the Chinese capital

have been murdered. The questions involved, as to what are

the causes, what the probable results, what the wise course to

pursue, are all matters of great difficulty and delicacy. But un-
der our constitution and laws they are matters with which only
Congress has authority to deal. Therefore the action of the
president and cabinet in refusing to call the Congress together
to consider the matter furnishes another strong example to the
overwhelming evidence that the government has drifted far

away from the basic principles upon which it was founded.
* * *

The position of president of the United States has always
been an exalted one, but the men who have honored it most
have been those who have most strongly adhered to the re-

straints of the Constitution and have been most scrupulous in

according to the Congress its constitutional rights. Now the

president is, as Mr. Dooley would say, "the whole thing," ex-
cept when, as in the present case, he is the puppet worked in

obedience to a more masterful and unscrupulous hand. It is

notable that Mr. Hanna, without any chance to consult the pres-
ident or his constitutional advisers, foretold days before the cab-
inet meeting that Congress would not be called in session, but
the president would handle the situation.

* * • * *

There is no question that Congress would handle the matter
better than the president possibly can. But if Congress should
meet, the entire Chinese question would be discussed, and Mr.
Hanna would rather not have things discussed until after elec-

tion.
* * *

The question, What to do about China, is the most intricate

which has come up to the tribunal of nations for years, if not
for centuries. To subdue China will be a colossal task even for

the combined Christian nations; to subdue and divide up the
Flowery Kingdom and administer it in western fashion is an
undertaking almost possible of realization, ft our imperialistic

statesmen now in control of American affairs propose to take
part in a grab game for Chinese territory we may soon find our-
selves a full-fledged military government with a large standing
army .' \1 i . oti^cription to keep it filled. We are told that we
need ir,o.< -> troops in the Philippines to preserve order.

Doubtless it will take 100,000 more in China if we are to estab-

lish crown colonies there. With these colonial armies busv in

the orient there will be needed also a large army at home to re-
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pre.^s workingmen and others who arc disposed to dispute the

sway of the industrial lords who now have control of things in

this country.
* * *

So far as America's share in the Chinese puzzle is concerned,

it is evidently not the duty of the United States to seek territory

there, nor to enter into any of the European schemes of dis-

memberment; but rather to insist upon an open door that will

admit all nations to trade upon an equal footing, and to help

sustain some government by the Chinese for China which will

be strong enough to protect the rights of foreigners, as well

as to give the natives of the empire the best possible rule. It

is of course not possible to approach anywhere near social jus-

tice in that country at present^ . Even in our own land we are

very, very far from that.

* * *

Unfortunately the question of religion is badly mixed up with
the Chinese atrocities. There are doubtless many devout peo-
ple among the missionaries in China, but there are a very large

number of men of the various nations of Europe,and someAmer-
icans, who are m China for the purpose of exploiting the people
and whose actions are anything but Christian in any true sense.

These people are, however, classed as Christians by the Chinese
and Christianity suffers in Chinese estimation for the sins of

these missionaries of greed. It is so in India, and the usual
oriental view can be illustrated by a story. Up in the Mozuffer-
poor country a native was asked if he did not think he would
like to be a Christian. "Me Christian?" he exclaimed/ "Me

'

Christian? And cat with a knife and fork, and drink brandy-
pawnee, and roll in the gutter? No, sahib!" Which indicates

the quality of Christians his eye of observation had been sam-
pling. One European or American living an immoral life or
acting in a tyrannical manner, can counteract the influence for

good of a half dozen missionaries, on an average.

* * *

The gospel should be preached to all nations; but its most
effective preaching will come when the men who go on secular

business to heathen lands from Christian nations are Christians

them-. Ives. For one Christian life lived in plain sight is worth
thoi. ' '!s of Christ iaii sermons. The great thing therefore is

to spread the gospel of the Kingdom at home—not the fire-

escape gospel which merely scares men and women into church
membership in the ho

t
v of avMin^ hell and gaining hc;ureu

for themselves, but tne ;;<; ;•• 1 .< ' »e and of the Golden Rule,

the gospel of a redeemed rociety and a regenerated state, the

^o^.nl of the Kingdom of God which is within, and which has
"'

>';':it in social righteousness. "J3y this shall all men know
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that ye arc My disciples, if ye have love one to another," is the
Master's injunction as to the social duty of His followers.

* * *

To carry this injunction into practical operation would be to
establish a new order of society. Many say that to aim to make
the Golden Rule a verity in our social and political intercourse
is a grand ideal, but absolutely impractical. Even men prom-
inent in church and evangelistic movements say it. But Jesus
certainly commanded it, and it is a very low valuation to make
of the mind of the Master that He gave orders which could not
be obeyed. History is not without illustrious examples of men
who have died for men. It is easier to live for men than to die
for them, and if those who claim to be Christians will learn the
Christ lesson of altruism the world would soon be redeemed
and we should realize "the new heavens and the new earth in

which dwelleth righteousness."
* * *

The importance of the study and practice of the gospel of

the Kingdom is urgent, and all who desire to aid in its spread
should give to it a portion at least of their lives and efforts.

They should do all they can to aid in carrying the printed page
to the widest possible reading, supporting The Social Forum
and other publications which are engaged in the propagation of

the message of social righteousness involved in Jesus' plan for

associated human life.

* * *

Along this line a valuable opportunity is opened to those who
can reach Gull Lake in Kalamazoo County, Mich., midway be-

tween Kalamazoo and Battle Creek, where will be held, from

July 28 to August 13, a Summer School of Applied Christianity,

under the auspices of the National Christian Citizenship League.

Here is a chance to combine a most delightful outing with a

course of study in social justice as taught by the Master.
* * *

The disputations between employers and workman as to the

right of the latter to organize still disturb the Chicago air in

these piping times of prosperity. While it pends the lockout

continues. This is only a part of the struggle which has so

many ramifications, but which is to settle the future of this

country. The dominant class, which has forestalled markets,

secured the monopoly of nearly all industries, gained control of

the money-issuing function, obtained a vi-e-like grip on .state

and national legislatures, and made willing > m'> of the executive

and r.ii!
; urv arms of the government, is (K un .-nin^l to force a

final i"A '•' '-i^u of its right to rule. Tt is busy in Chicago

throttling «'ie !;ibor unions. Tt is endowing universities and

gagging their faculties. It is influencing the church to give a

mammonistic flavor to its teachings. It is debauching or ca-
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joling, buying or intimidating, all classes of leaders, teachers
and agencies which stand in the way of its dominance. The
right of the workmen to associate is a serious impediment in

the way of the monopolist. Therefore, in the Cocur d' Alcnc
district and in Chicago there has been a strenuous effort to

break up the unions. In Coeur d' Alene the military of the
country took a hand in the settlement of the question by means
of a bullpen well filled with bayonet-threatened unionists. But
that was several months ago. In Chicago, no doubt, we shall

be spared the soldiers and the bullpen. At least, till after elec-

tion.
* * *.

From the earliest years of this government there have been
engaged in political combat two conflicting schools. One is

that of Hamilton, which has for its postulates that the people
are not to be trusted ; that the wealthy and economically pow-
erful should rule; that laws should be made for their benefit;

and that the rich should take care of the poor. The other
school is that of Jefferson, whose motto was: Equal rights to

all; special privileges to none.
* * *

The battle between these two schools has been continuous.
No political party has at all times represented either one of

these schools, but in a general way these conflicting ideas con-
tinue to be at war. Eugene V. Brewster, in an article in the

March Social Forum, argued with much cogency that Jeffer-

son's ideas, although individualistic as applied to the age in which
he lived, would be in essence socialistic as applied to the con-
ditions which prevail today. Be that as it may, we are sur-

rounded by problems, political and industrial, which show that

the historic conflict is still on, and that the question of popular
versus class rule is still up for solution. I doubt if it will ever

be settled until there is a general recognition of the ethical and
spiritual feature of the problem. In the words of divine wis-

dom lies its solution, and the application of the teachings of

the Nazarene carpenter must be in this, as in all other world
questions, the final solvent. It must come through those will-

ing to suffer for the truth : "If any man would come after me
let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me. For
whosoever would -avc his life shall lose it; and whosoever shall

lose his life for my sake shall find it."

Geo. S. P»ov;n & Son carry a Urn* line of up-to-date reform
literature, i^'' 1 ling Gov. AligeM's "Live Questions," $2.50;
Del Mar'-, ''VI ^ :'« ience of Money/' $r.oo; Smiley 's 'To What
are Tru.- '.

L-aiiig?" 15c, etc. Address 341 Unity Bldg.,

Chicago.
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The Annual Winter Course of Instruction will begin
about October 3d, 1900, and continue through April,
1901.

Three full Winter Courses of Lectures are required
before graduation. Graduates of Pharmaceutical and
undergraduates of Medical Colleges in good standing
and graduates of reputable veterinary colleges are ad»
mitted to the second j*ear course and can become can-
didates for graduation after taking two full Winter
Courses of Instruction.
The building occupied by the Chicago College of

Dental Surgery is in all its appointments one of the
ino^t perfect and complete of its kind.

Letters of inquiry should be addressed to

Dr. TRUMAN W. BROPHY t Dean,
Wood and Harrison 8te., Chicago, III.
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i MS bOCIAL rORUM.
Vol. II. • SEPTEMBER, 1900.

# No. 9.

BIBLE LESSONS IN SOCIAL REFORM.
FOR ADULT AND FOR PRIMARY CLASSES.

Supplementary to the International Sunday School Lessons for

1900.

SUBJECT FOR SEPTEMBER.
. CHRIST S METHOD IN REFORM.

September 2d.

CHRIST'S INSTRUMENTALITIES.
Lesson, Luke x., 1-11 and 17-20.

Is there not a close resemblance between the Century in

which Christ lived and our own? Then as now in the United
States was there not a vast and far-reaching power centered
in a single government?. Then as no\v was it not the few who
ruled while the many were subjects? Do not our working
classes correspond more closely than we like to admit to the
slaves of the Roman Empire? Then as now were there not
vast consolidations of wealth? Does not Pliny tell us that
large estates led to the overthrow of the Roman Empire?
Then as now were there not the unemployed men who stood
all day idle in the market place because no one hired them?
^Matt. xx., 3-7.) Then as now was there not corruption and
venality and luxury among the rich with ignorance and bru-
tality and suffering among the poor? Then as now was there
not skepticism of religion, while those who called themselves
religious were often Pharisees? Then as too often now has not
the very temple of God been turned into a den of thieves ?

i Luke xix., 46.) Does it not therefore become of interest to
our day to see what methods of reform Christ followed in His ?

We notice first what Christ did not do. First: He did not
establish a force revolution. (John, xviii., 36; Matt., xxvi.,

52.) Secondly : He did not leave His corrupt Jewish church
and establish a new church. He kept all the laws and customs
of the Jewish church and bade His disciples do the same, obey-
ing the teachings though not the examples of the corrupt

Scribes and Pharisees. (Matt., xxiii., 2-3; Matt., viii., 3;
Luke, iv., 16.) Thirdly: He did not leave the ordinary life of

I lis people and go out and establish a new Christian co-oper-

ative community. There were Essenes in His day who did

leave the cities and go and live in religious communities, but

Jesus did not join them. Fourth: He did not form a political

division and seek to establish new law*. lie obeyed the Roman
power and paid even unjust taxes and t'mght His disciples to do
the same. (Matt., xxii.. 21, and xvii., ty.) What then were
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Christ's methods? Hid lie not depend absolutely and only

on the simple i>o\vor of the truth ? Is not this in the fir>t place

what Ch-i-U Himself was, the Incarnate Truth, the Living

Word? (John i., 14.) Was not this what Christ Himself did

through all His, life by word and deed, deelare the Co>pel?
(Matt., iv., 17.) Pid lie not send out first the Twelve to preach
and to h^al. then the Seventy (Luke x., 1-2), and finally did

lie not give the great command to all His disciples to become
gospellers (Matt., xxviii., 19-20)? Are we not also in today's

lesson taught to pray that God will send forth more laborers?

Were the means the laborers were to use not simply those of

healing the sick, doing good and preaching the Message:
Can we not learn from this the power simply of the Truth
spoken by earnest lips? Should not the main hope of reform

be to-day not in new experiments, new parties, new churches
new methods, though these may be a necessity at times, but ir

extending the knowledge of its precepts? Should we not

therefore, as a solemn duty, do all we can to support those

organizations, diose periodicals, those persons who are spread

ing the truth? Was Christ's instrumentality not simply the

truth in a man?
September 9th.

THE REFORMER'S CREDENTIALS.
Lesson, Luke x., 25-37.

In the last lesson we saw that Christ's instrumentality was the

truth in a man; but many men with divine messages come ir

the name of Christ, do wonderful works as He predicted. (Matt
xxiv.. 5, 11 and 24.) How are we to tell the true from the

false? Was not Christ's answer to this "By their works?'
(Matt, vii., 16, arid xii., 33.) Did not Christ make this Hii

own credential? (Luke vii., 22.) Is it not, therefore, necessary

for the worker for reform to make his own life right? Are
not the inconsistent lives of the friends of reform oftentimes

the most grievous stumbling blocks of reform? Even as Chris-

tians prevent the spread of Christianity do not Socialists often

prevent the spread of Socialism? If Socialism means universal

brotherhood should Socialists be class-conscious or favor a

class movement? Should Single Taxers deal in land values:

Should People's Tarty people have conventions monopolized
by a few? Should believers in Brotherhood for all establish

little colonies of the elect and select? Should we, therefore

not atb-mpt co-operation until we can do it on a big scale?

Should we remain idle and attempt no action until the govern-
merit acts? Does not the lesson for today answer this ques
tion? While there seems no justification in the Xew Tearunent
f. >r going apart from the world to re-e>tablish communitns 01

"Ct> of Socialists, arc \w r< ,\ continually taught now, without
\v.\iting for univer-rd ( . n to do all the good we can to

a 1
! who come in onr \, not the real .caching of the

P'trable of the Good
: ,

. ho is your neighihfeiiftyC



S<-pt< mber ]6th.

TliK RKl-'OKMKK'S MLAXS.
Lew >n, Luke xii., 13-23.

Has any one who has had experience in reform movements
not realized that often what seems at least to be the grcate>t

difficulty is as to how to raise the funds to carry on the work?
How to support the reform paper, the reform cause, the new
party, the reform meeting, the reform worker; does this not

oiten seem the great question? Is it the great question? Are
reform workers to worry about ways and means or are they

to seek first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, and
believe that all these things shall be added? (Matt, vi., 33.)

Does not God know that the reform movement has to pay bills

and the ref.orm worker to live? (Matt, vi.^32.) How did Jesus
Christ live in His reform career? (Luke viii., 3; John xii., 6.)

Is it not clear that Christ lived first by the work of His own
hands as a carpenter; and, during His public career, by* going
around doing good and receiving what any gave and having
one purse for Himself and His disciples? If reformers went
around not only talking but doing good and receiving what any
cared to give could they not live now? Does this method not

grow still more practical if reformers would remember not to

go off and start new experiments, new churches, new papers,

ail of which cost, but content themselves as Christ did, in living

in and among the ordinary people, using the ordinary methods
of approach to people—in His day the synagogue and the mar-
ket—and so reaching the ordinary people. Is it not cheaper to

use old churches than to build new? Is it not wiser to use the

largely read and established press than to publish new papers 2

Is it not wiser to use old parties than to star' a new one? Does
not all this, however, depend on the premise that we can use the

old church, the old paper, the old party? Is such always the

case? When the time came, out of the old Jewish church did

there not start the new Christian church? Did not Christianity

arise as a new sect? Did it not use new ways? Is not the

lesson, therefore, that our main reliance is to be upon the

Truth, not upon new mechanism; that so long as we can we are

to use the old, but that when the new principles lead to new
machinery, then and then only are they justified? Are parties

to lead to principles or principles to party? Following this rule

of not rushing into new experiments but living so long as pos-

sible the ordinary life and using the old channels, shall we not

save great expense for o in ;n and be able to put more money
into reform workers and less into machinery? Im-.I when the

time does come must the reform movement not be supplied as

was Christ? Is there not lure a lesson for the rich?

September 2}d.

A TmrPKRAXCK'LKSSON.
Lesson, Luke xii.. 35-46.

Was Jesus Christ a total abstainer? {John ii.. t tO Whit
kind of wine was probably drunk in Palestine iv v 'ui- *s •' i\ ?
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Wort 1 there sn!< and parties of total abstainers in Christ's day?
Were not the Irenes ami oihers total abstainers? Did Christ

join tk^m? What is temperance? Does not temperance in

our day and country at least often require total abstinence?

(Romams xiv., 21.) Can you give any statistics of the cost of

the drink traffic in the United States? (See Encyclopedia of

Social Reform, p'ige 744.) Is it not put at over one billion

dollars annually? What did the United States spend for all its

exper. ts in the financial year closing 1S09, including all civil

expense, all the expense of the war, interest on the public debt,

pensions and all else? Answer,, $700,093,564.02. How much
more did the liquor traffic cost us? What estimates have been
made of the extent to which intemperance leads to poverty and
crime? (See Encyc, pages 744-745.) Answer, the Massachu-
setts Bureau of Statistics of Labor estimated in 1893 that 42
per cent of the tenement population of Boston lived in bad
tenements primarily because of intemperance. Carroll D.

Wright, when he was in charge of the same Bureau in 1S80,

estimated that 72 per cent of the crimes committed in Suffolk

County, which includes Boston, were due to drink. Prof. Mc-
Ccok of Hartford found 80 per cent of the arrests in that city

in 1895 due to drink and its allied oiTenses. Thomas Byrnes
while superintendent of the New York Police Department de-

clared drink to be "the prime cause of all the trouble."

September 30th.

REVIEW SUNDAY.
Is there not, however, another side to this? If intemperance

leads to much poverty, as no one denies, is.it not also true that

poverty leads to much intemperance? When the two go to-

gether, as they do so constantly, is it always easy to say which
is cause and which is effect? Do they not interact? Can you
give any estimates of the extent to which poverty causes intem-
perance? (See Encyc, pages 1072-1074.) Answer, Prof. A. G.

Warner, in his book on "American Charities," tabulated the

findings of many thousands of cases investigated by charity

organization societies in Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati

and New York, by General Booth in East London, and the

thousands of eases studied in German cities, and found only 11

per ceil due direetlv f o drink and 21 3-10 per cent due to any
cause for which the ie-i\idual is directly at fault; 23 per cent

he finds due to sickness, 17 per cent to lack of employment
md it per cent more to underpaid or insufficient employment.
"!,(r more recetit ^

r

-Mific investigations vjve similar results.

The iv a Mill why hrsi n\t ^i^ali^'is •- <*m fo di > / <!.;• ' to be
the m tin cause of povut, 1- 'int h is extreme poverty that
r
tr->t arrests attention and 0'!; n<r re!:- f, and before <\ireme

P'
«!• v i- fl- veloprd drink ,.

•* u<- a
1

/ h, en resorted to • ihe

di-r<e:ra^ed or demoralized victims. Hut the question is: In

the beginning does drink lead to poverty or does bad environ-
ment lead to drink?
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Tlu- following article by Prof..— <»r Will will be reprinted as a Study

of the L'nion ami m»M ;.t 5 cent? per copy, or $2.00 per hundred.

TMCi NATIONAL BANKING TRUST.
STTDY NO. XII.—PART I.

By Thomas Elmer Will.

Money is an essential of civilized life. It is the machinery
with which exchanges are performed, the yardstick with which
values are measured and the balance in which long-time debts

are weighed and by which their burden is determined; it is the

medium of exchange, the one measure of value and the standard
of deferred payments. It is the life-blood of the body indus-

trial, the instrument of social organization, the basis of co-opera-
tion, the sine qua non of commerce. By its aid the wheels of

h dustry revolve and labor converts raw materials into wealth.

Without it production is paralyzed and society perishes.

In this absolute dependence of man upon money monopoly
finds its opportunity. What if it can control this essential tool,

this condition of civilized life? What if it can decide whether
the supply of this necessity shall be abundant or scarce, and so

contrive that, whether plentiful or scarce, this tool shall not
pass, into the hands of the community save through monopoly's
hands and on monopoly's terms? Such a power could tax the

whole community to the starvation point, dominate every
organ of expression, control elections, legislation and adminis-
tration and rule with a power beside which that of Nero was
petty.

Such is the power toward which the monopolists of not
only the nation's but the world's money are reaching. For the
money monopoly is not a local or national but an international

power. Men have been frightened with visions of the "Red
International" of Socialism and the "Black International" of

Anarchism. Meanwhile another international has been slowly
forming and gathering into its hands the reins of world power.
It is the Yellow International, the world monopoly of money.
Its scepter is gold, and the shackles with which it binds men,
communities and nations are bonds.

The first representative of this power in America was
Alexander Hamilton. Its fust robust child was the old U. S.

Bank. The lineal descendant of this bank is the national bank-
ing system. The Amnion program of the money monopolists
for forty years has been, 1st, to develop a banking system
co-extensive with the nation, unified, harmonious and respon-
sive to a single will; 2d, to involve tlie nation in prodigious
debt ; jd to perpetuate this debt and fasten it upon the people
for all time; 4th, to enhance the value and increase the burden
of the public nebi by legislation, changing from time to time
the contract between the bondholders and the people without
the consent or knowledge of the latter; 5th, to destroy all

i\ rms of public money, metallic and paper, save subsidiary
coins, and gold, relatively scarce and easily ^rnereol by the
financial classes; and to substitute for pfiWWmSflP*^rfroration



evidences of debt called "national bank notes" and "bank

credits," the volume of both to be determined absolutely by

the banking interests; and Oth, while professing faith in bi-

metallism, to fasten upon the nation **the single standard

exclusively of the gold.'"

Following are the facts:

I. DKVKLOPMKXT OF THK HANKING POWER.
Jefferson declared that "banking establishments'* were

"more dangerous than standing- armies." The history of the

Hank oi the United States, an institution which developed a

strength almost equal to that of the general Government and

for years dictated our national financial policy, proves this. In

Jackson this bank found its "Iron Duke." Other banks fol-

lowed this privileged institution, and, at the outbreak of the

Civil War, assumed to control the Nation's finances. They
proposed that the lesson taught by Jackson's struggle with the

United States Bank should be unlearned; that the Government,
instead of caring for its money, should deposit it in private

brinks and that, instead of issuing paper money of its own with

which to carry on the war, the Government should borrow
paper money from the banks. When the Secretary of the

Treasury insisted upon the exercise of his admitted right 10,

issue demand notes, which, according to the Wall Street

Xews (see Public Opinion, Sept. 2, 1893, page 515), "passed

through the war and remained at par with gold during all that

time, even when gold commanded a premium of 185^2 per cent*';

•!.e banks repudiated their obligations (Dec. 28, 1861), eii| he-

lr.istically styling this act a "suspension of specie payments/'

and. though still doing business, continued in a state of susp.n-

-iun and failure until Jan. I, 1879.

On Feb. 25, 1863, a law was passed establishing a nation il

1 anking system. This law, however, was not satisfactory to

tiie banks, hence a second law was passed June 3, 1864. By
this act was established "an institution similar in principle but

incomparably more powerful and dangerous than the old United

States F»ank. These banks are purely private corporations.

To apply to them the adjective "national" is an abuse of lan-

guage. It is appropriate only in the sense that these banks
enjoy a monopoly of the Nation's privileges. National banks
were made depositories of the Nation'- fweds, thus enjoying

wMhout payment of interest the use of the Government's
money. The Government, however, was of course charged
interest for the use of money borrowed from the banks.

The uat'o* ;! '' '> w<tc empower;' 1 to issue notes furnished

them by th-- G • : ::, •* :*' :uv\ design ' to circulate as money.
Further, the r •; •*<•«; <,-,• ^iven a f*>rc<d currency by the pro

vision not only tli t n:: ; '»nal banks 0.0 t receive each oil, r\

notes at par but that iln >e notes muM be "received at par in

aM part : of the L'niud Stales in payment of taxes, excises,

public land-, and all other debts of the L
T
nited States, except

for dutii- on imports, a-d ako for all salaries and ^fesfb^@Oq



<\nd demand* owing by the United States to individuals, cor-

porations and associations within the United States, except
in* cre^t on the public debt and in redemption of the national
currency/' The volume of these notes was fixed at a maximum
*.f 300 millions (law of 1864), afterwards raised to 354 millions
(law, July 12, 1870), while later (law, Jan. 14, 1875) all limits

were removed and the banks were authorized to in Hate the
rcrrencv with their private paper at their own discretion.

By the act of March 3, 1865, the notes of banking associa-
tions 'not national were .subjected to a tax of. 10 per cent. Of
this a national bank advocate and authority says (J. II. Qintz,
"Our Money—As It Is," page 96):

"In order to secure to the national bank* a monopoly of the note i*-

si'es. a tax of 10 per cent was imposed upon the note is:«ues 01 all other
aj-*ocitition>. which, of course, put a stop 10 the latter."

This law was strengthened by further legislation enacted
March 20, J 867, and Feb. S, 1875.

The notes of the* national banks were based on Govern-
ment bonds. A powerful interest was thus enlisted to force the
Nation deeply into debt and to prevent the payment of that

debt. Thus "the national debt" became "a national [bank]
blessing.'*

In addition to the privileges above mentioned national

banks were allowed to <lo a deposit and discount business after

the manner of other banks. Their terms were as follows

:

One per cent per annum on the average amount of notes
in circulation ; I 2 per cent per annum on the average amount
of their deposits; J 2 per cent per annum on the amount of

capital stock not invested in bonds, the bank s shares to be
subjected to state taxation at a rate not greater than the rates
on other moneyed capital, and its real estate subject to state,

county and municipal taxes equal to those levied upon other
real estate.

By act of July 12, 1882, national banks were permitted .to

extend their corporate existence.

The tax upon national bank circulation, if based upon new
bonds authorized by the act of March 14, 1900, is now reduced
50 per cent.

As will appear, the act of March 14, 1900, vastly increases the

power and privileges of the banks. The further development o\

ll:ts system will be considered under the following heads:

II. CREATIXG THE PUBLIC DEBT.
As stated, the national bank currency rests by law on the

1: iio.nl debt, the old 1 iw requiring that each bank must have
on depo-dt with the TrciMirer of the United States an amount
of bomN of which its circulating notes could equal not more
titan <>o per cent of the par value. The new law (Feb. 14. 1900^
increases the amount oi circulation allowed a bank on account
of its bonds to 100 per cent of the par value of its bonds.
]*\ery national bank is, however, required to keep 011 deposit
(i:ot le^s than one-fourth of $150,000 where the bank's capital

287



is §i$ox\^) or ii>s, ami $5o,chx) where the bank's capital exceeds

S i 5o,l\k)). whether or iU)t the bank has notes outstanding. Tims
the very life of the national hanking s\stem is bound up with

the national debt. If the banking svstem is to grow the national

debt must i;row. and if the national banking s} stem is to endure

the debt under the pre>ent law must be continued.

Let us note first the steps whereby the debt has grown. At

the outbreak of the Civil War the national debt amounted to

?6^.S4J,i\S7.8S (July I, i860. See report of Secretary of the

Treasury, 1804, page xevi). With the beginning of the war the

debt increased by leaps and bounds.

To holders of idle capital a government bond represents an

ideal investment.. Loans thus placed are absolutely safe, exempt

from all taxation, national, state, municipal or local, and the

income upon them is paid regularly and at short intervals

without litigation, solicitation, expense or trouble of any kind

to the creditor. The national banks enjoy all the privileges of

the ordinary bondholder, all the privileges of the ordinary

hanker, not national, and in addition, the special privileges of

the national banker.

Following arc the facts relative to the growth of the national

debt since i860. Waiving smaller loans, five great loans were
authorized as follows:

Feb. 25, '62, 500 millions. June 30, '64, 400 milions.

March 3, '63, 900 millions. March 3, '65, 600 millions.

March 3, '64, 200 millions. Total, 2,600 millions.

The public debt was increased from $64,842,287.88 in i860
to $2,773,236,173.69 in 1866 (report of Secretary of the Treas-
ury, 1804, p. xevi).

"The Resumption Act" of Jan. 14, 1875. provided for

unlimited issues of Government bonds. Late in his term Presi-

dent Harrison prepared to issue bonds to maintain the gold
reserve. The issue was postponed, however, until President
Cleveland's accession to office. During President Cleveland's
second administration the national treasury was systematically
raided again and again, with the result that, with no better
authority than the act of Jan. 14, 1875, providing for specie
resumption, bonds were sold four times, the amount exceeding
$262,000,000.

This process of raiding and bond-issuing has been well
compared to the working of an "endless chain," gold being
withdrawn from the Treasury in the redemption of notes and
borrowed back by the sale of bonds. In fact, after the second
bond sale was ordered men were known to withdraw gold from
the Treasury at one window and lend it b.-iek through another,
one ;;rcat Xew York* 'lily editorially justifying this process

and u ;;ing its continuant . Th< % :hird lot of bunds went to the

j'clni'Vi Morgan syndicate, wh'Vb agreed in return to "protect

the '1 :iv." These bonds, bearing 4 per cent, were sold to

l| l( ; s-
" *• at io4J/>. A few davs thereafter the syndicate

off* ;
i ihe lot for sale in Xew York at ii-'}': and one-

2SH
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half in London at at rate of Z227 for $1,000 worth of bonch.

"The reported subscriptions in London were 590 million dol-

lars and in New York 200 million dollars!" The price in New-

York advanced to 120.

In spite of this experience the national administration, when
resolved to issue bonds for the fourth time, arranged to sell the

entire lot to the same syndicate, "at about the same price" as

received in February, 1895. "The country was shockej." A
popular loan was called for. The administration at last reluc-

tantly yielded. Bids were made for more than five times the

amount of bonds offered for sale. The syndicate itself bid for

the whole issue at 110.^877 instead of 104J/2, the price it paid

in February. The whole issue was sold at an average price of

ti 2. The Government saved by the popular loan 8 million

dollars, which otherwise would have gone to the syndicate. If

the interest for thirty years—the life of the bonds—is taken
into account," the Nation saved by the popular loan over $20,-

000,000, not to mention the saving to its credit. Yet even this

consideration afTords slight comfort when it is recalled that by
this act the national debt was increased bv 100 million dollars,

not payable, however great our prosperity and however abun-
dant our revenues, for a period of thirty years.

Table of Bond Sales Oncter President Cleveland

No.



111. rKRPKTLWTIXG THE PUBLIC DEBT. '

As stated, the perpetuation of the national banking >y>tem

under present law necessitates the perpetuation of the public

debt. To pay the public debt would be to undermine the

banking system. The records accordingly show, first, that our

debt has usually been contracted for long" periods, and, sec-

ond, that when any considerable portion of the debt has ap-

proached maturity, its payment has been deferred for ten,

twenty or thirty years by a "refunding" act. The pretext in-

variably given for these refunding acts has been the vast saving

in interest that could be effected by loaning at a rate lower than

that already existing. By this means the people are effectually

prevented from ridding themselves from their burden of debt,

however great may be their ability to pay. A striking illustra-

tion was afforded in President Cleveland's first administra-

tion when the Xation was suffering from a congested Treasury
and a depleted circulation, but could not advantageously pay its

debt because that debt was not yet due. »

Following are some of the measures whereby the people's

bands have been tied and the debt has been bound upon their

backs for generations to come:
The act of July 14, 1870, deferred the payment of $200,-

000,000 ten years, of $300,000,000 fifteen years and of $i,oco,-

000,000 thirty years. Additional acts of similar tenor were
passed Jan. 20, 1S71

; Jan. 25, 1879, and Feb. 26, 1879.
Various other refunding schemes have been proposed. The

Fowler currency bill, introduced into the House March 15, 1897,
contained a vast refunding plan providing, to use Mr. Fowler's
own language, for "funding the entire bonded debt of the

United States into a 2 per cent gold bond, thereby forever

settling our standard or measure of value/' These new gold
bonds were to include seven lots of 100 million each, the lots to
fall due respectively in 1945, 1940, 1935, 1930, 1925, 1920 and
1 9^5» while additional new 2 per cents, to be exchanged for

the balance of the United States bonds then outstanding, were
to become due in 1910. This bill, fortunately, did not become
a law.

j

Secretary (rage's bill of Dec. 16, 1898. provided for refund-
ing old bonds into ton-year gold bonds; this bill, however, also
failed.

The act of Much 14. 1000, provides that 5 per cent govern-
ment bonds payable in 1904, 4 per cents payable in 1907 and 3
per cents payable in 1908 shall be refunded into non-taxable
go'o bonds, non-payable for thirty vears.

These bonds, n.miiu.'K, are to bear interest at the rate <>f 2
; • r cent. The bill, however, includes a provision for paving
.' .-miums on outstanding bonds, the v:.lue of which provision',
as computed by Senator Turner (Remarks in Senate Feb. 7,
I'yoo). i> sufficient to raise the rate of interest on the new bonds
to about 3 per cent. A< r<*"al. the advocates of this measure
point to the enorn.ous >a\ing of in!« iv-t. computed bv thern^^T,

-
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at 106 million dollars, that will result from our depriving our-

selves for another thirty years of the privilege of paying our
national debt, and lengthening by that period the lease of life

of the national banks.

It should be observed that this refunding privilege does
not apply to the $1^2.315,435 of 4 per cent bonds falling due in

1925 and 1926, nor to $25,364,500 of 2 per cent bonds now
payable at the option of the government. All these, "which
would have been effectually reached by the Fowler plan, will

doubtess be refunded in due time.

IV. ENHAXXIXG THE VALUE OF THE PUBLIC DEBT
BY LEGISLATION: THE "UNEARNED

INCREMENT/'
Not content with creating and perpetuating the national

debt, the financial classes have striven systematically to appre-
ciate its value by legislation. The whole series of acts, to be
noted shortly, looking to the destruction of all money but gold
and national bank notes, have contributed to this end. In
addition the following acts should be observed

:

1. The Credit-Strengthening Act. On March 18. 1S69,

was approved an act which authorized the payment "in coin or
its equivalent" of "the United States notes" and "of all the
interest-bearing obligations of the LTnited States, except in

cases where the law authorizing the issue of any such obliga-

tions has expressly provided that the same may be paid in

lawful money or other currency than gold or silver."

The accompanying chart will show in what these obliga- .

tions were actually payable by the terms of the contract. Even
the "coin" specification in the cases of loans two and three was
admittedly "accidental" (Bolles' Financial History, Vol. 3, p.

316). Senator John Sherman declared, "I do not believe, and I

never could reason myself into the belief, that the laws which
authorize the issue of these bonds made a discrimination against
the lawful tender money of the United States" (Speeches, pp.
204-5); while in his letter to Hon. A. Mann (see Congressional
Globe, Dec. 14, 1877, page 204) he says, "I think the bond-
holder violates his promise when he refuses to take the same
kind of money he paid for the bonds. / ... If the bondholder
can legally demand only the kind of monev he paid, then he is a
repudiator and extortioner to demand money more valuable
than he gave."

By the credit-strengthening act the contract was changed
in the interest of the bondholders, and cheap-paper debts were
made payable in dear coin.

2. ' The act of March 14, k;oo. The precedent established
by the old credit -strengthening act was not forgotten. The
McCleary bill oi 1898 provided in its l: tie "for strengthening
the public credit." The Ilou>e currcnev bill of the^ present
Congress, at a time when our bonds, though bearing low rates
of interest, sell at enormous premiums, provided in section 2
for thus strengthening our credit by a J^v^ i(^(3t*wft*a! in
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OM'urr with that of the old credit-strengthening act 'of 1869.
It reads:

"That ail intercut hearing obligations ^f the United States for the

I'a\!iHut of money now existing or hereafter to be entered into, and all

United Suites notes and Treasury notes issued under the law of July 14th,

i.
v
*K>, -li.ili be deemed and held to be payable in the gold coin of the

United States, as defined in Seetion I of this act," etc.

The act of J 869 made paper debts payable in coin; the act

of 1900 makes coin debts payable in gold. In its refunding
clause the act of 1900 provides specifically for converting the
coin bonds payable in 1904, 1907 and 1908 into gold bonds,
thus sacrificing the Government's option to pay its debt in

either gold or silver.

Is tiiis option of any value? *

When President Cleveland was negotiating the loan of $62,-

3*5435 of bonds he notified Congress that if these bonds were
made gold bonds the buyers would accept them at three-fourths

of 1 per cent less interest per annum than if they were made
coin bonds. The saving in interest on the entire lot for their

full life would thus be $16,174,770—the commercial value of
this option on sixty-two millions of bonds. Congress, however,
re fuse* 1 to part with it at any price. But now, by the act of
March 14, it is given away. Its total value on all our bonds is

thus computed bv Senator Turner (Remarks in Senate Feb. 7,
1900):

"The proportion that 16,000,000 bears to 62,000,000, applied to our en-
tire bonded indebtedness, amounting to $1,300,000,000, gives us as a re-
sult, roinzhly speaking, $325,000,000. That sum, then, is the value of our
opt i»>n to pay in silver, which we are making a present of to the holders of
our bonds. If it is worth that to them, it is worth that to us.

. . "To speak broadly it is worth ten times that sum to us, be-
cause it we retain it we will be in honor bound to maintain silver as a
money metal, to enter on a policy which will support and uphold its

dignity and sustain its purchasing and debt paying power. In the en-
haneed \alue which a successful maintenance of that policy would give
to our products now and in the future the sum of $325,000,000 would, by
comparison, be a mere bagatelle."

V DESTROYING THE GOVERNMENT MONEY AND
SUBSTITUTING CORPORATION MONEY

THEREFOR.
Our financial history and the formal utterances of the

%'mmuk1 money" class which now dictates our financial policy.

prove beyond cavil that it is a well-understood part of the

established program of this class to destroy not simply the

notes of all competing- concerns (Acts of March 3. 1865; March
.:(), 1807, and Feb. 8, 1875) "in order to secure to the national

banks a monopoly of the note issues" (J. H. Cuntz. "Our Money
\> Tt Is," page 96), but to destroy all our national currency,

i . \ \"W and paper, excepting only "small change" and the scarce
. ri .'ly cornered metal gold, which is to be for the world the
uhmmuv of all values and the foundation of all credit currency.
Into the v;nt void thus created is to be injected private cor-
poration mmvy ealled "national bank notes," and other forms

Google



of bank -credit paper. Not a dollar of this money will be per-

mitted to k.\\wv the channels of trade without hist paying

tribute to the banking power. The hanks will control abso-

lutely the volume of this circulating medium., will make money

>earce or dear at their pleasure, and will be actuated at all

times not by considerations of public good but of their own
private profit. Branch banks are to be authorized by law and

c-tahlished not only throughout the United States but in our

colonial possessions. Provision has already been made (Act

March i \. looo) whereby national banks of only $25,000 capital

may be established in villages of 3,000 population and under,

thus vastly extending the scope of the system. A grand central

bank is to be erected, presumably in Wall street, and. by its

financial might if not directly by special legislation, given con-

trol over the entire banking system. The banking trust will

then be complete. Beside it the old United States Bank will be a

pigmy. It will possess absolute control of credit ; will dictate

who may and who may not do business; when industry may
proceed and when it must stop; what profits may be accorded

to industrial capital and what wages vouchsafed to labor; what
opinions may be advocated, orally or through the press; what
doctrines may be proclaimed from our pulpits and what facts

presented in college classrooms; what party shall administer

the affairs of city, state and Nation; what legislation may be
enacted and what judicial opinions rendered. In a word, this

central bank, with its thousands of branch and affiliated banks
responding instantly to its will as expressed by private wire
and enforcing its mandates upon the industrial community, will

have become the real Government of the United States, while
the nominal Government at Washington will have become but
a bed of justice for the registration of its decrees.

Following are the facts already accomplished:
By the act of April 12, 1866, ten millions of Government

paper might be destroyed in the first six months; after that,
four millions might be destroyed each month for an indefinite
period. Opportunity was also afforded for the locking up of
Government paper by the. Secretary of the Treasury. Against
this wholesale destruction of a 'necessity of commerce even Sen-
ator John Sherman uttered a powerful" protest (see Holies' "Fi-
nancial History of the United States." Vol. 3, pp. 275-6). In
the four years between r866 and 1870 the volume of Govern-
ment money was reduced from $1,261,416,475 to §396,891,212,
a reduction amounting to $864,522,263, or nearly 70 per cent
t'-^e John Jay Knox's "United States Notes").

\W the pet cif Feb. 12, 1873, the mints of the United States
were closed ;• in^t the coinage of full legal tender silver

dollars. In tl;*-i. -toad the act authorized the coinage of a "trade

dollar," ostensibly designed for Oriental trade, the legal tender
quality of which dollar was limited to payments of $5 and under.

\\y thi> act many millions of real money, with which business

might hive been conducted, debts paid, n
i':»4
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t nti<l private l>ank paper displace!, were excluded from circula-

tion. That this measure was effected by stealth, deception and

falsehood, without the knowledge of the President of the United

States, the vast majority of both houses of Congress and prac-

tically the whole American people, has been proved beyond

dispute.

By the act of June 22, 1874. accepting a general revision of

the statutes of the United States, standard silver dollars already

existing were deprived of their legal tender quality save for

payments of $5 and under. Those in charge of this act (Senator

Poland of Vermont and Benjamin F. Butler of Massachusetts)

declared positively that, so far as was known, this revision made
no change in any law. It did, however, demonetize the out-

standing silver dollars as above indicated. Gold historians refer

to this as an "accident.

"

By joint resolution of July 22, 1876, the trade dollar was
deprived of all legal tender quality, Senator Sherman declaring

that it was never intended to make it a legal tender for any sum
whatever, though while in charge of the bill of Feb. 12, 1873,

which substituted the trade dollar for the standard silver dollar,

he declared that it was intended to make this trade dollar
<4
float

all over the world." Feb. 19. 1887, the trade dollars were finally

retired.

On Jan. 14, 1875, was passed "an act to provide for the

resumption of specie payments. " This act provided that

—

"On and after tlu- first day of January. 1879. the Secretary of the
Treasury shall redeem, in coin, die United States legal tender notes then
outstanding on their presentation for redemption ... in sums of

not less than $50.00."

It also provided for unlimited bond sales, already noted,
reduction of the greenback currency to 300 million dollars and
unlimited bank note issues, j. K. Upton says of this measure
that it—

"Provided for an unlimited issue of national bank notes, with a pro-
vision for the retirement of legal tender notes to the extent of So per
<.ent of such issue oi bank notes until the amount of United States note*
outstanding should be reduced to $^00,000,000." (Money in Po'itics. p. 14S.)

Popular outcry, however, stopped this retirement when the
amount of Government paper had fallen to $346,681,016. at
\\! iidi figure it stood until the passage of the act of March 14,
1 moo.

The l>land-Allison act of Feb. 28, 1878, a result of the
panic of 1873 and the discovery of the recent demonetization of
silver, was passed over the veto of President Hayes and at the
demand of an indignant people. It sought to restore silver to
its rightful ;>';ice, but was crippled by bank influences. It pro-
vided not for re< penin- t'.t- mints to the free and equal coinage
of both metals !•:; \ov *'» ...ooihly purchase bv the Secretary ot
the Treasury of t\,.*P

, * million to four million dollars' worth
;

>f silver, which .'l\. r m„. to be coined into 412.; grain dollars.
I he.se dollars,

"T.MzeiluT with .dl x,K,.- d..iL,i> lv'iet.-^R^^flYiVQ-^&K.-nitod



„ Stales oi like weight and fineness" (were to
J
"be a lo^al tender, ;a their

nominal value, tor all debts and dues, public and private, except where
otherwise expre^ly stipulated in the contract."

This latter provision threw the door wide open for discrimi-

nation against silver by the banks and its demonetization by
private contract.

The attempt to restore the free and unlimited coinage of

k silver led to the passage of the Sherman act of July 14, 1890,

like the Bland-Allison act, a compromise measure. It provided
not for opening the mints to silver on equal terms with gold
hut for the monthly purchase by the Secretary of the Treasury
of four and one-half million ounces of silver, paying for the

same with the so-called "Sherman" notes or "coin certificates"

—

*that is, Treasury notes redeemable in either gold or silver on

> demand at the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury.
These notes, like the silver dollars of the Bland-Allison act, were
demonetizable by private contract. Furthermore, the Secretary
of the Treasury declined to use his lawful option of paying in

either gold or silver, electing to pay in the kind of coin

demanded, on the ground that he could not otherwise "maintain
* the parity" of value between the two metals. Since the interests

4
of the classes endeavoring to discredit silver were served by
their demanding gold and not silver, a series of "raids'* on the
Treasury followed, leading first to the panic of 1893, and, later,

to the four Cleveland bond sales already discussed.

Such facts as have been disclosed by Schuckers (see "The
Black Crime of 1893") make it plain that the panic of 1893 was
the result of a bankers' plot. The plan apparently was to con-

f
tract, by preconcerted action, their "accommodations" through-
out the country, state that the silver purchases were "unsettling

> confidence," explain that the purchase clause should be repealed,

and then request, and if necessary demand, that their patrons
bring pressure to bear upon their congressmen and senators to

vote for repeal. At the same time the Executive, employing
the weapon of patronage, brought all his power to bear upon

5
both houses. The result was that after a prolonged and
memorable legislative battle the purchase clause was repealed,

> the influx of -Treasury notes into the circulation stopped and
additional room left for the use of corporation money.

On March 11, \V< } \, (he Senate passed the House bill provid-

ing for coining some 55 millions (£55,156,681) of dollars' worth
of silver bullion lying idle in the Treasury and known as the

\ silver "seigniorage." This measure, it was believed, would
.' 'K-llie and paper, excepting only "small change" and scarce

- . .'Vu in some mcaMirc the currency famine, still acute, and
ma ! e unnecessary is 'irs of bonds with which to meet the
'treasury deficit. The bill, however, was piomptly vetoed by
the President, who strongly recommended instead the "grantmg
th<> Secretary of the Treasury a better power * * * to

i — ne bonds and protect our gold reserve."
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EDITORIAL.

It is a matter of great relief to all people in Europe and Amer-
ica to learn of the rescue of the legations and to find that mot
of the foreigners in Pckin had been spared the torture and
death inflicted upon the German minister. The plea of necessity

has justified, in the general opinion, the steps taken by our
government in connection with the rescue of the legations.

Xow, however, if hostilities arc to be continued it will be war,
and the administration can not continue them lawfully without
the consent of Congress, in which body the Constitution re-

poses the sole right to declare war. But the spirit of militar-

ism which has seized the responsible officers of the government
and many people, will speedily do the Constitution to death.

In fact, the commander responsible for the Idaho outrages is

said to have declared that the country had outgrown the Con-
stitution, and that it had been superseded.

* * *

It may indeed be true that the Constitution does not reach
the present needs of the people, but the complaints made by
the party in power about the Constitution are not against those
sections which limit the liberties of the people; but rather

against those which seek to curb the arbitrary power of those
in authority.

* * * .

In the early days of the Republic parties vied with each other
in their protestations of confidence in and reverence of the
Constitution. Now things are daily done in defiance of its pro-
visions. The recent Congress even assumed the authority to
modify and limit the Constitution, and the bill providing a new
territorial government for Hawaii in explicit terms extends the
Constitution of the United States to Hawaii u

so far as locally

applicable" and "except as herein otherwise provided.
v This

is a strange, novel and revolutionary doctrine. The old idea was
that the Constitution accompanied the flag wherever sovereign-
ty attached, and according to that idea, if Hawaii be American
soil, it is as much entitled to the benefits and guarantees of the
Constitution as is Illinois.

* * *

The plainest thing as to present political tendencies is that

the United States have drifted far away from the ideas ami com-
,»-cts which first bound them together as a nation. The pres-
ent proceedings in the Philippines on the part of the United
States government are an exaggeration of all the political

crimes which the colonies charged against George TIT. ; yet the
ndmi:. :

. 'r. it ion expects indorsement in a campaign in which its

acts ir ; >r Philippines form the overshadowing issue.
* * *

Tlie Soi i I Forum is keeping out of the campaign not be-
c.m-e its promoters and backers do not have opinions: in fact.

as indi\ iduals, they are most of them engaged in more or U ss
aggrc<si\e campaign work. Some are in one political reform
camp and sonic in oihers. It is a pitv that all ^m 110M#* to-

.mj; *
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gv ther, hut the conditions liavo not yet so shaped themselves
as to make that possible. There is, however, a feeling of per-

fect accord upon the idea that the Social Reform Union, as

an organization, shall confine itself to purely educational work,
ili reeling its efforts toward the propagation of the principles of

the five planks which constitute its platform, as follows:

1. Direct legislation and proportional representation.'

2. Public ownership of public utilities.

3. Taxation of land values and (for the time at least) of

franchises, inheritances and incomes.

4. Money (gold, silver or paper) issued by government only,

a full legal tender, and in quantity sufficient to maintain the

normal average of prices.

5. Anti-militarism.

This platform was adopted by the Buffalo conference of July,

1899, without a dissenting vote, and while it docs not cover a

complete program of all that is to be desired in the way of re-

form and progress, it is certain that we shall be a long way on
the road to a state of social and political justice when these

planks are enacted into law and governmental policy.

The principle of direct legislation has made much progress,

and has been approved in the platforms of all the parties except
the Republican and the one-plank Prohibition party, and the

presidential candidate of the latter is known to be a strong
supporter of the direct legislation idea. It seems to me that a

most valuable work could be done by the Social Reform Union
or some other such organization in a concerted effort to bring

the subject of direct legislation before the legislatures of the

various states next winter, and if the members of the various

parties which have indorsed this reform can be induced to vote

for it there is no epiestion but that the reform will be accom-
plished in several more states next year.

jjj ^ #

The principle of public ownership of public utilities is grow-
ing into the comprehension and approval of the American peo-

ple. It has also established irself in the platforms of various par-

lies and stands a greatly improved show of acceptance. It is

true that Mr. Hanna (who is the Republican party) and Mr.
Farley, mayor of Cleveland (who is of the Democratic party),
1 ave combined their efforts to secure an extension of street-

car franchises in Cleveland upon terms which constitute a colos-

sal steal. But the outlook is brighter for a wider acceptance
nf the doctrine that the private frec-booter shall no longer be
r t. :i

!

: . hold up the public, and that all of the utilities of the

people miv! !h* owned and operated by the people.

The third and fourth planks in the Social Reform platform are

h'.im; constantly presented with force and effect to the intellect-

ual consideration of the people, and are gaining adherents
cverv clay.

The fifth plank, anti-militarism, is the one most i^«Ob(



tin,' present campaign. During the past four years the <tM>' -

in.g army of the United States lias been increased four-fold —
from 25.000 to 100,000. Xo\v we are told, by military authori-
ties in the Philippines, that the latter number will be ncr^ary
as a permanent establishment there to keep order: or, in o;h -r

words, to kill off those subjects in our crown colonies who ad-
here to the traitorous doctrine that "governments derive their
just powers from the consent of the governed ;*' perhaps to
kill off recalcitrant contrabands in the Sulu Islands who fo«Mi-h!y
think that the XITith amen.dment means what it says wuen it

declares that: "Xeither slavery nor involuntary servitude ex-
cept as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have
been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any-

place subject to their jurisdiction."

If it will require, for many years, 100.000 soldiers in the I'hil-

ippines, there will certainly be needed some in the Unite i

States to prevent people from striking, to construct and man-
age 'bull-pens'' and to guard the interests of the trusts ; not

counting the militia required by Pennsylvania and other states

to shoot down miners who dare-to walk on public roads and
commit like depredations. Then there will be some needed to
reconcile the people of Porto Rico to tariff spoliation, and in

Cuba to quiet the Cubanos who are not willing to wait until our
administration, sometime in thedim, distant future, , finds that

the people are fit for self-government, and enough of our Xeelys
have been enriched at their expense. All of this takes no ac-

count of the number needed to help European allies gobble up
Asia (with a possible share in the loot), and the exploitation of

the other schemes of conquest sure to follow' if the people ihis

fall indorse the program of imperialism upon which the coun-

try has been embarked.

Militarism means a state of affairs in which the army and
navy become the dominant feature. It comes with the lust for

blood. . Even the most justifiable war (if there be such a thing

as a justifiable war) is a breeder of the militaty spirit. Once
embarked upon a career of conquest of unwilling people and

this country will have all of the features of European countries:

Compulsory service, heavy taxes, eating of the substance of

peace to sustain war. Over it all is the war-lord, a despot,

whether he be Czar, Kaiser, King or President. "Militarism

means the death of the Republic. We can not heartlessly rob

others of their liberties without losing our own. We need no

standing army, and perhaps the most vital need ju*t at present,

because the danger is so menacing, is to stamp out the tendencx

toward militarism and retain to ourselves at least the power to

right things by the ballot-box.

The reforms proposed by the Social Reform Union are not

merelv political. They have a strong ethical and religious ba^is,

and their success is a luvos^ity if we are *¥WtwftW§n£ prin-

ciple <U" the lirotherhond oi Mj.u under the Enhcrho ^ !
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Eldredge B.

Sewing Machines.
Lightest running shuttle machine
on the market, hall-bearing stand,
best foot attachments ana finest
finished woodwork.

$20, $22.50 and $25.

Eldredze Genuine Automatic
Single Thread Machines.
Equal to any of their kind erer
made, no matter what the name
or prioa,

$40.00. $45.00 and $50.00

IA/E MAKE WHEELS, TOO.
THE RELIABLE ELDREDQE

Always in the load. Cheap in price but high In quid- tfj CfA 4>/% flj O C
ity. Many models to cuooso from. Prices from u)DU TO $Zj»

We soil on easy terms. Send for catalogue of our 1900 model*.

national Sewing Machine Co.,
<9 East Jackson Blvd. M. J. Gleason, Mgr.
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The Social Forum.
Vol. II. OCTOBER, 1900. No. 10.

BIBLE LESSONS IN SOCIAL REFORM.

FOR ADULT AND FOR PRIMARY CLASSES.

Supplementary to the International Sunday School Lessons for

1900.

SUBJECT FOR OCTOBER:
October 7th.

THE PHARISEE'S HOME.
Lesson, Luke xiv., 1-14.

Is it not a fact that stands out on nearly every page of the
Gospel story that Jesus Christ reserved his severest condem-
nations not for the outwardly profligate and vile, not for the
corrupt Roman official, not for the brutal and inhuman sol-

diery, not for the ignorant servile class, not for the licentious

and luxurious wealthy, but for the people outwardly religious,

the respectable, the leaders of the church, the Scribes and Phari-
sees? (Sec especially Matt, xxiii., 13-33.) In the lesson
appointed for to-day, do we not see Christ's treatment of such
a home? He entered it; he accepted its hospitality; he
watched those who came; yet right there and to them person-
ally he spoke on of his most scathing rebukes of Phariseeism,
of their selfishness, their inhumanity, their injustice.

Do we not need the lesson in the United States? Have we
not many homes of culture, of comfort, of eminent respecta-

bility, perhaps of wealth, where nothing impure enters, where
the members are regular at church, where they are prominent
in the recognized charities, etc., yet where any deep-reaching,
radical new movement rarely finds even a hearing and even
more rarely a following? Is not, perhaps, to-day the deepest
curse to religion its respectability? And often are not the last

people from whom radical reform has anything to hope those
who are called the religious classes?

May not people be so busy talking about God and heaven and
a spiritual life, that they forget to take hold and really help
make society on earth better? Are not such people found
among orthodox spiritual people of all denominations and also

among unorthodox people? Is not the lesson for us all?

What was Christ's cure for the Pharisaic home? First, he
.entered it and did not leave it alone. Was not much of Christ's,

life spent and were not many of his greatest miracles done in

301
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homes? Yet .secondly, does he not lay down this law for the
home, the law of abasement, the law of making our chief friends
with the lowly, the poor, the unfortunate, the law of the life of
love, the law of humanity, the law of the works of love?

October 14th.

THE HOME AND THE PUBLIC.
Lesson, Luke xiv., 15-24.

Jesus Christ put emphasis on the home. Was not his first

great miracle worked at a marriage feast? (John h\, 1-11.)

Were not many of his miracles worked and his lessons taught in

homes? Did he not constantly accept their hospitality?

Mention some instances (Luke xiv., 1, xix., 5). Were not
there certain homes where he went for rest and fellowship?
(Luke x., 38, and John xi., 5.) Yet did Jesus not now recognize
the duty and relation of the home to outer life? Does he not
often typify the kingdom of heaven as a wedding feast? (Matt,
xxii., 2, and xxv., I.) Does he not teach the duty of hospi-
tality and that in the largest way and especially to the poor?
(Luke xiv., 13 and 23.) But is hospitality the only or even the

chief relation that the home should have to the public? Does
not the very essence of Christ—Christianity—rest, not on the

charity of the rich to the poor, but on the equality, the brother-

hood of all under the fatherhood of God? Therefore should the

home not recognize that it is but one r;art of the whole* and
that we have no right to live alone for our homes, our families,

and neglect public and social duties? And have we such a state

of equality and brotherhood in the United States, where only

35 per cent of the families of the United States own an unen-
cumbered home (Encyclopedia, p. 899), while in cities this falls

to only 24 per cent and in wThole wards of certain cities to o
per cent?
Does not the lesson for to-day also show us that if the relig-

ious people and church people refuse to take up and carry out
Chirst's Gospel of Brotherhood and Equality other classes will

—the so-called irreligious and unchristian people?
Is not this something of the explanation of the so-called

atheistic features of the modern Socialist movement, and of the

growing divorce between the church and the poorer people who
arc calling to-day for economic reform?

October 21st.
,

THE LOST HOME.
Lesson, Luke xv., 1-15.

This parable, like so many of the parables, teaches the sorrow
f f (">,d over the evil life and the joy of God over the penitent

What God chiefly wants is a righteous work. Should not-

our jov be his joy? Should not our chief joy ho 'i* ! r. iigious
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experiences, church services, etc., but converting this world
into a world of love? What problem can call out our energies

and efforts more than that of the home, lost and found? Yet
the home to-day seems going. Young men arc less sure than
formedv of being able to earn and therefore are learning not
to marry. Young women. are more sure than formerly of being
able to live without marriage, therefore arc also learning not to

marry. Some Massachusetts towns are called "she towns" be-

cause the shes make the shoes ; the men are wending their way
to the "stag camps" of the west. A few men in the "she towns"
run the business and a few women in the stag camps serve the

men. In England about 20 per cent of the women are un-
wedded, in Belgium 44 per cent, in Europe 33 per cent, in the

United States nearly 60 per cent (including girls).

Marriage is decreasing. But divorce is increasing. France
in 1867 had 2,181 divorces; in 1886, 6,211 (including legal sep-

arations). In England and Wales there were 130 divorces in

1867; and 372 in 1886. In the United States there were in 1867,

9,637; in i8S6, 25,535. Business, too, leads an increasing num-
ber of men to leave their homes to find work.

Various substitutes for marriage and the home are therefore
appearing. The rich man's son and the poor man's daughter
are becoming "friends." In the theater over-dressed young
men meet under- dressed young women. In office, hotel and
restaurant over-paid and over-fed young men find young
women under-paid and under-fed. Of more gross, but not more
demoralizing evils it was said at the National Puritv Congress
in Baltiiv >re that the number of prostitutes in the United States
was 230.000., which would mean perhaps 1,150,000 prostituted

men, which is probably far under the truth.

Is there not sorrow in God's breast over the lost home and
should there not be in ours? Socialism means the redemption
of the Home; should it not give us joy?
Under Socialism every man and woman could be sure of

work and a fair share of the product. Men could be sure of
supporting their wives and children. Hence the married
woman and the child need not work. That would remove the
partially supported woman from the market. The unmarried
woman who desired to work could then receive her fair share
of the product. Men secure of work would not fear woman as
a foe, but welcome her as co-operator in what she could do
best, to increase the product and the share of 'each. This
would make the home economically secure. Women secure in

an honest livelihood without marriage would only marry for

love. They would cease to sell themselves for money in or out
of the marriage tic. All divorces that grow out of money
quarrels or the economic separation of the husband would dis-

appear.
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October jtfih.

THE CHILDREN IX THE HOME.
Lesson, Luke xv., 11-24.

From the incomparable parable of the Son of God to the
repentant son, may \vc not draw the. social lesson of the love
of God to every child and the importance of the right home for
our children? •

The cradle, in educated society, is going. Children are not
allowed in our modern Hats, and children are allowed only in
strictly limited numbers in most modern homes. Except among
the very wealthy and the very poor (notice the economic fact)
where are the families of ten or twelve of the bygone cenjury?

In Massachusetts and many portions of the United States, in

"advanced society" the birth rate does not equal the death rate.

In most of our states were it not for the "unadvanced" portions
oi society and for immigration, population would be on the
decrease. In France population is on the decrease. Even in

England there is a tendency to defer marriage and marriages
are growing less prolific.

Yet Socialism would largely cure these ills.

When fathers are not sure that they can feed those already
born, they hesitate about new responsibilities; when mothers
think of what they can do for the child that may be born their

hearts grow sick within them. This is the main cause of de-
creasing birth-rates, not that modern mothers are growing
schish and fathers heartless. If clergymen and physicians

would study economics more, they would talk more wisely upon
this subject. Socialism, with its guarantee of support to any
who are willing to work, would make parenthood possible and
banish undue care. Socialism, too, which guarantees support

to maternity, would provide trained nurses to care for the babe,

during at least some portion of each dav, that the mother may
escape a little to read and grow and rest, to return to her child

a stronger, wiser, better mother. Socialism means the possi-

bility of ideal motherhood and childhood. Nor would Social- .

ism mean over-population. Today over-population brings dis-

tress mainly upon the private household. L
T
nder Socialism it

would affect even body by reducing the share of each. Hence
a social pressure would restrain over-population. Says John
Stuart Mill (Political Economy, Book II. Chap. 1.):

"Communish [and this applies to Socialism 1 is precisely the

s T ate of things in which opinion might be expected to declare

it -elf with greatest intensity against this kind of selfish intem-

perance. * * * The communistic scheme, instead of being

peculiarly open to the objection drawn from danger of over-

population, ha> the recommendation of tending in an especial

d( ^rce to the prevention of that evil."
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•'mpounding process
The following article by Professor Will will be re t

of the Union and bold U 5 cents per copy, or $2.00 per huiu

Ttll£ NATIONAL BANKING TRUS^^Vt
STUDY NO. XII.—PART II. .

kept and
r™ t^, ,...„ obvious

By Thomas Elmer Will.

Following are the more recent steps in the movement
substitute corporation paper for Government money: v

(1) Baltimore, Rhodes, Eckels, and Carlisle plans for "curT

rency reform," fall of 1894. Emphasize extending privileges of

national banks in matter of note issues.

(2) President Cleveland's message to Congress December,

1894, arguing that the control of the currency should be taken

out of the hands of the Government and intrusted to the banks.

(3) Secretary Carlisle's report, Dec. 16, 1895, recommend-
ing "that the United States notes and Treasury notes should be

retired from circulation at the earliest practicable day ; that the

Government should be wholly relieved from the responsibility

of providing a credit currency for the people," and that the.

note-issuing privileges of the national banks be extended.

(4) Secretary Carlisle's report for 1896 recommending
"permanent retirement" of United States notes.

(5) Resolutions of Indianapolis monetary convention, a

gold-standard, bank-money gathering convened by Mr. H. H.
Hanna (Jan. 12 and 13, 1896), demanding:

"1. The unequivocal maintenance of the present gold

standard.
"2. Jhe ultimate retirement of all classes of United

States rptes by a gradual and steady process, which shall take

the United States Treasury out of the banking business ; and .

"3. That a banking- system shall be provided, which shall

furnish credit facilities to every portion of the country and a
safe and elastic circulation," etc*.

The convention further resolved that its executive commit-
tee should endeavor to procure at the coming special session of

Congress "legislation calling for the appointment of a mone-
tary commission by the President to consider the entire ques-
tion and. to report to Congress at the earliest day possible: or,

failing to secure the above legislation, they are hereby author-
ized and empowered to select a commission of eleven mem-
bers," etc.

'
*

President McKinley's Message of Dec. 6, 1897. This mes-
sage recommended that Government notes be redeemed (in

gold if demanded). This gold to be obtained when necessary
by bond sales, and the notes held in the Treasury unless paid
out for gold. This method of getting rid of Government
money, frequently recommended in one form or another by
bank-money advocates, is known among its friends as "im-
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pounding/' '~\i he plan is to present the Government notes" for

redemption . in gold and then make it impossible to get them
a.sain iijh.iO circulation except by methods unlikely to be cm-
plovecl

ro . With a small volume of Government notes in his

Possession, one—as Congressman Walker explained—could
r
,

cr
uf.ire all the Government notes by firs.t redeeming his notes at

,

r
.ne Treasury in gold, then exchanging his gold at the banks for

Government notes, redeeming those notes in gold, and so con-

tinuing until all the Government notes were securely locked in

the Treasury.
President McKinley also recommended to the consideration

of Congress the following bill prepared by his Secretary of the

Treasury

:

(7) The Gage Bill. On Dec. 16, 1897, Secretary Gage
"appeared before the House committee on banking and currency

with the draft of a bill, which he offered for legislative consid-

eration/' This bill provided for impounding the Government
notes and widely extending the opportunity for national bank
issues.

(S) Report of the Commission of the Indianapolis Mone-
tary Convention. - President McKinley, acting on the recom-
mendation of the Indianapolis monetary convention, "urgently

recommended" to Congress (July 24, 1897) "that a special com-
mission be appointed, non-partisan in character, * * * to

make recommendations of whatever changes in our presen*

bank and currency laws may be found necessary and expedient/'

and to report before the next ensuing session of Congress. The
House promptly passed the bill authorizing the President to

appoint such a commission, but the Senate failed to concur.

The executive committee of the Indianapolis convention there-

upon appointed the commission themselves (Aug. 10, 1897).

On Jan. 3, 1S98, this commission filed a voluminous report

recommending "the continued maintenance of the gold stand-

ard/' the annihilation of Government paper money (greenbacks
and Treasury notes of 1890), the process to occupy ten years,

and the substitution therefor of national bank notes.

(q) The McCleary Bill. This bill/reported to the House
rVTarch 23, 1898, took such radical ground in favor of bank
paper and against Government paper, and was so mercilessly
exposed (see Shibley, "A Trust of Trusts") that it was with-
GVawn. At the Omaha monetary conference, ?ept. 13-15, 1898,
Congressman McCleary was twice voted extra time in which to
explain his bill and answer written questions concerning it. All

cj{ this time, besides his regular time, he occupied fully, but
ofTered no word in 1 xplanation of the bill and made no attempt

to answer the questions.

(jo) President McKinlcy's Message of Dec. 5, 1898. In
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tin. the President again recommends the impounding process

in the following language: •

"I renew so miuli of my recommendation of December, 1S97, as fol-

lows: that when any of the United States notes are presented for re-

demption in gold and arc redeemed in gold, such notes shall be kept and

set apart and only paid out in exchange for gold. This is an obvious

duty."

He adds

:

'The companion proposition that our domestic paper currency

should be kept safe and yet be so related to the needs of our industries

and internal commerce as to be adequate and responsive to such needs,

is a proposition scarcely less important."

This doubtless refers to the familiar demand of the bankers

for an exclusive bank note currency.

(11) The "Overstreet" House Bill.

"As a result of deliberation, held at Atlantic City, N. J., April 17 to

May 1, 1S99, the committee recently appointed by the Republican caucus

of the House of Representatives agreed upon the draft of a bill following

closely the lines suggested by President McKinlcy and embodying the

following reforms:
"1. The redemption of all obligations of the Government in gold on

demand.
•*2. Greenbacks, when once redeemed for gold, to be re-issued only

for, gold.
'3. Permitting national banks to issue notes to the par value of

their government bonds deposited in the Treasury, instead of 90 per cent

as at present," etc.

This bill was passed by the House Dec. 18, 1899, the Repub-
licans voting for it unanimously.
' (12) The "Aldrich" or "Gold Standard" Senate Bill. This

'bill, reported Dec. 19, 1899, differed from the House bill chiefly

in its more guarded and ambiguous language and in its addition

of the provision, already examined, for^refunding the public
debt.

The Senate bill, with slight modifications, passed both
houses and was signed by the President March 14, 1900. Its

first section is as follows

:

"Sec. 1.—That the dollar consisting of 25.8 grains of gold, nine-
tenths fine, as established by section 35 11 of the revised statutes of the
United States, shall be the standard unit of value, and all forms of
money issued or coined by the United States shall be maintained at a
parity of value with this standard, and it shall be the duty of the Sec-
retary of the Treasury to maintain such parity."

This section was understood by Senator Tones of Arkansas,
Senator Turner and others, to provide, as has long been de-
manded by extreme gold men, for the redemption of silver
dollars in gold. A section of the more explicit House bill
makes this point clear. It reads:

"The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and required to use said
reserve fund in maintaining at all times the parity and equal* value ot
every dollar issued or coined by the government; and if at any time the
Secretary of the Treasury deems it necessary, in order to maintain the
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parity nn.l i ;ual v;due of all the money of the United States, ho may,
*.t h:s d:>crct:«>n, exchange gold coin lor any other im<:uy i>sued or
coined by the United States."

Comparing the House and Senate bills, Senator Turner
(Remarks Feb. 7) said:

"It has Ken thought proper to strike down and reduce to the con-
ot'on of token money the $(xx>,ooo,ooo of silver money in the country,
now coined and in circulation, thus changing by a stroke of the pen an
:^?et of 5c no,000,000 belonging to the United States and its people into
u i"d. btiilue^s due from tlu-m for that stupendous sum. .

""''his act has for its prime object the purpose to degrade and de-
*k e --".! dishonor silver; to strike it down absolutely as standard money;
to v! p-;\e it of its character of money at all and to make it simply a
r k pre>i.r-t.uivc of money. .

"While neither the House bill nor the Senate bill makes provision
;-:iin-t the reissue of silver coin when it shall come into the Treasury by
.\vV:.r.ev\ redemption, or otherwise; yet, no longer being standard
::« ".y. and deriving its value largely from 'he redemption quality at-
-»'

' >[ to it, it cannot, in good faith, be paid out to ordinary creditors;

,\a,\ if it should be so paid out at one counter of the Treasury, it could,

•in.ler the operation of these proposed measures, be immediately taken
10 another counter and exchanged for gold."

Respecting the treatment to be accorded Government notes,

we quote the following:

"Sec. 2. That United States notes and Treasury notes issued under
tlu- act of July T4, 1890, when presented to the Treasury for redemption,
d\' :

l he redeemed in gold coin of the standard fixed in the first section
of tiiis act. and in order to secure the prompt and certain redemption of

sich notes as herein provided it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the

Treasury to set apart in the Treasury a reserve fund of $150,000,000 in

.," Id coin and bullion, which fund shall be used for such redemption pur-

I"»*,*5 only, and whenever and as often as any of said notes shall be re-

'\emcd from said fund it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treas-
rry to use said notes so redeemed to restore and maintain such reserve
.' "ivl in the manner following, to wit:

"1. By exchanging the notes so redeemed for any gold coin in the

g* neral fund of the Treasury;
"2. By accepting deposits of gold coin at the Treasury or at any sub-

Mtasury in exchange for the United States notes so redeemed;
"3- By procuring gold coin by the use of said notes, in accordance

.v'.th the provisions of section 3700 of the Revised Statutes, of the United
^atcs."

Section 3700 of the Revised Statutes reads

:

"The Secretary of the Treasury may purchase coin with any of the

t'uds or notes of the United States, authorized by law, at such rates and
vpon Mich terms as he may deem most advantageous to the public in-

tcrcbt."

13 y this objure phraseology the bill veils the impounding
feature. The Iuju.p hi!?, erring like the McCleary bill in being

too specific, reads: "The notes and certificates so redeemed or

cychanged shall he held in and constitute a part of said redemp-
*:<>'i fund, .:'! '^ H " t he withdrawn therefrom n^r disturbed
o a cent in ox- '

> ,< : »r an equivalent amount of the coin in

v. hich «aid notes wore redeemed or exchanged."
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At this point the following clause from President McKinley's
last annual message should be noted: :

"In this connection I repeat my former recommendations, that a
portion of the Kold holdings shall be placed in a trust fund, from which
greenbacks shall be redeemed upon presentation, but when once re-
deemed shall not thereafter be paid out except for gold."

That this feature of the bill did not escape attention the
following passage from Senator Turner's remarks (Feb. 7) will
show

:

"While the Senate substitute does not expressly declare that the pa-
per money shall not be again paid out in the ordinary course of busi-

ness, that is undoubtedly its purpose. The express mention of the man-
ner in which it shall be dealt with by the Secretary is the exclusion of
every other means of dealing with it. Expressio unius, est exclusio
alterius. So that the Treasury* notes and greenbacks, having once got
into the Treasury, are there for all time and might as well be sent to the
macerator at once."

The amount of contraction provided for by the bill is shown
by the folowing table presented by Senator Turner. He says

:

The money to be retired from circulation under these measure* in

kind and amount is as follows: *

Silver dollars in circulation $ 85,191. 1 10

Silver certificates outstanding, representing silver dollars in

the Treasury 402.136.617
Treasury notes, act July 14, 1890 93,518,28:1

United States notes, greenbacks 346.081,016

Total $926.1527,033

Into the vacuum thus created are to be poured the bank
note and bank credit currencies. This bill grants the banks the
long-coveted privilege of issuing notes to the par value of their

bonds. It provides that national banks of .$25,000 capital may
be established in villages of 3,000 population and under. It

provides for incredible bond issues by requiring the Secretary
of the Treasury to maintain "all forms of money issued or
coined by the United States" at a "parity of value" with gold,

to maintain a gold reserve of 150 million dollars (the tradi-

tional gold reserve having been 100 million), and if this reserve
shall fall below 100 million dollars, to issue bonds, if necessary,

to restore it to the 150-million dollar mark. Upon these bonds
and those into which present bonds are being refunded the
national banks may build the circulation which is to supplant
our system of Government paper money. The banks are thus
empowered to control the currency and, by controlling it, to
control the industry of the Nation, the Government and the
lives of the people.

VI. DEFINITE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SINGLE
GOLD STANDARD.

This bill, as shown by section 1, alreadv qui»ad. estabii-'- -

the gold dollar of 25.8 grains, nine-tenths fine, as the standi r«L
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unit of value. An outline of the "evolution" of the gold stand-

ard may be instructive.

Prior to the discovery of gold in California, in 1817, the

"battle of the standards" was practically unknown. Most coun-

tries employed gold and silver as money, though the following

employed a single standard:

England adopted the gold standard in 1816. In the same
year the Netherlands adopted bi-metallism, with silver as the

sole standard.

In 1848 Brazil made gold her standard, and silver subsidi-

ary.
*
In 1850 Belgium adopted the single silver, monometallic

standard.

In 1854 the gold standard was introduced into Portugal.

In 1854 Java adopted the single silver standard.

The great gold discoveries aroused discussion as to the

possible effect of an •'inflation" produced by a large increase in

1 lie world's supply of metallic money. Inspired by dread of a

redundant currency and loss to recipients of fixed incomes,

Chevalier and others advised, in 1S56-7 that gold be demone-
tized. Jan. 24, 1857, Germany and Austria demonetized their

gi'M. adopting the single silver standard. . y
The attack on gold, however, soon changed to an attack co

silver, the precious metal which then promised to become the

more abundant. ' At Paris in 1S67 the international committee
on coinage, weights aud measures of the Paris Exposition met,
o-tonsibly to extend the bi-metallic principles of the Latin
Union. While at this meeting the American representative,

Mr. Samuel B. Ruggles, on May 17 addressed a letter to Hon.
John Sherman, chairman of the United States Senate committee
on finance, inquiring:

"May. I a?k what, hi your opinion, is the probability that the Con-
gress of the United Slates of America would agree at. an early period to
reduce the weight and value of our American dollar to correspond with
the present weight .vd value of the gold five-franc piece in France, and
how far such a change would commend itself to your own judgment?*'

Mr. Sherman, then in London, replied at length the following
day, strongly favoring the adoption of the single gold standard,
a-sJi-i- 1 ^ Mr. Rtiggles of the co-operation of Congress, recom-
ine^dir : the adoption of the French 5-franc piece of gold "as

. tlv* ecm:non standard of value/' and adding:

"It ii:
:

- i* done. Fr-in.-.' will «nn 'y abandon the impossible effort of

ma'-pi^r two -tandap'* t. v:duc. GoM '-ins will answer all the purposes
of European commerce. i'he. common gold standard will regulate silver

coir; ere. of winch the United States will furnish the greater part, es-

p.cV.ly for the Chinese trade." (Senate Executive Document No. 14,

XEih Congre-s, second session, p.vjes 1 07-110).

Mr. Ruggles exhibited this h-uer to the Emperor, Louis
_
vap«jleon, aud laid it before the Paris monetary conference,
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which immediately followed the meeting of the international

committee. At this conference twenty nations were repre-

sented. In the imprests of monetary unification the conference

committed itselt to ''the single standard exclusively of gold/'

and Mr. Rttggles declared officially that

—

"On all these questions, the interests of monetary unification were
materially advanced by the publication at Paris of the concise but ad-

mirable letter from the Hon. John Sherman.'*

On Jan. 6, 186S, Mr. Sherman introduced into the United
States Senate bill No. 217, establishing the gold standard.

Determined opposition on the part of Senator Morgan of .Ww
York lead to its withdrawal until Mi. Morgan's retirement fr.01

the Senate.

On Feb. 12, 1873, the bill closing the American mints to the

coinage of silver was signed by President Grant. This bill was
put through the House by Mr. Samuel Hooper of Massachusetts
and through the Senate by Mr. Sherman, both of whom under-
stood its character. With the possible exceptions of Messrs.
Potter, Stoughton and Kelley in the Ho'use, we have no evi-

dence that any other member of either house knew that the bill

closed the mints to silver, though we have the strongest evi-

dence that many, if not almost all of them, did not know it.

The President was also ignorant of the nature of the bill.

The later stages in- the battle of the standards in America
are as follows

:

Outstanding silver dollars demonetized, 1874.

t
Gold coinage made free, 1875.
Trade dollar deprived entirelv of legal tender quality, 1876.

Attempted restoration of bimetallism with partial success,

1878.

Trade dollars retired, 18S7. •

Sherman act providing for silver purchases, 1890.

Repeal of silver-purchase clause of act of 1890, 1893.
Wolcott commission, seeking international bi-metallic agree-

ment, thoroughly discredited by United States Treasury De-
partment, and hence resulted in fiasco, 1897-98.

Coinage at rate of .one and one-half million dollars per
month of all silver bullion in the Treasury into standard silver

dollars of "like weight and fineness and .of like legal tender
quality as those provided for under existing law." Provided in

war revenue act, 1898.

Formal adoption of gold standard, with obscure provision
for redeeming silver dollars with gold, March 14, 1900.

Since the Paris monetary conference the work of demone-
tizing silver and enthroning gold has gone on apace. Follow-
ing is the list of countries, which, in more or less complete
form, have adopted the gold standard, with the dates on which
the change was made (see United States Treasury circular Xo.
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t23, pages 35 and following and "A Monetary Chronology,"
published by sound currency committee of New York Reform
Club—gold standard):

Germany, 1871-73 ; Japan, 1871 (changed to silver in 1886
but changed again to gold standard in 1S07); Sweden, Norway
And Denmark, 1872, 1S73, 1S74; Belgium, 1873; Holland,
1S73-75; France, acts limiting use of silver passed 1873 1876,
and 1893; Spain, 1876, 187S and 1S87 (partial demonetization)

;

Russia, 1876 (partial demonetization); gold standard adopted
1807; Finland, 1S77; Austria-Hungary, 1878 and 1892; Egypt,
1 £85 ; Roumania, 1890; Tunis, 1S91 ; India (mints closed against
coinage of silver), 1893; Santo Domingo, 1894; Chili, 1895;
Corsica, 1896; Costa Rica, 1S96; Venezuela.. 1896; San Sal-

vador, 1897; Hayti and San Domingo, 189?; Peru (partial

demonetization), 1897; British Honduras, 1898; Ecuador, 1898;
United Slates, 1900.

Naturally, this destruction of one-half the basic money 01 so
many of the countries of the world increases prodigiously the

demand for and the price of gold, and diminishes correspond-
ingly the demand for and the price of silver. During this thirty

years' war on silver its price, as measured in gold, has fallen

more than one-half. This bulling of gold enhances correspond-
ingly the value of all debts and long-time obligations in gold
countries.

The world's debts were thus shown by Mr. Matthew Mar-
shall in the New York Sun of Dec. 27, 1899:
National debt bearing interest (1899) $ 1,046.000.000

National debt not bearing interest (1890) r. . 389.000,000

State, county, etc., debt (1890) : 1.135,003,000

•v^a! estate mortgages (1890) 6.019.000.000

R. R. debts (1898) :. 5.900.000.000

l' ink loan? and discounts (1899) 5.751,000.000

Total $20,240,000,000

Much, if not all, of this debt could, but for demonetization,

.

have been paid in silver. Under the gold standard the debt,

in whatever contracted, must be paid, principal and interest, in

gold or in other money equally dear. To meet this drain, the

world's taxes, direct and indirect, must be increased, and the

process of concentrating the world's wealth into a few hands
correspondingly accelerated.

The increased production of gold in the last few years

has temporarily relieved the pressure from the gold standard.

V«-t f in the age-long and world-wide movement of money and
'<*-.. •'•;* inerea>ed output is but a momentary flurry. It may

., di< cl.ed as suddenly as it came, but the yoke of debt,

fastened by law upon the necks of mankind, will remain unre-
> -I'd. to press with an ever-increasing weight upon those who

- i!-i burdens of the world.
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VII. ilOCl/S-l'OCrS MOXKV—TU1L HANKERS* GOAL.
Hut to create, appreciate, perpetuate awl bank on an incon-

ceivable national debt, to substitute corporation money for (iov-

crnment money and make all debts measurable by and dis-

chargeable finally in gold only is by no means alone the ulti-

mate object of the money monopolists. Secretary Gage in his

article in Colliers' Weekly (March -31) plainly states that we
must go farther in the path of "Currency Reform."

What lack we yet ?

"Sound Moncv" men today emphasize the importance of

"credit" as a medium of exchange, declare that more than 90
per cent of our large transaction arc performed by this means
alone, and that money is going out of date. What is the place

of credit in our system of exchanges ?

Men of property and business integrity possess credit. This

can be turned into purchasing power through the agency of

banks. The individual may apply at the bank for a loan, give

his note with approved security, deposit the note and then re-

ceive cither cash or credit on the books of the bank. In the

multitude of cases no cash is taken; the borrower, instead,

takes a pass-book and check-book, the pass-book* showing that

he has deposited at the bank the amount of his note ; the check-
book enabling him to transfer to others the purchasing power
obtained by his deposit. On this loan the borrower pays inter-

est, in advance, exactly as though he had withdrawn gold from
the till. The credit thus' obtained performs for both borrower
and lender the function of money. 'It is, in fact, a form of

money. Having no tangible existence, however, but being
conjured up in the manner described, it has been well called

"Hocus-Pocus Money."
Checks drawn by such borrowers arc, in the large majority

of cases, not cashed, but deposited at the same bank or at an-
other bank in the same system. Depositor No. 2 is allowed
credit to the amount of his check, and an equal additional

amount of hocus-pocus money is thereby created. Depositor
No. 2 may now check against his account, and the recipient

(No. 3) of his check ordinarily deposits instead of cashing it.

No. 3 now receives credit at the bank against which he, too.

may check ; and so on ad infinitum, or until the ultimate limit of

imaginary safety is reached.

Observe, first, that all these transactions are performed
wholly without the use of money ; second, that the banker col-

lects interest on such loans exactly as though he had paid out
money on the original note; third, that since these transactions

are costless and highly profitable to him, the banker is inter-

ested in making as many of such loans as he dares; fourth, that

every such loan effects an "inflation of the currency/' easing
the money market, lowering the rate of interest and facilitating
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t*;iiik> which "ride the whi: lwiud and direct ilic storm" reap their

trirvi-st.

Though tlie hanks' interest lies in destroying real money and
supplying its place with a costless but explosive gas, where lies

the public interest? In precisely the opposite direction; in

substituting for gas, real money—metallic, so long as the supply

holds out, and then Government paper. Docs this necessitate

inflation? Not at all. To substitute a real dollar for a sham
dollar involves no increase in the money volume. To substitute

a billion of silver and greenback dollars for a billion hocus-
pocus dollars would produce exactly no inflation whatever.

What would it do? It would transfer to that extent the control

of our monetary system from the banks, interested simply in

private profit, to the Government, interested in the general

welfare. It would prevent the destruction of millions of the

circulating medium when bankers decide that their interests

would be best served by contraction, or when the community
again loses "confidence" in the ability of bankers to perform the

impossible and to square the financial circle, that is to pay sev-

eral dollars of debt with a single dollar of money. It would
prevent the financial panic which Secretary Gage prophesies will

follow upon the election of Bryan. It would mean an enormous
stride in a direction of genuinely honest money and sound
finance.

I low, with the injection of real money into the circulation,

can an equal amount of fictitious money be driven out? By re-

quiring the banks to increase their reserves until they are able

at all times to pay their debts, thus converting them from panic

breeders into public servants.

To realize the bankers' dream two additional steps already
mentioned have yet to be taken. The first is the establishment
of "branch banks" by which the monster banks of the great
n'ics may extend their arms into every town and village of the^

!wd and rule each community with a rod of iron. The provision
in the act of March 14 permitting twenty-five-thousand-dollar
banks in villages of three thousand population is a bold move
in this direction. The second necessary step is the erection of

the great "Central Bank/* the summit and crown of the entire

system, from which the orders will go forth as Nero's com-
mands went out to the remotest bounds of the empire, and to

which the spoil of the nation will flow as the plunder' of the
or«A'inccs poured into the Eternal Citv.

Shall we c<».: I- ,i e to submit to this despotism? If the an-
A\r be, Xo, t'u-n *\c must strike soon. Its power is growing

*"iih fearful speed. It controlled the election of 1896. In an-
' <r four yenr, -f i<iW*ince and aid from the national admin:

'firm it may t :!•
; > i, > throne so firmly ;' 1 .' nothing short

• .: a revolution can owrihrow it.
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EDITORIAL.

The campaign is just beginning to liven uj) as this month of

October begins. The question of imperialism has been vigor-
ously discussed and now the trust issue looms up portentous
in every mind except that of the Honorable Marcus Alonzo
Ilanna, who dismissed the entire matter with a reiteration of

his statement of a year ago: "There arc no trusts," says he.

* * *

Outside the campaign, yet bound to have more or less influ-

ence upon it, comes the great strike in the anthracite regions
of Pennsylvania. Among the trusts (begging pardon of the
Honorable Marcus Alonzo) none is more rapacious, more con-
scienceless, more devilish than the hard coal combine. It has
an absolute monopoly of the supply of anthracite, its principal
members being the railroads over whose lines the coal must
go to reach the market. I see it stated that the law of Pennsyl-
vania prohibits the ownership and operation of these mines by
transportation companies, but monopolistic capital laughs at

little fictions like these. It is easy for a set of men to call them-
selves the Pennsylvania Railroad Company or the Philadelphia

& Reading Railway Company when they haul, and the Pennsyl-
vania Coal Company or the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and
Iron Co. when they mine. The fiction seems to satisfy the law.

which is easily satisfied when such "great business interests"

are the satisfiers; and the money goes into the same pocket. It

is great fun for a big corporation to play leap frog with the law.

* * *

The coal trust is a moral outlaw, of course, on this showing,
but as long as there is no penalty, who cares. It is many times
a criminal, by evasion and construction, but it owns the state of
Pennsylvania in all of its governmental functions—legislative,

executive and judicial. Among its crimes are petty larceny.

It steals a dollar and a quarter every time it sells its miners a keg
of blasting powder, charging them $2.75 when the retail price to

soft coal miners near by is $1.50 per keg.

* * *

It demands 3,600 pounds of coal for a ton from the miner,

but when the ton reaches the consumer it is never more, and
usually much less than 2.000 pounds. It pays starvation wages
and it pays them in truck through its villainous pluck-me stores.

Its entire treatment of the miner is a system of petty larceny,

while its relations with the consumer are highway robbery, a

sand-and-dcliver brigandage which outdoes anything recorded

of Dick Ttirpm or Jack Shcppard. If the biographies of those

gentlemanly highwaymen are to be credited they usually had
some compassion on the poor, but the hard coal combine would
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